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PREFACE
My acquaintance with South Africa dates from 1890,

when I was appointed by Mr. Rhodes to be the

first Administrator of Mashonaland, and spent twenty

months in South Africa, partly at Kimberley and in

the Transvaal but chiefly in Rhodesia. In 1904-5

I returned, revisited all the colonies, and visited the

protectorates.

My thanks are due to so many people in South

Africa who assisted me in every possible way that

it is impossible to mention all their names, and I

must only take this opportunity to assure them that

their kindness is not unappreciated. During my
recent visit I received hospitality and assistance from

people of all classes and several races, and am able

to testify personally to the fact that, whatever the

national antagonism between the British and Dutch,

it does not extend to the individual Englishman.

My special thanks must be given, however, to ISlr. W.
Percy Eraser of Johannesburg, to whose suggestion
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aiul interest I owe the initial idea of the book, to

Mr. J, M. Parker, especially for his assistance in the

tedious business of con-ecting proofs, and to Major

H. E. M. Leggett, R.E., D.S.O., who, as a personal

friend who has spent some years in the Transvaal,

lias helped nie in various ways.
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FOKEVVORD

In calling this book " The Africanderland," 1 am aware

that I am challenging prejudice. The name Africander

has as yet a special significance in the land which

gave it birth, and would be repudiated by many to

whom I apply it. The dictionary definition is " one

born of white parents in South Africa," which makes

it clear that the two popular superstitions attached

to the name, first that it implies coloured blood and

second that it is applicable only to those of Dutch

origin, are entirely wrong. It is with serious intention

that I have chosen this name and wish to place it

before m y readers as tlie key to the situation in

South Africa.

There is only one hope for the future prosperity

and happiness of this great sub-continent, and that

is the formation of a nation within its boundaries

which will include all the white races and weld them

in a body for the preser\'ation of national interests.

Like the Australians and Canadians, the Soutli

Africans must set up a national type and be bound

to their country by ties of race. Hitherto the only

section of the population which has realised this ideal

of a South African nationality is the Dutch one,
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and it is they who have arrogated to themselves

the title of Africanders, which has come to have

a political meaning. The name is the legitimate

one for a South African nation ; it is euphonious,

convenient and expressive. It belongs to every white

man born on South African soil equally and should

be proudly claimed and acclaimed by all as a birth-

right and a national possession.

By ear-marking this name as their own particular

distinction, by spelling it in the Dutch and not the

English fashion, the Boers have deprived their British

fellow South Africans of a place which is theirs by

right, have even reduced them to a nameless condition,

so that we must speak of " British Colonials " or

" British South Africans," using circumlocution and

tautology and failing to convey the position which

these men occupy in a country which belongs equally

to all the "native-born."

I appeal, therefore, to my kinsmen in South Africa

to take up their birthright and claim their part as

Africanders.

I must explain my own use of the word " Dutch,"

which I have taken (for convenience' sake) in the

South African sense. The European Dutch are

spoken of as Hollanders.

The treatment of the vast range of subjects which

I have collected under the title " Africanderland

"

needs a few words of explanation. I have placed

the Black Problem in the front, as being the first,

the greatest, and the most pressing of all the difficult

questions that arise. I have then turned to the
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Dutch Africander and sketched various sides of his

life and character. I have not, to my own regret,

been able to devote the space which the subject

deserves to the British element in Africanderland

because their position and tendencies are, on the whole,

better understood and have been described at con-

siderable length by other writers ; and to reduce a

work of this description to readable proportions it

has been necessary not only to condense but in many
places to eliminate much that is really of interest and

importance. For a similar reason I have attempted

no geogi'aphical descriptions or anything but the

barest outlines of the history of Africanderland, since

the majority of my readers must be conversant with

these subjects, which have been exhaustively and

picturesquely treated by other writers.

It has been necessary, moreover, to avoid, as far

as possible, purely controversial matters and those

which, whatever their local or temporary importance,

are not actually vital to the greater issues involved.

My endeavour has been to present a picture, brought

up to date throughout by personal observation, of

the actual conditions prevailing, with brief reference

to their historical causes, and to show the relation

of each section of political or social life and of each

difficult problem to one another and their place in

the great current of national and Imperial affairs.





Part I

CHAPTER I

THE REAL SOUTH AFRICAN PROBLEM: THE
BLACK CLOUD

Is South Africa a white man's country ?

It is probable that very few people would venture

to give an unquahfied assent to this question. By

South Africa we have come to mean all that portion

of the sub-continent south of the Zambesi, where, con-

sidered climatically, it is certain that there are large

sections which are not suitable for white colonisation.

The altitude rather than the latitude and the situation

between the trade-wind belts of the Indian and

Atlantic oceans chiefly decide this matter, but there

are other conditions affecting health which have not

yet been thoroughly investigated. In the Transvaal,

for instance, there is a district which has been

abandoned on account of its unhealthiness by two

or three successive bands of white settlers, whose

deserted farms remain. The outbreaks of fever common
in imany different regions otherwise enjoying a good

climate are probably due to the presence of some

chemical ingredient in the soil or disintegrating rocks,

a factor which has so much to do with disease in all

1 1
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sub-tropical countries where mining, engineering, or

agricultural operations disturb a virgin soil. Such

conditions are not permanent, and their presence is no

c\'idence that great sections of the country may not

in time become perfectly healthy. The malaria of

tropical valleys and swamp-lands on the coast is less

eradi cable, though much can be done in draining and

filling up, and by the extermination of mosquitoes.

Sunstroke, curiously enough, is singularly unusual in

South Africa, where men go about in felt or straw

hats, a practice which would court death in India. For

certain diseases to which all races are subject it is well

known that parts of South Africa are extraordinarily

beneficial, owing to the extreme dryness of the air.

Speaking generally, the sub-continent enjoys a climate

which, while varying in parts from extreme heat to

great cold, is both delightful and healthful to the

white man.

But more is needed than a good climate to con-

stitute a real "white man's country" in the sense in

which we use that phrase to-day. We mean a country

where the white man can efficiently and economically

fill every grade, unskilled as well as skilled, in the

hierarchy of the community, where he is at liberty to

carve out a fortune, where his fate is in his own hands,

and where he can build up a political and social system

on his own model. How far South Africa answers to

this description it will be the aim of these pages to

describe.

When the British colonists made homes for them-

selves in America they found races already in possession.
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These they pushed back, farther and farther, since it

was impossible to assimilate them to an European

civilisation, and a process of extermination was carried

out.

First they fell upon their knees,

And then upon the aborigines.

There was no attempt to work them into the social

system, and later, when labour was wanted, the more

docile Africans were introduced as slaves. The parallel

between the conduct of the Europeans in America and

South Africa, similar in its earlier features,breaks down,

however, since extinction, the policy of the former in

dealing with the untamable Indian, has not been

practised in South Africa. In the case of the South

African natives the situation was less simple. The

early white settlers found docile, if treacherous, people

(the Bushmen and the Hottentots) who submitted to

their yoke. Later on they came in contact with a

more virile race, and for a considerable period the Bantu

and the European invaders disputed South Africa

between them, but eventually the Bantu also submitted.

The white possession of the country as a whole rests

on a variety of conquests, treaties, and agreements with

these black people. In no part of South Afiica have

they been exterminated ; they have been hemmed in

but not driven out.

They are spread, with greatly varying density,

over the whole surface, and, far from diminishing in

numbers, they are increasing with considerable rapidity.

Certain parts of the country they inhabit as nations

or tribes apart, under protection of Great Britain, a
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condition analogous to that of certain native states in

India. Here they live under tribal law, subject to

their own chiefs, who own allegiance to the British

Crown. Basutoland is the best example of this. It

must be remembered that many of the Bantu tribes,

and more particularly the Zulus, had, and still have

to a great degree, an elaborate system of government,

law, and army organisation, which gives them a power

of resistance impossible to more loosely combined

tribes. At the same time, the antagonism between

the various branches of the race has always been of

great advantage to the European conqueror.

Some of the tribes, or individual units of tribes,

have been under the influence of European civilisation

for a century, while others have as yet hardly touched

its fringe, so different are the conditions of native life

in South Africa. Now, it is necessary to look at

the question as a whole ; it is equally impossible to

argue either from the ci\dlised or uncivilised Kaffir.

This fact is forgotten by too inany people who have

the interest of the negro at heart, and who view with

grief, as well they may, the adverse conditions under

which he labours in more than one continent. I do

not mean to suggest that all black people must be

lumped together, and that it is impossible for an

individual to rise above the level of his race. Europeans

are by no means all on the same level of civilisation.

But I believe that each section of the black race must

work out its salvation as a race, and not as individuals.

Here is the fundamental difficulty in the relations

between black and white. Take the British nation.
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As a people, as a race, as a nation, we have through

long, bitter, and bloody struggles won our way to what

are known as representative institutions, to collective

freedom and liberty. Our colonies, going a step farther,

have claimed, by right of their work done in building

up new countries, an even greater degree of liberty, or

what seems so to them. But it is by virtue of the

long struggle behind the British race that they have

come to exercise these rights, and it is as communities

that they rise, step by step, in the scale of social

evolution. In our expansion we have come in contact

with other races, and have subdued or assimilated them.

In the case of white races like the French in Canada

or the Dutch in South Africa, we met with people whose

traditions and evolution are similar to our own. Our

policy towards them should be one of assimilation. In

the case of the black, brown, or yellow races, however,

there is a fundamental difference. Nature has implanted

in us an instinct against miscegenation with people of

a different colour to ourselves, an instinct which is

strongest in the higher races when in an uncorrupted

state. We cannot liave race fusion with these people,

so we must find a footing on which they can live

among us".

Is it our duty to allow them to partake fully of

those rights which we have won for ourselves ? To
limit our illustration to South Africa, are we bound,

as free men, to say, " Equal rights for all men south

of the Zambesi " ? Such a suggestion has never been

seriously made, but its spirit pervades many arguments

on the subject. Granted that we arrogate to ourselves
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the right to discriminate (by virtue, presumably, of our

own superior achievements in human progress), how
shall the phrase run ? " Equal rights for every civilised

man south of the Zambesi."^

Here we have the root of all evil in this world-

wide problem. We set up a standard—that of

" civilisation
"—and decree that a black man crossing

this line shall become even as we are—the fine Heur

of the ages, the product of centuries of striving towards

the light. But what is civilisation, after all ? Judged

by its outward manifestations in modern times it is a

capacity to express oneself by arbitrary hieroglyphics

as well as by spoken sounds, to cover one's body with

garments of a peculiar and not particularly hygienic

type, to possess lethal weapons, to use certain imple-

ments in eating instead of those obviously provided

by Nature for that purpose, and to inhabit a structure

whose capacity to keep out wind and rain is less im-

portant than its angular shape and unpicturesque

appearance. From the point of view of a South

African " savage " this is a very fair statement of the

outward and visible signs which betoken civilisation.

With all our superior advantages we have not

been able to define our position more clearly. In the

Southern States of America there are many white

people who find it difficult to reach the standard of

civihsation set up to keep down the blacks. They
are the descendants of ancient families which came
from England at a time when that country had already

^ This is what Rhodes actually said, often misquoted as " for all white
men "—that he did not say.
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struggled up from the darkness of feudalism. The

sense of the white American is strongly in favour of

securing for them, under any circumstance, the birth-

right of the free peoples. But they are as much

below the standard of civilisation set by arbitrary

legislation as many American negroes are above it.

In a lesser degree we find this situation reproduced in

South Africa, where there is already a class of paupers

—landless, shiftless and uneducated—which has actually

become in some cases subject to the wealthy natives,

ploughing for them on contract at so much cash per

acre, and even working for money wages.

Just as individuals may tower mentally and morally

above the general level of their race, and are yet bound

by its limitations, their eagle wings clipped by the

essentials of their social and political environment, so

others may fall beneath the standard of their age and

race and yet not lose its privileges nor forfeit their birtli-

right. To deny this law of the solidarity of national

(and to a minor degree) racial life is to shut one's eyes

to the whole trend of history, which has been more

and more towards the elimination of independence

socially and politically. Our duty towards our sub-

merged blood brothers is plain enough, but is it

consistent with our attitude of establishing a standard

of civilisation, or with any pretence of making the

entrance to our arcana of rights a mere matter of

education or social qualifications ? What we have won
as a race we must keep as a race, unless we are prepared

to forfeit our race purity. Unless we are prepared to

assimilate the native, or be assimilated by him, we
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must rule him. There is no middle course, and the

attempts to set up an artificial barrier are a cowardly

and a futile compromise.

Many white people who are utterly averse to the

idea of race miscegenation are oppressed by the idea

that we must either rule or assimilate, as presenting

to the black race no way of escape from bondage.

They may be ready to grant that the efforts to find a

via media have been so far unsuccessful, but they

cling to the hope that, in the interests of eternal

justice, it may yet be found. It is, they feel, contrary

to the spirit of the age that any race should be con-

sidered as permanently under subjection, and the Biblical

decree that Ham should for ever be a hewer of wood
and a drawer of water seems to them as cruel and

pagan a conception as that which says that because

the fathers have eaten sour grapes the children's teeth

shall be set on edge.

In shaping a scheme of human life in accordance

with the ethical conceptions of our age and race

concerning justice (conceptions which, be it noted, are

not either permanent or universal) we are constantly

brought face to face with these ironies, anomalies,

apparent contradictions. Democracy, which was to

solve so many difficulties in social evolution, has in

fact complicated them. AVith our eyes wide open
to the inalienable rights of the individual and the

doctrine of equality, liberty, and fraternity, we are

compelled to see our fellow beings chained by circum-

stances, ground under foot by inequalities which are

often essential parts of their being, and as far from
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the realisation of universal brotherhood as they well

can be. And yet it will be said that, inasmuch as

we are no longer blind to all this, we have made

progress. Humanitarian efforts are on the increase,

and the standard of life is rising ; above all, the people

are a living force in national life. I grant this and

rejoice in it, even while I wonder whether as a nation

we have built our foundation securely. The dominant

note in our religion of to-day is an increased respect

for the sacredness of human life. We are rapidly

reaching the stage when we shall regard it as the

end of all effort. This being so, the admiration evoked

in us by the Japanese exhibition of all the qualities

we most admire or profess to admire—patriotism,

discipline, forethought, steadiness, reticence—must have

given some of us food for reflection. The sacredness

of human life is a doctrine quite foreign to the

Japanese. Their idea of humanity begins at the other

end of the scale, and, although they are not wasteful

or reckless in this or any other respect, they place

many things higher than the mere preservation of the

vital spark. In making this diversion there is no

intention of following out the idea to a conclusion,

but rather to give weight to a suggestion. Are we
sure that we have found the solution of that great

human problem—the relation between man and man ?

Are we sure that our ethical conceptions of any kind

liave a permanent foundation of natural law ? If we
are not sure that we have plumbed the infinite with

our puny line, is it not wiser to work for some definite

end, however much it may fall short of the great ideal ?
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1 am not belittling the idealist, but I regret that

tlie tlieorist is so common compared with the practical

worker. Personally I confess that I give up the

problem as to the ethical position of the negro ; I

am not sure whether my ethics or my estimate of

him are wrong. To one belief I am constant, the

one expressed so quaintly in the catechism which

every Scottish child has learnt :
" The whole duty

of man is to know God and to enjoy Him " ; that

is, to be happy and useful in the knowledge that he

is part of a universal scheme. I believe it to be

oiu' duty to our fellow men to secure them every

opportunity for so doing. As an idealist I should

like to wave a wand over half the earth and dispel

all race or colour feeling and give every one equal

rights and liberty. As a practical man I knoAv that

no such thing is possible, and I note that the situation

between black and white grows graver and less

hopeful every year. I attribute this to our attempt

to do what, in our present state of evolution, is

equivalent to trying to square the circle. We are

trying to fit the negro into a scheme of human life

which we have elevated into a religion. The scheme

seems to be breaking down at several points among
ourselves ; but, in justice to our theories, we feel

bound to go on trying to squeeze him into it, even

when our instincts are opposed to such a course. It

will be my endeavour to show in the ensuing chapters

how this attempt, having as its foundation the revolt

against slavery and the theory that equality is a

natural law and all subjection immoral, has failed
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in every department of our relations with the South

African native. In justice I must allow that we have

been by no means constant to this foundation, but

our backslidings have been largely caused by the revolt

of our natural instincts against these very theories,

if still more by a sense of expedience, and the

result has been a curious mixture of alternating

generosity and injustice, while, above all things,

consistency ts the most powerful influence on the

native mind.

That our attitude has conduced to the general

happiness or usefulness of the black races no one,

I think, who has any acquaintance with the Black

Problem can believe ; but I may be told that we are

still in the transition stage and that the readjustment

of racial relations must take time. It will certainly

take time—it will never be accomplished if it continues

on its present lines. In South Africa we are only

on the verge—perhaps just over the verge—of this

transition stage, but the situation is the more serious

because the European is only a small ruling caste

in the sub-continent, in the midst of a virile and

increasing native population. South Africa cannot

trifle with the situation, cannot afford to make

experiments like those which are bearing such fatal

fruit in the Southern States of America.

But, if we must feel misgivings both as to our

actions and the spasmodic and uncertain morality

which guides them, what shall we say of the black

point of view ? What do they ask of Life and of Us
who dictate the conditions of their life to a large
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extent ? The aspirations of a very few are definite

we Iiave formed them ourselves. They demand
equahty of opportunity for white and black alike.

They accept eagerly our cheap " civihsation " test,

but tliey are, as is natural, keenly aware of the

hollowness of our position and they are becoming
embittered by the irony of the situation. The great

mass of South African natives are still untouched by
European sophistries. They have not adopted our

standards or views as to human relations ; at the

same time they have certain aspirations common to

all humanity.

At this point it is necessary to give in round
figures some idea of the numbers and proportions of

the black races. The native population of Africa

south of the Zambesi is approximately four and a half

millions, the white population being a little over one
million, or one-fifth of the total. The area in which
the population is distributed is over nine hundred
thousand square miles, equal to four and a quarter

that of Germany or six times that of California, and
in this area there are seven colonies and possessions,

each with a separate administration, distinct and
independent in character. The blacks are very un-

equally distributed. Cape Colony is three-fourths

black or coloured, the latter designation covering a

mixed population, partly aboriginal or Asiatic, with
an admixture of white blood, which is two-thirds

as numerous as the Europeans, so that the pure
blacks are practically only three-fifths the total

population, and of these the larger number are
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gathered together in certain districts. Natal, on the

contrary, has a pure native population of 900,000 odd,

which does not include 101,000 Indians and nearly

7,000 odd coloured people, while the Europeans

number only 97,000, or one-twelfth of the total.

About a fourth of the Natal natives are concen-

trated in Zululand. The Orange River Colony, lying

so close to Basutoland, has only a little over 200,000

scattered natives, but even that number nearly doubles

the European population. In the Transvaal we find

300,000 Europeans, 23,000 Asiatics and coloured, and

more than 900,000 natives, about 130,000 being, im-

ported for labour purposes. Southern Rhodesia has

one European to every fifty natives, the total of

whites being about twelve thousand. The range

therefore in different sections is very great, from

one-half to one-fiftieth. Besides these colonies we
have to consider the natives of Basutoland, Swaziland,

and the Bechuanaland Protectorate. In all these

there is a very small population of whites—missionaries,

traders, and officials—numbering together less than

3,000, while the total of the native populations amounts

to more than 550,000. The natives in the German
and Portuguese territories number probably 2,000,000

while the whites are a mere handful in the popu-

lation. These figures must be clearly kept in mind

when we revert to that question at the head of this

chapter. In deciding whether South Africa is a white

man's country in j^osse we must not forget that

numerically it is a black man's country m esse.

Among these people tliere is an infinite variety in
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physical and mental character, habits, and capacity,

just as there is every stage of social development, from

the bead-dressed savage to the educated native lawyer

or clergyman in correct European guise. None of these,

however, have remained unaffected by the European

domination of the country. The gi-eat majority, the

different tribes of Bantu stock, were themselves in-

vaders, and in very few cases are we called upon to

regard the South African native as a true aboriginal

living on his native soil, for the Bushman has almost

disappeared, and the Hottentot race is fast dwindling.

The most vital change in native life has been brought

about by the pax Britannica. Internecine or predatory

wars being interdicted, the chief object and means of

existence were taken away from the males, and the

whole social fabric was disturbed, because there was no

longer the constant drain on the population for which

their laws and customs had provided ; and lastly, the

authority of the chiefs, who had always been military

leaders, was weakened and in many cases the tribal life

broken up. Despite our relatively small numbers we
have thus imposed the first conditions of an alien

civilisation upon all these people, even when we have

partly encouraged them in the retention of their own
laws, habits, and social system.

Some of the Bantu races had brought their tribal

organisation to a very high pitch, perhaps the nearest

approach to an original, self-resolved civilisation which
any black race has attained. Its foundation, however,

was mihtarism, pure and simple. Having sapped this

foundation, we must expect some new development.
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Both in South Africa and Great Britain it is usual to

hear the opinion expressed that all we have to do is to

let the nativ^e alone, that he is far better in his wild

than in his domesticated state. The evidence of one's

senses corroborates this. The native who in his own

kTcial in a state of ignorance is polite, stately, honest,

and well-behaved will degenerate after a little town

experience into an impertinent, careless, bad-mannered

and often vicious character. The same transformation

can be seen in a very different class of people—the

Chinese. Both in China and in South Africa the

" mission native " is peculiarly marked out in this un-

en\dable way. What really happens is that, in either

case, the native is plunged into an environment in

which he misses the moral guides and props to which

he is accustomed. The opinion of his friends and equals

is one of his greatest safeguards, and both with Chinese

and Kaffirs every action of life is hedged round with

an immemorial etiquette which it is hard to change.

Among people who are evidently ignorant of such

laws, and who only attach importance to things which

seem to the native entirely trivial, he quickly loses his

self-respect, and, learning to despise the rules of con-

duct in which he was brought up, he fails to assimilate

the moral code of his masters. The result is that he

frequently compares unfavourably with his former self.

Such as it is, this is frequently the material on which

the white man must rely to carry out his schemes for

the development of the country.

To enter into any detailed consideration of the

psychology of the South African native would involve
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a length of treatment which cannot be contemplated

here, but the essential points must be considered. At
present, it may be confessed, we have not penetrated

very far below the surface of the Kaffir ; his mind is

more or less dark to us. Here and there in South

Africa one meets men whose lives have been spent

among natives, and who have their fingers more or less

on the pulse of native feeling in the districts which they

have studied. They have given years of patient and

unassuming work to the task of trying to understand

the people among whom they labour as missionaries,

officials, or even traders. This is the sort of task

which seems peculiarly congenial to a certain type of

Englishman, and one meets him in every part of our

varied empire, patiently and generally silently pegging

away to acquire a knowledge which must almost in-

variably perish with him because he has not the faculty

for expression. Too frequently his intimacy wdth this

one phase of life has put him out of touch with

others, so that his knowledge is valuable only when

tapped and collated. In the pages which follow I

have endeavoured to compare the opinions of such

men as these, but it must be premised that all the

available information is fragmentary and often con-

tradictory in its bearing on the inner life of the native

and his attitude towards ourselves. The best informed

are the least positive, and often qualify their views

with, " After all, one never knows !

"

It is in this spirit that one must approach the Black

problem in South Africa. It is impossible to dogma-

tise as to the native point of view or the native attitude.
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Even our acquaintance with native habits and customs

is partial, and scientific observation has gone but a very

httle way. The importance of our present decision

hes in the fact that this is the transition period—we
have to lay a foundation now for future generations

to build on. While still uncertain of our material we

must try to mould the South African native to some

enduring pattern. When one considers the vastness

of the task and the penalty of failure one is appalled

at the casual and careless manner in which it has been

approached. It is not too much to say that there has

been little attempt hitherto to consider the future of

our black South African subjects or their relations

with us in any light but that of local or national

political expedience. The recent commission on Native

Affairs had an opportunity of dealing with this

question, but it failed, and spoilt otherwise admirable

work, by leaving the crux of the question not merely

unsolved but untouched. The data collected should,

however, be carefully studied, as representing a

strenuous effort to give every side of the complex

question fairly and honestly. I may perhaps be allowed

to paraphrase the opening passage of their report and

close this first chapter of a picture of Africanderland by

saying that, in view of the proposed federation of the

sections of that country, we will examine the factors

now at work moulding the lives of the vast majority

of the people—the Black South Africans. The causes

moulding both Blacks and Whites may appear at

first sight to be independent, but on closer examination

they are seen to be inter-dependent.
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There is as yet no white national type in South

Africa, but the white sections have undoubtedly been

influenced in their social and moral development by

the black propinquity and numerical preponderance.

There must be still more of this influence and counter-

influence to follow. The goal in South Africa is to

build a sound white nation, and the problem precedent,

which ought to and will help in creating the white

nation on the best lines, is the black. The blacks must

be the means of strengthening the South African

national character or they will destroy it.



CHAPTER IT

RELIGION AND THE NATIVE

It is hardly possible to overestimate the influence

which the introduction of the Christian religion has

had on the history of South Africa. AVe owe to the

missionary spirit a great deal of the exploring work

which opened the dark continent, and missionary

influence has frequently decided our policy, while most

of our information has come from the same source.

The most distinguished living African missionary.

Dr. Stewart, of Lovedale, himself the companion of

Livingstone, has divided missionary enterprise in Africa

into three periods : the first characterised by hope and

great expectations, but marred by inexperience and want

of comprehension and marked by events which were

rather political or philanthropic than missionary ; the

second moved chiefly by philanthropic, scientific, or

commercial motives, and resulting in much failure

and disappointment ; the third a period of consolidation

and expansion.

The earliest missionaries to South Africa were the

Moravians, a German sect which appears to be peculiarly

endowed for this sort of work. While they do not

adopt the principle of self-supporting missions they

conduct their affairs very inexpensively, acting as

19
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farmers and artisans. No one who has visited one of

their stations can fail to have been struck with the

busy, practical aspect of it, and it is certain that no

mere lip service is expected from converts but outward

signs of grace in purity of life and willingness to work.

Dr. Stewart calls the Moravians by pre-eminence the

missionary church of Christendom, and draws attention

to three remarkable features of their organisation—the

skilful and statesmanlike nature of their constitution,

their broad-minded tolerance as regards other sects, and

the combination of a high spiritual standard and personal

realisation of their religion with a strong common-sense

appreciation of the value and necessity of labour. In

1901 they claimed only 100,000 converts, a fact which

will commend their work to those who know the wide

range of their influence as wielded by 450 missionaries

in 190 stations.

The next to enter South Africa w^as the famous

London Missionary Society, which has been the

advance-guard of our imperial expansion in so many
quarters of the globe. Numbering many men of

pre-eminent ability, this Society has never been con-

tented merely to remain a missionary body, but has

contended for the political rights of the natives, often

not very wisely or with very definite views, and

has constituted itself their protector and advocate, its

efforts in this direction being equalled in other parts of

Africa by those of the Church Missionary Society, with

the wealth and social influence of the Established Church

behind it. The Church Missionary Society has no

station in South Africa, but its work in suppressing
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slavery has affected the whole continent more or less

directly.

The attitude of the Dutch Africanders towards

the natives has always constituted a point of

missionary attack, and to the extreme divergence

of views is greatly due the present unfortunate

confusion. They expelled the first INIoravian mission

from the Cape and in later days imprisoned the

French missionary who tried to pass through the

Transvaal to the Barotse. Not only were they

bigoted enough to prohibit any form of religion but

their own for some time, but they were constantly

opposed to any attempts to Christianise the heathen,

whom they regarded, and still regard, not merely as

beings on a different plane, but as something nearer

to beasts than human beings. Their policy was the

same as that pursued by their countrymen towards

the natives of Java and was not considered or intended

to be either cruel or unjust. It simply desires to

preserve the aborigines on the level which Nature

has apparently provided for them, so that they may
be useful to the white man, who will on his part

provide for them as well as possible. I'he missionary

point of view was that the black man, having a soul

and being equal in tlie eyes of his Creator to any

white, though depressed by circumstances, had an

equal right to individual freedom and human rights.

The European intruded on the native, not vice ve?~sa,

and took away his land, his social organisation, and

his mode of government. The Dutch say, " Yes, but

we bought the land with our blood." The savage
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nature of the warfare which accompanied early

colonisation left an indelible impression of antipathy

on the Boers, especially the Transvaalers and Orange
Free Staters. Then there was the hardship and in-

justice inflicted in the carrying out of the abolition

of slavery, which was the decisive fact in causing the

Great Trek. The whole situation rested on a different

conception of the possible relations between the two
races, and was aggravated undoubtedly by misdirected

zeal, which made some of the missionaries act as

though the Dutch were actually less to be considered

than the Kaffirs. Ignorance and prejudice are to be

found on both sides, and the situation was made
more difficult by the circumstance that, while the

London Missionary Society was, in fact, a political

power in England, the Dutch and British colonists

were without advocates or influence. While it is

correct to use the past tense in speaking of the

heyday of missionary-pohtico power, it must not be

supposed that it is no longer a factor in South African

political hfe. I take the following from the report

of a meeting held in Cape Town in July, 1905.

The Bishop of St. John's said that "the natives

were beginning to gain ambitions, politically, socially,

and religiously. ... In his diocese they were doing
a great deal politically for the natives. ..." This

is a definite exposition of Anglican methods of

propagating the Gospel.

The third Society to bring Christianity to the

natives was the Wesleyan, which like other denomina-
tions does not confine itself to missionary work. It
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has congregations in almost evevy considerable town

in South Africa, and in the native centres as well.

Its missionaries have contributed considerably to our

knowledge of the natives, but its work is almost

entirely evangehstic, although schools are attached to

many of its congregations. The most potent force in

the religious life of the South African native has,

perhaps, been the Scottish Presbyterian mission, w4iich

has always been educational in its character. There

are also other Nonconformist bodies, such as the

Congregationalist and Baptist missions, and others

belonging to the Church of England, the Universities

mission, and the S.P.G. The Rhenish, the Berlin

Evangelical, and the Hermannsbergh Lutheran

missions are all active bodies and do a good deal of

educational work, their principal characteristic being

a desire to instruct thoroughly before admitting

converts, and to maintain European supervision. The

Paris Evangelical Society, which historically represents

the Huguenots, who have exercised so great an influence

in South African history, has a strong mission con-

centrated in Basutoland. The influence of this Society

over the celebrated chief Moshesh, and the part played

by it in the wars between the Dutch and Basutos,

and in the flnal settlement whereby Great Britain took

Basutoland under her protection at a moment wlien

the Dutch considered that they were just getting the

best of a long and bloody conflict, are incidents in

the history of this mission which illustrate again how
difficult it is to separate the spiritual and the temporal.

The work of Roman Catholics has been restricted by
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the exclusive attitude of* the Dutch, who prohibited

all save the Nonconformist bodies so far as they were

able. Nevertheless some of the most successful work

has been done by the Jesuits, Marists, and Trappists,

especially in Natal. Their work has been characterised

by a broad-minded policy which has sought to teach

the native the dignity of labour in the best sense of

the word, and they have never encouraged the natives

in aspirations to political or social equality. They

have the great advantage of being able to inculcate

the lesson of discipline which is so necessary to the

native.

Having briefly enumerated the principal missionary

agencies at work in South Africa, we come to a diffi-

cult part of the subject. What is the sum total of

the effect that religious teaching has had on the

native ? What is the trend of missionary influence ?

With so many different bodies, inspired by different

conceptions of the work to be done, it is difficult to

generalise, and the following criticisms probably do

injustice to some bodies. Some seem to have confined

themselves to religious propaganda ; others, as we have

seen, meddled with high politics ; all, as we have

shown, were acting and reacting on the character of

the people with whom they came in contact. It is

impossible to deal adequately with the historical

significance of the missionary movement, and we must

confine ourselves to the broad aspect of the situation.

A very unfortunate effect on the native mind has

undoubtedly been the accentuation of the race line

between their white masters ; but in this respect one
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feels that it is the Dutch Reformed Church which is

chiefly to blame, since until recent years it has made

no attempt to reach the native population, and has

been content to incur the odium of being the one

Christian body which stood aside in this work, thus

making the attitude of the Dutch more marked in its

uncompromising denial of the humanity of the Kaffirs.

The eager partisanship of the missionaries in any case

between the Boers and the natives was perhaps only

natural when one remembers that the latter were

often without any other protection, but when it

came to imply that the Imperial Government stood

behind the missionaries, and in an attitude un-

sympathetic to its white subjects, the sore feelings of

the colonists went to feed racial animosities. To-day

we have to face an accumulation of such feelings, but

at the same time missionary work is standing now on

its own merits, and is httle likely to be supported on

political grounds, unless locally. The Dutch Reformed

Church has also at last started missions of its own,

thus practically acknowledging that Kaffirs have souls

to save—which certainly was not a tenet of its earlier

belief. Another phase of religious dissension has had

its effect on the Kaffirs, as on other heathen. I refer

to the unfortunate lack of fraternal spirit among the

Christian missions themselves. These disagreements

and jealousies are not confined to the purely missionary

societies, but may be found even within the borders

of the Dutch Reformed Church, as shown elsewhere.

Indeed the spirit of contention is as strong in South

Africa in religious as in political life, and its ill effiscts
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must cause sincere grief to men of all shades of con-

viction.

The educational work of the missions must be

dealt with separately, and we have now left for con-

sideration the actual effect, morally, of the Christian

propaganda. The Native Affairs Commission Report

of 1905 speaks with no uncertain note on this subject.

" For the moral improvement of the natives there is no

influence equal to that of religious belief." Coming
at a time when doubt and misgivings are in the minds

of many earnest advocates of missionary work this

pronouncement was hailed with relief and joy, for it

emanated not from Exeter Hall or a Church Congress,

but from men of colonial experience—administrators,

traders, farmers, but not one missionary. The reason

for this belief is based upon an examination of native

customs and traditions. These are to a great extent

moral in their effect, though not in their origin. They
are part of the tribal organisation and laws which are

inevitably modified by conditions introduced by us

into the country, and which disappear altogether in

town life. As we do not, or cannot, protect the native

from contact with our own civilisation, it is obviously

most unwise to allow him only to see its worst and

lowest side. Demoralisation has been the result of

this course already, and it is spreading. There may
be some among us who do not recognise in our own
moral code the result of any direct Christian influence,

beheving it to be founded on law, order, and self-

respect. Such a man must, however, ignore the his-

tory of his race if he cannot trace his own superior
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position to the age-long struggle between religion and

materialism. AVith this point of view we are not,

however, concerned here. The majority of people

would not attempt, consciously, to separate religion

and morality in tliis way, and would certainly not,

if they only thought about it, expect an untauglit

native, fresh from superstitious paganism, to accom-

plish such mental gymnastics. If we take away his

moral code we must give him another, and that the

best and most efficient we can find. Christianity

supplies this, and Christian zeal has also supplied

the necessary instruments for propagating this scheme

of morality. No secular system, no protective or pro-

hibitive laws, could cope with the serious demoralisation

inevitably caused by the first effect of an alien civilisa-

tion upon a primitive race. "It is clear," says the

Report, " that the native year by year is becoming

familiar with new forms of sexual immorality, in-

temperance, and dishonesty, and that his naturally

imitative disposition, his virility, and escape from home

and tribal influences provdde a too congenial soil for

the cultivation of acquired vices. . . . Hope for the

elevation of the native races must depend mainly on

their acceptance of Christian faith and morals."

We have here the strongest justification of the

missionary attitude that could be uttered, and it is

the more striking because it is probably at variance

with the large majority of (uninstructed) colonial

opinion. I have said enough to show that I entirely

sympathise with its main thesis. The moral character

of the nativ^e should be the missionary point of attack.
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I am also convinced, by the evidence obtained by the

Commission, that rehgious instruction, pure and simple,

has been of benefit, and that the weight is in favour

of improved morality in the Christian section of the

community ; but I am not altogether satisfied that

the missionaries, as a whole, are dealing with the

question of the elevation of the native in a manner

conducive to an extension of these benefits. Certain

undeniable disadvantages, certain unsightly excrescences

on the surface of this moral regeneration, are to be

observed, and cannot be lightly dismissed.

An important feature in nearly all mission work

has been the training of natives as religious propagandists

in their turn. The Protestant Churches uniformly

allow them the right of ordination, after which they

are, nominally, on a level with their white fellow-

workers in the hierarchy of their particular sect. The

Roman Catholic bodies, composed of brotherhoods in

direct communion with a head and vowed to the

religious life, do not accept their catechumens in this

way, though they sometimes use them as lay brothers.

This question of discipline has become a burning one

in South Africa. It has been said, by that most

distinguished and right-minded leader of American

negro advancement, Booker Washington, that " the

race problem is so real and so present to the negro

people that it enters as a motive into everything they

do." The South African native, as a whole, has not

reached this pinnacle of self-consciousness ; but in the

more advanced section, the one directly produced under

missionary influence, this race feeling has become
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morbidly active, and there has been a ferment for some

httle time which has spread in various forms to every

mission sphere. I have no doubt that the process has

been accelerated by the visits of natives, in their

student or pre-ordination days, and even afterwards as

full-fledged ministers, to Europe, where they immedi-

ately became aware in missionary circles that their

black skin had not the same effect in deciding their

social status as in South Africa. It is noticeable

that the Moravians entirely disapprove of such visits

on the part of their converts, as being likely to unsettle

their minds and unfit them for their natural environ-

ment. The fact that more than one native minister

has married a white woman is also a circumstance

which has had weight in deciding the attitude of the

colonists towards the missionaries. It appears to

suggest on the part of certain Christian bodies an

attitude towards the race question which they would,

in most cases, repudiate, but the moral effect on both

native and colonist is far greater than the actual facts

would warrant.

The emotional character of the West African negro,

so familiar in the religious services of the American

Coloured Church, is not so apparent in the Bantu races,

many of whom are trained in habits of reserve and

dignity to which such religious emotionalism is re-

pugnant. But every portion of the negro race loves

noise, and a quantity of singing seems an essential part

of every religious service. Nevertheless there is con-

siderable decorum about their procedure and some

warrant for the idea that many congregations could
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get on very well with a native preacher in charge.

This practice, naturally only possible to the Protestant

clergy, and chiefly developed by the Presbyterians and
AV^esleyans, was the occasion for a movement of seces-

sion which has attracted considerable attention because

it was suspected of underlying political motives. The
first secession was headed by a native Wesleyan minister

in Pretoria named Makond, who founded a Church of

which I believe he was still the head when I met him,

in December, 1904. Doctrinally and in matters of

Church organisation his sect is Wesleyan, its peculiarity

consisting in its racial exclusiveness. Makone himself

vigorously denies any animus against the whites or

political meaning in his movement, but he practically

admits that American missionaries who came amongst
the natives imparted a bitter (we may well say seditious)

spirit to their conferences. The name "Ethiopian
Church," first bestowed on Makone's sect, whatever its

origin, has the merit of being a most telhng title. Dwane,
a member of this community, was the one to attempt
its affihation with the American Methodist Episcopal

Church. He visited the United States for that purpose,

and was followed home by Bishop Turner, of that body,

who gave a quasi-episcopal seal of approval to all

secessionist movements and actions. It is certain that

Dwane's motive was to remove the stigma of irregularity

and place his Church on a recognised footing, and in

this he was probably disappointed. In any case, he
severed his connection with the American Methodist
Episcopal Church, and offered himself to the AngUcan
community in Cape Town, promising to bring over a
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large body of his followers. His offer was accepted,

as well as his condition that he and his congregation

should be constituted as a distinct body within the

Church under the title of the Order of Ethiopia. The

whole transaction was naturally viewed with doubt

by many Christian bodies, as it savoured too much

of mediaeval methods of conversion. The wholesale

transference of a body of Christians from one denomina-

tion to another can hardly be regarded as a sign of

inward conviction. It is only fair to the Anglican

Chiu'ch to say that, having piu'sued a rather Jesuitical

path of reasoning to make the netting of this bag of

converts possible, she has done her best to turn them

into good Christians, and has probably disappointed

the leaders by the slowness with which she has per-

mitted ecclesiastical preferment. By no means all the

Ethiopians followed Dwane into the fold.

The Congregational, Baptist, and Presbyterian

missions have all suffered in turn from this secessionist

movement in their congregations, and no part of South

Africa where there are native Christians has entirely

escaped the contagion ; even the Barotse mission in

Southern Rhodesia has felt its effects. My own inquiries

have not brought me any evidence of direct secession

from Anglican or Roman Catholic communities, though

the congregations of both have undoubtedly been

affected. The method of employing native preachers

and of admitting them to orders does not substantially

differ in any of the Protestant Churches, but in practice

the non-conforming sects have probably gone farthest

in this matter and have therefore been more subject
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to insubordination from their native workers. The

rehgious bodies of the Roman CathoUc world—the

Trappists, Jesuits, Marists, and others—have been least

affected because they admit no natives to their orders

and maintain a strictly disciplinarian relation with all

their converts, never admitting them to an equality in

matters ecclesiastical. I noticed in the church of the

splendid Trappist mission in Natal that the members

of the Order, the lay brothers, and the native congre-

gation, each had their special place in which they

worshipped.

The most interesting and perhaps the most im-

portant secession was that of Mzimba, who, after

twenty years' service as pastor of a native congregation

at Lovedale, resigned his post and started a rival Church

within sight of the great mission station. Mzimba had

been educated at I.ovedale and treated for years by

the white members of the Presbytery with a social and

professional equality which he could not have expected

in any other similar community in the British Colonies

or the United States. He went to Scotland to collect

funds for a new church, and, received there in a manner

to which allusion has already been made, he returned

to his native country a little inflated. A dispute

over the details of the church building was his osten-

sible cause of offence, and every means was used to

induce him to withdraw from his position. His answer

was that he saw plainly that native Christians could

no longer work with white missionaries. Subsequently

it became necessary to sue him for the restoration of

funds and property which belonged to the Presbytery,
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and though the action Avent against him I beheve that

these were never wholly recovered. The exposure of his

character in the witness-box was a painful surprise to

men who had entrusted him for twenty years with the

direction of a large congregation. His sect has not

striven to legaHse itself or to establish communion

with any recognised Church, though he has been in

correspondence with the elder secessionist branch of

the Scottish Presbyterians, probably hoping to get

something out of the dissensions rife at home.

One of the most potent influences in the whole

separatist movement has been that of the American

Coloured Churches, especially the JNlethodist Episcopal

one. I have already said that American negro

preachers, embittered by the wrongs of the race in

their own home, have poured insidious poison into

African ears. Bishop Turner, a Southern negro,

conducted a campaign on behalf of his Church and

claimed to have gathered in some twenty-fiA'e thousand

converts—not from heathendom, be it noted. He is

not a man of influence in his own country or among
the more advanced of his own people, who regard

with good-humoured tolerance a scheme of his to

take all the American negroes back to Africa. He
is a sensational and striking speaker, however, and

created a great impression, especially among the

coloured populations and the townsfolk. The primitive

South African native, as we have already said, is

more reserved and dignified. The American Methodist

Episcopal Church has now in South Africa a

missionary bishop who has a somewhat delicate task
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before him, since more than one colony has decMned

to allow him to visit it.

The principal charges brought against the members

of this Chiu'ch by other religious bodies are, first, that

they are not missionaries—do not preach to the heatlien

or to those who have no opportunities for religious

instruction, but confine their labours to fields where

other agencies have been for many years at work.

This is not a mere matter of etiquette. It is an

essential feature of all successful missionary w^ork

that the clash of creeds and the odium of proselytising

should be avoided. Then they say, with apparent

truth, that the standard of morality in the Church is

not placed high enough and has a directly demoralising

effect by admitting to Christian privileges people of

notoriously loose lives. Here again the matter seems

too serious to be put down to professional jealousy.

The main objection to the American Methodist

Episcopal Church, however, is that it encourages a

feeling of independence quite apart fi'om any spiritual

needs or convictions. I do not think there is a shade

of doubt that the basis of the movement is race-

cleavage and that its political tendency is not so

much intentional as inevitable. The whole movement
has arisen very rapidly, and from the missionary

outlook it has enormously increased • the difficulty of

their work. At any moment and in any quarter they

may expect a secession fi'om their native congregations,

and the better trained and qualified the converts the

sooner this may come

It may well be asked why aU this should arouse
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such anxiet5^ The African native, having received the

Gospel, lias a perfect right to found his own Church

organisations. The aim of Christian missionaries

should surely be to enable him to stand alone. The

missionaries reply that the movement has been pre-

mature, that the seceding Churches are incapable of

upholding discipline, and that leading-strings are

essential for some time to come.

One is forced to the conclusion that the whole

development has taken them by surprise, that they have

been hitherto unable to gauge the situation, and that,

like the secular authorities, they have in fact pursued

with reckless blindness a policy whose legitimate

results they are not prepared to face. The Church

secession is undoubtedy premature and accelerated by

outside influences which the missionaries cannot con-

trol ; but it is, after all, only a natural and inevitable

consequence of conditions which the missionaries should

be in a position to gauge. At present they are, generally

speaking, in favour of forming an exclusive ring, outside

which the secessionists must get on as well as they

can. INIany of them accept the situation in a spirit

worthy of the Church militant here on earth. But to

all must come, in moments of clear thought, a vision

of a day whose era may have actually dawned, when
this work shall no longer be theirs ; when they must

resign to inexperienced hands the spiritual weapons they

hav^e wielded and abandon fields made fruitful by

their own self-sacrifice and devotion. Such is the

honest and logical conclusion of the attitude taken

up by many Protestant missionaries. They admit the
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possibility that black and white may be equal in Church
and State. They deny the right of the European to

supremacy. What follows ? The setting up in Church,

as in State, of artificial barriers over which the native

climbs or which he knocks down. The result is no

solution of the race question, but a bitter accentua-

tion of it. "We can no longer work with white

missionaries."

It is as impossible to say in religious matters,

" You must come up to a certain standard of morals
"

as it is to make political rights the reward of a specified

proficiency in reading or writing. Both are parts of

that sham " civilisation " test of which I have already

written. "All things are lawful to us," said the

Apostle Paul, " but all things are not expedient "

;

a view of Christian policy which, with its blending of

the dove and the serpent, may be commended to the

missionary bodies of to-day. It is not expedient by

any means that the present secessionist movement
should spread, and the only thing that can stop it is

a careful revision by some of the missionary bodies

of their methods of work. The difficulties in this

direction appear great on the surface. Christian

teaching must cut at the root of tribal life in poly-

gamy and other customs, and so denationalises the

convert and places him in antagonism to his chief or

head-man, but it does not eradicate his communal
and tribal instincts. The trend of missionary influence

is to encourage individualism, but after a time the

native feels dissatisfied with his isolated position. In

America it is noticeable that the Church is often more
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of a social organisation than a spiritual agency. The

same tendency manifests itself here—communities form

themselves round a chief who is chosen by themselves

or takes his place by reason of superior attainments.

The South African native understands only one form

of government—the personal dictatorship of one man.

The democratic Churches, with their elaborate organi-

sation, seem to them formless, while at the same time

stirring in them the desire for freedom.

This unsettling tendency seems therefore an essential

feature to all Protestant mission work ; but here I

come back to a point from which we departed some

time ago. The elevation of the moral character is,

I take it, the legitimate aim of the Christian missioner.

He must subordinate every other consideration to this.

He may well interrogate himself as to his success when

he finds that the most remarkable result of his work

is an outburst of spiritual and mental arrogance—

a

sort of "hands off; we are just as good Christians as

you and just as well qualified to run a Church

"

attitude. The culpability of this attitude is in-

creased if the missionary statement be true (as I believe

it is) that the secessionist Churches are not characterised

by a high standard of Christianity, and that it is mostly

a case of the blind leading the blind. There is a plucky

attempt to make the best of things by saying that,

after all, this change betokens an awakening in re-

ligious matters—a spiritual revival, doubtful in methods

but genuine in origin. My own^inquiries lead me to

believe that this is pure optimism, and that the whole

cause of the secession lies not in spiritual advance but,
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first, in reversion from an individualistic to a

modified communal form of social life ; and second,

in anti-white feeling, the birth of a morbid sense of

injustice which had its origin in American propaganda,

for it has no place in South African life. The political

sense of the natives is highly developed ; they have

been accustomed to use their legal knowledge and

powers of manoeuvre for their own protection and

advancement, and they will continue to do so ; but

unless the iniquity of a foreign rule had been demon-

strated to them, the majority, even in parts of Cape

Colony, would not have appreciated it. They have

never enjoyed the privileges of a free democracy, and

their grievances are not at present concerned with

political rights. This loose, schismatic, apparently

unimportant system of independent Churches is, how-

ever, the first successful attempt at any organisation

outside tribal boundaries. It is a racial rather than a

religious movement.

I have said that the Christian missionary must have

heart-searchings as to the result of his work, but I say

so only in the sense that he must regard the moral

effects of Christian teaching in a new light and be a

little less certain as to the development of native

character under its influence. It is not to the influence

of missionaries alone that the movement may be traced,

nor are they the only people who have blundered or

miscalculated. Believing with the Commission that

Christian teaching alone can supply a necessary code

of morals to the natives, one observes that so far the

direct outcome of it has been a movement which is in
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every sense inexpedient and certainly not conducive

to a further elevation of character. This anomaly has

been partially explained by showing the effects of

Christian civilisation and the w^ay in which it recoils.

It may not be out of place to draw attention to

the fact that missionary influence is not entirely

confined to Christian missions, for Mahomedanism

has already its foothold in South Africa, and is showing

signs of activity. There are some 23,000 followers of

Mahomed in the south-western districts of Cape

Colony, while all Northern and Central Africa hold

by the Koran. Not long ago missionary mullahs were

actually sent to South Africa from the Afghans, and

there are other reasons to believe that Islam has an

eye on the southern portion of the continent. In

West Afi-ica and even in Uganda Mahomedanism is

spreading and, whatever its moral influence, there is

no doubt that it may constitute a political danger,

particularly if it succeeds in uniting various sections

of the Bantu races in a bond of fanaticism.

There remains the consideration of a vexed point

in missionary work : How far is it possible to separate

religious and secular instruction ? Is it possible to

regenerate a man in sections, so to speak ? Is not a

true adjustment of the individual to his environment

a necessary part of all conversion or regeneration ? To

take a native to England and bring him up as an

excellent body-servant is of no use to him if his future

life lies on a South African farm or in a native kraal.

In Christianising the native, I think the clause in the

Church of England catechism which enjoins content-
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ment and usefulness in the sphere "to which it hath

pleased God to call me " should not be forgotten, and

that the building up of character on sound lines should

be an essential and should precede any acceptance into

a religious fold. This is a recognised policy with some

of the most successful mission bodies, but it should be

accepted by all, and would be by a majority but for

the pressure from home, whence come most of the

funds, and where a satisfactory tale of " souls gathered

in " is an essential preliminary to a handsome subscrip-

tion. The policy of placing industrial training in the

forefront—almost before religious exercises, and cer-

tainly before doctrine—adopted with such good results

by the German and Roman Catholic missions, is one

that carries the whole white opinion (and support)

along with it, and produces convergence, in place of

divergence, in the high State aims, to be directed more

and more by the people of the country, and not by

theorists and idealists from outside.



CHAPTER III

EDUCATING THE NATIVE—TO WHAT END?

The present system of native education is simply

that of mission schools, under the control of the

various religious bodies, assisted by grants from

Government which are contingent on fulfilling certain

conditions as to curriculum and inspection. The con-

ditions, especially outside Cape Colony, are not

exacting, and, if we are to believe the report of

a commission in 1894 there was, even w^ithin the

colony, considerable licence. The Government contri-

butions began in Sir George Grey's time, and were

especially meant to stimulate industrial training in the

Transkei, lately the scene of Kaffir wars. The move-

ment thus begun, although the pecuniary assistance

dwindled, was from time to time reinforced by special

provisions, as in 1865, when sums were voted to the

aborigines and mission schools to promote suitable

industrial training. JNIaintenance grjints were gi^en

to apprentices in certain trades and to scholars

employed out of scliool hours in some industrial

occupation. These facilities for industrial training were

increased in 1877 by grants in aid, supplementing

salaries for teachers and making allowances for outfit.

At the present time Cape Colony spends over

41
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£47,000 annually on native education out of a total ex-

penditure of £200,000. The disproportion is less than it

appears, since the £47,000 does not cover administration

expenses ; but on the contrary (it is more marked when

we remember that, roughly) sixty per cent, of the school

children are classed as " coloured," a term which

covers natives of every shade. The rate per head

is 15^.^ compared with £2 to £4 per head spent

annually on white education. The total contribution

of the natives in direct taxation for Cape Colony

is about £105,000, and the amount spent on their

education does not seem therefore in any way un-

reasonable ; but no true estimate can be arrived at

without some study of the comparative taxation of

white and black, with which we must deal later. The

Cape is by far the greatest spender on native

education. Natal giving £7,000 odd, the Transvaal

£5,000, the Orange River Colony £1,800, and Southern

Rhodesia £154 only. A comparison of statistics

shows that the amount contributed by the various

Governments bears no true proportion to the number

of scholars, the percentage of natives in school, or

the taxation paid by domiciled natives, but is decidedly

erratic. One fact alone is abundantly clear—no

local contributions can be sufficient to support the

present educational movement. Few native schools

charge fees—perhaps only Lovedale does so systema-

tically—and that because it offers advantages unique

in South Africa and attracts natives from remote

' According to the Native Affairs Commission;, 1904-5 ; the Cape Colony

report for 1903-4 gives 13s. l^d.
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parts. Its present income from fees is about £3,000

per annum, and these range as high as £20 per head.

Natives have also contributed at times towards their

own school buildings, notably towards the offshoot

of Lovedale called Blythwood, where £4,000 in

voluntary contributions was raised at meetings held

in the veld^ almost entirely from Kaffirs who bore

no outward sign of prosperity. A few natives have

actually started schools of their own, either in con-

nection with the separate Churches or those under

Government supervision. But with these exceptions

it is certain that the South African black man is

contributing little directly towards the cost of his

education and, the Government expenditure being

obviously inadequate, it is evident that the education

of the natives is being largely paid for by people in

Europe or America. To the recommendation for

making fees or rates compulsory we shall return

later. Our next point of inquiry is the number of

schools and the comparative position of white and

black education.

In 1834 there were fifty missionaries in the Cape

Colony, all more or less devoted to educational work

;

and as white schools of this period were carried on in

the most casual manner, taught by discharged sailors

and soldiers (with the exception of six Scottish teachers

forming the only professional staff, who, with one

exception, soon found other work), it is not sur-

prising to learn that the aborigines were better

provided for than their rulers. Nor was this con-

' Tlie South African expression is "in," and not *^'on/' the veld.
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dition rapidly improved. In 1873 two-thirds of the

State-aided schools were classed as " aborigines " or

" mission," the latter being almost entirely native and

the former exclusively so. Ten years later we find

that 66 per cent, of the children at the day schools

were African or coloured, and that less than one-third

of the white children were being educated : a fact only

modified by the still lower percentage of school-age

natives enrolled—less than one-tenth. The latest Cape

Colony reports show that, while the white schools have

relatively increased in the last twenty years, there has

been a steady falling-off in their proportions in the

last ten, and they now form 51*5 per cent, of the total.

There are over 33,000 more native than white children

in school, and a striking feature is the extraordinary

increase in black numbers in the last few years.
^

As for the estimated numbers of natives receiving

education in the other colonies, they make a total of

something over 28,400, which, added to the Cape

figures (60,451), and those for Basutoland and Bechuana-

land (11,484), makes a grand total of 100,000 in round

numbers. A hundred thousand natives are being

educated in South Africa—to w^hat end?

The great fault of South African education schemes

is that while so symmetrical on paper, in real life they

bear a different aspect. The Cape Government had a

' Of a total increase of 6,93G since September, 1899, no less than 6,411,

or 92-4 per cent., were native. The present ratio of native ("coloured" is

the official expression, but the distinction between the use of the Avords

native and coloured must be borne in mind in the general problems) to

white pupils is 60 '91 per cent., and the period of 1902 3 shows a distinct

improvement, but considerable ground has to be regained to reach what

seems to be the high-water mark of 42-00 per cent, of white pupils in 1894.
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distinct idea that the native ought not to be given a

purely Hterary training, and provided (on paper) for his

industrial education. The commission of ISQ-i declared

these provisions to be wasted, and set forth some of

the practical difficulties which nullify them. Industrial

training is little more than a pretty theory unless there

be land to work on, materials to use, and qualified

teachers to explain the use of them. A modified

technical course is cheaper and has been partially

introduced, but it does not meet the actual need, which

is for industrial training pure and simple—a sort of

trade apprenticeship. It is the educational value of

the latter form of training, even its necessity, which

makes the present system, by comparison, so unsatis-

factory. Few mission schools have the equipment.

The expense is very great, even for material wasted, in

this country of dear wood and heavy freights. It is

possible at such institutions as the Trappist mission in

Natal to meet these conditions by the mixture of skilled

unpaid white labour with that of the inexperienced

black. Every trade is carried on independently within

the mission ; the lay brothers, drawn from the artisan

and agricultural class of Europe, acting as instructors.

A different method obtains at Lovedale, where two

hours' work on farm or in shops is demanded from all

students, a condition rather perfunctorily enforced.

This spasmodic labour is of little use for practical

purposes and cannot be regarded as satisfactory for

training purposes. A certain number of industrial

apprentices are taken in the trade workshops, but

this part of the work is more an annexe to the
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education system than an essential part of it. Other

missions have done good work in agriculture, particu-

larly in the Transkei, but these individual efforts are

usually to be traced to the influence of some particularly

strong and experienced man rather than to any fixed

and general policy. The missions, moreover, are sup-

ported by people whose main interest is the spiritual

advancement of the native and who are unable to

appreciate the close connection between moral and

physical training. Yet this connection is the point

requiring emphatic recognition.

The general idea among the Africanders is a

vague one that the only education, moral or mental,

needed by the native is one that will teach him

to work. They remark that the chief aim of the

missionary, on the contrary, is to teach him to pray
;

and the impartial observer, agreeing with neither of

his premisses entirely, is inclined to think that the

solution of the difficulty is only to be found in the

principle " Laborare est orare." But this implies a

radical change not only in the native himself, but in the

conditions of labour offered him, as we shall see in the

next chapter. For the colonist and missionary alike

what is most needed is a clear comprehension of the

meaning of education and the conditions which make

it essential to the progress of the country. The chief

charge against the missionaries as educators—that they

do not preach the gospel of work—may be true in-

dividually or even sectionally, but it must be laid to

their credit that collectively they are providing all

the industrial training the native gets, and that they
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are, in fact, doing work which Africanders themselves

ou^dit to undertake. This question is a vital one in

South Africa, and yet it is hardly in the hands of

the colonists at all ; and the fault is whose ? Certainly

not that of the missionaries who, after all, are re-

sponsible only to the bodies that send out and control

them. He who pays the piper calls the tune, and

if native educational policy in South Africa is largely

dictated by the religious public at home who know
nothing of local conditions, Africanders have no right

to complain, since tliey have acquiesced in tlie arrange-

ment and the remedy of making industrial training

possible is in their own hands.

But even were they to enforce the recommenda-

tions of the 1894 Commission, and enable every native

school to devote four hours of every school day to

industrial work, while making literary education

strictly elementary, should we be any nearer to an

answer to our question—to what end ?

What is to be the future of these hundred thousand

natives who are acquiring in varying degrees the most

important element in civilisation ? Until that question

is settled, until we know what paths are to be open,

it is difficult to make any attempt at specialisation in

their education. But, if we look at the matter from

the broad point of view of character development, we
can see our way more plainly.

American negroes have more than one theory as to

the best education for their people, but the method
which appears to be soundest in principle and happiest

in practice is that adopted at Hampton and even more
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at Tuskegee, and supported by the coloured leader

Booker Washington, who is without doubt the leading

man of African descent in the world to-day. It is

notable that, so far as can be traced in his speeches,

in the publications at Tuskegee, and in the maxims of

that institution, he sedulously avoids any introduction

of race antagonism, thus presenting a contrast to

many men of his race who have become embittered

by a sense of injustice. Booker Washington designs

to elevate his race as a whole rather than to turn out

brilliant individual students, and manual labour is an

essential part of the course he prescribes. " We
believe," said the 1905 Negro Conference at Tuskegee,

"that our young people should be taught the funda-

mental industries—trades, agriculture, and household

economy—regardless of their mental training." The

following mottoes, which were put up round the walls

of the Conference room, are so remarkable an exposition

of negro aims that I quote them in full.

1. Pay your debts. Don't buy what you can do

without.

2. Have a bank account.

3. Don't mortgage your crop.

4. Raise cotton, vegetables, pigs, cows, and fowls.

5. Raise meat enough for the year.

6. Don't loaf on Saturday.

7. Women and girls should be kept from loafing

in the streets and public places.

8. See that your minister is not immoral.

9. Send your children to school.

10. Have a comfortable home, church, and school.
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The most ardent negi'ophobe could not find any

sino-le point of objection in this programme, which

simply aims at raising the people to a standard of

self-respecting prosperity, not by literary attainment,

not by political intrigue, but by industry, economy,

and morality.

That all negro education in the Southern States is

not based on these principles, and that the political and

social problem there is intensely complicated, need not

be reiterated here. But I am anxious to show that

a section of the African race itself has evolved a system,

in the truest sense educational, which bears out my
contentions. They perceive that the only sound course

to pursue is to elevate the masses of their race slowly

but surely on sound economic lines. They look, no

doubt, to an end which 1 am not prepared to grant

is yet in sight—equality in the State ; but meanwhile

they adopt a course to which there is no legal or moral

objection to be made, and which, if generally adopted,

would eventually revolutionise racial relations in the

political and economic world. The process would be

slow, but it would inevitably be successful, since it has

the elements of success within it. The prosperity and

happiness of the individual negro cannot be regarded

as complete for many generations, but each successive

generation, if brought up on these practical lines, would

have a fuller share in this world's goods, which go to

make up happiness and prosperity, and would contribute

in increasing ratio to the welfare of the community.

I hear some cultured negro murmur the words " Un-

satisfied aspirations." I must confess at once that,

4
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with a race so naturally impractical, so full of im-

agination and idealism as the African negro, it would

be impossible to fill up an educational programme with

materialism ; but I do not admit that any scheme which

has for its basis the elevation of a whole race to a high

level of mental, moral, and material civilisation is

without opportunities for brilhant individuals, and I

look to the establishment of race relations w^hich will

give them a wider range of usefulness and possibilities

than they enjoy at present.

The South African native is not, as yet, very

definite in his ideas. The next few years may mould

him irrevocably. The importance of the present era

is shown in various ways—by the birth of a spirit

of religious independence, by the remarkable increase

in school attendance, and by the desire, which is

plainly evident in some sections of the country, to

get education at any cost. A Cape Colony school

inspector told me an instance of this from his own

experience. A native family, squatting on a Dutch

Africander farm, earned between them a small sum

weekly for rooting up the prickly pear—the farmers'

pest. Not being near any school, they paid the whole

sum, their entire income, to a native teacher (a half-

educated man from the nearest kraal) to act as

tutor to their children, and they subsisted on what

they could glean or (it is to be feared) steal. In-

terrogated on the subject, they were perfectly clear

as to their motive, which was to give their children

a better chance in the w^orld. In the face of such

a strong demand it is useless to make any attempt
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to stop the tide of progress. If natives cannot get

the education they demand in South Africa, they can

and will go to America for it. Even at Tuskegee

they are in the centre of a civilisation founded on

principles differing from that of South Africa, and

they are not qualified to discern the sham from the

true. I have read a letter from a negro student to

his hrother in Cape Colony in which it was stated

" black and white are alike here," and a casual

acquaintance with a coloured American car-attendant

might justify an even stronger expression from an

inexperienced observer. A side of the question which

has been little considered has been brought forward

by a sound educationalist, Mr. Barnett, late director

of education in Natal. He has remarked with truth

the evil effects on the minds of white children

resulting from contact with Kaffirs in a state of

heathendom, and has urged that only educated and

Christian natives, with some conception of European

models of thought and conduct, should be entrusted

with children in their early impressionable stage.

I am therefore strongly in favour of extending,

instead of diminishing, the scale of native education,

and, since a little knowledge is a dangerous thing,

should like to see a zealous watch kept to ensure

the efficiency of schools. Native teachers are badly

needed, and the arrangements for providing them

seem inadequate. The Cape Government pays a

grant for students taking the teaching course, but it

appears that many of them do not complete the

necessaiy three years. A very important and useful
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accessory to the elementary and industrial training

would be found in a native college, in which all

branches of higher education could be studied and

stiindards established, special training for teachers

being provided, towards which the student would be

induced by academic rewards to attain.

I feel that native education ought to be specialised,

that the mental development of the race is different

to that of the Europeans, and that therefore a

system which tries to assimilate all schools, white or

black, to one pattern is doomed to failure. The native

college should take the place of the Cape university

as an examining body for native schools, and its

curriculum as a teaching body should be on special

lines. This would not militate against the preparation

of students for professional examinations, and in time

it might aspire even higher to obtaining faculties. It

should be possible for a native to go through any

course of education, professional or otherwise, without

leaving his native land. A native college has been a

favourite project of certain of the authorities, and

was advocated by Mr. Sargant, late adviser in

education to the High Commissioner. One of the

main difficulties (characteristic of South Africa) is,

not the decision as to the policy to be pursued, but

a sectional jealousy which refuses to acknowledge

any one place as most suitable for the purpose of

a college for all South Africa. The place marked

out by convenience, by the possession already of

a large amount of the necessary "plant," and by

the fact that it already attracts five hundred students
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from all parts of South Africa (exclusive of local

day scliolars), is Lovedale ; but the name stinks in

the nostrils of many Africanders, who know nothing

about it save through hearsay but are invincibly

entrenched behind the barriers of prejudice. I am
not sure whether the present political environment

of Lovedale does not warrant some caution. The
colonies which have not yet raised the Frankenstein

monster of the black vote are naturally anxious

to keep their folk from contact with their more

emancipated brethren in the Cape. Still, Lovedale

is there and might well be the foundation of a new
departure in native education.

The most crying need as far as this subject is

concerned is a more enlightened public opinion. I

do not mean in these pages to give the impression

that I deplore the efforts of missionaries or despise

denominational teaching. The matter was one

which would never have been taken up without the

self-devotion of religious bodies and could not be

carried on to-day without their co-operation. But
the state of affairs in which the average white Afric-

ander (British as well as Dutch) regards native educa-

tion with indifference or even with hostility, is

unfortunately common and militates against both its

success and its efficiency. It is impossible to con-

ceive on wliat grounds any sensible man can disagree

with the dictum of the Native Affairs Commission,

that not only is there a " moral obligation upon the

State to provide for the intellectual development of

all classes," but that " there appear to be very
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sound reasons of policy for the adoption of a liberal

and sympathetic attitude towards the subject of native

education." After showing that the advent of European

civilisation has totally altered native life, and has

removed the fields of activity natural to them, the

commission goes on to say :
" No policy can be complete

or sound which is limited to political or economical

considerations only, and which takes no account of the

irrepressible forces within each individual. And it is

evident that there is among the people themselves a

growing desire for education which cannot and need

not be suppressed." Having this clear lead on the

subject, Africanders can no longer remain indifferent

but must adopt some definite policy.

It is to be regretted that the Commission, probably

because of its lay character as regards education, did

not see fit to give a more definite shape to its recom-

mendations. The curriculum of native schools, they

suggest, should be considered by a committee of

experts. An excellent proposal, emanating originally,

I think, from an educationist of high standing, is the

adoption of the native tongue and text-books in the

lower standards, English to be taught as a language.

Any one who has heard an elementary native class

read, even from the simplest English text-books, must

realise that it is largely time wasted as far as mental

development is concerned. I heard one class read

an " anecdote of Beethoven, the great composer."

Hardly a word could possibly be explained so as to

form a mind-picture to the unfortunate children.

The only other definite proposal is that natives
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receiving education should contribute by rates or

otherwise towards the cost. The principle seems right

though, as has already been said, it appears almost

impracticable in the face of the missionary character

of school control. Probably the case will be met by

the extension of taxation and by a system such as

that provided for in the new Cape Education Bill,

whereby if a " coloured " community satisfy the

Education Department that they have a sufficient

number of scholars and insufficient educational facihties,

they may be formed into a school-board with rating

powers (over the coloured section only), and will

receive Government support in starting a public scliool.

The Glen Grey Act provides the best basis for the

financial and administrative control of independent

native schools. The main point, however, is the

recognition that the natives should not be debarred

from educational advantages by any hmitation of

missionary efforts or abilities. Needless to say, every-

thing depends, first, on the curriculum and second,

on the inspection of such schools, and over these the

Department must have entire control, as well as over

the teachers.

It may seem unnecessary to dw^ell on details of

administration when there is still no educational policy,

but the growth of such a policy will probably be as

unlike the symmetrical development of Cape education

schemes (on paper) as the results of those schemes

are in reality. While we are still uncertain what paths

in life are to be open to natives, we may at least do

the little w^e can on sound lines. Most Africanders
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are confounding education as a theory with education

(as they see it) as a fact, and the turning out of a

number of half-Hterate people with the elevation of

character—a mistake by no means confined to South

Africa. Even the Commission, I think, is hardly justi-

fied in its strong language (with which I heartily agree)

if its own position as to the meaning of education is

as vague as the report indicates. Industrial training

is to be stimulated by grants, carried on in workshops

or on school farms , " where possible," and should

receive the same measure of " general support " as

elementary education ; but this method of treating the

question suggests that industrial training is still to be

regarded as a useful adjunct, instead of an essential

feature, in any scheme for native elevation.

Compare this with the dictum of the Tuskegee

conference, and see how much farther a section of the

negro race has gone in understanding its own needs.

I would not sanction in the smallest degree any form

of education for the native which did not include

manual labour, training in an industry or trade

apprenticeship, as an essential part of its curriculum.

I entertain no designs on the native as industrial

material for European consumption ; a study of his

character tells me that he needs this discipline just

as much as moral and more than intellectual in-

struction. If this is true in the United States, where

circumstances force the negro to work and where

he has inherited a tradition of work, how much more

in the peculiar conditions of South African life

!

We are accustomed, in our own civilisation, to see
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men working not only for a bare living, but for an

ideal, for an ambition, for love of others, for mere

pleasure—for a variety of motives. It is partly in-

herited instinct. Dwellers in a cold, inhospitable chmate,

which originally made labour a necessity, we have not

been able to Uve without working. The native has to

learn his lesson more or less vicariously. We have

introduced him to it rather roughly ; as yet he regards

it as a necessary e\il. It is only by making it an

educational process coinciding with his mental and

moral development that we can really teach him the

nobility of labour, and he has to begin on the bottom

rung of the ladder.

This is an affair for the Africander ! He can no

longer shirk the responsibility. He should work
through the present system—parts of it are on these very

lines—encourage it with a sympathetic and generous

attitude, but stand firm on the principles. Very few

of the hard-worked missionary bodies would resent a

little intelhgent interest in their work ; most would

welcome it. But the Africander's duty does not end

tliere. He must make industrial training possible and

provide a stimulus for it. At present, while he is

shouting that the native must be taught to work (and

doing very little to provide the means for such in-

struction), he is actively opposing industrial training

in some quarters by his opposition to the native

workman. The fatal result will be to drive the

educated native from the legitimate paths of progress

into the shady byways of newspaper agitation and

political intrigue, to create a disafiected, discontented
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proletariat, and to stifle the incentive to labour on

the part of the native on which the economic future

of South Africa so greatly depends.

Education is essential, moreover it is inevitable ; but

the method and its influence for good or evil have still

to be decided by the Africanders.



CHAPTER IV

THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE NATIVE

This book began with the question, '' Is Soutli Africa

a white man's country ? " We have now to consider

one of the main factors which influence the reply

to that question. The labour problem is one of the

first considerations confronting European occupation.

Either a country must be altogether suitable for

wliite labour or it must possess an indigenous labour

supplj\ South African conditions, as said already,

are complicated by the fact that the native popu-

lation, while rapidly increasing, is not to any appre-

ciable extent driven to work by necessity, while the

European is. At the same time the obligation to

maintain his position as member of a ruling class makes

it impossible for the white man, and still more the

white woman, to be independent of the Kaffh*. INIore-

over the economic conditions make unskilled white

labour too dear—a luxury, in fact. Both on moral and

economic grounds, therefore, the white man is forced

to be dependent on the black. This situation, togetlier

with the character of the black population and their

numbers, is to my mind an answer to the question

whetlier Soutli Africa is a true white man's country.

A great deal of abuse is poured on the natixe for

69
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this attitude of his towards work, which makes him

so independent of his white masters and renders them
helpless in carrying out many schemes for developing

the country. It has frequently been suggested that

a " sturdy Dutch governor," like those of Java, would

have extracted work from the natives and made the

country an agricultural paradise like that favoured

island. The Africanders who use this illustration so

glibly do not tell us how they would like to live under

Dutch East Indian colonial government, with its auto-

cratic methods, strict officialdom, compulsory military

service, minute system of passports, and vexatious

restrictions of many kinds. They do not understand

the wide difference in the physical conditions of the

two countries. They do not appreciate that a

treatment which has kept the indolent, malleable

Javanese quiet and contented, though poor and ignorant,

might not have had the same effect on the more virile

Bantu races. Last of all, they do not remember that,

whatever may be the case in Java, the enormous

numbers of the South African natives renders any

attempt to rule them save by moral force exceedingly

dangerous. I purposely refrain from giving any but

the most practical objections to a theory which is only

mischievous because it blinds people to their real

interests.

Under the present regime the economic value of

the native is still enormous. Notwithstanding the fact

that there is no pressure sufficient to make him work

continuously, he has, in fiict, accomphshed the vast

bulk of the work which has made South Africa a
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civilised country. It must also be remembered that,

apart from the work done under European control, a

vast amount of agriculture and stock-farming is carried

on by natives, and that the food-supply of some four

millions has to be raised on land which is by no means

always fertile. The natural, hereditary occupations of

the Bantu were fighting and hunting, and he led a

strenuous life. It is well known that, in the case

of some tribes, eveiy action was regulated by a strict

code of laws ; marriage was not permitted until a

certain age, and even then proof of vigour had to

be given. The work in the kraah and gardens was

relegated to the women, and despised as unmanly.

The sudden change in conditions of life deprived the

Bantu of his employment, and he could not immediately

assimilate an entirely fresh theory of life. However,

he soon became aware that, by bartering his liberty

for a few montlis and working for the white man, he

could earn a sum which, if invested in good, strong

wives, would provide for the rest of his life the needs

of his primitive menage. It is not an edifying spectacle

to see three white men contending for one Kaffir

labourer, but that has been actually the state of affairs.

The system of touting for labourers for the mines was

peculiarly evil in its effects, and, though it has been

done away Avith by the founding of a labour bureau,^

the memory of it lingers with the black population.

' The Witswatersrand Native Labour Association controls the entire

Kaffir labour supply, and co-ordinates State and commercial considerations,

and is also in closest touch with oversea imported labour organisations and

can use the latter to influence Kaffir labour, which is preferred if it can

be got at a moderate price.
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It is a fact worth noting that in certain districts habits

of industry have already been formed ; and it may
interest those who still believe that missionary educa-

tive influence prevents the native from working, to

know that this is specially the case in the Transkei

—

that well-worked held of missionary influence. In the

year 1902 the resident magistrate of Butterworth

reported that three out of every four able-bodied men
had gone out to work in one way or another, and had

the gold-fields been open more would have gone.

In judging the native we must also remember the

conditions of the labour for which he is most needed.

These almost invariably take him a journey of days or

weeks away from his home, and there is no question

of his family accompanying him. He is deprived of

the support and companionship to which he is accus-

tomed, is subject to home-sickness, and is often unable

to get news from home. Then, if his work is under-

ground, he has fears as well as physical dangers to

face. The saying of the people is, "A man should not

be put underground until he is dead." Whatever

the sanitary or other conditions of this work, it is

essentially repugnant to the Kaffir. Transvaal natives,

indeed, are of little service as deep-level workers,

and only the Portuguese natives, of more fragile build

but with the authority of their chiefs to spur them

on, undertake this work. It has been, I think, too

often forgotten in the past that the Kaffir has very

distinct ideas of comfort, decency, and cleanliness.

They are not like our own, but they are quite as firmly

rooted. A total disregard for them and a general
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opinion that anything was good enough for a nigger,

were characteristic of early days of Kaffir employment.

That has been changed, and there are now mines to

which the natives return time after time, while there

are still others to which only the " raw hands " will

apply.

The case for farm labourers presents different

features, and the causes for the shortage in this depart-

ment are more complicated. Agricultural and pastoral

life are the natural conditions of the native, and ought

to present no features of hardship. The Dutch claim

that under their system they had httle difficulty, and

that without any actual slavery. It is to be doubted,

however, whether some of their methods were economi-

cally sound. For instance, they favoured the method

of obtaining labour by allowing squatters to settle on

their farms who paid no rent, but worked for the

owner and received in return the right to graze their

animals and cultivate a mealie patch. In this way
they probably got far more than the real value of the

very desultory work they performed, but the land they

occupied deteriorated with slovenly methods. They
had no real inducement to improve. A similar

system has been disastrous to the poor white popula-

tion, originally poor relations of the farmers, now a

class of town and country paupers.

The great difficulty of the farmer is to get regular

and reliable labour at the seasons when he needs it.

Few natives will work the whole year round—a drudgery

which their character and present state of civihsation

makes intolerable—and they probably choose to take
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•d holiday at the most important time in farming

affairs, very Hkely because they desire to see their own

harvest gathered in. The native also needs close

supervision in all work connected with beasts or plants,

but that he can become a really clever farmer has

been proved by success in more than one district.

Some experts, indeed, incline to the belief that he is

the best all-round cultivator and that his method of

" scratching the soil " is due to experience and not to

laziness ; and, judging from the amount of cattle in

native hands until recent years, he must have some

skill in stock-rearing.

A third branch of work in which the Kaffir is

indispensable is that of domestic labour, and as this

is a problem on whose solution depends the comfort

of home life, and consequently the extension of

European colonisation to a great extent, it is worthy

of some consideration. There are the most divergent

views as to the capacity of the Kaffir to be trained to

service, but a general consensus of opinion that at

present his vagaries, judged by European standards,

render home life decidedly uncomfortable. I will

put the case first from the Kaffir point of Aiew.

Probably he is unaccustomed to houses at all, knowing

only the tin and wood hut of location life ; he has

certainly never seen the majority of the complicated

implements with which he is expected to work. If

he is young enough he picks it all up with a sharpness

characteristic of the negro races at a certain age. The
" piccaninni " is often a smart little chap. I have seen

him wait at table with the gravity and precision of a
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butler. But then come two terrible drawbacks. He
is expected to keep regular hours—he, to whom time

is merely a matter of feeling hungry or sleepy at

intervals, and satisfying his natural cravings as they

arrive. Location natives frequently dance all night,

and those who are in service return to their places

next morning as sleepy as owls. He is left alone

for the best part of the day, or with another servant,

perha,ps of a different tribe, whom he detests. Any
kind of company is, however, preferable to his

own, for he has a terror of loneliness. Then he is

liable to be punished and scolded for faults which he

does not understand, and altogether he, or she, has

many initial objections to get over before settling down
comfortably. Exposure to temptation in contact with

town life, a repression of natural tendencies which must

escape some time—these are even graver sides of the

question. On the part of the employer we find that

labour spent on training is often wasted ; either the

servant is restless and leaves suddenly, or becomes

stupid (as is often the case when a certain age is

reached) or falls into bad habits.

The girls show a natural but objectionable disposition

to ape their mistresses, and one is irritated as much as

amused by such a spectacle as that of a housemaid

airily emptying slops with a pail in one hand and the

long train of her dress held up in another. As far as

the outside observer can judge, the great fault of Kaffir

servants seems to be that lack of self-respect wliich

does good work for its own sake. The history of the

Southern States shows that a couple of generations
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of domestic training can produce really excellent

servants, almost equal to the Chinese, whose marvellous

memories are their great advantage over any others.

One can therefore only encourage South African

housewives with the thought that their work is not

wasted, and may promote the happiness of future

generations. This result is not assisted, as a rule, by

the importation of white domestics, who are sup-

posed to train the Kaffirs but are not qualified for a

task which needs both brains and patience. Their

example in despising menial work is not lost on their

black subordinates and does not conduce to that

elevation of labour which one desires to see. While

it is natural for all who can afford the luxury to employ

trained white servants, it would be much wiser and

economically sounder if those who cannot afFord the

high rates of Europeans were to abandon their attempt

to work with white material and try, with a little

care and patience, to train native material. I have

seen excellent results from this system, and many

housekeepers declare that success may be obtained

with, a black staff where nothing but discord came

from the mixture of black and white. Domestic

training (needless to say not theoretical but practical),

should be an essential part of the education of native

girls and, as it is far easier to provide than the male

industrial training, it is difficult to see why there is

not already wide provision for it. The chief difficulty

lies in polygamy, and the consequent value of the j

native woman, but the practice is on the decline. Why i

cannot native women be taught to wash?—Indian
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coolies do it now, and at preposterous prices. The

beginning has to be made in school, because that is

the only place where one can " catch " the girl, for

very few adult women will submit to a regular course

of training. If they leave home it is to earn money.

Something is being done in this direction, but not

enough, and the results will not be satisfactory till such

training is a recognised part of the character-develop-

ment which we call education. At present the

domestic service of South Africa (with the exception

of Cape Colony) is almost entirely performed by men
and boys, and the training of girls for this work

would set free a large number of the male sex for

occupations more suited to them.

The economic value of the native as a part of

domestic machinery is therefore an unde\'eloped factor.

At present it represents a good proportion of sheer

waste. Badly done work is a waste to worker, em-

ployer, and State alike ; and judging from results

obtained elsewhere with similar material and in-

dividual successes (for I have met several Kaffir

" treasures "), there seems reason to regard the subject

hopefully. As a sphere of work which will on

acquaintance prove congenial and lucrative, it should

assist native progress, while the habits of civihsation

acquired increase his economic value to the State as

a purchaser, and the actual work done will not be

measurable only by money \'alue, since it will represent

increased comfort to all classes of people.

These are the three great labour-markets : tlie

mines (with which we may class public works, railways,

I
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and road-making), agriculture, and domestic service.

It is impossible to estimate correctly the actual demand
in the last of the three, but, as noted elsewhere, the

first two require 782,000 men, while the total number

of South African natives who may be expected to be

in work at the same time is only 474,472, leaving a

shortage of 307,528. The deficiency would be much
larger were not the mine-labourers recruited from

outside British territory. Taking the Transvaal and

Southern Rhodesia together only twenty-five per cent,

of the labourers are natives of the colonies, and in

the Transvaal mines actually only fifteen per cent.

The number of workers is less than 300,000 out of a

population of over 4,000,000 ; though we must not

forget that the non-employed are not necessarily idle

but are often small cultivators or stock-farmers.

The great reason for the inadequacy of the labour

supply is found in the rapidity of the growth of the

mining industry, which has not been met by a similar

development of a class dependent on it for daily bread.

The demand far exceeds the supply, and while the

native remains in his present condition there is nothing

to drive him into the labour market. It is the absence

of incentive which is the great deterrent, and there are

only two ways in which this stimulus can be supplied.

The first method may be roughly called that of

compulsion. It includes such steps as increased taxa-

tion or labour taxes, restriction on land purchase, the

suppression of polygamy and other native customs.

These must be considered separately in their bearing

on the condition of the native, b'lt there is evidence
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to show that from the economic point of view any

such method is unsound. The effect of increased

taxation in country districts has, ere now, caused an

exodus of much-needed rural labourers to city locations,

wliere higher wages can be obtained in more desultory

occupations than that of agricultural labour. As for

any method of labour taxation, in the form of a re-

mission to workers, it has not been found practical so

far, being the one provision of the Glen Grey Act

which was allowed to remain inoperative. To work

any such taxation effectively there would have to be,

first, a system of discrimination between those able

and those unable, for physical or domestic reasons, to

go out to work ; and second, an elaborate sliding scale,

adapted according to local circumstances and rising

(if it is to be effective) to a height in some districts

which would make collection a matter of serious

grievance. The question of land tenure, which is a

basic one, cannot be discussed here, but as to its

bearing on this particular problem it may be said that

the increase in the number of natives who are crowded

off the land may add to the urban population, but

hardly in tlie direction of providing a steady, in-

dustrious proletariat to feed the labour-market. The
principle of compulsory labour, whether directly or

indirectly enforced, is in fact economically unsound,

because it affords only and artificial an temporary

stimulus w^hich might be at any time relaxed and

would be difficult and probably expensive to main-

tain. Tlie second method seems to have more in

its favour, and may be described as a policy of
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inducement. First and foremost in this policy comes

that educational scheme already outlined, in which

the habit of work is considered as essential as the habit

of wearing clothes or saying prayers. Second, 1

advocate an improvement in the conditions of native

work and attention to the safety and comfort of

labourers both in travelling to their work and in

performing it. These two measures involve an im-

provement in the conditions of life of the native, and

therefore an increase in his needs, which is the most

important factor in inducing him to labour. An
essential feature must be the opening of the more

skilled branches of trade to all who can qualify.

It is impossible to induce any people to abandon

an independent pastoral existence in favour of a

dependent industrial one, unless we offer some sub-

stantial rewards. In the field of labour the only

possible reward is the chance to rise in the scale, and

by closing all the avenues to skilled labour we are

deliberately losing one of our best aids in creating

a steady, industrious black labour supply. The rise in

the scale of labour would bring with it increased wants

and spending capacity and act as an automatic stimulus

to more work. It would also cheapen the cost of pro-

duction in South Africa and make more possible that

dream of local industries which the coast colonies wish

to foster as the United States and Canada have done.

One reads of the manufacture of furniture, waggons,

candles, soap, woollen cloth, and the like, all industries

which demand a certain degree of skilled labour but

cannot afford to pay such wages as the white artisan must
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get in South Africa, if he is to hve as one of a ruHng

caste. In the building trade it is notorious that black

workmen are being debarred from any but the

roughest work, although the result is to make a decent

house a luxury and to encourage an era of corru-

gated iron architecture. The economic value of nati\'e

labour Mill remain an unrealised asset in South Africa

until it is given fair play, until the welfare of a

majority of the Europeans is no longer subservient to

that of an organised few, and until we abandon the

fallacy of calhng South Africa a true white man's

country.

There is, at present, one trade to which the

educated negro turns and which is open to him. I

refer to that of printing. Natives make very fair

compositors, and there is a great demand for them in

Cape Colony in this capacity—a somewhat illogical

circumstance when we remember that they are not

encouraged as stonemasons ! From the compositors'

room they sometimes go up the ladder till they

land in the editor's chair, for the number of native

newspapers is increasing. The lower branches of the

Civil Services are partly filled by natives or coloured

men, and there are some in very good positions. In

the professions of law and medicine there is at present

little development, for the highly educated native

is as yet a rara avis. There seems no reason why

these professions should not afford legitimate outlets

for the ambitious individuals, where they would

certainly be more useful among their own people than

in forming secessionist Churches or founding native
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papers which breathe a bitter anti-white spirit. The
pure-bred native is less usual in these professional

avocations than the coloured man of many shades,

whose position must be discussed later.

A side of the labour question which should not be

overlooked is the effect on the native mind and

character of the work he is called on to perform.

The removal from home influences and restrictions

is a two-edged weapon. It lifts him to a different

plane of civilisation, in which responsibility, as well as

property, is recognised individually, instead of com-

munally, but at the same time it deprives him of

moral safeguards and frequently leads to deterioration.

Whoever has seen the Bantu salutation, with its free

majestic gesture of the arm, straight up before the

face, and heard the sonorous accents which accompany

it, regulated in form by the strictest etiquette, must

regret the laxity of manners engendered by association

with a less formal civilisation which exchanges this

picturesque greeting for a cursory nod or touch of the

cap. Native chiefs complain that their young men
returning home treat them with scant respect, and too

often the transition-stage is simply from a code of

pagan morality to one of no morality at all. Apart,

therefore, from the increased value of a native labourer

whose character has been steadied and intellect de-

veloped by the right sort of education, there is a strong

necessity that all men who are called upon by economic

necessities to step outside their tribal or communal
jurisdictions should be given a fresh chart by which

to steer their way. It is at once a moral and an
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economic necessity, for we want the South African

native, in our own interests as well as theirs, to

develop on the best and not the worst lines, to be a

better black, not an imitation white.

I have spoken of progress already made in certain

districts by independent Kaffirs. This has been made

evident by the amount of land purchased by them,

largely for private occupation, though frequently

bought in the name of a syndicate. A quarter of a

century ago there were few native land-owners in

Cape Colony and Natal ; now they exist in great

numbers. The capacity to purchase has greatly in-

creased, and they acquire land at prices above the

ordinary market value, for they can farm profitably

where a European working on a small scale would

starve.

A great deal of the present labour difficulty is

traced to the war ; but although, by offisring employment

at rates artificially stimulated to a large number of

men, the war operations certainly increased existing

difficulties, they can hardly be said to have created

them. By transport riding and other kindred means

the natives gained, by methods more congenial than

the ordinary labour offiired them, large sums of

money. The agricultural districts, especially, were

depleted by the army, and the farmers complain that

the scant courtesy with which the military sometimes

treated them brought contempt upon them from their

native workers. These are obviously only temporary

conditions. Few natives know how to invest money,

and what they earn is soon spent. Wives are getting
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very expensive ; habits acquired have to be indulged

by the use of imported foodstuffs or household gear.

The influence of the Church separatist movement

on the labour problem is as yet in its infancy, but

already the exhortation is being given to " work only

for oneself, not for the white man." The obvious

answer is that the native works for wages which he

spends on himself and that all this work is voluntary.

A higher conception of his own position as an economic

factor in South African development can hardly be

expected at this stage of affairs, nor have we any right

to expect, at any time, a more altruistic standpoint

than we are prepared ourselves to adopt.

Cheap and reliable labour is an essential to South

Africa. It is being got for a certain industry by

importing Asiatics, but this does not solve the problem

;

it only staves it off for a time. I can see only one

legitimate permanent source of cheap labour, and that

is the native peoples. In order to induce them to take

part in the general development we must either show

them that they have something more to gain than a

slight increase of income—which does not mean any

real increase in their comfort, since they have all they

need already—or, failing this, we must reduce them

to a state of poverty and misery in which they will be

forced to accept any, even the most distasteful, work.

The latter course would need systematic pressure, and

would lead to discontent and revolt ; the former can be

effected by a cumulative process, if we set the ball

rolling in the right direction, and will lead to stability

and contentment.
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POLITICAL ASPIRATIONS AND REALITIES

V¥e are gradually working downwards in this book

towards the bed-rock of the whole racial situation in

South Africa. The political question underlies much

that we have already considered, but before discussing its

probable future it is necessary to understand liow

lacking in uniformity is the present system.

In the Protectorates (Basutoland and Bechuanaland)

the natives have not been disturbed in their tribal

form of government, except that legislative power is

centred in the High Commissioner. The system

is extremely simple and works admirably. A tax is

paid, responsibility rests on headmen and chiefs, and

the work of education is carried on by missionary

bodies assisted by grants-in-aid from Government. In

the Crown Colonies (the Transvaal and Orange River

Colony) there is a Minister for Native Affairs who

sits on the Executive, and in the self-governing Colonies

(Natal and Cape Colony) two different systems obtain

which illustrate how widely apart may be the views

of men who have equal right to settle their own affairs.

In Natal the Governor is paramount Chief of all

natiA'es and has powers not vested in any other

similar official in South Africa. The Administrator

75
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of Rhodesia occupies a similar position, but his powers

are more hmited, since in Natal alone can the native

be called on for compulsory labour. The franchise is

open to natives in Natal, with the special qualifications

of twelve years' residence, seven years' exemption from

native law, a certificate of good character, and the

consent of the Governor ; but as only two voters have

availed themselves of this privilege, it is evident that

the provision is practically inoperative. The Cape

Colony and Rhodesia give the franchise on a low

property qualification and a nominal education test,

and there are no special terms for natives ; but it is

only in the Cape Colony, where the process of education

and civilisation has been at work for a long period,

that the native voter has become a serious political

factor. In 1903, out of 135,168 registered voters there

were 20,718 non-European, of whom 1,213 were not

South African natives. The remaining 19,000 odd

were made up of Kaffirs, Fingoes, and Hottentots, to

the number of 9,000, and of 10,000 "others," a term

used to cover the many shades of colour not included

in the purely native races.

It is seen at a glance therefore that, except in the

Cape Colony, the natives have practically no direct

representation, and that even there the bulk of native

voters are not pure-bred. The political power acquired

by the non-European voter at the Cape is such as not

only to influence elections but even to turn the balance

in certain constituencies and affect a general policy, so

that the white people of the Colony may some day find

themselves governed by a majority which owes its
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election to the native vote. The position is not one

to be viewed with equanimity, for it must be re-

membered tliat the present voting list represents only

a small portion of the potential mass of voters and

that the rapid progress of education and prosperity

among the natives increases this potential mass year

by year.

It is at once evident that such diversity in the

political conditions of life among subject races akin

to each other is likely, in view of increased communi-

cations and improved education, to lead to serious

effects. Moreover, the federation of the South African

colonies is retarded by their disagreement on this

vital question of policy. The late republics made it

one of the conditions of surrender that no franchise

should be granted to the natives while the period of

Crown colony government lasted, having little fear

as to what would happen when they once more have

a voice in their own legislation. Only one suggestion

deserving serious consideration has yet been publicly

made as to unifying the system of native government,

and that is the one which received the imprimatur

of the Native Affairs Commission, but is to be found

in outline in a pamphlet published two years ago by

Mr. Rose Innes of King William's Town in Cape

Colony.

The Commission puts the case in a nutshell. " It

is certain that throughout South Africa the Europeans

will not tolerate in any legislature a ministry dependent

upon a majority consisting of members owing their

seats to a native electorate," and therefore in devising
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a policy suitable for all parts of South Africa they

were obliged to limit existing rights in the Cape and

Rhodesia and extend them in other parts, with the

design of making extremes meet. The via media

suggested is based on that adopted by New Zealand

as regards the Maories. Natives are to have electoral

districts distinct from those of Europeans, and are to

vote for their own members, who will sit in the

legislatures on the same terms as other members.

The number and qualification of members to be so

elected is to be settled by the legislature of each

colony, and the arrangement is to be adopted as each

attains responsible government.

It is claimed that this will not deprive the Cape

Colony natives of any rights they at present possess,

and will open the path to natives in other colonies

without unduly offending the susceptibilities of the

white people. This resolution, which was unanimous,

is undoubtedly the result of the united wisdom of

some of the best-informed men in South Africa, but

it must not be forgotten that the object of the

Commission, in the circumstances, was to effect a com-

promise. It is open to doubt whether the results,

as published to the world, do not represent rather what

was regarded as most possible than most desirable.

One of the most objectionable features of the present

system is the touting for votes by white men among
the native electors. The suggested method may remove

that feature from the constituencies, but it will be

reproduced in the House itself The New Zealand

experiment is not apposite as regards South Africa,
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in the one case a dwindling race numbering only 43,000

against some 800,000 whites, in the other a virile and

rapidly increasing population of already over four and

a half million natives and only one and a quarter

million Europeans. The unequal distribution of the

nati\'e population in South Africa is a point not to be

lost sight of, ranging as it does from one white to three

blacks in Cape Colony and the Transvaal, to one to

eleven in Natal, and one to fifty in Southern Rhodesia.

A desire has been expressed in many quarters that

the Commission had taken itself a little more literally,

and had displayed more coin-age in dealing with the

awkward aspects of the question. The spirit of com-

promise pervades South Africa at the present moment,

but what we want in dealing with native affairs is to

go to the bed-rock, and introduce a policy which has

an element of finality about it. No one who is

conversant with South ^Vfrican opinion will believe

that there is finality in any scheme which is not

founded on certain principles on which compromise is

ultimately impossible.

One of these principles—a fundamental one—should

be clearly and courageously faced. In a land where

white and black live together the white must be the

predominant race. There can never, will never, be

any question of equality, social or political. Lord
Milner has expressed his views on the subject. " I

think that to attempt to place coloured people on an

equahty with whites in South Africa is wholly im-

practicable, and that, moreover, it is in principle wrong.

But I also hold that when a coloured man possesses
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a certain high grade of civihsation he ought to obtain

what I may call ' white privileges ' irrespective of his

colour." We must rule the black races or leave them
to rule themselves. What student of American history

can doubt that this is the truth ? It may be repugnant

to our theories of democracy, it may not square with

that noble sentiment about " equal rights for all civilised

men." These are counsels of perfection. With these

in view we may invent a series of compromises to

deceive ourselves and the people we deal with. We
may give them rights with one hand and snatch them
back with another ; we may present them with the

husk and keep the kernel. The root of the matter is

whether we can regard the black man as in every way
the same as ourselves if he is proved our intellectual

and moral equal, and here there will always be a mental

reservation. The thing is impossible. We had better

face it now, and let him face it too. I am inclined to

think that the Commission would have done well to

begin from this standpoint, which is the only permanent

one in South Africa, and from it to have built up their

scheme for the welfare of the natives.

At this point we feel bound to ask ourselves

whether the Commission has really been considering

the welfare of the natives alone, without regard to

existing political exigencies. If so, it is noteworthy

that it finds that in the Protectorates and in the Crown
Colonies the interests of the natives are adequately

protected, an opinion with which most observers will

agree. Any one having a practical acquaintance with

the conditions of native life and character in Basutoland,
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Bechuanaland, or under Crown Colony government in

other parts of our Empire outside South Africa, is at

liberty to compare those conditions with the state of

affairs in the Southern States of America. The
greatest enemy of negro progress and happiness is that

sham spirit of democracy which has no foundation in

nature, and which was allowed to run rampant in the

reconstruction period of American history. The best

type of American negro to-day is striving hard to

eradicate from his race the evil influences and the

poisonous principles implanted during that period and

kept alive ever since by politicians and demagogues.

Driven to extremes, the white population of the South

shows us the terrible spectacle of a people who have

lost all sense of justice, and even of humanity, in a

desperate resolve to redress the balance upset after

the Civil War. It is quite impossible to form any

opinion on the negro problem in one continent without

remembering its development in another, and the

more so when we remember that there has recently

been a rapprochement between the leaders of the negro

race in Africa and America, and that the influence of

the latter is making itself felt in several ways. It

must be supposed that the Commission had some

knowledge of the failure of the American attempt to

place black and white on a political equality before

they devised their present scheme, which practically

acknowledges the impossibility of so doing.

The suggestion of native electoral areas and of

complete severance of natives and European voters

is a half-way house between the democratic principle

b*
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and that obtaining in British Protectorates. In Crown

Colonies the system varies, and considerable rights

have been granted in some of these, though always

under the direction and control of Governors and

officials appointed by the Crown. The system pro-

posed bears no resemblance to that of any Crown

Colony ; but it is conceivable that, had the Commission

not already to face the existence of a native electorate

in Cape Colony, they might have pronounced in favour

of some scheme which, while adequately protecting

and promoting the interests of natives, would clearly

define their position as a subject race. I hear a cry

of horror at such a suggestion, but why not be honest

with ourselves ? We feel no such squeamishness in

governing India. Having clearly established our

position as regards "rights," we could afford to be

generous with "privileges"—far more generous than

we are at present, as I shall show later on. It is, in

my opinion, the acknowledgment that the negro race

has a 7'ight to share in government which is the

danger. As a matter of fact it is a conquered race

which has no political rights save those we concede it,

and despite all fine language this is the basis on which

we deal with it. The right of justice, of humanity, of

protection from oppression, the right to learn and to

apply that learning to the betterment of his position

—

these are the rights which our South African subjects

share with many others of different races. Are we

bound to give them more ?

It may be argued that the suggested compromise

will satisfy the natives, while the presence of one or
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two native-elected (and perhaps native-born ^) members

in the colonial Parliaments will be innocuous. But

how long will a system which (from the colonial point

of view) is innocuous satisfy the natives ? Their

ambitions will be fed, tlieir views enlarged. They

will find a way in the not too clean paths of Parliamen-

tary life to make their influence felt, and there will

ever be the temptation open to leaders of parties to

secure this alien vote by concessions. We may see

one member (the native member) elected by a number

of votes equalling the whole electoral strength w^hich

went to elect the rest of the House. Will this dis-

parity suggest fair dealing to the native voter, who is

encouraged in political ambitions by the mere fact of

possessing the franchise ? On the other hand, will a

solitary member, or even several members, of no par-

ticular status in the House be able to exert any real

influence for the advancement of native interests unless

he sells himself at political crises to the party in

power ? Will he be able to protect and promote the

welfare of his own people ?

I have always held that for a subject race no

more unfortunate position can be found than to be

at the mercy of a political party ; even if the general

native policy were outside party politics, there are

a host of minor matters which require to be dealt

with in a spirit of foresight and responsibility, which

is notoriously lacking in colonial Parliaments. An
inevitable result of the creation of native electoral

areas will be the rise of native members. It will be

' The CommisBion does not touch this thorny subject.
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increasingly difficult to get good white men to stand

as " nigger " members, while the incentive to negro

ambition will be strong. The South African native

is a born politician. Colonials naturally do not wish

to see an Irish vote in their Parhaments ; but the

position which would be occupied by native members

would in more than one respect resemble that of the

Irish party at St. Stephen's, and the result would

certainly be inimical to white and black interests alike.

The alternative to any such scheme is to do away

with the franchise in the Cape and Rhodesia, or, at

all events, to make special qualifications for the native

voter on such a high basis as to exclude all but a

few. The latter course would be only another com-

promise. The former has a drastic character, and in

the present state of Cape politics would obtain little

support from either party, though it would meet with

the approval of almost e\^ery Colonial as an individual.

We have a natural reluctance to tamper with rights

already bestowed, although in this respect we have

a recent example in the most advanced of democracies,

where a State has taken away the whole municipal

powers from its principal city and vested them in a

Commission. It would not, however, be impossible

to ensure the gradual elimination of the native voter,

without actually depriving any one of his rights, by

simply closing the registration lists. It must be ad-

mitted that this course would require courage, but I

do not believe it would entail any serious danger at the

present stage of affairs, especially if accompanied by the

enunciation of a more liberal policy in other respects.
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A very important point is the demarcation of

colour. In Cape Colony the shading between white

and black is almost indefinable. The Commission

recommends that the word "native" shall be taken

to mean an aboriginal inliabitant of Africa south of

the Equator, and to include half-castes and their

descendants by natives. The work of a registration

officer under this regulation will be extremely com-

plicated, but some such definition, which clearly draws

the line between natives and coloured people with a

predominance of European blood, was necessary. The

Cape franchise is at present extended to Kaffirs,

Fingoes, Hottentots, Indians, Malays, Chinese, and

" others," the " others " being, as we have seen already,

in the majority. Each colony has a different inter-

pretation of the word "native," but that suggested

would leave out a large proportion of the " other

"

(coloured) people, who would thus have political rights

among their white neighbours. Without a background

of ignorant black voters, whom they can sway, these

coloured members of the body politic will be un-

influential and harmless ; and as they are some of the

most ad^'anced and enliohtened of those now classed

as native voters, the fact that the new definition of the

word " native " lea\ es them undisturbed in their

electoral riglits is an argument in its favour. It

would also smooth the path of him who had the

courage to deprive the "native" voter of the fran-

chise altogether. The coloured and the pure native

races in South Africa are by no means at one with

each other.
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Briefly, these are the principal drawbacks to the

scheme of native representation proposed. In the

first place, the Transvaal and Orange Ri\er Colon}^

will never adopt any compromise which concedes the

principle that the native shoidd take part in the

government of the country. If the creation of elec-

toral areas does not mean this it means nothing at

all. Secondly, it is by no means certain that the

measure of representation proposed would satisfy the

natives, or that it could be regarded as a final solution

of the problem, being too much of the nature of a

compromise. Thirdly, will the native members, or

native-elected members, be strong enough to secure

the interests of their constituents while remaining

harmless from the colonial point of view ? If the

native should obtain representation and a share in repre-

sentative government he will be deprived of certain

safeguards he enjoys under the direct surveillance of

the Crown, and yet it is not proposed to give him

proportional representation or any real control of affairs.

While I am opposed to any extension of native

suffrage, and would even prefer to see it abolished,

I am by no means desirous of shutting the door of

progress in the faces of my black fellow men. 1

believe that on a basis which would for ever settle

the supremacy of the white race it would be possible

to be far more liberal and consistent in our treatment

of the natives in such matters as education, taxation,

the ownership of land, and labour.

There is no question of any hasty decision on this

subject, but in the near future the necessity of legis-
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lation must arise. The Cape Colony will be the first

to feel that necessity. At present a curious condition

prevails there. The Dutch party, which under ordinary

circumstances would be bitterly opposed to any ex-

tension of the native franchise, and has been apt to

regard the present state of affairs as the legacy of

interfering home politicians egged on by Exeter Hall,

is now adopting a negrophile attitude, and the native,

believing the Progressive party to be under capitalistic

influence and unfavourable to them, is actually turning

to the Bond. With the return to power of that body,

which will inevitably occur when the disfrancliised

burghers are restored to the lists, it will be interesting

to see what course will be taken, especially in view

of the hoped-for federation between the Cape Bond, the

Transvaal Het Volk, and the Orange River Colony

Volks Kereeniging. The last two, needless to say, are

strongly opposed to any recognition of native " rights."

The attitude of practically all magistrates and

other officials living among tlie natives, of a majority

of farmers, and of not a few missionaries, is one of

unmitigated dislike and distrust of the present political

system in Cape Colony- but all agree that some method

of representation in Parliament is necessary to safe-

guard native interests. The best scheme I have seen

formulated comes from a practical Transvaal politician,'

and probably represents a very general, though vague,

idea of a possible solution of the difficulty wliich

escapes the objections I have raised against the pro-

posal of the Commission.

' Mr. Ilaitt, a prominent member of the Johannesburg labour party.
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Briefly, this is the establishment of a native Par-

liament with elected representatives, presided over

by a IVIinister for Native Affairs, who would act as

intermediary, and present the views of the native

body to the colonial Parliament. Obviously this

amounts only to a committee or debating society, with

no legislative or administrative functions, and as such

would not meet the desires of the small minority

of really educated and ambitious natives, while it

might have a deleterious effect in rousing political

ambitions among the masses. Its weakest point is

that it makes no practical provision for safeguarding

native welfare, and leaves too heavy a weight of re-

sponsibility on the shoulders of the minister, who would

presumably be a party politician. This unfortunate

person, between his white and black Parliaments,

would be between the devil and the deep sea.

All schemes for compromise are equally unsound.

That of the Commission is, naturally, the best thought

out and most workable that has been presented. It

is suggested that it might be adopted in Cape Colony

as the lesser of two evils compared with the present

system. I consider this point of view fallacious. At
present it is always possible by raising the standard

to admit to the franchise only natives with some

pretence to civilisation, and their number will increase

but slowly. The immediate granting of the franchise,

even though it could be exercised only for a "native

member" and in "native areas," at once bestows on

a large population a " right " which will stimulate a

desire for more, plunges them into a political arena,
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and creates appetites and interests which cannot be

as easily satisfied as is usually supposed.

Although it is by no means my intention in this

book to devise panaceas for all the diflficult problems I

am trying to present, but rather to endeavour to show

plainly the issues which Africanders have to deal

with, yet I cannot refrain from postulating some

of the features which are in my opinion essential to

a successful native policy. I have laid down the

fundamental principle that the white must be the

ruling caste. I do not for a mornent pretend to regard

this as a final pronouncement on the position of the

black races, but it is sufficient for the present. No
other basis of racial relations comes within the range of

practical politics in South Africa to-day. It lies with

the black races themselves whether in a century or so

it will be necessary to revise this decision. The second

principle I should like to see acknowledged is that native

affairs should cease to form part of a political platform.

It has been suggested that to secure this there

should be in every colony a department with permanent

officials and policy, if not a permanent head. It is

possible to secure this in principle even under a party

system, as witness our own Foreign Office, where, it

is abundantly evident, no change of Government

actually affiscts the continuity of policy. But the

case is not quite on all-fours with the one we are

considering, since foreign afiiiirs in reality interest the

British elector very little, whereas the black question

is a domestic and the vital one in South Africa. Still

there is strong reason for regarding a permanent native
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department as a possibility. Even in the United States,

in which a permanent officialdom has been regarded

as contrary to the spirit of democracy, it is now being

recognised that in certain departments continuity is

absolutely necessary to ensure efficiency. The self-

governing colonies may therefore contemplate, with-

out fear of belying their democratic constitution, the

creation of departments under heads who would not

be subject to party influences. The actual position

of the JNIinister of Native Affairs, as chief of this

department, M^ould be one of great responsibility, and

it would be necessary to vest in him considerable

power. Probably he might with advantage hold the

position of Paramount Chief to all tribes in his colony.

His department would be organised with a special

view to giving the natives—what they value and under-

stand far better than any representative system—

a

personal contact \\'ith the man who controls their

destinies and full opportunities for ventilating their

grievances. Notwithstanding these advantages his

position as member of a Government without direct

responsibility as to general policy suggests obvious

difficulties, and there are objections to a system which

would, in effect, increase the departments and officials

of colonies already somewhat overburdened by govern-

mental machinery. Moreover, tliere would remain the

purely native territories which are still directly under

the Crown, and which would gain little by coming

under the colonial departments. Nor is it to be

supposed that such a system of government would

meet the wishes either of those natives who have
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been accustomed to regard themselves as under the

direct protection of the Crown, or those who hav^e

ah'eady tasted pohtical power. It is purely depart-

mental and neither representati^•e nor paternal govern-

ment, and depends for its efficiency very largely on

the temper of the Colonial Governments. Even this

alternative would be preferable to the impossible one

of giving the natives proportional representation. It

is better to have a genuinely capable and zealous

department which has a reputation at stake than a

nominal representation, not likely to attract men of

influence, impotent in Parliament, and having no

weight of responsibility because it has no real power.

A delicate side of the subject, and one which must

be dealt with later, is the relation of the natives and

their minister to the Throne. No self-governing

colony would consent to the presence in their Parlia-

ment of a minister who held office from the Throne

and not from them, and yet in the case of British

subjects who are not enjoying representative govern-

ment the Throne is directly responsible.

A suggestion which has received some attention is

that a Federal Bureau for Native Affiiirs should super-

sede the colonial departments, and might even precede

the federation of the South African States. The
Federal Governor, it is suggested, might be head of the

Bureau and Paramount Chief of all the natives. Tliis

would not, however, meet the objections (already noted)

to any purely Africander form of government which

arises out of the relations between the Throne and

its black protectorates and dependencies. Nevertheless,
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with such a terrible problem to face, it ought not

to be impossible to devise some means of providing,

first, for the recognition of the principle that the

white race must rule in South Africa, and, second, that

the black race must be granted white privileges as

an incentive to rise, and must be secured a govern-

ment free from party influence, paternal, continuous

in policy, simple and direct in form.

I have said that this is a South African question,

and Lord INIilner has placed it on record as his belief

that "nothing could be worse in principle or more

unfortunate in its results than to attempt to influence

the solution of it, even in a right direction, by external

pressure." How is it possible to reconcile this view

with the one I have just expressed as to Imperial

responsibilities ? It must not be forgotten that this

problem of the control of subject races is no isolated

one, but is exercising the advanced nations in various

parts of the globe. It is useless to work out any

solution for South Africa which does not take into

account this world development and more particularly

the future of the empire as a whole. If we derogate

any portion of the Imperial duties in bearing the

White Man's burden to our oversea kinsmen, we must

face the logical conclusion and they must realise what

they are undertaking. I have outlined a scheme, which

finds favour with many Africanders, whereby they may
fit their shoulders better for the burden, but I reserve

for a future chapter an alternative which seems to me
to take a longer and a broader view of the needs of the

situation.
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SHALL THE NATIVE OWN THE LAND?

Taking a still deeper view of the black problem in

South Africa, we find that beneath this question of

political riglits lies that of land tenure. xVfter all, to

a people Uke the Bantu races the land is the first

consideration. Let us see what the conditions of native

occupation of land in South Africa are. First, they

live in reserves set apart for them, which in many cases

are their ancestral lands. In Natal these are vested in

a Native Trust, except in the greater part of Zululand,

which is dealt with by the Cro\vn. In the Cape

Colony, Transvaal, Orange River Colony, and the Pro-

tectorates, the reserves are vested in the Crown, and

in Rhodesia in the Chartered Company. The tenure

on these reser\'es is (generally speaking) communal,

and the land is inalienable, though there is a steady

influx of Europeans into these territories for trading

purposes. Second, they live on lands privately owned,

where they are given locations for which they pay rent

in labour or in cash. Under this description must be

included a large class of squatters who are also found

on Crown lands, and, owing to the precarious nature

of their tenure and their haphazard mode of life, are

a serious problem. It is difficult, moreover, to make
93
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an actual distinction between a squatter and a labour

tenant. Whether on Crown or private lands the

former has free water and grazing rights, and is liable

to pay rent and poll tax. There are also living in

Rhodesia, on land unreserved and unalienated, a number
of natives who are liable to be removed at any time.

Third, a certain number may hold land on individual

tenure in the Cape Colony, Natal, and Rhodesia

(under varying restrictions), and in the Transvaal they

can acquire land unreservedly on individual tenure, if

registered in the name of a native commissioner, while

in the Orange River Colony they may not purchase

or lease land at all.

It must be noted that only in the Cape Colony is the

conversion of communal rights into individual tenure

possible, the Glen Grey Act being the instrument

effecting this. The special feature of this act was

legislation whereby the communal system could be

gradually superseded by individualism, and the result

has been generally satisfactory and will be the basis of

future policy. A check is provided by the necessity

for the Governor's consent to alienation, and by the

provisions for forfeiture in case of rebellion, conviction

for theft, non-beneficial occupation, or non-payment

of certain liabilities. Outside these communal areas

there is in the Cape Colony no bar to the acquisition of

landed property by natives, for, though certain restric-

tions have been made, they are surmountable. This,

however, is not the case outside that colony. The
recent test case brought before the Supreme Court of

the Transvaal revealed the true state of affairs there. No

n
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legal restriction can be exercised now, or could be under

the South African Republic, over land purchase by

natives, and the provision as to registration in the name
of a native commissioner would be a farce but for the

ftict that he has in the past undoubtedly exercised

(quite illegally) a restrictive discretion. The clear

exposition of the legal aspect led to a great deal of

alarm among the land-owners of the Transvaal, and

an ordinance has been passed (1905) to give authority

to the custom requiring registration in the name of

the commissioner ; but no permanent legislation is

possible until the Representative Government comes

into being, when the whole question of land tenure

must be raised. The increase in native population, as

well as the progress of natives in civilisation and wealth,

makes it necessary to contemplate some readjustment

in the conditions. There is a general consensus of

opinion among the best-informed Africanders that

individualism is a great incentive with the natives

to progress and also to loyalty. At the same time

there is a strong feeling against any system by

which land may be bought indiscriminately and oc-

cupied by natives, possibly in a district owned almost

entirely by Europeans. In the case of municipalities

a further difficulty arises, since in offering inducements

to men to build houses they give certain guarantees

against deterioration of the property. The presence

of a black family in an adjacent plot or estate would

be sufficient to lower the value of the land at once.

The crux of the question is whether the native

should be left free to expand, according to his desire
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and ability, or whether he should be for ever restricted.

After an exhaustive study of this question the majority

of the Native Affairs Commission decided in favour of

the last view—probably that of a considerable number

of Africanders—and are therefore in the anomalous

position of advising a general extension of the native's

political power on the one hand and a diminution of

his individual privileges on the other. As the native

has never had the franchise—except in a restricted

sense in Cape Colony—he would hardly miss it. But

he has had land from time immemorial, not on

individual tenure but still communally, with every

power of expansion if he and his tribe desired, and

in certain sections of South Africa—notably the Cape

Colony—he has been able under British rule to acquire

land freely. The truest welfare of the native races

is bound up with the land, and the best hope of South

Africa is to make them a successful agricultural and

pastoral people and to attach them to the soil.

The proposal of the Commission is, of course, a

compromise. Natives are to be encouraged in their

individualistic tendencies, so must be allowed to secure

permanent rights in the communal areas and to

purchase or lease land outside these areas, but they

must not have free choice as to the latter. The lands

which may be sold to natives must be set apart as

reserves by each colony. Existing rights are, of

course, to be respected, but the intention is to limit

the purchase and leasing of land to areas which will

not bring them into contact with the European

land-owner. Against this recommendation Colonel
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Stanford, the man with the widest knowledge of the

subject, provides a powerful minority protest of which

every clause seems to the unbiassed observer conclusive.

He denies that the safety of Europeans demands this

provision, seeing no diminution in the vigour of the

Colonials or anything to justify the belief that they

are losing ground. He believes that undesirable

occupation of land can be prevented by regulations,

that Europeans are invading the native locations in

greater proportions than the natives have gone outside

their reserves, and that finally (and most important

of all), as the proposed areas are not to be demarcated

in existing reserves they must necessarily affect present

European occupation. If, on the other hand, the

design be to allow purchase by natives only in

localities unsuitable for Europeans (and therefore

probably sterile and unfit for cultivation) it must be

remembered that the native who desires to become

a landed proprietor usually belongs to the civilised

class, and that therefore such localities offer him no

attraction.

The adoption of the Commission's recommendation,

therefore, would amount to a restriction of the native to

his present bounds, with the alternative of purchasing

land probably unsuited for civilised occupation. The
Natal representatives, who also dissent from the

recommendation, point out that Asiatics and other

coloured races not of African descent may purchase

land anywhere, whereas the aborigines of the country

would be excluded from this privilege " except in

limited areas selected, probably, for their unhealthiness

7
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and unsuitability for irrigation and cultivation and

other kindred reasons." They add that the resolution

affects and limits the right of free trade possessed by

every other subject of the British Empire and enjoyed

by the natives of South Africa in every other sphere

of business. Other recommendations are made with

a view to defining the areas already set apart for

natives and securing their possession of such reserves

or locations on equable terms, and a minority are in

favour of vesting all such lands in a Native Trust,

as in Natal, with a view to securing them permanently

and safeguarding their interests in various ways.

Although it is not so much the actual extent to

which natives have availed themselves of the privilege

of becoming individual landlords as the principle under

which that privilege is extended which is in question,

yet it may be useful to give some actual facts as to

native land-holding. In Cape Colony the figures are

difficult to ascertain, but the practice has assumed

considerable proportions, in certain sections especially,

and some of these suitable for white occupation. In

the Transvaal about 854 square miles, or xso^ti of the

whole colony, is actually owned by natives, and a large

proportion of the land which they have acquired has

been bought communally.^ It was part of the policy

of the Dutch Republic to allow them to repurchase the

lands from which they had been ejected, and such land

was frequently registered in the name of a missionary

' Nearly the whole has been acquired communally—the expression

'^'^ bought" is relative only, as the larger areas were reserved under deed of

grant by the Z.A.R. Government for very nominal consideration, if any.
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or other white non-official. The Orange River

Colony has of course never had to contemplate the

" location " or " reserve " question, having the great

area of Basutoland so near. But there are ah*eady

signs of overcrowding. In Natal, besides the pro-

vince of Zululand, which is vested in the Crown

and held communally, there are also two million

odd acres vested in the Native Trust, as well as other

lands set apart for mission reserves, in which the

natives are freeholders communally, or hold land on

quit rent or long-payment terms. They do not seem

to any extent to be availing themselves of their right

to purchase land individually, although some cases have

occurred, and several of purchase by syndicates. The

question, therefore, while in principle affecting the

whole of South Africa, does not seein in practice a

burning one save in the Transvaal and Cape Colony.

The vital point is the nature of the hold which the

native is to have upon the land. In every colony he

occupies certain areas specially set apart for him,

but in these he has in reality no fixity of tenure,

although some are his ancestral possessions. If we
grant the premise that individualistic tenure of land

on a secure basis is a useful, if not essential, feature

in securing the progress of the race, we shall very soon

find it difficult to draw the line against further

expansion.

At the present rate of increase the native reserves

will soon be too crowded to make anything but

communal tenure possible—the subdivision would

become too minute. It must be understood, of course,
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that we are not dealing with the Protectorates, but with

the native reserves in the various colonies. These

reserves, as in the case of the Transkei, are by no

means inferior land, and represent some of the best

for agricultural and pastoral purposes. Nevertheless

there is every reason to believe that any attempt to

lock the door on native expansion would be impolitic

and unjust, and at the same time the suggestion of

special areas into which they may be allowed to

spread does not seem to meet the requirements of

the case.

I am in agreement with the Commission in believ-

ing an extension of individual tenure essential to

native progress in the true sense of the word, and

the development of the Transkei supports this behef.

Not only have the natives there become prosperous

farmers, but their record of labour is extremely good.

Surely this is far more for the economic progress of the

country than any system which leads to non-beneficial

occupation of the soil. The whole experience of the

world goes to prove that nothing stimulates a man to

work so much as actual ownership of the ground he

tills, and our present rural depopulation in England is

undoubtedly to a great extent due to the rigidity of

our land system and the difficulties which face the

would-be small purchaser.

The bug-bear of the Africander is the question of

political rights. Allow a native to own land in his

own individual right, and how can you refuse him a

vote? say they. Not having the pluck to face the

true situation, they sacrifice him on the altar of a
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false hypothesis. As a matter of fact, if the essential

basis of the relations between black and white were

once established, there would be little heard of objec-

tions to natives ow ning land wherever and whenever they

could buy it. Race antipathy was unknown in the

Southern States before the Civil War and the placing

of black on a political equality with white. The
Englishman or woman who treats with a negro on

terms of equality has in his or her heart an instinctive

dislike and distrust of the black skin which never

occurred to the Southern planters and their families,

to whom their house slaves were often second mothers

and fathers, hfe-long friends and companions. I

venture to think that Afi'icanders would find it possible

to extend far more sympathy and justice to their black

neiglibours were it not for the Frankenstein monster

of political equality which ever stands over them.

This question of land tenure forcibly illustrates my
point when we find that the Commission which believes

that political rights must be granted actually devises

a scheme for locking the natives up in their own
lands or in specified areas.

My own feeling is, first, that a system resembling

the Glen Grey Act should be applied by degrees to

all the Government locations and reserves, simultane-

ously with the establishment of agricultural farms on

which natives, as part of their education, would learn

a more intensive method of cultivation whicli would

remedy some of the difficulties of subdivision. Strict

regulations as to non-beneficial occupation sliould

regulate this provision, but subject to these tlie natives
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should be secured in their possession by a quit-rent

title, and should not be merely leaseholders. This

would imply their right to lease or sell their land,

but in this matter considerable restrictionary powers

should be retained, for some time at all events.

Second, that no restriction should be placed on the

sale of land to natives other than those enjoined by

the conditions of municipal holdings, which can be

perfectly safeguarded by bylaws. The class of native

which amasses sufficient private means to buy a farm

is not yet numerous, though increasing. The re-

sponsibility of property will act favourably, and provide

a legitimate outlet for energy and ambition, especially

if accompanied by some measure of local self-

government. In a country like South Africa, where

European colonisation is a great disideratum, it is

impossible to ignore the likelihood of such a provision

acting as a deterrent ; but, on the other hand, the

economic folly of refusing land to occupiers who might

make a success of it and condemning them to a life

of inertia or worse is equally evident.

The segregation of the black race is not a point

for which I would aim. It seems to me a dangerous

experiment to lock him up in areas, give him political

rights and tell him to go ahead and make a civilised

people. It seems to me the height of folly to give

him rights and deny him privileges. Although I

am negrophobe enough (or shall be considered so)

to affirm that as long as the white man remains

in South Africa he must form a ruling caste, I do

not wish to perpetrate injustice on the black races.
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1 wish to give tliem the possibihty of happiness,

prosperity, and usefulness—the advantages of a sound

education, and the chance of owning the soil they

cultivate and of bequeathing it to their children.

Above everything I desire to keep them on the land,

and I see no better prospect of so doing than by

offering attractions in the way of land tenure which

will divert the stream of educated natives from the

towns, where they turn into discontented and probably

seditious clerks, editors, and preachers, to the country,

where all their energies will be absorbed in wanning

prosperity from the soil. To this end I would extend

to them facilities, would give them agricultural training,

would help them as I would the European cultivator.

There is no moral, social, political, or physiological

reason why the natives (freed from political illusions)

should not become as a class prosperous peasant

proprietors and a valuable economic asset.



CHAPTER Vll

THE FUTURE OF THE BLACK RACES

The subject of this chapter is one in which the British

Empire is pecuharly interested, since it is the arbiter

of destiny to a vast proportion of the black-skinned

peoples, who may, for lack of a more precise definition,

be called the weaker races. She has six groups of

Crown colonies in the West Indies, with a popula-

tion of African stock, besides British Guiana and

Honduras, and in her South African protectorates and

colonies she dominates most of the native peoples of

a sub-continent. A large number of these black

peoples have no conception of any civilisation but that

of the British Empire. In the West Indies their

native language is forgotten in a bastard English. In

the long reign of the late Queen Victoria she became

to them a sort of supernatural ruler, as much part

of their traditions as the hereditary heroes and chiefs

of other nations.

Taking the negro race as a whole, no better

definition can be found than that of a people still in

its childhood. This is just as much the case in the

West Indies, after more than two centuries of contact

with Europe (albeit much of that time was spent in

slavery), as in parts of South Africa where the red

104
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Kaffir in his wattle and daub hut is living his primitive

life without white interference. The AVest Indian

negro, coming from the west coast of Africa, differs

in many points from the Bantu races which pre-

dominate in South Africa. The latter reached, in

many ways, a higher point of civilisation, were organ-

ised for offence, defence, and administration, and had

strict sanitary and moral codes generally directed to

the welfare of their offspring. This fact to a certain

extent equalises the conditions between them and

their kindred race who have been more directly in

contact with European civilisation, but both are still,

as races, in the childhood period of evolution.

The tribal organisation of the Bantus is on patri-

archal lines, the family forming the unit which gradually

expanded to embrace a group of allied families or tribe,

and a group of allied tribes or nation. The chiefship

is to a certain extent hereditary, but in former times

was, like that of our own forefathers the Germanic

tribes, frequently usurped by military leaders. A great

similarity of custom prevails among the South African

tribes, although they are frequently hostile to each

other. Their system of laws is intricate, and varies

considerably in detail, but is thoroughly understood

by the natives themselves, and both this and their

customs are interwoven with the fabric of their social

life.

No abrupt change has been made in these matters,

save in prohibiting customs which were contrary to

humanitarian ideas or social order. The gradual spread

of Christianity and education has taken a certain number
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of natives out of their tribal organisation and placed

them under ordinary colonial law, and in speaking of

the Church Separatist movement we have seen some

of the effects of this. The legal position of the native,

when resident outside the protectorates or reserves,

seems a little complicated, and the whole system is

too varied to be discussed in detail. Generally

speaking, there has been no attempt to interfere with

native law in civil cases, and it is only in criminal

jurisdiction that it has been superseded. The situation,

particularly in the Cape Colony, is curious and interest-

ing, affording a unique spectacle of two entirely opposed

civilisations which frequently overlap. For instance,

the principle of communal responsibility, which is

characteristic of the native system, is wholly opposed

to our own idea of individual responsibility. In en-

deavouring to work both together some injustice must

occur, since the younger generation of natives are

perfectly aware of their independence, now that their

chiefs no longer possess the right of life or death,

and are frequently quite beyond control. The position

of women too is inevitably affected by the cessation

of intertribal warfare. Not merely are they no longer

in such numerical preponderance, but the diseases of

cattle have made the payment of lobolo (the price of

a wife) much more costly. The use of the plough

is also releasing women from some of the field labour,

so that polygamy, ceasing to be a good investment,

is becoming more and more a luxury, and is, in fact,

on the decrease even among non-Christian natives.

The decay of the old system may therefore be
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regarded as having set in more or less naturally, apart

fi-om the efforts of missionary evangelists and educa-

tionists. While the inequalities of condition are so

strongly marked among natives no general assimilation

of law or custom is possible, and it seems far wiser to

allow them to grow slowly towards a more uniform

code, using the law they are accustomed to as long

as it preserves order and decency. The contrast

between this method of development and that of the

West Coast negroes, who were taken as slaves to the

West Indies and Southern States, is interesting in its

results, but the points of dissimilarity are so many in

the original stock that no very close analogy is possible.

In speculating as to the possihihties of the negi'O races

we have so many varying conditions to consider that

the task becomes almost herculean. There are South

African tribes in which we must suspect a certain

admixture of Arab blood. Then we are so profoundly

ignorant of their past history. If certain speculations

as to the Rhodesian ruins are right, we may find that

the sub-continent has seen a higher degree of black

achievement than we imagined. There are other races,

like the Bushmen, who appear to have sunk from a

certain degree of development to one of almost primitive

animalism. Although almost extinct as a race, they

have mixed their blood with that of other black races,

and handed on some of their traits. Obviously it

would be a difficult task to estimate the racial possi-

bilities of such people, and the problem is psychologically

more involved than any presented in the United States

or West Indies. In the latter, too, we lose sight at
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once of tribal distinctions or physical differences among
the black peoples. As they lost their language and

became French or English speaking, so they lost any

tribal sense of identity. They are more homogeneous
than the South African natives.

W^hen we leave the historical and the speculative

fields and turn to actual contemporary achievement

we are on firmer ground. Comparing the American

negroes with the South African, we find that the former

are much ahead in their stage of development, though

in point of time they are even more so. They went

through an early discipline which had its valuable

side, and in their general attitude towards life, their

familiarity with the phenomena of modern science,

their appreciation of the tenets of Christianity, and,

above all, their capacity for self-help, they are now a

long way farther on the path of civilisation. Some
of them have to all appearances passed the period of

childhood, have conquered the irresponsibility and

emotionalism of that period and become serious,

thoughtful, useful members of society. Every case

of this sort represents a force of individual character

beyond the usual, since it has many difficulties to

contend with. It is of the highest importance in

estimating their achievements, however, to remember—
what 1 believe is true, though it is extremely difficult to

obtain reliable data—that a large proportion of the men
who have risen above the level of their race have owed

something to a strain, however small, of white blood.

Booker Washington himself is not a full-blooded negro.

The course of development in South Africa is

I
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totally dissimilar. In the first place the abandonment

of his tribe {which is ultimately involved by embracing

Christianity) is a voluntary act and, unless taken for

ulterior motives of gain, means that he has strong

convictions, for otherwise he would not turn his back

on so much that is interwoven with his life-long

habits. In the case of children education works them
up to a certain point and emulation does the rest,

but the temptations to relapse into heathendom are

extremely strong at times. There is much the same

difference in their circumstances and those of the

American or West Indian negro as between the position

of a man who, dissatisfied with his present house,

builds him another, and that of one who is ship-

wrecked and has to construct a shelter at once out

of the best materials he can find. Added to the fact

that there is no strong pressure fi*om Avithout to drive

him into European ways is the circumstance that the

conduct of semi-educated or partially converted natives

often seems revolting to their heathen relatives, not

being in accordance with their traditions. It will be

seen therefore that the present backwardness of the

race to adopt European civilisation is by no means
surprising. It is only economic pressure which will

inevitably drive them all into it in time. Without
that pressure, without the breaking up of old customs

and tlie going abroad to work of young men, the

impression made by actual missionary labour would

have been small. One sees heathen kraals and "red

Kaffirs " in close proximity to old-established Churches

and schools. A heathen dance of the most peculiar
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and grotesque description took place as a ceremonial

rite a few years ago quite near to Lovedale, the site

of native learning. The fact is that, at present, the

great body of the people are still in the state of

extreme childhood and can be tutored accordingly.

The educated and Christian minority are even more

childlike in many ways, having abandoned their old

mode of life and being hardly yet able to walk up-

right in the new one. But my own feeling about

them is that in proportion as they are slow they will

be sure. Having set their faces in a certain direction

they will not turn back nor be turned back, and it is

advisable that they should have some clearly defined

goal to work for. In their native state they were

capable of organisation to a certain extent, but very i

prone to differences and disputes. In their new phase

exactly the same tendency is beginning to show itself.

I am not one of those who regard the mental

limitations of the race as inexorably fixed. It seems

totally opposed to history to imagine that any human

race is not capable of variation and of intellectual

development, but notwithstanding all this I am unable

at present to concede that the negro races have con-

tributed sufficiently to the sum of human know^ledge

or happiness to entitle them to consideration on those

particular grounds. In the not altogether unfavourable

training ground of slavery on Southern plantations

they showed extraordinary plasticity, developing as

house servants and artisans into exactly w^hat was

wanted of them by the luxury-lo\ang, extravagant,

hospitable, easy-going Southern aristocracy. They
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acquired certain virtues which do not seem inherent

but are rather a reflection of the society in which

they hved. They were as entirely free from com-

merciahsm or gi'ced as their white masters. In

less happy surroundings, on the plantations, they

developed powers of endurance and hard work quite

out of keeping with their original character. Con-

trast this plasticity with the attitude of such people

as the Jews, for instance, under slavery. Take such

a case as that of the tall fair-haired people found

till the end of the last century in little groups in some

provinces of the Vosges, living apart and ostracised,

believed to be a remnant of the ancient Goths.

Compare even the red-skinned races with the negro

in slavery, and one is forced to the conclusion that in

his mental as well as his moral development he is

essentially a creature of his environment.

The hostile attitude of the Southern white man,

added to the unbalanced and indiscreet championship

of the North, thrust the American negro farther down
the scale of true civilisation than he was before the

war, and he is still climbing painfully back. True,

the race has attained individual successes. It has

produced lawyers, doctors, professors, and ministers

by the score ; but the American negro has to make
a bitter fight against the legacy of bitterness left by

the reconstruction period, and this is taking one form,

not unfamiliar in South Africa, in the exclusion of

coloured workmen as skilled artisans. He owes his

faults as well as his virtues to the civilisation wliich

surrounds him. He has the characteristic defects of
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democracy added to a keen sense of injustice. We
must bear this matter in mind in our dealings with

the South African native ; for although the facts of

his own environment render him less susceptible, he

will certainly, as he crosses the dividing line, assimilate

himself more or less closely to ourselves.

Now, imitation is the sincerest flattery, but is apt

to have a shoddy appearance, and it is this shoddiness

that prejudices many people against the " educated
"

or " mission native." Before condemning him, how-
ever, they should remember that he is, after all, only

following the tide which has set in and is sweeping

his people slowly but surely before it. We ourselves

set the tide flowing, and it lies with us to direct it

before it becomes overwhelmingly strong. At present

it would be well for us and for the native if we re-

stricted his intercourse with his American cousins as

much as possible. The fact that they are a century

ahead of him in evolution is not so evident as it might

be on the surface. He knows nothing of their struggles

or discipHne, but sees their importance and hears their

glib talk. They (or at least many of them) are too

near him in one sense to be good mentors, while in

another they are too far. They have less tolerance

for his heathen condition and appreciation of his

heathen virtues than we. It is harder for a youth or

young girl to enter into the thoughts of a small child

than it is for a mature person, whose sympathies and

understanding are wider, and it is one of the features

of modern education that the youngest class wants

the best-trained teacher.
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I have inferred that there is Httle originahty or

creative genius in the negro race, and that the general

level of intelligence is low among people already-

brought in contact with ci\dlisation. I am aware that

in their native state some of the South African races

have produced men of considerable ability and force

of character. That some of these have been monsters

of cruelty is only to be expected when one remembers

the stern school in which they were reared and the

bloody paths which usually led them to their chiefdom.

These things do not detract from the fact of their

intellectual endowments, and it seems indisputable

that the Bantu races have produced men of strong

brain capacity and will power who would have made

a mark anywhere. Already, in the very beginning

of their career as a civilised people, they have produced

one or two very striking men. The Chief Khama is

a great ruler, though on a minor scale. The editor

of the well-known native paper, Imvo, Tengo Jabavu,

is a fidl-blooded Fingo, and a man of real grasp and

insight, a most capable politician, and regarded seri-

ously by all sections of the people.^

In every age and in every clime there have been

men who are more or less " sports," so much are they

different in capacity or mental power from the race

whence they spring. In estimating the capacity of the

' The first Kaffir newspaper published was the Indaba, printed at Lovedale,

which ceased publication after a brief career. This was followed by another

paper in 1870 from the same press, and in 1884 was started a weekly paper in

Kaffir-English called the bnvo Zontsundu ne Lisso Lomzi (Native Opinion and

Guardian), which, suspended during the war for an objectionable article, now
appears as Imvo Zabantsundu Bomzandsi Afrika (South African Native Opinion).

There are five or six other papers published in various parts.

8
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Bantu peoples we must not forget this fact when
reflecting upon the energy and abihty of some of

their rulers, or the admirable features to be found in

their primitive civilisation. We have also to call to

mind tlie fact that, as far back as history goes, for

thousands of years, this sub-continent has been inhabited

by people who never wrote a book, built a bridge,

invented a machine, or even built a permanent house.

They had no spiritual conceptions, and were materialists

of the most pronounced type. It is, after all, the

general mental level which is the real high-water mark

of a race. The European revolt which saw the last of

feudalism broke out in France less because the French

nobles were more oppressive than any others than that

the peasants were better able to appreciate their

position, were, in fact, at a higher level than are the

Russian peasantry to-day. It is therefore to this

point, the elevation of the masses, that I would direct

the attention of every well-wisher of the black races,

rather than to any cultivation of brilliant individuals.

If the latter arise, as the history of the Bantu races

may reasonably lead us to expect, they will probably

have to share the fate of all men who are born before

their time. They may not suffer death like Socrates,

and they may lead lives of usefulness which will bring

their own reward, but they will not be able, by their

own brilliant but individual efforts, to surmount the

barrier which race evolution places between them and

other peoples. It was with this thesis that I began

this book, and I return to it here as the one true basis

on which to forecast the future of the Ethiopian.
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My position, briefly stated, is this. I do not admit

the right of the individual black man to be entirely

dissociated from his race, and I do not regard the

negroid races as a whole, or as sections, as having

reached a stage of civilisation at which it can be

welcomed as an equal by white peoples. Whether it

will ever catch up in the race remains to be seen.

Certainly not if it tries to begin where we leave off,

with full-fledged democracy. We worked up through

our patriarchal, tribal, communal, feudal, municipal,

and constitutional stages, and they have to do the

same. We murdered our prophets, burnt our reformers,

and generally ill-treated all of our race who were ahead

of their times. Such methods having ceased to have

any terrors in an age of advertisement, we now treat

them to cold oblivion. Negro prophets, reformers,

and men of that kidney must go through a similar

discipline. But when it comes to denying to the

blacks, either as a race or as individuals, what they

have actually achieved for themselves ; when it comes

to robbing them of their ancestral lands,^ preventing

them from educating themselves, from becoming pros-

perous, from working at any trade they can learn,

from owning property, or from following out any

' The expression "ancestral " may be taken exception to on the score that

the Bantu races were themselves usurpers and conquerors, who exterminated

the true abori^nes, and that at a comparatively recent period. It must not

be forgotten however, that, whatever their original title to the land, we have

ourselves confirmed it in various ways, because it has suited us to treat with

the tribes as the responsible owners of the soil. The term " ancestral " as

used here, and also in the report of the Native Affairs Commission, is correct

as implying that many of the lands so designated are inherited communally,

and have been handed down for several generations.
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legitimate ambition common to all men—then I am
entirely on the side of the black races.

With a sensible practical education, one that would

aim at giving them habits of industry, I would at the

same time increase their standard of comfort and self-

respect. I might increase their direct taxation in some

districts, but I should much prefer to do it indirectly

through their purchase of European commodities,

through enforcing the payment of rent and other

charges for value received. The hut tax is general and

is well understood, and the Native Affairs Commission

recommends its increase, as well as local taxation for

beneficial purposes. But, as a measure chiefly aimed

at stimulating the native to work, this increase would

be less effective than might be supposed, because it

would be impossible to adjust it with sufficient accuracy.

It would entail hardship on one, while leaving another

unscathed. Taxation for school purposes seems a

reasonable and proper proposal ; and my own feeling

on the subject is that to teach the native that his tax

money actually goes to provide him with certain

advantages is to take him a considerable step on the

path of progress. He is learning to spend.

This process is cumulative. He will not be able

to stop once he has begun, and in a generation or two

a large number of natives will be working not only

for the luxuries, but for the necessities of life, and so

will have reached the first rung in the ladder of

progress. Their present prosperity being founded on

the smallness and primitive nature of their wants, they

have to become poor before they can be rich.
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I see no barrier to tlie grading of this industrial

population. Social distinctions already exist and will

be reproduced, but it will be an aristocracy of talent.

The cleverest boys and girls will rise to the professional

class and will find lucrative work among their own
people. The colonial Governments, some ofwhich license

hundreds of native medicine men every year, could

have no objection to see them replaced by properly

qualified native medical men. Why should not black

people, when sick, have the attention of trained black

nurses ? Why should there not be black lawyers whose

knowledge of native custom would stand them in good

stead in their practices ? These opportunities would

compensate the brilliant individuals for a limitation

in other aspirations, and would turn their energies into

useful channels. In local government the black man
would take a part. If it is said that it is impossible

to draw the line between such local rights and those

of the franchise, then let Africanders remember that

in Great Britain a large section of the population

—

land-owners, tax-payers, highly educated, thoroughly

qualified—are admitted to discharge any function of

citizenship save that one. A well-founded prejudice

keeps men from giving women the franchise, although

they have practically admitted them to every other

privilege in the State. The women of Great Britain

outnumber the men by nearly a million, but they are

not tlieir political equals. They occupy politically the

same position that I contend should be that of the

natives in South Africa. The admission of women
into local government and tlieir inclusion in all bodies
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which deal with feminine interests, such as hospitals,

schools, and factories, is a wise and practical step, and

we can push the analogy to cover a similar movement

in South Africa. The native should be encouraged

to take an interest and a share of responsibility in all

local matters and all affairs in which the welfare of

his race is principally concerned.

This distinction between citizenship of a town and

that of a state is not so difficult to reconcile in South

Afi'ica as in the United States. After all, the most

democratic colony owns allegiance ultimately to the

Crown, and the native is more conscious of his position

as a subject of the king than as a democratic ^ oter

in a self-governing colony.

We are ourselves, under a constitutional monarch,

witnessing some of the extreme effects of municipal

socialism, while America has for ever demonstrated

the hollowness of democratic principles as guiding

stars by establishing what is in reality a Crown Colony

in the Philippines. All these names are in reality of

no importance. Africanders are sticklers for their

liberty, but they need not sacrifice on the altar of any

particular god. They must see for themselves that

to introduce socialism and democracy to the Kaffir

is to destroy their strongest hold on him. The con-

ception is not one which can get any real hold of

a people just emerging from the tribal state. Class

legislation—that abomination of modern social re-

formers—is as essential to the well-being of the Kaffir

as to that of the European who lives in his midst,

and when once class legislation has been introduced
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it may as well be carried to a logical and efficient

conclusion. Prohibition, for instance, is distinctly class

legislation in South Africa, yet no one would deny

its wisdom. But if you proclaim your right to prevent

a man from drinking because it would be bad for him,

you may just as well legislate to prevent him voting

for similar reasons. He may have the inalienable

right of all men to go to the devil in his own way,

but you are his superior and it is your business

to regulate his progress. In a pathetic attempt to

be logical the Cape actually permits native voters to

purchase beer—a privilege which, to judge fi'om all

available evidence, would be more missed, if taken

away, than the vote itself.

I have perhaps repeated myself unnecessarily in

these chapters on the native question, in reiterating

what 1 believe to be the only basis for the relations

of white and black. I may seem harsh in the place

I assign to the latter in the present stage of world

evolution (I am careful not to use "the scheme of

creation," a favourite phrase with writers on this

subject, because I am far from sure about any part

of that scheme—even that which includes the Teutonic

races, not to mention the Mongolians). The theory that

any negro attempt to set up an independent civilisation

founded on our own is for the present premature is

founded on personal observation. Hispaniola has seen

several mock republics and an attempt at independent

development which will probably end shortly in

American tutelage, but not before serious incompetence,

and even worse, has been revealed. Liberia and other
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settlements have languished and shown no signs of

vitality. It is for the best interests of the negro race

itself that such premature efforts should be abandoned

and that all available energy should be turned in the

direction of building up the character and developing

the intellect of the masses. Nor can this be done

without white aid.

The minority of educated and really civilised

natives would be soon wiped out without the support

of the European ; in many cases they have incurred

the enmity of their own tribe or people and in

others their envy. These men are the leaders

of South African native progress to-day, and to

them the presence of the Africander is a safeguard

and stimulus. They are somewhat given to indulging

in seditious language at times and in writing that,

broadly speaking, the net result of Africo-European

relations have been demoralising and degrading,^ but

if they reflected more coolly they might perhaps be

inclined to make the best of their position as pioneers.

No stirring'up of race feeling will improve that position
;

and, as a higher grade can only be reached through

the goodwill of the white man and by following the

paths he has marked out, it is a pity to represent him

to their ignorant fellows as a monster of iniquity.

The bitter note in the South African native press

comes, as a matter of fact, chiefly from a special

class, those who are neither black nor white. No
scheme for the future of the native can leave these

^ Leading article in a native paper edited by Allan Soga, the son of a

native minister and a Scotch lady.
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men out of consideration. They are a numerous class,

and one wliich deserves every sympathy, and yet the

very difficulty of their position makes one unwilling

by word or deed to render their increase more possible.

In 1904 the coloured class formed themselves into

the " African Political Organisation," whose objects are

stated to be the promotion of unity, progress, and

general advancement of the coloured races, and the

defence of their social, political, and civil rights, and

they claim to have a membership of ten thousand.

The Cape Colony coloured man or woman caimot

be said to have any real grievance. Their political

status is decided by their education and property

qualification, and there are no restrictions as to their

presence in trains, tram-cars, or public places except

those imposed by social custom. Nevertheless colour

prejudice is strong in the Cape (although some of

the Dutch families have a touch of colour), but there

is no legal disability or injustice. A very different

state of affairs obtains in the Transvaal, whence most

of the complaints come ; and as the coloured people

took part in the war and regarded the victory of Great

Britain as the prelude to a better state of affairs, they

are naturally disappointed that British domination has

not brought them constitutional rights. Many of them

are descendants of the Cape slaves freed by the British

Government and they are as a class very loyal to

the Crown. It is not necessary to go into the details

of the disabilities from which they suffer, nor is it

possible, in view of the class legislation and colour

discrimination which 1 believe to be necessary, to
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devise any method by which entire justice may be

done.

A modification in the existing state of affairs would

be accomphshed by an acceptance of a general definition

of the term " native." At present it is differently inter-

preted in each colony, and indeed different definitions

are given in laws passed at various dates. Cape Colony,

in every Act referring to " natives," runs through a list of

tribes ; Natal specially provides that " native " should

mean all members of the aboriginal races or tribes south

of the equator ; the Orange River Colony includes

" all coloured persons " ; Rhodesia provides for any

native of South or Central Africa who is not of

European descent ; the Transvaal makes any measure

of descent from a native race or the slightest touch

of colour a bar against being treated as European.

The vagueness of these definitions is obvious. There

is a case on record in Natal of parties in an appeal

case who were non-suited in the Supreme Court

because they were not Europeans, and in the Native

High Court because they were not natives ! The

Native Affairs Commission suggests a definition which,

open to objection as being difficult to ascertain and

involving inquisitorial methods, still deserves con-

sideration. By this the word " native " shall be taken

to mean an aboriginal inhabitant of Africa south of

the equator, and to include half-castes and their

descendants by natives. This does not, of course,

meet the hard case of many who are actually the

children of white men, and who in some of the colonies

are debarred from marrying any but a "native," and
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therefore cannot hope to raise their children to a

higher le\'eL But it would meet the difficulties of

a large section of the respectable and educated popu-

lation who have perhaps only a slight strain of coloured

blood, and who would be freed from " native " dis-

abilities and allowed to rise.

I have said that I do not profess to propound

any scheme of ethical perfection in the racial relations

of white and black, and I am only too conscious of

the many cases where my own principles, logically

applied, will produce instances of great individual

hardship and injustice. It is part of the mystery of

pain that it often seems to fall just where it was least

deserved, and no theory as yet devised can explain

the phenomena in accordance with our accepted ideas

of justice and Divme love. In the present instance

one feels that a less rigid and harsh public attitude,

an abandonment of the instinct which warns the white

races against miscegenation, would perhaps amelio-

rate the lot of individuals, but would vastly increase

the sum of human suffering in the end. It would be,

in fact, similar to the charity which, dissipating itself

in doles to street beggars, perpetuates for them a

wretched existence.

The open recognition of the basis of racial relations

which I advocate would render possible acts of justice

and even generosity on the part of the ruling caste.

This fact I have reiterated, and I repeat it again in

connection with this painful side of the problem, for

without some such modification in the relations at

present existing a large section of people with European
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blood in their veins may be permanently thrust from

the ranks of loyal and useful citizens, and turned into

a band of Ishmaels. This is an Imperial matter, since

these people claim the protection of the Throne, but

it is far more an Africander matter.

Africanders Hving in the midst of the Black Cloud

cannot afford to lose valuable support. The vast

majority of these people represent no modern tendency

to miscegenation, but the habits of an earlier and less

responsible age. Nothing can be done to relax the

moral or social code ; but their white blood, together

with proved character, should win them exemption

from certain legal restrictions. Together with the

more precise definition of the word "native," this

would ameliorate the condition of many, and for those

who remain within the native pale I should hope to

see a generosity on the part of the ruling caste which

would render the lives of the better class more toler-

able. I have already indicated the lines this would

take ; and for the encouragement of the coloured

" native " 1 may say here that if he wants to see a

country where he may ride in any part of the train

or tram, provided he is well conducted, walk w^here he

pleases, fill any post save the highest administrative

ones, follow any trade or profession and be treated with

respect if he deserves it, he must go, not to the

Southern States of America where he has the franchise,

but to Jamaica where he has not, and where he has

actually been deprived of some of the rights he once

possessed. On the other hand I may point out to

the white Africander that crimes of violence, especially
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against white women, are extremely rare in this island,

and in its sister West Indian islands. I know that

white women in South Africa are afraid to be left

alone with their black servants ; but on the Southern

plantations, up to the end of the Civil War, and in

many parts of the West Indies to-day, white women
were and are perfectly safe in the custody of their

black retainers. A AVest Indian lady, asked if she

was not nervous to be alone sometimes on her estate,

answered in all good faith, " Oh no ! we get so few

white men along this road, and I have plenty of

servants always about the house."

It is not safe, as I have said already, to draw too

close an analogy between peoples of the same stock

but so different in many ways as the Bantus and the

west coast negroes, but still the conditions at which

I have hinted are too remarkable and significant, as

illustrating possible relations between white and black,

not to receive attention here.

One of the ideas which recurs continually in the

literature which has grown up around this problem is

that of entire race segregation. Every now and then

it is wildly suggested that the American negro should

be emigrated back to Africa en bloc; and an almost

equally extraordinary suggestion is for a division of

the sub-continent between the two races in which

the white should take all the high, healthy, temperate

regions and the blacks the low, tropical parts unsuited

for white occupation. The first objection is that to

withdraw the blacks from among the whites, either

in America or South Africa, would dislocate half the
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machinery of agricultural, domestic and industrial life,

while a considerable number of white men would
have to throw up lucrative employment in the black

districts. Supposing, however, that the suggestion was
only to apply to such natives as are still Hving tribally,

or owning ground, then the difficulty would arise of

allocating the two spheres. Altitude and temperate
chmate are not everything in South Africa ; there are

parts of Bechuanaland, for instance, which fulfil the

conditions but where only natives can make a living,

while some of the portions of Central and East Africa

which are marked out for black occupation already

own white communities which would be hard to

dislodge. These are only the more obvious and
elementary objections to a scheme which is, in fact,

outside the region of practical politics. We have not

yet succeeded in introducing a successful method of

land settlement into South Africa, so that it is in the

highest degree premature to talk of moving whole
communities from place to place and reconstructing

the whole domestic economy of the sub-continent.

The future of the black races is bound up with that

of the white. Fate has decreed that they must exist

side by side for a considerable period at all events.

It is going to be a hard struggle for both. We white

peoples must continue to go forward. We must
maintain our position by our superior calibre. We
have to bear the white man's burden, and as our

strength so will our days be. To quote a distinguished

Canadian, Dr. G. R. Parkin :
" Our success is going

to depend on the development in ourselves of a
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quality which is not striking in English character, and

that is the quality of entering sympathetically and

instinctively into the feelings of other nations and

races. . . . We have got to have our character

stand the strain that is put upon it . . . we have

to prevent ourselves being dragged down, and we have

to elevate them with this depressing condition—that

the closer you lift them up towards the level of our

own civilisation the more intense the line of division

becomes."^

The situation cannot be burked or shirked. We
cannot arrest the tide of black progress even if we

would—and it is by no means certain that we should

be wise in so doing—but we can still direct it if we

choose. The choice lies largely with Africanders, but

the responsibility rests on the people of the whole

British Empire.

' Royal Colonial Institute, June 1905.



CHAPTER VIII

THE RIGHTS AND WRONGS OF THE BRITISH
INDIAN

In all the tangled web of South African affairs no

knot is perhaps harder to unravel than this one of

the position of British subjects of alien blood in

British colonies. The history of the situation must be

given as briefly as possible. The colony of Natal first

began it, by importing Indian coolies for her planta-

tions, and on this labour the prosperity of the Garden

Colony has been built up and still rests. To withdraw

the Indian from Natal would be to dislocate the whole

machinery of domestic and economic life. When his

period of indenture was up the coolie began to settle

down, to hawk and peddle, to trade in a small way
and even in a large one. He became the purveyor of

fruit and vegetables, he brought out his women, and

raised families, and Natal to-day has more Indian than

European inhabitants. Their gradual spreading into

other parts of South Africa was natural, and they are

found everywhere to-day, though not, of course, in the

same ratio as in Natal. It is particularly as small traders

that they make their way, and in the Transvaal they

have by degrees absorbed almost the whole of the

small retail trade. In Southern Rhodesia and in

128
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practically all the colonies they are found as market-

gardeners, and fulfil a very useful function in cheapen-

ing the price of garden produce, otherwise prohibitive.

They owe their success to two points in which they

can easily beat either the European or the native—

their industry and frugality—and it is quite apart from

the question to base any argument on moral or sanitary

objections to them. These can be easily met by

municipal or local regulations.

In the South African Republic they were subject

to disabilities, which were the result, not of any

economic objection, but of Dutch prejudice on the

score of colour. They were, however, allowed to enter

the country freely and (in practice) to trade without

licences. The principal practical disability under which

they lay was the prohibition to hold landed property,

which, however, like other provisions, was laxly enforced.

One is reminded of an analogous state of affairs in

connection with native land tenure. Natives were

not legally prevented from buying land in their own
names, but custom restricted them and forced them

to register in the name of a European. Exactly

opposite conditions prevailed witli the Indians, who
were legally prohibited, but nevertheless succeeded

in buying land.

Again, at a period shortly before the war, they were

ordered to be confined for residence and trading purposes

to locations (a provision never carried out), but tliis has

been proved by a test case to be illegal, and they

were, in fact, entitled to trade anywhere. Undoubtedly

their chief grievance at this period was to be found in

9
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the attitude of the Dutch in classing them with the

Kaffirs, whom they despise. The insults and wrongs

heaped upon them, as British subjects, attracted con-

siderable notice, and was one of the ostensible reasons

for the war. It was natural that they should expect, as

British subjects in a British colony, a generous measure

of redress for all grievances, and to be reinstated on

an equitable footing.

Far from this being the case, however, a consider-

able period elapsed before any change was made in the

existing laws. The Indians waited, but their expecta-

tions were freely expressed. It soon became evident

that the enforcement of immigration laws (which were

equally stringent as regards all races, and only per-

mitted the return, by degrees, of bona-jide refugees) was

preventing that free entrance which, as British subjects,

they had expected to have, while the more stringent

carrying out of other laws and provisions was actually

diminishing the privileges they had enjoyed. They

were no longer able to evade the law^ which forbade

them to own landed property, and the enforcement of

sanitary regulations actually interfered with their vested

interests. While the yoke was being made heavier for

them, it by no means met the views of the Colonials

on the subject, and at this point it may be well to

state the Africander side of the question.

The head and front of the Indian's offending, as I

have already said, is his power to undersell the white

man. As a coolie (labourer) or servant he did not

compete with the white man ; but there are places in

the social and economic fabric which had been ear-
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marked by a certain class of Europeans, and among
these is certainly that of retail trading. This question

did not greatly affect the Dutch, who have no desire

to become traders, despising commercialism, and who
only wanted to buy as cheaply as possible. Hence

the comparative ease ^\nth which the Indian trader

dodged the legislation which, in accordance with Dutch

prejudice, was aimed at him.

The introduction of the Imperial factor into Trans-

vaal politics, and the raising in a new form of the race

question, entirely altered the situation. The present

predominance of the British industrialist has raised the

economic question, while in the regions of high politics

a very serious problem has had to be faced. The
British Africander and European newcomers view

with hostility the Indian, who makes retail selling an

impossible affair to a white man ; while the British

administrators, who see a good opening for British ex-

pansion (so necessary for the solution of many difficulties)

in this commercial field, are torn two ways, by political

expediency and a sense of justice.

This accounts for the apparent anomaly by which

the Indians under British rule are on the whole worse

off than they were under the Dutch, but it does not

altogether explain the prejudice against them, nor the

offensive terms in which it is expressed, nor does it

elucidate the attitude of the Imperial authorities on

this most Imperial matter.

The Indian is conscious (as are the Imperial authori-

ties) of inherent qualities which raise him above the

Kaffir with whom, in Africander opinion, he is classed.
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To those who know India, with her ancient civiHsations

and high record of achievement, this needs no insist-

ence, but the average Africander is not so enhghtened.

As a rule he is provincial of the provincials, and the

class which is most clamorous about the Indian corre-

sponds to, and is fed by, that in Britain which is least

imaginative and most dominated by the parish pump.

Nevertheless the Africander is not to be condemned

unheard. The Indians who come under his immediate

observation are not, by any means, the pick of their

country, and they are also undergoing a process of

deterioration inseparable from their condition of life

as aliens. My own observation of Indians abroad is

that this process is more rapid with them than with

Chinese, though both owe it to their removal from

the stimulating effect of a public opinion which they

understand and value, and from the restraints of family

obligations. Then there is no doubt that their standard

of living is extremely low, in itself a dangerous

economic factor ; and while the white man regards this

as an advantage for unskilled labourers or coolies, and

as likely to stimulate the Kaffir labour-market by

competition, he cannot admit the same principle as

regards his own occupations. Being unable to make

nice distinctions between dark-skinned peoples, all of

whom he regards as subject races, the Africander has

perpetrated some of the ordinances which are most

offensive to Indian feelings, without any ulterior design

than to regulate the conduct of people whose civiHsa-

tion is not, he beUeves, equal to his own. Being

strongly protectionist, as are all young communities,
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he is now bent on keeping trade in white hands at

all costs. That is ,the Africander position in a nutshell.

The Indian one is equally simple. He cannot believe

that rights which he possessed under an alien Govern-

ment will be refused him by that of a British Crown

Colony, and moreover he claims the right of free trade

within the British Empire and the privileges of a

British subject. The Imperial point of view is ex-

tremely comphcated. Justice to all subjects of the

Crown is the first desideratum, and how to secure

this in the case of the Transvaal seems beyond

human power to devise. Historically the Indians

have the strongest possible claims, and these have

been fully recognised and affirmed by the Imperial

Government through responsible ministers. More-

over, it is obviously inexpedient to allow a section

of our Indian subjects to labour under a grievance,

the knowledge of which reaches their own country

and is discussed in the bazaars to an extent hardly

credible to those who do not know India. Little is

known in Europe of the marvellous secret intelligence

system of the East, though we are sometimes startled

when we hear, for instance, that the fall of Khartoum

was talked over in the bazaars of Cairo before the

news reached the authorities. Every incident of the

South African War was similarly discussed in India,

and the news of defeat or victory conveyed with

extraordinary rapidity. In such matters as these one

is always, in dealing with an Eastern race, on the

verge of the inscrutable, and the general feeling of all

who, like myself, have administrative experience among
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such people is that the strongest hold the European
has is his character for straightforward, even-handed

justice. That he should fail in that, and fail Im-
perially, means a terrible shake to his prestige among
a people who are far more subtle than he. It must
be borne in mind that the Indians claim no pohtical

privilege. They accept their position as a subject

race, and desire at the most only municipal privileges,

which, be it noted, they possess in Cape Colony and
Natal. Their main grievance is the arbitrary inclusion

of all their race, both for trading and residential pur-

poses, in locations or bazaars—a provision which would

undoubtedly affect their trade as well as their personal

liberty, and which constitutes an actual diminution of

their previous rights. It is the indignity with which the

present traders are treated rather than the intention to

exclude further immigration which focusses their atten-

tion, although the introduction of a clause in the Im-
migration Acts providing that all must be able to write

a European language has aroused much opposition, since

it might actually exclude people above the trading class.

The Imperial question is, therefore, how far the

British Government can sanction, under the form of

self-government, the oppression of one section of its

subjects by another. The fact that the welfare of

the one demands such oppression does not actually

alter the case, nor does the argument that the Indians

came voluntarily to a country where they were not

invited. Great Britain found them in the Transvaal

when she took over the government, and nothing can

annul their claim on her for protection.
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Lord Milner, taking the broadest view of the

situation and sympathising with both sides, confessed

himself defeated by the problem. He wished to meet

the case by concessions and privileges to the better

class Indian, but he found so little support that he

was eventually obliged to give liis sanction to measures

which, while they did not satisfy the Africander on

one hand, were no more successful in redressing

injustice to the Indians on the other. He expressed

his own dissatisfaction with the result, but it was the

best he could do for the Indians and better than any

responsible Government would have done. In this

case, as in some others, Africander opinion has been

the decisive factor, even though actual legislative

power did not rest with the people of the colony.

The situation remains in this unsatisfactory condition,

and no further legislation is possible until the colony is

self-governing. The Indians feel that when that time

arrives they have little to hope for ; but such interests

as they have are safeguarded to a certain extent by

the provision that all legislation regarding them must

be reserved for the Governor's sanction.

The point at issue is an important one to South

Africa, and above all to the Transvaal. If we are

ever to build up a white South African nation with

British ties and sympathies we cannot afford to

handicap the immigrant by pitting him against the

Asiatic in such walks of life as he is able to fill.

In this respect the Africander has my sympathy

and support. But I feel that he could have attained

his object by less harsh measures. The abrogation
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of existing rights, which has actually taken place,

is contrary to the laws of any nation ; it rouses a

sense of grievance and ill will which are unpleasant

features in any State. The operation of the amended

immigration laws would have been sufficient to

keep out undesirables, and the Indians claim with

justice that they might be applied to white aliens,

such as Poles, Jews, or 'the scum of Southern

Europe, who are treated more leniently than the

British Indian. Above all they plead, in virtue of

the high civilisation of their upper classes, for a

differential treatment of such of their race as come

to South Africa as professional or independent men,

and not as labourers or petty traders. The great

difficulty of drawing the line is obvious, but as a

matter of fact the number of immigrants who could

claim this exemption is very small.

Concessions to the amour proprc of the British

Indian would have reconciled him to economic

restrictions, but the Africander would not make them.

Could or should Great Britain have forced the

situation ? The Indian deduction is :
" Britain is afraid

of her colonists. We have the sympathy of her

statesmen, but they are helpless before a handful of

Africanders. She is too cowardly to do us justice

even though she acknowledges our claim."

This not unnatural deduction needs some correction.

Great Britain lias recognised certain rights on the

part of her white colonies. Moreover, she made peace

with the Boers on terms which practically secured to

the Transvaal and Orange River Colony a treatment
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closely allied to that granted to the self-governing

colonies even while they were directly under the

Crown. This being the case, slie is, in reality, not

free in her dealings, and is obliged to acquiesce in

a policy which is shaped in Africander moulds. To
take a strong line against the wishes of the Africanders

would have been entirely opposed to her established

precedent in dealing with her colonies. She was

obliged, in a matter which was so essentially domestic,

to allow them a preponderating influence. There was

no question of strong ministers. Lord Milner as High

Commissioner and Mr. Chamberlain as Colonial

Secretary were as strong a combination as could be

found. Both had recognised the Indian claims, yet

in view of the agitation of a section of the Transvaal

they were helpless. It seems a case of the tail

wagging the dog. It is true that the well-known aim

of Lord Milner, to introduce in a short time as strong

an element of British as possible, may have influenced

him ; but there is evidence that he went as far as

he could in pressing Indian claims without actually

enforcing legislature through the council, in the teeth

of opposition by means of the official vote—a course

to which his own subordinates were opposed. There

is only one explanation. It is quite impossible to

impose legislation on a white community without its

consent. If it is unreasonable, obstinate, and prejudiced,

notliing can be done. In the present instance the

Trans^'aal lost the chance of obtaining a good supply

of indentured labour from a source less open to

objection and far less costly than China. The
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Indian Government, in view of their attitude on

Indian grievances, refused to permit the recruiting of

indentured coohes. But the Transvaal is quite im-

penitent, and the Imperial Government is, in fact,

helpless, even though it believes Imperial interests to

be at stake.

The question is one that should be impartially

studied by all thoughtful men, both in Great and

Greater Britain, since it illustrates a weak point in

our Imperial system to which it would be fatal to

be blind.



Part II.—White South Africa

CHAPTER 1

THE MAKING OF DUTCH AFRICANDERS

:

THE TAAL

The new-comer to South Africa finds great difficulty

in understanding the exact position of the Dutch

patois which we hear spoken of as the Taal (hterally,

language). The usage varies, of course, in the

different colonies, but in one respect it is the same

or nearly so. Throughout South Africa (except

Rhodesia and in parts of Natal) the language

universally spoken to native servants, farm labourers,

or country folk is that form of Dutch which is

known as the Taal or Lands-taal, the language of

the country. It is even possible to come across

English settlers of the second generation in Cape

Colony who have forgotten the speech of their

fathers, and it is not too much to say that, except

in the almost purely English eastern province towns,

Kimberley and Johannesburg, every Africander grows

up with the Taal on his tongue. The most puzzling

feature of this patois is found in the shades or types

of vernacular which are encountered. Probably no

other language is equally dependent on the range of

139
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ideas of its user. Local circumstances affect it power-

fully. The better education of the Cape population

makes their Taal superior to that of the up-country

Boer ; but in the Transvaal, where one might expect

to find a typically African form, the Hollander

influence has been strong and its effect can be traced.

It is no easy matter actually to define the

position of the Taal in the family of languages,

though it is of course an offshoot from Dutch.

The early settlers brought their language but left

their literature behind. Without the latter, and in

daily contact with native races unable to master

the difficult and complex Dutch of the mother

country, they began a process of simplification.

Becoming an unlettered people, their tongue was

denuded of literary forms and became domestic,

rustic, and devoid of inflexion. Brought in con-

tact, moreover, with several races—French, English,

Malays, Hottentots—they borrowed terms from them
all for the familiar phenomena of daily life, and the

Taal became rich in certain directions while it shrank

in others. The one book known to the people was

the Bible, and its sonorous and archaic phrases were

adopted for their private and public devotions and

for occasions of ceremony ; but, familiar as the Boers

were and are with Biblical phraseology, it is not

the language they speak in daily life—it is not

the Taal.

As the question of the relation of this Taal to

its parent Dutch is frequently raised, and has a

bearing on its future, efforts have been made to
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collect first-hand evidence on the subject. The re-

sult convinces one that, although a Hollander or

even Low German may partly understand the Taal,

the Taal-speaking Africander, unless he has been

taught Dutch in school (and perhaps even then)

will feel Uke a foreigner in Holland. This is not

merely a matter of enlarged vocabulary or mental

lision. Educated English Africanders, speaking the

Taal from childhood but never learning it at school,

find the spoken language of Holland unintelligible to

them. Olive Schreiner, writing on the subject some

years back, described the Africander Dutch language

as a wall which, erected in the early days of colonisa-

tion, has fenced in the Boers from modern thought,

culture, and progress, and at the same time from

many less desirable features of modern civilisation.

It only remains to be said that the Taal has never

been recognised as a State language in South Africa

or used in examinations, High Dutch and English

being the media for all occasions of ceremony.

There is a second type of Taal, used in

churches, courts, and newspapers, and taught in

schools. This is a modified form, halfway between

High Dutch and the domestic or Afrikaansche-Taal.

For school purposes it has been provided with a

grammar and to a certain extent standardised ; but

its quality varies greatly both in speaking and

writing. As this School Taal is the language round

which controversy centres to-day, it is worth while

to examine it closer.

The first question whicli arises is, how far it may
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be considered to be the language of the country. It

cannot be spoken, written, or understood with any

degree of precision or accuracy unless it has been

studied at school. It is sometimes asserted that Taal-

speaking children (that is, nine-tenths of the white

children in South Africa) have no difficulty in adopting

this language for their school work. This statement

must assume, however, that the children either come

from homes where High Dutch is spoken, or pass

through an elementary stage in which the use of

language is practically their only study, as is, in fact,

the case with all elementary education. The small

child in an English school must enlarge its knowledge

of English before entering on regular school studies

;

but it has an equipment of simple phrases with which

to start, and the accents are familiar. Is this the case

with a Taal-speaking child who begins to learn the

school Dutch ? Not altogether, I believe ; the school

language is more of a foreign tongue and difficult in

proportion, while it presents inherent difficulties of

spelling and inflexion which are not present in every

foreign tongue. Attempts have been made to simplify

these, and to adopt some uniform and easy method,

but no satisfactory conclusion has been arrived at ; and

moreover School Dutch, while not the language of

modern Holland, has many of the disadvantages of

High Dutch. A little English girl, who spoke the Taal

in preference to English in her play, told me that her

Dutch schoolfellows (in the elementary class) cried

over their Dutch lessons, and wished they had been

born English so that they needn't learn the " horrid
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stuff." Her elder sister confirmed this evidence in tlie

case of the higher standards. Capable teachers, able

to lead their pupils on in the latest approved method

of language teaching, which avoids the dry bones of

grammar as far as possible, could doubtless make the

School Taal an easy complement to the domestic Taal,

but then they could do much the same for any foreign

language. Such teachers, moreover, are still rare in

South Africa. As to the position of School Dutch

from the High Dutch point of view, an interesting

comment is afforded by the recent report of a

Hollander professor who examined a school in the

Transvaal, which had been started in opposition to

Government institutions in order to give prominence

to the teaching of Dutch. It is probable that the

professor did not make due allowance for the fact that

the school had not been long established ; but his

report on the quality of the Dutch was so uncom-

plimentary that it roused some of the directors to

wrath, and they retorted with reflections on the in-

distinctness of his pronunciation (of his own language !).

Many teachers have tried to introduce High Dutch

reading books into their elementary classes, and various

efforts have been made to elevate the vernacular to

the level of that language ; but this is not only contrary

to the Nationalist spirit of to-day but appears to have

little sympathy from educationists, either Dutch or

British. On the whole we may conclude that the

School Taal is neither the domestic language of South

Africa nor the language of Holland.

As written in the newspapers this modified or
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School Taal varies, of course, with the education of

the writer, just as it does when spoken in the courts

or elsewhere. The average Boer can spell it out in

his newspaper, the mere fact of his being able to read

at all presupposing that he has been to school. I

have heard an educated Dutch lady in Cape Colony,

who habitually spoke the Taal, mention with some pride

that she did the translation of a leading article from

English into Dutch every week, and that it was

" really not very difficult." Her father was a Hollander

minister of considerable learning, and he had tried

hard while his children were young to correct their

Taal into true Dutch.

When travelling in Cape Colony I came across two

debating societies in different small towns. One was

a young farmers' association ; it had been suppressed

during the war, which sufficiently indicates what its

membership was. As a matter of fact I did not notice

one English name, while its agenda were printed in

English and the debates carried on chiefly, if not

altogether, in that language. The other society

numbered young men and women from a small district,

all of Dutch birth with the exception of one English

colonial teacher. Papers and debate were entirely in

English. I do not recollect seeing in any of the little

lending libraries, which are to be found in all the

principal Cape Colony towns, a single Dutch review

or magazine, though they are read, and at Cape Town
T believe I saw one published in French.

An interesting phase of the subject lies in the

difficulty of writing in Dutch. The man who
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speaks nothing but the Taal habitually, says his

prayers in archaic High Dutch, and reads his

paper in the modified Taal, will probably choose

English as the medium for his correspondence. This

supposes him to be a Cape Africander or elsewhere

a man of fair education. In either case he will have

learnt English as well as High Dutch in his school

years, and will undoubtedly choose the former for his

ordinary business correspondence ; he will often even

choose it by preference in writing to his own relatives.

I have met people in the Orange River Colony who
never spoke English, although they had learned it in

the higher school standards as a foreign tongue, who
still preferred it for correspondence, the fact of the

matter being that even the modified School Dutch

is most complicated as to spelling and inflexion. A
Boer will tell you that it takes three pages of Dutch

to express what can be put in one of English. The
Taal has still another disadvantage, even in its modified

form, in its lack of technical Avords and want of

preciseness.

It is sometimes claimed for the School Dutch that

it approximates closely to the language used in church

and is therefore familiar to every one ; and this must

certainly be true when the minister who officiates is

educated and colonial born, as is frequently the case

in Cape Colony and is becoming more and more

common in the Transvaal. Theoretically the Church

language is High Dutch, but the Biblical phraseology

which colours all church and pulpit speaking does

much to make these utterances easy and familiar to

10
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a Boer congregation. They can follow the words

with probably about as much understanding as the

average bucoUc congregation in England listening to

its college-bred parson. It may be premised that a

Dutch Reformed minister does not introduce many

modern allusions into his sermons, nor does he indulge

in references to science or history except in a limited

and Biblical way. The possibility, therefore, that the

average Boer can join in worship and understand the

exhortations addressed in a language which is neither

wholly the Taal nor wholly Biblical does not discount

the fact that he drops that language at the church door,

unless his social position demands, and his education

makes possible, the continuance of its use—and even

then he thinks in the Taal.

For it must not be supposed that the Taal is

considered by those who speak it habitually as a pohte

tongue. In Cape Colony an advance in position or

education means that, while School Dutch is acquired,

EngUsh becomes the ceremonial language. The Cape

Colony Dutch are in fact bi-lingual, or even tri-hngual,

since they speak a domestic Taal, learn a modified

form of it at school, and at the same time learn to

speak and write EngHsh. EngHsh is the commercial

language ; it is the avenue to promotion in every

career. No Dutch father who wants his son to be

successful in any path of life save that of an up-country

farmer would wish that he should not learn English.

Every educated man or woman in Cape Colony knows

English and reads practically nothing else. At a

private school in Cape Colony, where all the teachers
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were Dutch and the greatest desire was expressed to

preserve the language, I found a Hbrary full of English

books. Hollander literature half filled one small shelf

and contained among other works some obviously unread

books on history. Many (especially the elder) pupils

at this school came from the new colonies. A signifi-

cant little incident which came under my own notice

shows the true attitude of the better class Dutch

towards the English language. A young lady be-

longing to one of the prominent " Nationalist " Dutch

families, who had just returned from school in Holland,

was about to be presented to a distinguished visitor.

The aide-de-camp who ushered her into the presence

gave certain directions, adding at the end, " You quite

understand ? " This innocent remark roused her wrath.

" Did he suppose I couldn't speak English ?
" she asked

indignantly. Even at a girls' boarding-school in the

Transvaal, specially founded for the preservation of

the Dutch language and traditions, it became necessary

to suggest that Dutch should be made compulsory as

a general medium for conversation, just as French is

compulsory in an English girls' school. While this

case is quoted to show that education inevitably brings

in its train a break from the simple Taal, so that

educated people will not speak it in company, it must

not be inferred that the language question is as simple

in the new colonies as in Cape Colony, where English

and Dutch have been side by side for a century.

Naturally the position is different in the Transvaal,

where the language of the State, the courts, and the

Church was High Dutch, where Hollander influence.
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especially through the Church, was very strong, and

where the proportion of quite uneducated people speak-

ing only the Taal was far larger than in any other

section of the country. Even under these conditions,

however, English made considerable progress. It was

customary for well-to-do Boers to send their children

to the Cape Colony for better education than they could

get at home, and many of these finished their education

in Great Britain. Though it has been the fashion

with more than one of the Boer leaders to affect

ignorance of English, and though many of them prefer

to make their public utterances in Dutch, which is a

splendid vehicle for oratory, yet as a matter of fact

most of them understand it, as did even the late

President Krliger. In the Orange Free State this

knowledge of Enghsh was even more general, owing

to the diffusion of British-born settlers and the better

education available. Notwithstanding all this, the

bulk of the Boer population of the republics, composed

as it was of rude unlettered folk, was quite ignorant

of English till the time of the war. Undoubtedly

that language received a great stimulus at this period.

Prisoners of war learnt it who had never had oppor-

tunities for schooling ; children in concentration camps

and afterwards in farm schools were apt pupils ; and,

as will appear in a subsequent chapter, the Nationalist

propaganda has been powerless to arrest the process.

The case has been somewhat different in Cape

Colony. The more advanced civilisation of the oldest

colony in South Africa and its large admixture of

English blood, coupled with the obvious advantages
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possessed by English over the School Dutch, would

have been enough in themselves to bring about unity

of language, and were actually accomplishing this,

leaving the Taal merely as a domestic lingua franca.

This process has been artificially arrested. Whether

the end in view justifies the means need not be

discussed in this place, but it is certain that since a

deliberate policy was formulated by the Nationalist

party steps have been taken to force Dutch upon the

•people. Church services which were held in English

are now held in Dutch. A well-known minister of

the Dutch Reformed Church asked a Stellenbosch

student how he got on with the language, and, being

told that it was easier to follow sermons in English

than in Dutch, said that his own experience was

similar, but he added, " My people shall not be allowed

to feel like that !
" Members of the Cape Parliament

wlio used to speak in English now address the House

in Dutch, which a majority of their hearers cannot

understand. These are only a few of the more obvious

signs. Among the minor phenomena at the Cape are

the adoption of a Dutch pronunciation for their names

by people who formerly gloried in their Gallic blood,

an attempt to reinstate High Dutch as a society

language, and the efforts to speak and write Dutch

habitually made by some individuals who had grown

up in the English tongue. There has been nothing

covert about this ; the preservation and stimulation of

the (so-called) Dutch language is a plank in an open

platform. It has something in its favour, notably the

contention that bi-lingual people are notoriously quick
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and agile mentally. There is moreover a sturdiness

and ruggedness in the Duteh traditions which are

admirable, and to preserve the language of the old

settlers might do something to conserve these qualities

—

only it is the Taal, and not an artificial School Dutch,

that is their language. But facts are stubborn things ;

and the fact that English is the avenue to advance-

ment and progress and would continue to be so

even if South Africa were at once severed from the

empire—this is the strongest argument in the whole

question.

Dear, therefore, to the heart of the Dutch Africander

as is the Taal in which he learns to lisp his first words,

which is the language of his childhood's playhours, of

his courtship and family life, and in which he probably

thinks always, it is abundantly evident that he cannot

find it sufficient for all his needs. Living side by side

with people who speak a great living language, which,

spreading from a small island, has already become the

tongue of two continents, it seems natural, apart from

political circumstances, that he should turn to this

language rather than to a hybrid offshoot of Dutch,

which is not the Taal, is not a civilised modern tongue,

and does not open to him the portals of literature or

the paths of commerce. Even were it possible for him

to revive High Dutch as a second language he would

still find himself in the same predicament as the

Hollanders, who realise that the acquisition of at least

two other modern languages is essential to their intel-

lectual or material progress.

Having attempted to sketch what may be called the
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social position of the Taal in the family of languages,

it is necessary to retrace our steps in order to show

how this position was attained. Education has

naturally been the paramount influence, but education

is a recent growth in South Africa.

The stamping out of the language of the French

Huguenots, often quoted as an instance of the

linguistic tenacity of the Cape Dutch, was, in fact,

not the result of local feehng but the work of the

Dutch East India Company, whose decrees were

promulgated in Holland. It had a political meaning,

for the Dutch company had no desire to leave the door

open for a possible future interference by PVance with

the young colony on the ground of its French popula-

tion or on any pretext which might have been afforded

by their presence. The Huguenots themselves, having

bitterly renounced their nationality, had every desire

for amalgamation with the Dutch, and in the exile so

distasteful to a Latin people they quickly lost the

courage to preserve their distinctive civilisation, which

was of a higher type than the one they found among

the Dutch at the Cape. A great stimulus must have

been given to the Taal through the acquirement by

these people of a language already simplified, and

imparted through word of mouth by an illiterate and

rustic people. Even in these early days the Cape was

the calling-place for ships of many nationalities, and,

deserting sailors or discharged soldiers being the

principal teachers in the few schools, it is probable

that a smattering of other languages was known to

the Boers. But as they trekked farther and farther
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away from the coast and lost touch with schools or

towns, they became more and more ignorant and their

language formed itself for the needs of their narrow

life. To their study of the Bible they owe the fact

that they retained so much of their original tongue.

We have a vivid picture of the time of the first

British occupation at the end of the eighteenth century

from the pen of Lady Ann Barnard. Cape Town
society of that day seemed to her not typically Dutch,

with its constant comings and goings of foreign ships,

its Indian officers on furlough, and its spirit of com-

mercialism. She ^dsited the real Boers in the back

country and found many, even of the better class, who
spoke no language but Dutch, whereas at Cape Town
she had no necessity to know that language Some
twenty years later we get another bright description

of the Cape written by Mr. Bird, then Colonial

Secretary. We find Cape Town grown in size and

wealth, its citizens, Dutch and English, enjoying every

luxury, but apparently keeping somewhat apart in

their social life. The frequent marriages of the Cape

Dutch ladies with young Englishmen is however

noticed, and the introduction of settlers at this time

into the eastern districts was another race solvent. It

is interesting to find that the nucleus of a library of

the " best books, ancient and modern," was already in

existence in Cape Town, though the only newspaper was

the Government sheet, the Cape Courant, While

Cape Town was becoming less and less typically Dutch,

the language spoken there was more classic than that

of the Boers, who, entrenched behind their barriers .of
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isolation and illiteracy, developed the Africander side

of their characters and not the Dutcli or French.

It was at this period, in 1822, that English was

substituted for Dutch as the language of the schools

and courts, six Scottish teachers being brought out to

Cape Colony. Scottish ministers were also appointed

to fill vacancies in the country churches, according to

JNIr. Bird as a means of spreading British influence.

As the Colonial Government at this time paid the

salaries in the Dutch Reformed Church (which was

then the State Church) this was quite possible. It is

difficult to know how far the language ordinance was

carried out, probably only very partially in most

schools outside Cape Town, for ten years later it was

ordained that English was to be the medium of in-

struction "wherever practicable." When the Cape

University was founded in 1829, however, English was

to be the medium of instruction, although a Dutch

professor was appointed, and the position occupied

from that time by the University as an examining

body, whose certificates became the goal of educational

effort throughout South Africa, must have had a

great influence in deciding the language question.

From this period onwards it may be safely assumed

that all educated people in Cape Colony learnt to

speak English. The number of uneducated and semi-

educated remained considerable until quite recently
;

even as late as 1890 it was estimated that only a little

over one-tliird of the white children of the Colony

were getting any schooling, and of these only a

small proportion a good education. The uneducated
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children were almost entirely those of back-veld

Boers, for the English, Scottish, and German immigrants

generally were averse from an isolated life and were

more alive to the advantages of education. These

facts must be remembered when we speak of the pre-

valence of the Taal even under English education,

since it is obvious that a large proportion of the people

never came in contact with English education at all.

When the Cape obtained representative government

(in 1861) a Parliamentary Commission, under the

Presidency of Mr. Justice Watermeyer, considered the

education question. It was then decided that English

must be the school language in all save third-class

schools w^here latitude was allowed for the first year.

It must be remembered that the certificated teacher

was then rare, so that it was impossible to secure that

the subjects prescribed should really be taught ; but a

few years later, when an elementary teachers' certificate

was established, English was made obligatory and

Dutch and Kaffir optional. It is obvious that in the

case of country schools, out of touch with the Depart-

ment except for an annual inspection, the idiosyncrasies

of the local managers and the ability (or lack of ability)

of the teacher chiefly decided the course of the work

done, and it was not till 1872 that any systematic

inspection of the schools was begun. In the sixties,

although the course of the instruction was carefully

prescribed and the functions of the managers were

supposed to be only those of investigation and report,

yet their influence was no doubt paramount with the

teachers, whose employers they practically were. When
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one remembers the extremely lax Government super-

vision of education, the scarcity of certificated teachers,

and the power of the school managers (generally

presided over by the local precUkants, and in country

districts by a prominent Boer), one cannot suppose that

any real pressure was put on the Dutch population to

force them to learn English. Any idea that the

language was being forced on them would have been

deeply resented, and those who learnt it did so because

they wished to. It was not till recent times that

there was any agitation on the subject ; and when
pohtical reasons brought the question to the fore in

Cape Colony the Dutch language was already super-

seded in education by English, and it was revival, not

protection, that came in question.

Most interesting testimony on the language question

is afforded by the action of the Synod of the Dutch

Reformed Church (in 1878), which showed its concern

in education by providing further training for those

who already held the elementary teachers' certificate.

They established a normal school in Cape Town, and

obtained their first principal not from Holland (as

might have been expected at a later date) but from

Scotland. The certificate of this college did not make
Dutch compulsory.

Another Parliamentary Commission reported on the

language question a year later, by which time the Cape

had full responsible government, the Ministry of the

day including Gordon Sprigg and Uppington. A
representation was made regarding the obstacle to

progress imposed by the presence of three languages
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in the schools, with a suggestion that either EngUsh
or Dutch should be made optional with school managers.

The superintendent, Dr. Langham Dale, replied that

the existing arrangement which gave English the

preference was "never objected to that I heard of,"

and that it seemed to work well, while to put such

a weighty decision in the hands of local authorities

would be to sow jealousies and dissensions.

In the year 1881, however, so significant in South
African history as the year of the birth of the Bond
and the announcement of the Pan-South African

ideal—nationahsm—there was a reaction in favour

of Dutch. It was made a compulsory subject by Act
of Parliament, with the quahfying phrase "whenever
desirable," and competent teachers were to be provided

whose salaries must if necessary be supplemented by
Government. The provision of capable Dutch teachers

has always been a difficulty, the conditions being

peculiar, as will be understood by those who have
studied the language question on its own merits.

Hollander educationists, not merely in Cape Colony
but also in the Transvaal, where Dutch had always

been the school language, have frequently commented
on the weak character of the Dutch teaching. En
revanche, a Dutch Africander superintendent in the

Orange Free State left it on record that in his opinion

"the children of the cold North" {i.e. the Hollanders)

did not know how to teach " the cliildren of the sunny
South."

A third commission, in 1891, under a coalition

Bond Government, which included Rhodes, Solomon,
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Merriman, and Sauer, bore testimony to the impartiality

of Dr. Dale on the language question. They reported

that there was no exclusiveness as to language in the

Cape Colony, and that, while more than half the

European scholars were learning Dutch, there were

none who spoke only that language.

Further recommendations were made. By this

time the questions of language, school management,

and religious teaching were all burning ones. The

Commission .desired a bi-lingual form of examination

in the Cape University, the only possible course if the

two languages wxre really to be regarded on an equal

footing. This was declared impracticable by Dutch

witnesses themselves. The suggestion of the Dutch

Reformed Church Synod was more moderate : Dutch to

be made optional in the school elementary examination

(the first public test of school work) with a reward in

marks attached. The Taal congress which met to

consider steps for the preservation of that dialect asked

that Dutch should be made a compulsory subject and

its absence penalised. Finally the Commission sug-

gested a compromise which practically amounted to

this : that Dutch was to be treated as a foreign

language (compulsory) and with optional opportunities

for making additional marks in it. In one branch of

education this method gives special facilities to the

Dutch-speaking student, since he can take that tongue

as his foreign language subject, where English boys

would take Dutch, French, or German, and with his

natural advantages is able to score higher marks than

they can hope to get. The commission also enunciated
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the principle, which has guided the educational authorities

in the new colonies, that parents, and not school

managers, should be the arbiters on certain moot

points. Of this we must speak elsewhere, but it has

considerable significance in the language question.

In the Transvaal one would naturally expect to find

Dutch the only school language till recently, but it is

noticeable that the first school ordinance drafted under

President Burgers provided that Dutch or English

should be taught at the wish of the parents. All

schools were subsidised by Government, but until 1891

the management was almost entirely local.

It was only in 1882, the same year in which

Dutch became a compulsory subject at the Cape,

that Dutch was also made the compulsory school

language of the Transvaal. The ordinance as to

language was at first interpreted with some anxiety,

for there were English schools on the Rand which

obtained Government support; but in 1891 a new

broom, in the shape of a Hollander superintendent

who had been a school teacher near Stellenbosch,

Cape Colony, began to sweep very clean. Under

his 7'egime teachers had to belong to a Protestant

Church, all lesson books had to be in Dutch, and

three hours a week in lower and four in upper

standards were all that was allowed for "a foreign

language," possibly English. In response to the

remonstrances of Uitlanders that this bill practically

turned their children out of school, an Act was passed

permitting the use of English in schools provided that

the children could satisfy an inspector of their
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efficiency in tlie Dutch language and history. The

effect was to reduce town schools forty per cent, and

the ward or county schools by one-fourth, and that

it affected the Dutch as well as the English is shown

by the report of the superintendent, who spoke of

the " short-sighted desire " of people to get more

English instruction than was to be had in Government

schools. The Uitlanders began to found private

schools to meet the emergency, and the Transvaal

Government launched out into a system of free

bursaries and lavish grants by which they increased

their school numbers. This was, roughly, the state

of affairs when war broke out.

In the Orange Free State the educational policy

was marked by liberaHty and tolerance, especially under

Presidents Brand and Reitz, who were more in sym-

pathy with the wide nationalist aims of the Hofmeyr

school than with the narrow views of the Transvaal

leaders. From the time of the first school ordinance,

Dutch was the medium of instruction, except in

town or Wllage schools where the parents desired

otherwise. It must be observed that the right of

the parent to decide this question was theoretically

acknowledged, and that it was not entrusted to

school managers or left entirely at the discretion of

the Department. AVhen Standard IV. was reached,

however, both English and Dutch were used, with

the simple proviso that half the instruction should

be in Dutch. There were always a number of

English farmers scattered throughout the country,

and the moderate regulations combined with this
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fact made the people more truly bi-lingual than any
others save the well-educated fraction in Cape Colony.

But it must not be forgotten that in no part of

South Africa save in Cape Colony and Natal (and

there only in recent years) has anything like a decent

proportion of people received any education worth
speaking of.

In dealing with Government, or rather with State-

aided, pubhc schools it must not be supposed that

only those intended for the poor are included. The
voluntary system and fee-paying have always been
features of South African education, and in the new
colonies it is only the British Government which
has recognised the principle of State education. The
new Education Bill of Cape Colony takes practi-

cally the same view of Government responsibility,

though by estabhshing a system of school rates it

substitutes direct for indirect taxation. There are

besides a large number of private schools in Cape
Colony and a certain number in the new colonies,

nearly all receiving some support from Government;
and practically all, in preparing pupils for the Cape
examinations, conform to the curriculum of the

Department of Education. The language question

is naturally influenced in these schools by the

idiosyncrasies of the teacher and proprietor, but it

may be reasonably supposed that it is one of the

first considerations of the parents. Nothing short of

a detailed account of the method pursued in each

school and of the attitude of the parents in their

letters and interviews with the principals would be
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sufficient to settle the position taken by the better

class Dutch towards this educational problem, but

a fair indication may be given in the following instances.

A little Boer girl of fourteen from Rustenberg,

educated at a private school in Pretoria whence she

only went home twice a year, amused me on board

ship with her violently anti-English attitude. Her

quarrels with an English colonial child, however,

revealed the fact that, while the latter spoke the Taal

fluently, she herself had quite forgotten it and did

not know a word of Dutch. At a semi-private Cape

Colony school of superior class for girls, to which

some of the best families in the Transvaal send their

children, we were told that not one parent had taken

advantage of the offer made by the principal to

substitute Dutch for French in the curriculum, and

that the girls spoke English at their games. The

question of examinations was naturally not a prominent

one in this school, where ladyUke behaviour, culture,

and accomplishments were the chief aims.

11



CHAPTER II

THE MAKING OF DUTCH AFRICANDERS : THE
RACE PROBLEM IN SCHOOL

When South Africa was first colonised elementary

education was still regarded in Europe as the exclusive

business of the priest, and therefore, as a matter of

course, Cape Colony began with Church-directed

schools, which existed for more than a century before

any attempt was made to obtain qualified teachers

from Holland. Just before the second British occu-

pation, in 1804, the Dutch governor. Van der Mist,

promulgated a striking ordinance (never enforced)

which placed all schools under Government, provided

for the training of teachers, made education semi-

compulsory, and decreed taxation for school purposes.

Could the worthy governor have come to life a century

later, he would still have been before his time in the

view of a large section of South African opinion.

The first real sign of educational activity wa^ in

1822, when a batch of Scottish teachers was brought

out and placed in the chief centres, at the time when

English became the State and school language. Sev'cn-

teen years later five more teachers of the same

nationality were imported, and the institutions under

their direction attracted pupils from the earlier type

162
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of schools taught by church clerks and largely under

control of the predikcuits. The school-committee

system came into being naturally, as the people of a

district desired education for their children. A meeting

of those interested in education was held and a com-

mittee selected, which usually consisted of the predikant

and one or two prominent men of the district, who

constituted an informal guarantee board. Their repre-

sentations to Government wxre met, if they were

considered sufficiently responsible, with a grant-in-aid.

A teacher was advertised for and selected by the

committee ; in 1865 this selection was made subject to

the approval of the Superintendent of Education, and

the pound-for-pound principle became the standard on

wliich Government aid was given. The functions of

the committee were voluntary but carried with them

great responsibility, although the ownership of school

property, the continuity of the committee, and other

important details were left in a vague and undefined

state, and there was no rating power or fixity of

tenure. The result was to make the education of a

whole district dependent on the energy and public

spirit of a few of its better-class inhabitants.

Naturally the power of the committee was at first

only limited by its own energies, not always very

wisely directed ; but the first Parliamentary Com-

mission, in 1861, recommended that a further check

should be provided in the nomination by Govern-

ment of school managers. In all questions relating

to local administration in South Africa it is, how-

ever, necessary to keep in mind the sparseness of
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the population in all save the districts containing a

few large towns. Let the local body which controls

the school be called by whatever name one likes, let

it be elected or nominated, there is so small a choice

of men in the majority of cases that the result will

usually be much the same.

The most striking development of the last decade

in Cape Colony has been the increase of activity

in the Education Department, under a vigorous and

determined head, and the introduction of uniformity

into the administration. In ten years, despite the inter-

ruption and confusion caused by war, the enrolment

of scholars has increased by sixty-one thousand, and

the percentage of attendance is considerably higher.

Up to the time of writing the local management of

schools remains the same in principle as already de-

scribed, being voluntary and at the same time

pecuniarily responsible for at least half the expense.

Native mission schools. Church schools, and private

schools which are State-aided naturally enjoy more

complete freedom ; but the requirements of a Govern-

ment code and a far more complete system of inspection

than hitherto practised have been instruments to bring

these into line. The local authorities and school

committees have fought hard for the prerogatives

which they believe to be threatened by the activity

of the Superintendent-General, and since the war

the importation of political bias has even further

embittered such questions as those of religious teach-

ing and language. The most formidable weapon

retained by the committees has been the power to
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dismiss the teachers, who naturally felt that they

could not afford, even with the authority of the

Department behind them, to traverse the wishes of

their masters.

It is unnecessary to dwell on this part of the

subject, because the whole system will shortly be

revised and education in Cape Colony placed on a

firmer footing. The Education Bill which this year

passed the Cape House, although introduced by a

Progressi^^e Government, was discussed and agreed to

by the opposition,^ and may claim to be a fair and

reasonable compromise acceptable to all who have the

interests of education at heart. While it contains

some flaws, it is a great advance on any previous

ordinance, since it estabhshes the principle that educa-

tion is not to be left to local caprice, that it must

be provided free for those who cannot pay fees, and that

compulsory education may be introduced by degrees.

Briefly described, the Bill provides for the delimitation

of school districts and the erection of school boards,

of which two-thirds of the members shall be elected

by the ratepayers and one-third nominated by the

Governor of the Colony. The powers of the school

boards are to found public undenominational schools,

to take over the functions of existing school committees,

and to supervise the management of schools in their

district. The actual management may be by a com-

mittee elected by the parents, or, failing this, the

' It is advisable to explain that in the Cape the two parties are the

Progressives and the South African party (tlie latter under the inspiration of

Hofmeyr and Malan) now in opposition.
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board may carry out the work with the sanction ot

parents. As to the language question, the new Bill

makes no change. The Commission of 1891 reported

that neither a local committee nor the Education

Department should alone decide the linguistic medium,

and this provision remains for the present. English is

the school language, but as there have always been

ample facilities for teaching Dutch, the new legisla-

tion makes no special provision for it. The board

may borrow money for purposes of improvement,

may within a year make school attendance compulsory

within its district, and finally must levy rates for

educational expenses not covered by fees, the amount

so collected not to be more than half the excess

of expenditure over receipts. Government paying the

other half. The maximum rate to be levied is fixed

by law, and any deficiency thereafter must be met
by Government. The chief point with which we are

now concerned is that of the powers vested in the

local boards. They do not have the control of

finance, nor can they either appoint or dismiss

teachers without approval from the Department, and,

as we have seen, they do not as committees decide

the medium of instruction, though as parents they have

voices in this matter.

Although these features do not meet with general

approval, yet they are reasonable and just in a State-

subsidised school system and wise in a country like

South Africa, where it will for many years be impos-

sible to find qualified men to undertake the voluntary

and unpaid duties of school managers. The continual
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warfare between town and country, which is so grave

a feature of Africander Ufe, and unfortunately, is

synonymous in many parts with the racial division,

was not forgotten in the debates over the Educa-

tion Bill, especially the sections which deal with the

mapping out of school areas. It is inevitable that the

town-dweller should have advantages in such matters

over his up-country brother ; and the grievances of the

latter, arising chiefly from the sacrifices he must make

to attend school committees or take part in manage-

ment, are real and not imaginary. It is a pity,

however, that the back-veld Africander, Dutch or

even British, has too little acquaintance with the outer

world to be aware that these inequalities are inevitable

in a country in the making. A little more real entlni-

siasm for education, some of the spirit of the western

states of America, and a less jealous suspicion of

political motives would be a gain on both sides.

Whatever may have been the charges of political

favouritism and propaganda made during the war (by

both parties) against the Education Department and

its present head it cannot be denied that they have

constantly laboured, and successfully, to bring educa-

tional faciUties to a larger number of children and to

raise the standard all round. That some strenuous

effort was needed is shown by the figures already

quoted for 1891, when only one-third of the white

children attended school. The level of attainment

has been incredibly low in the rural districts and

coloured schools, more than fifty per cent, of tlie

scholars being below Standard IV. ; and it must be
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remembered that the South African standards are not

quite equivalent to those of England. The ignorance

and illiteracy of the population have been a stain on

Government and people alike, for Cape Colony is no

newly settled country and has long been peaceful ; and

it is to be hoped that the new Bill, which received

the assent of both sides in politics, may be instru-

mental in enabling Boer and Briton to work together

to wipe out this stain.

School management under the Orange Free State

Government was in many features similar to that of

Cape Colony, the committees being partly nominated,

two members chosen by the State President, while

three were elected by burghers. One of the main

differences in the functions exercised was that for some

time they constituted an examining body, and possessed

the right to nominate to free bursaries and other privi-

leges. In the Tansvaal the beginning of State education

was made in 1874 by President Burgers ; but it was

not till 1891, the year which saw a determined at-

tempt, initiated by Reitz, to make Hollander influence

paramount in the Transvaal, that the State control

of the schools became absolute, in theory at least, imder

the direction of a Hollander superintendent. Before

his advent a go-as-you-please course had been adopted
;

but his strict adherence to the letter of the law in

language instruction, and the enforceinent of religious

disabilities, are proofs of his authority, since the protests

of Dutch as well as English parents were disregarded.

It must not be forgotten that, although education

was not supposed to be free, a large number of Boer
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children were entirely supported by the State ; and

the expenditure was excessive, considering the results

obtained.

Naturally the war made a great break in the

continuity of school work throughout South Africa

;

even in Cape Colony many schools were broken up

and the organising work of the Department was so

set back that the equivalent of a year's labour was

probably wasted. Apart from this, political differences

embittered relations between people. Questions which

should have been decided purely on their merits as

educational problems were dragged into the political

arena, and a spirit of antagonism was aggravated

between the Education Department, the committees

of school management, and the Nationalist leaders.

Very different conditions prevailed in the two new

colonies. Before peace was actually declared educa-

tional work was in progress in the concentration camps

and among the prisoners at Green Point. The heartiest

co-operation was afforded by every branch of the public

service, and the question of expense was practically

set on one side, the aim being to bring without delay

the best possible education to the largest number of

Boers. The work, done under the most adverse con-

ditions, partly by colonial British or Dutch teachers

and partly by trained teachers from overseas, cannot

be estimated too highly. By the end of 1901 more

children were at school than in any previous period

in the history of the Boer republics. With the break

up of tlie concentration camps efforts were made to

keep in touch with these scholars, the principal method
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adopted being the establishment of farm schools,

either in a convenient house or (as was more common
at that period of confusion) in temporary accommo-

dation within reach of several farms. The expense

was increased by the migratory habits of the people

and the unsettled state of the country, and with the

creation of town schools and the necessary provision

of accommodation further difficulties had to be met.

Many criticisms have been levelled at the heavy ex-

penditure in this respect, as well as at other Govern-

ment departments ; but the high cost of living, the

universal disorganisation, and the pressing need for

immediate action, if a whole generation of Boers were

not to grow up illiterate, made economy the last thing

possible. Coute que coiite, the work had to be done.

At this juncture I must dispose of another criticism,

one of a more detailed character—as to the appointment

of teachers. The impression obtains in South Africa

that the Education Departments of the new colonies

ruthlessly dismissed their Africander teachers and re-

placed them by others from overseas. It is certain

that many of the former employes of the late Boer

Governments lost their positions. In the Transvaal,

however, a large number of these were Hollanders,

many of whom returned to their own country. Up
to July, 1903, in the new colonies 752 teachers were

engaged from South Africa, while only 475 (including

heads of departments) were brought from oversea, of

whom 69 left the department, 48 because of marriage.

It must be remembered that the two republics were

not well supplied with trained teachers, having no
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normal schools on which to draw. The modern educa-

tional theory of the professional teacher and the

importance of trained teaching for even the youngest

children was in conflict with the prevailing system

or lack of system. The pupil-teaching method, with

aU its disadvantages, was the only training to be had.

Excellent educational work had been done by the late

superintendent of the Orange River Colony ; but such

an opportunity as now presented itself of placing the

whole system on a thoroughly reformed and modern

basis had never occurred before, and would never occur

again. The first necessity was a supply of trained men

and women.

The importation of teachers from the other British

colonies and from Great Britain was regarded with

distrust because of the suspected underlying political

motives. It is hardly possible that these motives did

not exist—even a Director of Education is human

—

but without any such influence he would still have been

compelled to fill the ranks of his teachers from outside

South Africa if he desired any kind of educational

efficiency. There was no local supply on which he

could draw, and he exhausted the possibilities and,

indeed, accepted inferior material, in order to utilise the

services of Africanders. As a matter of fact a greater

proportion of Africander teachers is now employed

in the new colonies than under the late government.

The majority used to be Hollanders who were aliens

and by no means popular. As an instance of the

material available at the end of the war, we may cite

the case of the voluntary teachers in a camp school.
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Two of these were old Transvaal head masters, one was

a first assistant, and the fourth a visiting teacher, but all

alike held no higher qualification than the Cape matri-

culation certificate. No slur is intended on these par-

ticular teachers, whose work was favourably regarded,

but it is obvious that such slender qualifications on

the part of men in such positions argues a low standard

in the ranks. It may be said here that the trained

British teachers not only have done well in their work,

but have adapted themselves to the conditions of life,

and in many cases have become very popular. The

general testimony of inspectors is that they do better

than Colonials, and, in order of successfulness all

round, the English teacher comes first, then the British

Colonial, then the Hollander, and last the Dutch

Africander. By the establishment of " normal " schools

at Pretoria and Bloemfontein the Department now
hopes to secure a better supply of trained Africander

teachers, and it must be noted that of the normal-

school pupils a large percentage are Dutch, It will be

a year or two before any regular and continuous supply

of teachers can be counted on from this source—at

least of men who are really educated as well as

trained—since the interruption in school work cut off

the higher classes which should feed the normal schools.

But the important first step has been made.

The changes made in administration by the new

departments were considerable. The vital difference

lay in the attitude taken by the Government in

acknowledging its responsibility for the education of

the people. They had therefore to provide schools
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wherever necessary out of Government funds, and the

first result was naturally a large increase in the official

staff charged with these duties. School committees

are a part of the scheme. In the Orange River

Colony the committees are nominated and partly

elected, and in the Transvaal elected, by a plebiscite

called by the inspector of the district, only bond-fide

parents or guardians of scholars being allowed to attend

this meeting. If there is no committee, then a parents'

meeting can be held, but the functions exercised are

in no case administrative. Through the inspector

complaints and reports can be made, and the com-

mittee has rights and privileges as regards selection

of teachers, visiting schools, using school buildings,

and so forth. It can influence, investigate, and report,

but it cannot act independently of the Education

Department nor control the teachers.

Against these restrictions in the power of school

committees there have been many complaints and

petitions. The fundamental weakness in the position

of the committees, however, is the general and deep-

rooted objection to the payment of a school rate, which

would give them a different status. The fees paid by

burghers before the war in either State did not amount

to half the expenditure on education, the remainder

being made up by grants and bursaries ; but still there

were fees, and the Government did not shoulder tlie

responsibility of a school without some guarantee as to

these. At present education is free, and any attempt

to alter this would meet with the strongest opposition

on the part of the Boers themselves, who indeed find
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the burden of taxation heavy enough. At the same

time an effort has been made, by avoiding the creation

of small school boards in thinly populated districts, to

place education above the influence of narrow local

politics, and to secure continuity and stability in all

educational work, while it is obvious that schools

supported by taxation are fairer to the people than

a system of fees or rates.

In May, 1905, the subject of school management

in the Transvaal was made part of the bargain struck

between the Nationalist party, Het Volk, and the

" Responsible " party,^ in which the Government

control of the Education Department was confirmed

in pi'inciple. This agreement is of course only a plank

in the platform of a party, but as representing a future

policy it is of great importance. At present the situa-

tion as regards the three most debatable points in

education stands roughly thus : Government controls

the teachers and finance absolutely and has prescribed

the curriculum
;

parents (either by general meetings

or through a committee appointed by them) form

advisory boards, with the right to make representations

and, in conjunction with a Government inspector, to

decide minor points of school policy on the broad lines

laid down by the department ; English is the school

language, but Dutch is to be taught for three hours

a week, and two hours' Biblical instruction may also

be given in Dutch.

^ The political parties in the Transvaal are the Progressives (in favour of

representative government) and the Responsibles (supporting full self-govern-

inent)j both of these British, and the Het Volk (Dutch Nationalist) party, in

alliance with the Responsibles.
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One of the most difficult points in the education

poUcy has been rehgious instruction ; and although at

the time of writing the Orange River Colony has

reached a conclusion which confirms the education

ordinance, yet a commission of inquiry in the Transvaal

has reported unfavourably on it. Robbed of all local

significance, the question is precisely the one which

has proved such a stumbling-block to education in

England ; but the situation has a special significance

in the Transvaal because the education authorities

were anxious to place the new system on a basis which

would avoid any appearance of bias to any party,

while at the same time conceding—what they believe

to be the principle of the majority of the people—the

opportunity to secure some form of religious teaching

for their children. The ministers of all denominations

are given, therefore, the right of entry to Government

schools, where for specified times and in certain hours

they can instruct those children whose parents wish

it. It was the opinion of the majority of the Com-
mission which reported in July, 1905, that this con-

cession was worthless, since the conditions of the

country are such that the majority of schools cannot

secure the services of a clergyman, the Dutch Reformed

congregations particularly being scattered and remote.

Moreover, tliey pointed out that some 7,000 Transvaal

children are still in the so-called Christian National

Schools, independent of Government, and that both

Anglicans and Roman Catholics continue to carry on

their denominational schools. At the same time a very

small number of children have availed themselves of
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the instruction of clergy, even when it was possible

to get it. On the whole it does not look as if there

was any great demand for sectarian teaching among
the people, while the teachers are opposed to a system

which increases the difficulties of organisation and

makes demands on their accommodation. The bulk

of the evidence goes to show that on these grounds

the difficulties in the way of providing really adequate

religious teaching are considerable, but it is difficult

to see what better system can be suggested. The

subsidising of denominational schools by Government

has not proved satisfactory in England, and would lead

to innumerable complications in the Transvaal, for it

is out of the question to single out any religious body

as the State Church, and the whole educational

organisation, to be efficient, must be centralised and

placed as much as possible above religious or party

dissensions. The suggestion which the Commission

seemed to favour was that the teachers should, on

lines laid down by a conference of religious bodies,

impart the essentials of rehgion, apart from creed or

dogma, and that any further instruction must be given

in the home or at the Sunday school. As a matter

of fact, except that the religious bodies have not yet

(as in the Orange River Colony) agreed on a handbook,

this is precisely the course now followed, with the

proviso that parents requiring further dogmatic teaching

may obtain it for their children. The objections to

this supplementary or alternative teaching (it is not yet

clear which it may be ; it is alternative in the Orange

River Colony), on the ground of possible proselytising.
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over-zeal, and interference with the teacher's authority,

appear to be frivolous and can be easily met by simple

regulations, the great merit of the system being that

it allows complete liberty and is to be recommended

on the grounds of political expediency. It is highly

undesirable that the Dutch should be able to say that

the Government schools barred out religious teaching,

and in many cases it might lead to serious complications

if they thought that the only instruction their children

were permitted to get must come through the medium
of a teacher whose religious creed differed from their

own and whose appointment they could not control.^

As the number of children affected is too small to

make any real grievance, and as the subject is essentially

a contentious one, the Legislative Council, while agree-

ing that the " right of entry " has failed in its object of

contenting all religious bodies and stamping out denomi-

national schools, has nevertheless decided that, as any

alteration of the ordinance would practically inaugurate

a new religious policy, the decision must be left to the

Representative Government about to be inaugurated.

No special mention of this point was made by the

Het Fb/A'- Responsible manifesto. Their position on the

language question is more clearly defined. The principle

is conceded that English should have equal rights with

Dutch in the Transvaal—a very important concession,

' Smuts wrote to Miss Hobhouse, "The British teachers may be Romanists
or SacerdotalistSj and very likely are." This aroused much sympathy in

Evangelical and Nonconformist circles, but some of the best families among
the Boers have been in the habit of trusting their children to " Romanists,"

in the convert schools which have hitherto been the only centres of upper-

class education.

12
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and one on which Het Volk will not go back. Un-

fortunately the interpretation of this sentiment is less

satisfactory, since it is laid down that the school

language up to Standard IV. may be Dutch at the

discretion of the local management. As the percentage

of children above Standard IV. is very small (even in

Pretoria only 3*7 in 1903), and as practically none are

over this standard in the farm schools, this means that

the teaching of English to Dutch children would be

almost abandoned for some years at the most critical

period of Transvaal history. The situation is, however,

not so simple as it looks, since the agreement lays down

that, in the case of Dutch being the elementary school

language, English shall be taught for an equivalent

number of hours or vice vej'sa. The difficulty of

dividing school subjects neatly in half and making

them English or Dutch is apparent to all with

experience in these matters. That a child should learn

history in Dutch and geography in English, should

have half its wTiting lesson in one language and half

in another (when one remembers that both languages

have to be made famihar to him through the Taal, or,

if he is an English child, that he has to begin half his

studies at the beginning)—with a school curriculum

already overcrowded and while it is still difficult to

get good teachers—is so unpractical a suggestion that

some simpler solution will have to be found. Already

a substantial foundation of acquaintance with English

has been laid, and, despite the political motives which

oppose it, there is considerable evidence that the people

themselves are not unfriendly to that language.
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The Nationalist schools founded in opposition to

Government, having in 1904 7,000 scholars, must be

referred to elsewhere. It is difficult for them to compete

with free schools, but they have not, allowing for that,

secured as much support as might have been expected

if the feeling against the British system were as strong

as is represented. An education official, shortly after

the first Government schools had got into working

order, paid a visit to one and met the committee of

management. As none of them spoke English, he

began in a friendly spirit by asking how the Dutch

teaching got on at the school. To his surprise he was

told that, despite the ordinance which expressly laid

down that Dutch should be taught for at least three

hours a week, there was actually no Dutch teaching in

this school. The committee explained the reason : they

did not want it ; their children spoke Dutch enough

and they wished them to learn EngUsh. A similar

experience befell me in the Southern Transvaal, where

I met a Boer who, as an "irreconcilable," had

returned from captivity in Ceylon. He boasted of

the proficiency of his little girl in English, saying that

she was the quickest in her class and the English

teacher's favourite, although she had had no schooling

until then. He spoke of the advantages the youngsters

of the present day enjoyed, excusing his own roughness

and halting speech by saying that he had never attended

school as a boy. One must, of course, never make too

much of Dutch politeness, but these remarks were volun-

tary and seemed to be genuine. At the Boer Congress

of June, 1905, there was some plain speaking on the
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part of leaders as to the apathy and indifference of the

bulk of the people on the subject of Nationalist educa-

tion. One member reported that, having started a

farm school where he offered to board children at a

very low rate, he was unable to get scholars to

support it. The subject was referred to a committee,

which decided, in somewhat general terms, to endeavour

to promote the cause of Nationalist education and to

appeal for funds for the Church National Schools ; but

the influence of the leaders was rather in the direction

of putting pressure on Government and getting conces-

sions from them, and Schalk-Burger pointed to the

Het Fb/A--Responsible agreement as giving control pver

children for the two first and most important years of

school life.

There only remains for description the condition

in the Orange River Colony, where recently an amal-

gamation has taken place between the Government

and the Church National Schools, which were started

by the Dutch Reformed Church. By this amalgama-

tion a real step forward has been taken in eliminating

the race question from education, but it was not

accomplished without give-and-take on either hand.

Perhaps the least satisfactory feature is the arrange-

ment for raising local school contributions, which

may be done in any way approved by the school

committee except by fees. If the amount raised is

not satisfactory, the Government can levy a poll-tax

—

not a very enviable prerogative and one which, if

exercised, may lead to considerable discontent, since

the people are already sufficiently taxed. It hardly
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seems fair to place the onus of collecting local con-

tributions on the shoulders of the Government, and it

is to be hoped that the system will soon be merged

into one of local school boards, with rating powers

for educational purposes similar to those to be estab-

lished in the Cape. The financial control given to the

local committees seems also rather out of proportion

to their responsibilities ; but such concessions as these

were worth while to secure the acknowledgment from

Dutch leaders that English must be the school lan-

guage, though Dutch and English, as languages, will

be taught equally. The State control of teachers

—

who must be registered and approved by the committee

after selection by the department, paid direct by the

department and dismissed by it only—is also a valuable

concession, making for efficiency and raising the schools

above the level of local jealousies or prejudices.

The religious question has been solved by the agree-

ment of all religious bodies on a handbook of Bible

history for use by the teachers, while the " right of

entry " principle is accepted, and some minor difficulties

are settled by the arrangement of the time-table. The

settlement of these controversial points is the first

necessity if the training of young Africanders is to

proceed on lines which make for the progress and

prosperity of their country.

To briefly summarise the chief points of contro-

versy about the making of the young Africander.

The political question has become so merged into the

educational one that it is not possible for Africanders

to see them apart. The really vital point is the
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struggle over language, for the fight over the control

of schools and the teaching of religion have their

genesis in this question, and there are signs that this

has now passed its climax. The leaders of the

Transvaal Dutch and the Synodical representatives of

Dutch education in the Orange River Colony have

grudgingly recognised the principle that English must

be the school language, and the attempt to found

Dutch-speaking schools has not met with any great en-

couragement. At the same time the Government has

made terms securing a fair treatment for Dutch, which

will continue to be taught as a language and even

used in school by young children ; and the people

have been given, as parents, the right to secure

this teaching, the teaching of the Bible in Dutch, and

the privilege of securing denominational teaching if

they wish it. One of the first acts of the Educa-

tion Department in the Orange River Colony was to

appoint a Dutch inspector, and at the Cape examina-

tions the children at Government schools obtained

better marks in Dutch than those of the Church

National Schools. In fact, the teaching of Dutch

under the old regime left much to be desired, and

under the new it will receive attention and be care-

fully taught. The first Director of Education for the

new colonies engaged that, if the hours devoted to

Dutch are not sufficient to enable the children to

make a good show in examinations, they shall be

increased.

These concessions do not remove the impression

that Dutch—the School Dutch of South Africa—is a
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hybrid and artificial growth, that the demand for it is

artificial, and that the complications it imposes on

the curriculum are unnecessary. The Taal is the

language round which the sentiments of the Dutch

Africander gather, and there has never been a question

of teaching that in school, for, as was said in one

school committee, the children know it better than

the master. The Taal will survive because it is a

genuine African growth, with its roots in the soil,

and because it has a real value as a domestic lingua

franca. As for the effect of English education upon

the character of the young Africander, both Boer

and Briton need to be reminded that one may speak

English and yet be anti-British in feeling. The

genuine hope of those who see in this obtrusion of

the political element into every question a grave

obstacle to all progress is not to make Little English-

men of the Boer children, but that the wider scope,

the more enlightened outlook on life afforded by the

new system of education and by familiarity with a

gi'eat modern language, may be instrumental in

breaking down barriers and permitting the two

races to understand and appreciate each other, so that

eventually they may forget race differences on a

common Africander platform. The strong resentment

felt by the Boers at any supposed attempt to Angli-

cise them is fading away before the obvious intention

of the British authorities, in education at all events,

to think first of efficiency. To provide a free, sound

education for every white child has been the cardinal

point in the British policy, and, while there is still
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much to do to realise this ambition, a start has been

made, certain root principles hav^e been established,

and even in the teeth of the undoubted hostility of

the Boer leaders who will lose no opportunity to press

for Dutch as their national tongue, there is increasing

co-operation among Africanders on both sides of the

race line in this educational work, and a growing desire

not to permit the future of their children to be handi-

capped in the race of life.



CHAPTER HI

THE MAKING OF DUTCH AFRICANDERS : THE
DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH

The earliest Dutch immigrants to the Cape brought

with them that form of the Christian faith which grew

out of the teachings of Calvin, a form settled by the

Synod of Dordrecht in 1G16. It is interesting to note

that the predominant feature of Calvinism, as opposed

to Lutheranism {the dominant sect in the Low
Countries after the Reformation), was its insistence

on the republican principle. Although Luther be-

lieved in pulling down the Catholic hierarchy, he was

a firm supporter of temporal power and of authority

in religion. Calvin, whose doctrines were peculiarly

congenial to such rugged, independent peoples as the

Scots and Hollanders, was the apostle of democracy

in Church and State alike.

The faithfulness of the Hollanders to the reformed

faith had been intensified by the persecutions of the

Spaniards, and the fact that the Cape was colonised

partly from Huguenot stock increased the fanaticism

which is often the result of persecution. The Dutch

Reformed Church, as introduced into South Africa,

is Calvinistic in doctrine and Presbyterian in organi-

sation. From the earliest days it exercised great

185
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influence not only on the minds, but on the hves of

its members. The desire for a meeting-place for prayer

led to the foundation of many Cape Colony villages,

and from the Church organisation of consistories with

elders ensued the gradual building up of village com-

munities and towns. Education was for a long period

entirely a Church matter, though the wandering

teacher, often a broken-down man of superior attain-

ments, played a small part. The character-building

which is so important a part of education went on

incessantly, however, its principal architects the free,

wild country and the stern republican creed of Calvin.

These influences were ever at work. It must be

remembered that the ministers of the Church in Cape

Colony were, until comparatively recent times, recruited

largely from Holland ; and that they were therefore

men of better education and wider views than the

Africanders, taking an active part in public affairs,

and being eligible for election to various offices. The
Lutheran element in this immigration is largely re-

sponsible for the support of and dependence on the

temporal power which is so characteristic of the Dutch

Reformed Church. No religious intolerance except to

non-Protestant sects obtained at the Cape, and the

closest co-operation existed between the Scottish

Presbyterians and their Dutch brethren. It may be

added that their forms of worship are practically in-

distinguishable.

The question of independence of the Cape in

ecclesiastical as well as secular government asserted

itself early in the history of the Boer republics, and
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was finally decided by the establishment of independent

synods. This development was an important one as

marking a divergence from the Dutch Africander ideal,

and in effect the policy of the Transvaal Church in

particular has been anti-nationalist in the wider sense

of that word. This has been largely due to the

influence of a dissenting sect, introduced in 1858 from

Holland, which became known in South Africa as the

" Dopper " Church. This body has been distinguished

for its strong conservatism and opposition to all so-

called modern innovations in the religious or social

world, and its narrow and bigoted creed has played an

important part in shaping the history of the Boers.

A second dissension took place in 1881 owing to a

question concerning church lands, and the Transvaal

now contains three distinct branches of the Dutch

Reformed Church.^

The ministers of the Dutch Reformed Church,

besides possessing great influence over their congre-

gations, have always taken a leading part in politics.

President Burgers, called by the Transvaal to be

their President in 1871, was a Cape Colony minister,

and members of his cloth are still eligible for election

to Parhament ; but their political activity has, in less

open ways, increased since the birth of what is

called the Nationahst spirit in South Africa. This

expression is hardly accurate, however, since it would

be difficult to fix an exact date for the actual appear-

ance of nationalism in South African politics. But

> For a fuller history of the growth of the Dutch Reformed Church,

see Appendix.
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the upholding of everything that appertained to Dutch

nationahty as opposed to British was from 1881

onwards pecuharly the aim of the ministers of the

Dutch Reformed Church. It was preached first by

men of abihty with European education, and became

a propaganda among the students at the theological

seminary. The Dopper clergy, mostly Hollanders,

preached an open anti-British doctrine ; the Cape and

Orange River Colony ministers and the best of the

Transvaalers adopted a broader Nationalist and con-

structive programme. It would be inaccurate to say

that the point of view was merely selfish. These men
began with a conviction that the best interests of

South Africa were bound up with the preservation of

the Dutch element as a distinct entity. There was,

however, a less disinterested side to the attitude of

the clergy. With the spread of secular education and

Government schools they saw their hold on the people

weakening ; they saw an economic factor being intro-

duced which threatened to swamp the country ; they

saw an increasing stream of their people going to

England for higher education ; and with the growing

use of English as the social and domestic tongue they

foresaw a falling off in their own Church membership

in favour of the English Church service, and generally

a great diminution of their own prestige. The situation

is in many points similar to that in Ireland, and the

people have been nearly as much dominated by their

predikcmts as in that priest-ridden country.

The division of the South African Republic on

ecclesiastical lines was closely paralleled by its pohtical
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divisions. Tlie Gereformeerde or Dopper Church,

always repudiating dependence on, or connection with,

the Cape and cherishing no wider nationaHstic aim

than that of an independant Transvaal, drew its

ministers largely from Holland, and it is well known
how powerful and how baleful was the Hollander

influence on Paul Kruger and his political career.

The United Reformed Church, on the contrary, for

some years past has recruited its clergy from the

theological seminary in Cape Colony, thereby securing

an inferior stamp of man intellectually and educationally

than could be got from State colleges in Holland,

but ensuring that he should be steeped in Dutch

Africander traditions. This policy was affirmed by

the Synods of the United and the Hervormde Churches

in 1903, and even the Doppers adopted it.

While resolutions in favour of internal unity and

co-operation were being passed by the Synods of the

United and Hervormde Churches in the Transvaal

and Orange River Colony, the Cape Colony Synod,

not to be behindhand, announced in the same year

a resolution for the unity of all Dutch Churches in

South Africa, with the significant exclusion of those

not previously united to the Church in Cape Colony.

This exception must be read in the light of the refusal,

shortly after the war, to consider a proposal made
on behalf of the Scottish Presbyterian Synod to

discuss measures for drawing nearer the two Churches

which had hitherto been on such friendly relations.

The refusal was expressly based on the lack of

sympathy shown by the Presbyterian Church to the
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Boer cause during the war. This example was

followed, in 1903, by the Synod of the Transvaal,

which rescinded the working union with the Scottish

Presbyterians, while at the same time objections were

made, on similar grounds, to messages of fi*iendship

being sent to the Baptist Synod then sitting in

Johannesburg. A definite programme of a political

character was even decided on, whereby efforts were

to be made to promote schools in which " sufficient

justice shall be done to our language and Church,"

and a vigilance committee appointed with a view to

gaining more concessions from the Government.

The action taken by the Transvaal clergy after

the war towards the National Scouts, though it may
be excused to a certain extent on the ground of sore

feeling among the congregations, was too marked to

be passed over. The National Scouts were practically

excommunicated from several congregations. In some

instances their children were refused baptism, and one

minister went so far as to say that for such people

no forgiveness could be expected either from God or

man. The moderator, appealed to by the High

Commissioner, declared that these affairs were matters

of Church discipline which could only be settled by local

kerkeraads ; but at a meeting of the Synod this attitude

was abandoned, and it was decided that the National

Scouts must " confess guilt " and ask forgiveness before

they could receive the sacraments of the Church.

There is evidence that this high-handed policy was

not received with favour by many Boers who were not

Scouts themselves. Some of the latter had seceded,
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and had been informed that no difficulty existed to

their being received into the Scottish Presbyterian

Church. Two cases of pohtical persecution occurred

at the same time. A Dutch Reformed minister (from

the Free State), who had surrendered in 1900 and

taken an active part in advocating peace, was driven

from his congregation on these grounds and for no

moral or doctrinal fault, yet despite this fact the

Transvaal Synod refused to recognise his claims to

ecclesiastical recognition. Another minister in Cape

Colony was dismissed for taking up arms on the British

side, although he was only defending himself against

men who were rebels to his Government. These men
began to minister to the National Scouts in the

settlements where they were gathered together. The

danger of a considerable secession became evident, a

more conciliatory attitude was adopted, and despite

the resolutions of the Synod the " confession of guilt

"

was not demanded, and the local ministers began to

endeavour to regain their old position with the people

they had ostracised.

In a subsequent chapter the Nationalist programme

will be discussed ; it is only intended here to show the

significance of the religious factor in political life. The

general tendencies of the Dutch Reformed Church to-

day are, in fact, the key to the whole racial position.

The history of the relations between the rival sects

and their connection with their mother Church at the

Cape, the drawing together of the people throughout

South Africa by means of Church co-operation and

propaganda, and the attitude of the Cape Church
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during the war and its avowed policy ever since, are

all indicative of the growth of the Dutch Africander

Nationalist movement. To-day the efforts of lay

leaders are largely concentrated on a union which

would bring the forces of all Dutch Churches into

line. There is nothing covert about this, nor about

the end for which this would be the means. There

is, however, more than one obstacle in the way of

this complete unity, and not least is the somewhat

autocratic attitude assumed in the Transvaal by the

Synod of the leading sect, the United Reformed

Church, which has been growing both in numbers and

influence. It has called itself " the People's Raad,"

and its moderator has been spoken of as the Boer Pope.

Personal loyalty and obedience to established authority

are characteristic of the Boers, but they are very

jealous of any assumption of power such as that of

the Synod, and, as has been noted, they practically

neglected its resolutions as regards the National Scouts.

Even more recently an interesting illustration of this

was afforded by the action of the congregations in the

Orange River Colony, after the Synod had agreed with

the Government to amalgamate their schools with

those of the State. Although all congregations save one

agreed to this eventually, they required a great deal

of persuasion and were by no means prepared to accept

the decision of their representatives and leaders. Of
this amalgamation we must speak later.

The oft-quoted saying of the Jesuits, " Give us a

child till he is nine years old, and you can do what

you like with him after," has found an echo in the
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politico-religious world of South Africa, but the

machinery of a Presbyterian body like the Dutch

Reformed Church is greatly inferior for purposes of

education to that supplied by the great Catholic

orders. The Church schools were never adequate, and

the various States, in assuming some of the burdens

of education, have taken over by degrees all control.

Up to a certain point, howe\'er, this did not greatly

affect the power of the Church. As is shown elsewhere,

the predikants retained a voice in school matters through

the school committees, of which they were prominent

members. Many State-aided schools in the colonies were

Church schools and open to denominational teaching,

and a strict discipline still obtains in some of the

presbyteries, whereby young people must pass an

examination before they can be confirmed, and are

refused the rite of marriage until after confirmation.

As a vast majority of Boers are not living within daily

reach of their predik ant, who travels round and visits

his flock, and only gathers them together at intervals

for the naacht maal, it follows that doctrinal teaching

from the village or farm school teacher was a matter

of some importance, and yet the first Transvaal

ordinance put religious instruction of any kind outside

the school curriculum. This must have been due to

the influence of President Biirgers, whose views on

religious questions gained him a reputation for un-

orthodoxy so fearful in the eyes of his burghers that

they eventually refused to fight under him in a native

rising, saying that God was against them. While the

Boer republics lasted the Dutch Reformed Church

13
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enjoyed many privileges as the State Church, and in

the Trans\'aal during Kriiger's administration no teachers

were (theoretically) allowed in State-aided schools who

did not belong to one of its sects. But, as he drew his

material from the dissenting schools of Holland and

not from the well-equipped Dutch colleges, and as the

Doppers and the Reformed Church were continually in

a state of antagonism, it is not likely that the subject

of religious teaching was an easy one even in those

days. As a matter of fact, all who could afford it sent

their children to the Cape, the Continent, or England

for education, the Marist Brothers had about 600 pupils

in their charge, there was a convent school at Pretoria

by no means confined to Catholics, and denominational

education on a small scale was carried on by practically

every religious body.

The difficulty encountered by the British at the

outset in the new colonies was that of reconciling the

claims of rival Churches with the desire for efficiency

and justice. Eventually the only plan seemed to be to

do away altogether with State-aided Church schools,

and to establish undenominational education through-

out the State. The decision was repugnant to many

of the Boer traditions and feelings, and also to many

people not Dutch who valued denominational teaching

for their children. Private Dutch Reformed Church

schools were started, mainly with funds collected in

Europe for relief purposes, some by voluntary con-

tributions, and others with the aid of money paid by

Government for schools and lands taken over. To

discredit the public schools people were led to believe
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that Government was bent on proselytising. The

Nationahst leaders undoubtedly used this weapon un-

fairly, but with a show of reason, since to bring up

a child without doctrinal teaching is believed by many

people to be equivalent to turning him from the faith

of his fathers. The offer made by Government to

open the schools to all ministers for teaching purposes,

out of hours, does not meet the case from the point

of view of the country Boer, since the scattered nature

of the congregation would make it impossible for an

average predikant to undertake these fresh duties. At

the same time the people regard with suspicion any

Biblical teaching by a man or woman of whose creed

they have no guarantee.

These difficulties have been enumerated, not with

a view to pointing out errors on either side, but to

indicate the strength of feeling which the Government

schools had to combat. In the matter of education

they had, at first, practically the whole influence of

the Church against them, and the strong religious

sense of the people. Even in the teeth of these the

attendance at undenominational Government schools has

greatly increased in the new colonies (nearly doubling

in a few years), partly no doubt because the English

child now goes to a Government school instead of a

private one, as he did before the war, but chiefly because

the Boers are anxious to get education even at the

sacrifice of prejudice. No doubt, also, a little experi-

ence has convinced them that there is no proselytising.

The Bible is taught (in Dutch, if desired) for two

hours a week, and dogmatic religious instruction may
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be given by ministers at the parents' desire, but the

nature of rehgious teaching is a matter still on the

tapis.

In the Orange River Colony more success has been

attained, since the existing Church schools have amal-

gamated with the State, the Synod accepting, v^ith

certain modifications, the terms laid down. This agree-

ment having been come to between the Synodical

representatives and the Government, there still remained

the objections of individual congregations. A valuable

index to Boer feeling is afforded by the experiences

of the Director of Education in meeting local com-

mittees and explaining matters to them. The opposi-

tion offered shows an independence of ecclesiastical

authority in its highest form, but a characteristic sub-

mission to it individually, since, as a rule, the local

'predikant could be easily discerned in the action of

his congregation. One congregation alone refused to

be bound by the decision of the Synod, and the grounds

of its dissent were so significant that they must be

referred to elsewhere in dealing with the racial question.

An equally interesting discussion took place in the

Cape House over the new Education Bill on the

subject of religious teaching, and the result was practi-

cally to confirm the course adopted by British edu-

cational authorities in the other colonies. A recent

conference on the subject in the Orange River Colony

has resulted in an arrangement of the time-table which

facilitates matters, definitely permitting denominational

teaching in school hours. The subject of religious

teaching, still a debatable point, is dealt with later

;
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but one thing must be noted here, that the Churches

are no longer the controllers of education for any of

the white peoples.

Undoubtedly the Dutch Reformed Church loses a

powerful weapon in ceasing to dominate the education

of the young Africander, and in ceasing to be the

State Church of the new colonies. The recent Boer

Congress at Pretoria was notable for the half-reproachful

tone in which the clergy pressed the needs of Christian

national education, and for the vague and general terms

in which the leaders expressed their acquiescence,

while many of the more ardent bewailed the apathy

of the people. It will be difficult without the whole-

hearted support of Het Volk and the people to maintain

any distinct Church schools, and, in view of the

attitude of the Government towards all denominational

teaching, Het Volk can hardly expect any but a

negative reply to their request for subsidies to private

schools. The Church, however, still retains a strong

hold on the people, and the position enjoyed by the

predikant in the education of his flock is strengthened

by the abolition of the veld cornet, who used to share

with him the responsibility of being the oracle of the

district on all subjects. The next generation of Boers

will be less simple and better able to use their judg-

ment, but the prestige of the Church will not soon

wane. The greatest danger for her is the growing

tendency to fill up the ranks of her ministry with men

of little education or social standing. The minister

needs to be a man of unusual character and ability

if he is to hold the respect of his peasant congregation,
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for he has no halo of consecration round him such as

makes the ignorant priesthood of Ireland so potent.

With a wider lay education will come a more critical

attitude ; and if the Dutch Reformed Church chooses

to sacrifice the principles of Christian charity on the

altar of political ambition, she will inevitably reap her

reward in the diminution of her spiritual hold over a

deeply religious and mystical people.



CHAPTER IV

THE DUTCH AFRICANDER: IN PRIVATE LIFE

Having attempted in the previous chapters to indicate

some of the principal factors which have shaped the

hfe and character of the Dutch Africander—his en-

vironment, education, and rehgion—an even more

difficult task must now be essayed, that of describing

the result of all these influences. One is obliged,

unfortunately, to leave large lacunce in tracing the

character-development of these people. Their political

history, and more particularly the history of their

relations with Great Britain, cannot be dealt with in

a work which professes to be nothing more than a

picture of South Africa to-day, and which takes no

further excursions into the past than those necessary

to illustrate the significance of some political or social

question. Unfortunately for the Africanders, their

impartial historian has not yet appeared, for the

monumental works which are the present classics of

South African history are deeply tinged by the personal

sympathy of the writer living too near his subject for

a truly judicial attitude. Theal's histories must be

read by all who wish to understand, however dimly,

Boer character and traditions ; but they must not be

19!)
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taken as presenting the whole case or as giving both

sides of the question.

In approaching the complex subject of this chapter

one natiu'ally turns again to various historical works

for the key to one's own observations, and the reflection

which is uppermost is that it would have been im-

possible to produce, by so peculiar a process as that

applied to the Dutch Africander, any ordinary

commonplace character. It is interesting to note that

many salient features were developed early, in old

Cape Colony days. The Boer described by Lady

Ann Barnard a hundred years ago might in many
respects be the Boer of 1905. The Great Trek,

however, brought out other qualities and developed

new traits, so that the people of the Transvaal and

Orange Free State became in some respects different

from their Cape Colony cousins. A small instance

illustrates this. The long journey in waggons and

lack of any fixed abode, and even after a house had

been built, the frequent necessity to abandon it and

go into laager told upon the housewifely habits which

the Dutch and French women had inherited. Sloven-

liness and lack of house pride were the result, while

the exigencies of the Trek made the possession of

handsome furniture or house plenishing impossible.

Even the Cape Dutch have lost their eesthetic sense.

The lack of picturesqueness about the modern Boer

is a disappointment to English visitors. The fine old

Dutch houses at the Cape are for the most part

only appreciated by the English, and the home of the

Transvaal Boer or Orange Free Stater is always ugly
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and frequently squalid, or, if he is well-to-do, is

furnished in the worst and shoddiest taste. This bare-

ness and unloveliness, however, have their historical

significance.

While it is impossible here to make more than

a passing allusion to the historical influences, it may

be said that, roughly, these divide themselves into

three currents. First, the relations between white

and black ; this question does not confine itself to

the effect of continual warfare, but to the whole range

of intercourse. Second, the relations between the

whites themselves, not only British and Boers, but

Hollanders and Boers. Third, the influence of religion

and of the language question.

It is possible to refer back any one of the most

marked Dutch Africander traits to these currents of

influence ; but when we have got so far in our analysis

we shall still be brought up short by some inconsistency

in the character we are attempting to describe.

The man whose knowledge of South Africa is

limited by his reading has two distinct and conflicting

conceptions of the Boer, as he has learnt to call the

Dutch Africander. As a matter of fact, the word

(literally " peasant ") is equally applicable to other

Africanders of European descent, but for convenience'

sake we may adopt it. There are many Dutch Afri-

canders who are as little like the popular conception

of Boers as any English professional man ; but to

avoid awkward repetition we will, more especially

throughout this cliapter, speak of the Dutch Afri-

canders as Boers, and regard them as (what they are
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not altogether) a distinct racial type. The two pictures

of the Boer which the man in the street knows are

widely different. One represents a large, lazy, bearded

ruffian, very dirty, with slouch hat and large pipe,

smoking and drinking coffee on his stoep all day long,

with a Bible phrase on one side of his tongue and a

lie on the other ; while his slovenly farm around him

is worked on prehistoric lines by Kaffirs. The pros-

perity of this person, since it cannot be the result of

hard work, must be attributed to extraordinary slimness

in overreaching other people or to the heavy taxation

of the industrious town-dweller, which in some occult

manner enriches him. The second picture is that of

a lean and bearded man, with rifle in hand, riding

furiously on a hard-bitten horse, subsisting chiefly on

hiltong, despising money, caring only for liberty,

religion, his native language, and his little paternal

property, raising a large family in the fear of the

Lord and in the simple life.

It is a homely but honest maxim which says that

it takes all sorts of men to make a world, and this is

as true in South Africa as elsewhere ; but while it

takes all sorts of men to make up a Boer people, it

is unlikely that either of the two extremes is really

true to life. Many Boers are lazy, but the vast

majority have had to work. Most Boers are God-

fearing and patriotic, but very few are simple and

straightforward. In fact, simplicity in a Boer is as

unusual as guilelessness in an Oriental, the truth being

that ignorance and rusticity are not conducive to true

simplicity. Your truly simple, logical man is the New
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York millionaire, with the newest civilisation of the

world and the most practical education behind his

back. He has one idea, openly avowed, and pursues

it with a single eye. When he gets to the spending

stage he is equally simple and open, even when

he believes himself to be placating both God and

Mammon. But the Boer is near the heart of Nature,

and in close contact with a primitive people. He is

pulled this way and that by natural and primeval

impulses which have never been schooled in an arti-

ficial self-restraint, modelled after a set pattern, or

controlled by aesthetic perceptions. Certain strong

leadings are given him. First, his religion, the re-

ligion of the Old Testament, which shows him an

angry, jealous Deity ready to pounce on him if he

does not perform certain ceremonial rites, and providing

a man-made moral code which might be interpreted

as one willed provided its letter be accepted. Second,

the necessity to keep the upper hand of the blacks,

to outwit and dominate them. Third, the instinct of

the primitive man to preserve his independence of

mind and body.

With these ends in view the Boer has shaped

himself, without regard to the gods of civilised

society—the conventions, social ambitions, and eesthetic

influences which run men into a uniform mould. One

of the first necessities of a cohesive society is respect

for property, and thus we get the worldly old maxim

that honesty is the best policy. Public opinion, again,

is one of the most powerful social solvents ; but both

these factors count for little with the mass of the
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Boers. They are, or were till recent developments,

several centuries younger in point of evolution than

ourselves, and, possessing virtues we have lost, are

also armed to the teeth with those protective qualities

of suspicion, deception, ruse, and secretiveness which

belong to primitive ages and primitive civilisations.

What we call the lower forms of Nature are replete

with these deceptions—insect mimicry we call one

branch of them—and we ourselves, in the pride of

our moral enlightenment, have only abandoned the

tortuous paths of mediaeval policy because we are

frankly convinced that honesty pays best in the long-

run. That the Boer has not yet perceived this fact

may perhaps be partly due to our constant (almost

involuntary) backslidings from an ideal which we never-

theless regard as at once practical and elevating, but

the narrowness of his own outlook on life is largely

responsible.

. To give a concrete instance. The Transvaal Boers

after the war was over regarded with the gravest

suspicion any act of the High Commissioner, however

much intended for their benefit, and were unanimous

in attributing his policy to his personal bias. It is

not too much to say that the idea of disinterested

government seemed to them impossible. Although

the vast majority remained fixed in their opposition

to Lord Milner's policy, which did not square with

their own Nationalist aspirations, it is, however, a fact

that the honest intentions of the man, as apart from

the politician, received a real recognition before he

left the Transvaal. De la Rey, the best type of Boer,
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came specially to say good-bye, and private messages

were conveyed to Lord Milner assuring him that his

genuine desire to promote the welfare of all sections

of the people had not gone unrecognised. Such a

demonstration as this would have been hardly possible

in any other part of the Empire, because to thank

a man in such a position so pointedly for dis-

interested motives, and for considering the welfare of

the people, would be to suggest the converse. From

a conquered people such a tribute was more natural

;

but, taken in conjunction with the public language

of the Dutch leaders concerning Lord JNIilner, whom
they spoke of as "the greatest enemy of our nation,"

it is interesting and significant.

In South Africa, however, accusations of interested

motives, duplicity, prevarication, and even worse, are

freely levelled at every public man, and no more

unpleasing feature is to be found than the general

distrust which exists and the detraction which is the

rule of public and even of private life. This can

only be attributed to the stage of evolution reached,

in which the advantages of honesty and straight-

forwardness, both moral and practical, have not yet

received the consideration they deserve. Moved to

frankness by the necessity for explaining a position

they could not defend, a school committee in the

Orange River Colony, in refusing to allow their school

to be amalgamated with those of the State, avowed

that althougli Government had made every provision

possible for the teaching of Dutch, religion, and other

debatable points, yet they could not change their
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decision, because they did not believe that Govern-

ment would keep its word. Public life is corrupt in

many countries, especially in the two extremes of

complete democracy and absolute autocracy ; but the

newer countries might take warning in time, and re-

member that the best way to make a man untruthful

is to tell him you are not prepared to believe a word

he says. This failing, be it noted, is by no means

confined to the Boers. The aggravation of the

situation caused by racial divisions in South Africa

is, in one sense, only temporary. With a wider and

more liberal education the Boer wiU be disabused of

the idea that the world is full of enemies, against

whom he must be on his guard. This attitude of

mind is excellently illustrated by the Boer habit of

never answering a question with a direct affirmative

or negative—a habit common to other races within

the Empire, but curious in a Teutonic people. A
young man, asked by a lady in our presence whether

her son had called that afternoon, answered, " Did

you expect him to call ?
" A laugh from his English

hearers brought a blush and the quick admission that

the son had not called, there being no cause for

prevarication but the ingrained habit of his race. Like

a Scot, he answered one question by asking another.

The moulding effects of public opinion and education

and an abandonment of the defensive attitude may in

time produce a type of Boer which recognises the

advantage of mutual trust, for, be it understood, the

Boers do not trust, even though they understand, each

other. An instance of this is found in the fact that
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even in Cape Colony a man wanting a loan will not

go to a wealthy neighbour or relative, but rather to

a stranger. One of the points most hotly debated in

a recent Boer Congress, held to decide the constitution

of the Hct Volk, was the power to censure or expel

members, even of the Head Committee, if they

appeared to be acting against the principles of the

majority. The Head Committee took care to ensure

discipline in the ranks, but the ranks were equally

desirous of retaining a hold on the Committee. Neither

trusted the other. As to commercial honesty, one re-

members the curious anomaly on the China coast, among

a people by whom the art of deception was far higher

esteemed than truthfulness, where the recognition that

commercial success could only be founded on honesty

and mutual trust has made the Chinaman's word his

bond, as far as a trade transaction is concerned. This

definite acceptance of the policy of honesty in trade

matters was the deliberate choice of a highly intelligent

people. Perhaps an improved education will convince

the Boer that a similar policy would be advantageous

to him in other ways.

It is to be hoped that British Africanders will

not hinder this consummation by deviating from the

traditional straightforwardness of their race. Unfortu-

nately the system, or lack of system, in dealing with

the colonies has rendered possible breaches of faith on

the part of Government in the past, and produced

innumerable misunderstandings, often interpreted as

breaches by colonists who do not understand that in

political life we have abolished the principle that power
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brings responsibility. Frankly, however, even British

Africanders leave much to be desired in the matter

of accuracy and straightforwardness, a fact which they

themselves openly deplore, and attribute to the exigencies

of intercourse with the Boers and the natives. A con-

siderable knowledge of the Oriental and a sHght

acquaintance with the Boer and Kaffir convince one

tliat it would be better to abandon any hope of dealing

with them in any but a plain and simple way. We
manoeuvre best on open ground, and we should follow

our natural bent, making as few excursions as possible

into the realms of diplomatic artifice or political

intrigue. It is not necessary to expand the argument

here to cover the wide range of nationalities in South

African life, especially political life. We are not

speaking only of the latter ; there are many circum-

stances lying outside politics, properly speaking, in

which, as in private life, the Boer is the predominant

factor, and his weight at present turns the scale in

favour of the statement that South Africa is the

Land of Lies. Isolation, slave-holding, the struggle

for life, the opportunist Mosaic code of morals, contact

with the natives, all these excuse him, but do not prove

his wisdom. Cunning and duplicity, the weapons of

the weak and oppressed, are not often successful. The

strongest policy the Boers have ever found is their

openly avowed Nationalist policy, and, despite a some-

what general opinion to the contrary, it is weakest

just where it is least openly avowed.

It is at least certain that the removal of children

from close association with Kaffirs and placing them
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more and more under the influence of educated men

and women will have a beneficial effect in eradicating

the habit of untruth which is noticeable even in family

life. Educated parents could never, as has been done

by Boer parents in the past, commend a child for

telling a clever lie.

It is to be hoped, however, that no levelling up to

more conventional standards will destroy one of the

most attractive features of Boer character—the lack

of snobbery. Democratic in every fibre, the Boer has,

through his removal from such influences as public

opinion or social ambition, escaped the infection of

a disease which is nowhere more rampant than in

nominally democratic countries. There is a native

politeness about the Dutch Afi'icander which is not

unusual in other peasant peoples, though it is rarely

found in an urban proletariat. It arises partly from

the supreme assurance of his own worth, which makes

him self-possessed, and does not admit of nervousness

or diffidence in the presence of others. Although the

sociology of the Boers, as we shall presently see, is

not so simple as is often imagined yet there is in

essentials a lack of social distinctions. Much of this

undoubtedly must be attributed to the intercourse

with natives. Every white man in South Africa is a

sahib. The only possible thing to do on entering a

Boer house, no matter of what class, is to shake hands

with all the white persons present, and your host and

hostess receive and entertain you, whatever your rank and

their circumstances, with an ease and bonhomie which

are the perfection of good manners. No apology for

14
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deficiencies will be made and no embarrassment

shown. The natural and graceful hospitality offered

is of a piece with this. Formal entertaining is not

the Boer custom, nor is he eflfusive in offering "pot-

luck," but whoever comes is treated to the best he

has, and to pass by the gate without turning in is

considered an unfriendly act.

This genuine and informal hospitality may be easily

spoilt by abuse or by the example of more sophisticated

British colonials who, falling into the extravagant

South African ideas, do not care to entertain unless

they can do it in style. Unfortunately, this aping of

a little-to-be-admired English type of society already

finds place among some of the ultra-loyalist Dutch

Africander families ; it is an echo of Johannesburg,

and quite unlike the colonial hospitality of other chmes.

Long may the genuine Boer escape its contamination !

Such cases of Briticization as become most prominent

among them usually seize on the least desirable sides

of our character, but that is perhaps hardly wonder-

ful when we remember how apt we are to wear our

vices like an armour and our virtues like a shameful

infirmity. An amusing instance of imitation as the

sincerest flattery is told by a young English officer

who was calling one afternoon on an old lady. The

daughter of the house had remodelled herself and

her parents as far as possible, but habit is hard to

break. Mamma's tongue, being unused to English,

dropped famiharly into the Taal as she chatted on

the stoep, and presently, as her visitor understood her,

she asked, " You will take some coffee, won't you ?
"
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" Tea, ma, tea !
" came in an agonised aside from the

daughter.

It is interesting to notice how strong are the points

of resemblance between the Boers and the Lowland

Scots. Not only is their religion similar, but their

sturdy independence of character, which was instru-

mental in deciding their adherence to Calvinism, the

circumstances of their struggle against British domina-

tion, the course of their Church history, and many other

minor points of similitude, are to be traced. Being a

peasant people among whom money has always been rare,

the Scots enjoy a reputation for " canniness " which is

very noticeable in the Boers, who, like every simple

people, think they are very smart and clever about

money, and are apt to overreach themselves and

get grievously cheated. The scarcity of coin in the

earlier days has imbued the Boer with a strong dislike

to pay anything in cash. Government taxes have

therefore, perhaps on this account chiefly, always been

a great abomination to him. He prefers to give the

Kaffir his wages in kind, and frequently gets cheated

in so doing. The Boer's love for horses and horse-

dealing, in which he goes no straighter than any

other dabbler in a business which seems enough to

corrupt the morals of a saint, his weakness for long

stories in which the humour is dry but racy of the soil,

his tendency to circumlocution and prevarication,

his stinginess and yet his hospitality, his mixture of

cunning and gullibility—all these are points he has in

common with a type of Lowland Scot which has given

many useful, some distinguished, and not a few brilliant
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men to the empire. In one respect the Scot has

enjoyed a notable advantage—in his educational facilities

and the eagerness with which he has used them.

It is often difficult to make a man's religious pro-

fessions square with his actions, and this is even more

true of a people. One must always, of course, acclaim

the ideal, liowever far one falls short of it, and too

much has been made of the Boer's so-called hypocritical

show of religion. Their religion was taken from the

Jewish Old Testament, which they read, not by the

light of higher criticism nor in any allegorical sense,

but as a literal transcript set down for edification

and emulation. They had innumerable examples of

the cunning of the serpent receiving its reward, and,

as their conviction deepened that they were a chosen

people like the Jews, they regarded all outside their

pale as the Jews regarded the unfortunate inhabitants

of Palestine—as Philistines, enemies of Jehovah,

doomed to destruction, every man, woman, and child.

They are fanatics more than hypocrites. Hypocrisy

postulates a conscious attempt to appear other (and

better) than one is. There was an old Scottish lady

who went to Canada, and after some years there

bewailed to a friend the godless breaking of the

Sabbath into which she was being drawn. " Before

I left home," she said, " I never thought of writing a

letter on the Sabbath without dating it Saturday or

Monday, but now I write ' Sunday ' and think naught

about it
!

" And yet this old lady was no more a

hypocrite before she left home than the Boer who
may have sold an unsound horse with a Biblical phrase.
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Both acted up to their hghts and both are illustrations

of how often "the letter killeth," but neither are

unique in this respect.

Although the Boers are essentially a country folk,

they are not, like many peasants, slow of speech.

This they owe undoubtedly to their religious training.

At the family worship, which is so great a feature of

Boer life, all the children are called on to " put up "

a prayer, and they learn to spin phrases adorned with

the exalted imagery of the Bible. The vernacular

lends itself well to stump oratory. The rolling con-

sonants and broad vowels, the onomatopoetic words,

and the abundance of terms for homely and familiar

phenomena, make it an easy vehicle for the expres-

sion of popular sentiments or for working upon the

emotions of a crowd. As an audience the Boers are

sympathetic and polite, even when they differ with

the speaker. They have been known to cheer impar-

tially the sentiments of two speakers entirely opposed

to one another ; and the enthusiastic political meet-

ings of which one reads, with their " unanimous agree-

ments," their " hearty votes of thanks," and the like,

are as a rule composed of men who, even if indifferent

or opposed to the speaker, are prepared to give him

a good reception, partly from politeness, but chiefly

because they are really enjoying themselves.

A favourite accusation against the Boers is their lack

of gratitude, and there is the oft-quoted couplet to the

effect that " the fault of the Dutch is giving too little

and asking too much." The definition of gratitude,

however, as " a lively sense of favours to come " was
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made by a man unacquainted with the Boer ; it

certainly errs on the side of cynicism, but there is

much truth in it. Of gratitude in this sense the

Boers perhaps show less signs than most people ; of

gratitude in its true and noble form they are as

individuals no more deficient than other races.

Gratitude between peoples or nations is as impossible

as disinterested friendship. But while the indiv^idual

Boer is quite as grateful for benefits conferred as any

other man—and that does not imply much—he is,

from his ignorance and suspicious character, more in-

clined to scrutinise the gift closely. His experience

has been dearly bought ; he always suspects a Greek

gift. What he cannot understand is exactly that form

of generosity and altruism which is most highly lauded

in Europe. Justice he recognises, firmness he respects,

but concessions he suspects : if they seem to be genuine

he will try for more. An English colonist who had

dipped his sheep as a prevention against scab, having

some of his mixture left over, wrote to his well-to-do

Boer neighbour and offered to dip his flock, hoping

that their immunity would induce him to repeat the

process next year, so that the countryside might be

clear. The offer was accepted, and the following year

a note came from the Boer saying that the sheep

were quite ready to be dipped again ! This shows

one side of the shield ; on the other it has been one

of the hardest tasks of the British Government to

combat the suspicious attitude of the Boers against

all innovations on the one hand and to resist the

encroachments to which the slightest concession would
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encourage them on the other. With a more hberal

education and a wider outlook on the world, however,

the Boer will feel more sure of his position, will be

able to discriminate between generosity and weakness,

and, pari passu, may be able to take an even more

adroit advantage of the latter.

A side of Boer character which is frequently dwelt

upon is the contempt for worldly wealth and position,

illustrated by such stories as those of men who, know-

ing that gold was on their land, sold it for a small

price and trekked away rather than be contaminated.

An instance is frequently quoted of a man who bought

three farms in succession, selling each in disgust as

prospectors revealed to him the presence of gold.

Such stories as these reveal a very partial acquaintance

both with the Boer and the mining industry. It is

quite true that the Boer does part with his farm

to gold-mining syndicates or companies, but in this

he does far less violence to his feelings than might

be imagined, for he has not the affection for one par-

ticular plot of ground which we associate with peasant-

farming in Europe. Moreover, the gold laws and the

conditions of the mining industry have made it impos-

sible for private individuals to become mine-owners.

It is therefore necessity and not a contempt for riches

that drives a man to part with valuable property for

the best price he can get, however disproportionate.

Another more genuine tale is of a farmer who always

cultivated a certain extent of his farm until the price

of mealies doubled, when he immediately cut his fields

in half and only culti^ ated one. On being remonstrated
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with he remarked that his means were exactly tlie same

as formerly, so he could not see what was wrong.

Probably they only limit the output, like wise

manufacturers who do not swamp a market. Such

men as these belong to a type of Boer which can

hardly survive the contact with European civilisation.

By reducing their wants to a minimum they have

found the way to be rich, but no people could long

survive under such stagnant circumstances. Ambition

and the struggle to improve one's condition are essential

to progress, and the coming generation of Boers are

not likely to produce many types as free from " the

last infirmity of noble minds " as these. Simultaneously

with this extreme of unworldliness one frequently finds

the paradox of cunning and avarice ; but the attachment

of the Boer to the soil, the simplicity of his habits,

and his freedom from snobbishness and commercialism

are factors in his mental make-up which always lifts

his character as a whole above the ignoble level of

mere money-grubbing.

Although the spiritual side of his character is not

often uppermost, the Boer possesses, or rather is

possessed by, a strong vein of mysticism. His com-

munion with nature in her moods of solitary grandeur,

and his grim religion, with its pagan conceptions of

embodied deities, spirits, and demons, have helped to

confirm him in that strange, half-unconscious relation

to things unseen, dimly felt, yet moving some spring

within the breast that nothing else can touch. The
spirit of the Covenanters, some of the fire of a forgotten

age of spiritual revelation, lives in these rude country
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people, and speaks now and again through the gathering

veil of twentieth-century materialism, speaks in a wild

blue eye or the brow of a seer under the shade of the

rough slouch hat and a tangled mat of hair.

With the passing of the old Taak haare the little

bit of picturesqueness will be gone. At Kriiger's

funeral, which brought people from all parts of the

Transvaal, only the older men were in the least

suggestive of local colour. The younger generation

wore straw hats, white shirts, and ready-made suits,

and were hardly to be distinguished from an ordinary

English crowd on a football field. The better class

Boer in his Sunday broadcloth is a larger and finer

specimen of the well-to-do Nonconformist at home.

There is some variety in the physical type, which

ranges from the lean, wiry, medium-sized to the tall,

powerful, and florid one. Lady Ann Barnard speaks

of the giants who came in with their teams to Cape

Town, and whom she visited in what was then the

" back of beyond." The impression made on me
personally was that the Cape Colony Boers are some

of the finest of their race, but that they are no finer

than some English and Scottish colonials. A family

of the latter class in the eastern provinces remains

particularly in the memory. The eight members of

it, including a mother of average height, measured

together nearly fifty feet. Another family of six

brothers averaged six feet, and there are many English

families which number some of the finest specimens of

manhood it is possible to see anywhere in the world.

The diet of the early Dutch settlers was probably
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more wholesome than that of the present day, and

they undoubtedly had more art in the preparation of

food than is found nowadays, except in a few of the

old Cape families in which recipes and culinary skill

are traditional. The Transvaal Boers, after the hard-

ships of the Great Trek, settled down to a regimen

which became more and more monotonous with the

gradual extermination of game. The use of vegetables

is restricted almost entirely to the inevitable mealie

and the essential onion, and the vegetable and herb

garden so dear to the French peasant is practically

unknown. Boers grow very few vegetables even for

market, this lucrative business being carried on in a

small way by the Indians, and on a larger scale by

Italian or Portuguese gardeners around Johannesburg,

and by growers at the Cape or in Natal. The diet, as

is well known, has a good deal to answer for in the

way of infant mortality, and tlie healthy appearance

of the Boer people as a whole must be attributed to

the survival of the fittest, in an open-air life and

a glorious climate. That they are extraordinarily

prolific is well known. Early marriage is the rule

and not the exception, and the patriarchal tradition

which still survives is conducive to carelessness and

improvidence about the future. The Boers say that

a large family is a poor man's wealth, for the children

are a valuable help.

It is difficult to form a true estimate of the intel-

lectual capacity of the people as a whole, since only a

small proportion can be said to have had opportunities

for development. In native wit and perception they
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are notably keen. Such a man as Paul Kriiger would

have been remarkable anywhere. The fine qualities

of such a character and his mental power are discounted

by his bigotry and ignorance ; but, despite the vital

mistakes he made in later years, he displayed qualities

of statesmanship which would have distinguished him

in any country or position. It does not seem, however,

that there are many Kriigers among the Boer people,

and indeed their finest hero, Pretorius, belonged to

an even earlier age. The mental ability of the average

man is chiefly singular in the direction of ratiocination.

The legal profession offers the most congenial openings,

and the Dutch Africander has produced some eminent

lawyers, especially at the Cape ; but it is noticeable

that a great number of leading men have been foreigners.

The general testimony of teachers as to children is

that they are quick and able enough, but lacking in

application and ambition—two quaUties undermined

by home conditions and by climate. On the whole,

there seems to be little doubt that the growing desire

for education, combined with the great improvement

in methods of teaching, will soon bring the Dutch

Africanders to a higher intellectual level than they

occupy at present, and that, with their improved

mental outlook and inherited strength of character,

they may hope to produce some striking results. It

is of the highest importance, however, that their

development should take the form of increased sym-

pathy with the highest phases of modern thought, and

that they should be freed intellectually (and therefore

politically) from the bonds of parochialism, which
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are at present a stumbling-block in the way of all

progress.

After these generalisations as to character, it is

necessary to give some idea of the social system of

the Dutch Africanders. In the main, of course, they

are a pastoral people, and their sociology is simple in

accordance with their pursuits, repubhcan theories,

and lack of social ambitions. But there is an upper

and a lower stratum to this pastoral and agi'icultural

backbone, and it is not correct to picture the Boers

as entirely a peasant people.

From the first the typical Boer has avoided town

life ; but at the Cape there are many Dutch families,

descendants of early colonists, who have from the

beginning formed part of an urban population. It is

singular to find that a century ago the traditions of the

Dutch East India Company made trade an honourable

occupation and a social distinction, so that every one

desired to prefix the word Koo'pman (merchant) to his

name. Early in the nineteenth century well-to-do ladies

used to send their slave maids out to sell the products

of slave labour, so deeply was the instinct implanted.

It would be interesting to trace the beginnings of the

dislike and scorn for trade which is now characteristic

of the Dutch Africander. The families who are

prosperous send sons into the professions—until recently

they went into the Church, and now they go mainly

to the Bar and medical profession ; but the commerce

of the country is in English, German, and Hollander

hands, so far as wholesale trade goes, and in the lower

branches is monopolised by the Malays in Cape Town
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and its vicinity, by the Hindoos in Natal (gradually

spreading all over the country), and latterly everywhere

to a large extent by Jews. The winkel or little local

store, in Cape Colony especially, is becoming almost

entirely a Jewish property, money-lending being

combined with more legitimate business.

There is a great deal of family pride among the

best Dutch Africanders. The number of Trekker

families who went north was comparatively so small

that the Boer Almanach de Gotha is no difficult matter

to carry in one's head. Little spoken of, their descent

and their position in the Cape Colony before the Trek

are yet matters for pride, and the new-comers, especially

tlie Hollanders and Germans, find it difficult to get

inside the charmed circle. So many Englishmen have

married into the old Cape families that the race

distinction there is only artificially maintained, and

where preserved it is chiefly by the fact that the men

usually become more Dutch in sympathies than their

wives. But in the Transvaal particularly, where

pressure from outside caused the people to form a

close social combination, there is an exclusive little

aristocracy, in close touch with the " best famiUes " of

the Cape. Here, as in the East, and more particularly

in India, one sees the inevitable mistakes made by

British officials in deaHng with men, inevitable because

they are not able to appreciate social distinctions

between people who appear to be on the same level.

The same argument, however, is true in both cases.

The official, if he be a gentleman, is often able to do

better than any local man, who may be better informed
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but, by reason of his connections and predilections, is

likely to offend still more and cannot be excused on

the score of ignorance. This is no plea against the

employment of colonials in many departments, but

for some time to come there may be posts which can

be better filled from outside.

The professional class of Dutch Africander is best

seen, of course, at the Cape, where he is several genera-

tions old. As a doctor, lawyer, or even an ostrich

farmer or wine grower on a large scale, he is outwardly

in no way distinguishable from the middle class Briton.

He may, and frequently does, send his boys to an

English public school ; he may own a motor-car, his

wife sends to I^ondon or Paris for her frocks, and all

the family go to Europe at intervals. The first cousin

to such a family as this may, however, be a genuine

Boer, farming his own land, dressed in rough " ready

mades " and the inevitable slouch hat. He may beheve

in the verbal inspiration of the Old Testament, and

even in witchcraft, and be in many ways as typical

of the seventeenth century in his ideas as his relations

are of the twentieth.

The most striking element in Boer sociology,

however, is the Bywoner, or poor white squatter, found

now not only on the land but in increasing numbers

in the towns. The Bywoner is literally the poor

relation of the successful Boer ; but his presence in a

country where the white man is theoretically a ruling

caste, and where land is supposed to be plentiful and

was originally the property of every white settler, is

a subject deserving the most serious consideration.
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Originally every white man was legally a land-

owner. The Dutch particularly cared for Httle else save

to secure as large a tract of land as possible and to hold

it securely. The Trekkers divided out their new territory

imperially and impartially, and it is a well-known saying

that a Boer cannot bear to see another man's smoke

from his stoe}^. The origin of the Bytvone?^ under these

circumstances is undoubtedly to be found in the system

of land tenure ; for although there are a few British

Bywoners, descendants of unsuccessful immigrants

and deserters in the war of 1881, yet the majority of

the families bear good Dutch names and are descended

from land-owning families of repute, who followed

without exception the Dutch method of dividing their

property. By the Roman-Dutch law the paternal land

descended to all the children in case of intestacy ; and

ignorance and apathy among the Boers prevented them

from any definite method of division, with the result

that by degrees a number of kindred families clustered

on the farms with rights which were generally

fractional. Enterprising members bought out others,

and in the Cape Colony many English settlers have

gi-adually bought up whole farms in this way. The

complications as to water rights, an essential feature

of land tenure in South Africa, were innumerable, and

by degrees there grew up a class of landless Boers,

contented to squat on the ground of a neighbour or rela-

tive, paying him for the right in service. The natural

result was a slothful, thriftless manner of life, since

improvements were not the property of the squatter,

and he lacked the strong incentive of living on his
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own land. Some Bywoners, sunk to a depth from

which their forefathers would have recoiled in horror,

even work for neighbouring Kaffirs, sometimes receiving

wages, but more commonly being recompensed by the

right to use the Kaffirs' cattle for ploughing their own
land. Certain of these poor white families have sunk

so low in a coast district of the Cape Colony as to be

living in a state almost of nakedness, hiding at the

approach of strangers, and eating raw roots. These are

the extreme, but it cannot be too clearly understood how
grave is the danger in the degradation of white people

in a country where the native population is black.

In the Transvaal the Bywoner problem is no new
thing, and many suggestions were made for the

improvement of the condition of the arnie Boeren.

President Kriiger brought many of these people to

Pretoria and one or two other urban centres, giving

them strips of land and burgher rights on terms which

secured them as a compact body for voting purposes.

Their poverty-stricken homes may be seen to this day.

In the Cape Colony they are most numerous in the

eastern and south-eastern districts. Despite a certain

amount of disease, caused by miscegenation and dirt,

it is not possible to trace signs of physical degeneration

in any of the Bywoners, and they do not seem to have

lost the pride of race which kept them from mingling

their blood with the Kaffirs. Another point of pride

will prevent the Bywoner, however poor, from taking

up occupations which are considered " Kaffir's work."

His wife and daughters will do needlework at home,

but will not go out to service, for that is Kaffir's work.
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So strong" is this prejudice that cases are known of

orphan girls who, comfortably placed in homes as

" helps " by their own predikants, have been forcibly

taken away by their nearest relatives, who, without

being prepared to support them, were nevertheless

determined that they should not "lower the family."

An EngHsh lady of our acquaintance, whose near

neighbours were a family of Dutch Bywoners who

came frequently to beg, offered food and a small wage

if one of the girls would come by the day to help in

the lighter housework. The oifer was indignantly

declined. While retaining this sense of racial pride,

the Bywoner sinks every other legitimate source of

self-respect, and his daughters even take to the worst

of all trades to support the family. The life of

shiftless, landless poverty soon demoralises men and

women alike.

The war, which broke up families and disorganised

the whole social fabric, offered, so long as it continued,

congenial employment and keep to a large number

of Bywone7\s, who were among the most obstinate of

the burgher troops. Their families being provided for in

the camps, they had little to lose and much to gain by a

continuation of the war, and the Peace of Vereeniging

and the subsequent repatriation threw them literally

upon the charity of the Government. They drew

rations until the end of 1903, and when these were

stopped were face to face with starvation. Numbers

drifted into the towns, where there are now estimated

to be some two thousand families, a number which at

4'5 souls for each family aggregates some eight and a
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half thousand people. One thousand such families have

been placed by Government in settlements on the land,

not including those who left the settlements from one

cause or another, and five thousand repatriated families

are living on small holdings as tenants or squatters,

and depend on each harvest to make both ends meet.

A bad summer would plunge them into hopeless

difficulties, as they would have to sell their only assets,

the animals and tools provided by the Repatriation

Department. One of their accustomed means of

earning a livelihood, transport riding, is rapidly dis-

appearing under new conditions, and while stock

remains dear the prices of crops are declining.

The presence of such extremes of social life in a

new country, among people of such traditions as the

Dutch, is remarkable. The social phenomena are

usually of older growth, and are developed out of

natural causes. The most unfortunate feature is the

mental and moral degeneracy among the poorer class

of Boers, especially when thrown into the vortex of

town life, for which they are temperamentally quite

unsuited. The British Government is alive to the

dangers of the situation, and has tried, so far with-

out much success, to induce a return to the land.

It seems worth while to try seriously if industrial

training would not fit the next generation for skilled

trades, so that they might become useful citizens, and

help to redress the balance of toAvn ve?'sus country

—

South Africa objects to the Kaffir becoming a skilled

craftsman, then why not train the Bywonerl—but

here arises the difficulty which is found in every
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country with a black proletariat. How can the " mean

white " be worked into an industrial system of which

the Kaffir is the base ?

Enough has been written to show that neither in

character nor in circumstances is the Dutch Africander

an easy problem to solve ; but we must remember that,

whatever his shortcomings, he is the backbone of the

agricultural and pastoral population. He increases as

fast as the black, and in his hands will ultimately

largely lie the future of Africanderland.



CHAPTER V

THE DUTCH AFRICANDER: IN PUBLIC LIFE

In the preceding chapters, in which we have dealt

with some of the machinery of Africander hfe—the

Church, education, and social system—I have had

frequently to refer to the Nationalist ideal of propa-

ganda. Put in a form already familiar, this is simply

" Africa for the Africanders," a form of sentiment

which, being well known to us in other parts of our

empire, does not rouse any special feeling on our part.

It does not, as it stands, imply any dissent from the

Imperial tie. When we examine the special circum-

stances, however, and the underlying meaning which

has come to be attached to the word " Africander,"

we shall feel less confident.

The actual expression dates back beyond the

foundation of the Cape Bond ; it was foreshadowed by

President Burgers, and since his time more than one

attempt has been made to weld the Dutch portion

of the community into some form of Nationalist

cohesion. There were, as we have seen, political and

religious splits in the Transvaal, where the influence of

Paul Kriiger, moreover, was always exerted towards

a restricted Transvaal nationalism and obtaining for

his own State a headship in a Boer hegemony which
228

I
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neither the Cape nor the Orange Free State was

prepared to allow. In 1882 the Bond was organised,

but it met with little sympathy either from Brand

or Kriiger, who opposed it for very different reasons.

The most powerful figure in South Africa soon after

that time was Cecil Rhodes, from whose own lips

we know that he was " under the influence of the

Bond " at one time. The ideal set up by its founders

was frankly anti-Imperial and anti-British ; and al-

though this side of it was remodelled by Hofmeyr

before Rhodes had any part in it, yet its political

trend was distinct. " Eliminate the Imperial factor

"

was a cry in which British and Dutch were both

concerned. It becomes necessary, therefore, to dis-

entangle the Nationalist propaganda from the anti-

Imperial propaganda. The former was naturally

impossible to the British element, but the latter en-

listed many of them. It must be remembered that

Imperialism had not then become a cult in Great

Britain, though it was warmly held by a small section

of the best thinkers. We were still at the stage of

meditating whether empire was "worth while," and

Froude told the South Africans plainly that all

England wanted was a naval station at the Cape.

Small wonder, then, if Cape politicians used language

which at a later date would have stamped them for

ever as disloyal, pro-Boers, and Little Englanders.

The Progressive Nationalists at the Cape had a

different propaganda to that of Kriiger and his Doppers,

and in the Transvaal itself was a small party in

sympathy with their views. A confederacy of Dutch
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States, with the most backward of all at the head and

in a commanding position by reason of her gold fields,

would not have suited the rest of South Africa at all.

At this period the influence of Rhodes became the

predominant factor. Exactly when and how he

recanted his anti-Imperial creed does not need to be

told. The broad lines of his policy are sufficient for

our purposes, and it is certain that, probably under

strong influence from home, he pondered and chose

to become an empire maker rather than an empire

breaker. The proposed establishment of fresh British

colonies to the north of the Transvaal and the accounts

of fabulous wealth which was to be found there—

a

second Rand—had a deep effect on the Nationalist

party. Their calculations were much upset by the

appearance of Rhodesia upon the South African scene,

and they began to realise the rise in Great Britain of

an Imperialist spirit quite inimical to their ideal of

independence and of Dutch predominance. The Raid,

that monumental act of folly, and the so-called de-

fection of Rhodes from his Dutch friends embittered

their feelings and made them irreconcilable.

It must not be forgotten that there were two

divisions among the Dutch. Kriiger headed the one,

which was all for exclusion, for damming the stream

of progress, for retaining the Transvaalers as a seven-

teenth-century nation by means of artificial restrictions,

and for the oligarchic form of government essential

to such a programme. The other had the same ideal

of a country predominantly Dutch in race, traditions,

and customs, and wholly so in matters of government,
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but extended its views to cover all South Africa, and

was prepared to attain this end by more intelHgent

means, meeting the Enghsli on their own ground and

beating them eventually on a democratic basis of

government by sheer weight of numbers, tenacity of

purpose, and skilful management. The Cape was

naturally the headquarters of this party.

The preservation of the Dutch element as distinct

fi'om the British versus the gradual assimilation or

subjection of the latter by the former—these are

the two different forms which the Nationalist ideal

assumed. It is quite unnecessary to trace the evolu-

tion of the last few years before the war, but on one

vexed question a few words may be said.

Was war inevitable ? It seems of little practical

use now to ask this question, but it is, in fact, essential

to an understanding of South African aifairs to have

a distinct idea on the subject. On general grounds I

was personally opposed to the policy which led to the

war, a policy which, as I always felt, sacrificed real,

tangible, and vital interests in other parts of the globe

to an empire-building on the African continent not

confined to South Africa, and has so far done Uttle save

paint the map red. I felt that we were not intelligent

in our expansion and that we were building without a

solid foundation, but on the journey which prepared

the ground for this book I took an open mind to

the arguments I heard from all sides.

My conclusion is a simple one. The race problem

was at the bottom of the whole situation. The Dutch con-

ception of the word Afiicander and their Nationalist
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ideal preclude all idea that they would ever have

worked in harmony with the British one. It was a

case of the Imperial factor versus Dutch Nationalism,

and it is perhaps fortunate for the former that the

latter was opposed in its most uncompromising form.

The racial affinity and the social bond between the

colonies and the republics were too strong for their

fates to be separated. Either South Africa might

become a congeries of armed States—the Cape, Natal,

and Rhodesia garrisoned with British troops—or the

empire must look forward to lose all South Africa, or

she must vindicate her position by the appeal to arms

and make a fresh start. At one period a compromise

might have been affected, but when one remembers

that so uncompromising a thing as a national ideal

was in question it seems unlikely that any permanent

basis for understanding could have been found until

Great Britain had vindicated her right to an ideal of

her own. It is idle to say that without Johannesburg

we should have had no war—without the gold mines

the bankrupt Transvaal republic would have been

gathered in years before. All sorts of motives played

their part in this drama, but as far as the two main

players were concerned—Paul Kriiger and Alfred

Milner—the issues were finally narrowed down. The

former believed in the ascendency of the Dutch in

South Africa, the latter stood for Imperialism, and

played the only game which he believed could give

the Imperial ideal a chance of success. It is

this consistent anti-Nationalist policy that has won

Lord Milner so much unpopularity among the Dutch

I
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Africanders. His behaviour to them individually, they

admit, has been kind, and his actions in the main

materially beneficial, " but as regards us as a nation

his policy has been devilish !

"

It is not yet possible to gauge the effect of the

war or of Lord Milner's administration. Travelling

throughout the country, even so late after the war

as the winter of 1904 and spring of 1905, one heard

one long dirge. " Who has benefited by the war ?

Who is the better for all this bloodshed ? Race

feeling that will never die has been stirred up. Every-

where there are gra^'es and grievances." War, however,

could never settle any question so delicate as this.

It is the reconstruction on ground cleared by war

that is the decisive factor. How hard it is to gauge

the work of a reconstruction period can only be

estimated by the historical student. The Civil War of

the American States did not at once settle the national

question (which was more the fundamental cause

than slavery) but it demonstrated which factor

was the stronger ; and the American nation, com-

posed of two halves previously more antagonistic even

than Boer and Briton, arose from the ashes of conflict.

The reconstruction was slow, infinitely slower than

that in the new colonies, already finding their

feet, despite the fact that the country has passed

through a period of economic depression caused by

exceptionally bad seasons, plagues, and every con-

ceivable form of difficulty. Sucli bad times are

frequently the prelude to a period of growing pros-

perity if only the government of the country can
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be settled on a firm basis ; and all Africanders must

remember that they have now, what they might never

have got without war, the union of all sections of

South Africa under one flag—the essential first step

towards progress and prosperity.

Forced to fight, while they would have preferred

to intrigue, the leading progressive Boers joined with

the more ignorant majority of their countrymen in

making as long and arduous a defence as possible.

When that defence could no longer be continued,

and all hope of foreign intervention had died, they

bent tlieir energies to making the best terms possible.

That they should, in the desperate straits in which

they were placed, have succeeded in making terms

at all is one of the most striking circumstances in

their history. In another three months an uncon-

ditional surrender would have been the only course

left open to them. As it was, the British people have

never understood how far the peace of Vereeniging

saved the amour propre of the Boers, who call it

their " charter," have ordered copies to be printed and

circulated among burghers, and will never cease to

insist that they were not conquered but made terms.

After the conference of Boer leaders at Vereeniging

the indomitable Dutch spirit became evident. The

Dutch ideal was not crushed ; the Nationalist spirit

was only watered with Boer blood. A fresh campaign

began the day after peace was signed ; only, as this

campaign has for its head not Kriiger and his

Hollanders and Doppers, but the progressive, educated

Boers—Botha, Smuts, Schalk-Burger, Fischer, and
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their friends—it is conducted on different lines to the

old one. Kriiger's attempt to dam the stream failed

;

the new scheme is in accordance with modern

principles, and time, the leaders believe, will fight for

and not against it, as was the case with the old

method. Constitutional agitation ; the pen, not

the sword—these are the weapons ; and the goal is

"Africa for the Africanders," an independent South

Africa ruled by the sons of the soil.

Now, as I said before, this aspiration is not a

novel one, even in a British colony. Nor can there

be any valid objection to it theoretically, since Great

Britain has adopted the course of giving the most com-

plete self-government to some of her colonies and exacts

very little in exchange for the privilege of remaining

a part of the empire and enjoying its prestige,

commercial advantages, and protection. But the crux

of the question lies in the composition of Africander-

dom. The Dutch know that they are numerically

predominant and that they increase with extraordinary

rapidity. Tliey count on their numerical superiority

in the future as one of their surest and strongest

weapons, and their present leaders have not been

slow to perceive that, if they can only keep alight

the fire of Dutch nationalism, they will be able before

long, under the free institutions which Great Britain

never denies to her colonies, to turn the scale so that

the Dutch majority will rule South Africa as surely as,

more surely than, if the Transvaal had conquered and

annexed the Cape and Natal. Once they have accom-

plished this they desire nothing more than to follow
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the example of the American colonies and " cut the

painter." They look on the connection with the

empire in an entirely different light to that in which

we view it. There is no tie of sentiment, no social am-

bition, no commercial advantage which influences them

as it does a British colonial. On the other hand there

is nothing mean or ignoble in this ambition. The Dutch

Africanders believe in themselves. Like many sturdy

primitive peoples, they err on the side of self-righteous-

ness and self-confidence. They love their country

passionately. They see abuses which they believe

would disappear under their own regime. They

deprecate violence, being a law-abiding people. They

desire to seek peace and ensue it. They have taken

an oath of allegiance which they mean to keep to

the letter ; but they (or at least the leading spirits

among them—able lawyers, be it noted) think they

see a way out by which, strictly within the law,

they can gradually place themselves above the law.

The leaders of Het Volk are genuine in their desire

to bring British Africanders to co-operate with them.

" We desire no race line," they say, being convinced

that the strength of their own racial traits and their

numerical superiority are enough to protect their

idiosyncrasies. They speak with real enthusiasm of

a united South Africa under one flag, and (after a

gulp or two) they have even swallowed their feelings

about what flag, and add bravely, " Under the Union

Jack," adding as a mental reservation—" for the present."

The flag question, they say, is dead ; the race question

is dead. " Most of the things that divided us," said
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Smuts at the banquet to Uord Selborne, " are swept

away. But the great point we can all strive for

remains." That point in the mind of every true

Africander, Briton or Boer, is the welfare of South

Africa, but there is a reservation with the latter. He
does not believe, he will not allow, that South Africa

can be great within the empire. His ideal is the

same as ever, and he is working towards it with all

his might.

While Englishmen halt between two opinions, while

they preach Imperialism and act parochially, while they

too often lose sight of the main point in a mass of

details, and spoil half their acts by short-sighted greed,

selfishness, or indifference, let us give its due meed of

admiration to the Dutch ideal which knows no defeat,

is single-minded and dogged. But let us play, cards

on the table, for our own game, and convince the

Dutch Africander that Imperialism does not necessarily

mean the sacrifice of South Africa to the mother

country. As we shall see later, we are in no way
bound to regard South Africa in exactly the same light

as Austraha or Canada, but we wish her, all the same,

to feel the true meaning of British Imperialism.

Having broadly defined the racial position, some

details and side-lights must now be given. I have

spoken of a Dutch Africander ideal ; but with the

Boers, as with every other people, it is the leaders

who frame the ideal and direct the footsteps of the

masses towards it. Read the history of the Boers from

their earliest days and one cannot but be struck with

two facts. First, that the immber of their leading
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men has been astonishingly small compared with the

noise they make in the world ; second, that the Boer

leaders, the chief politicians on the Dutch Africander

side, have been largely foreigners. It was a German,

Borckenhagen, who was one of the three originators

of the Bond, and that body numbers among its elect

another German and a fair proportion of English-

men and Hollanders. All the political intrigues of

the past twenty years can be traced to a small group

largely made up of non-Africanders ; and it is certain

that the average Transvaal and Free State Boer, keen

politician though he is, has no clear idea as to why
he fought and why he lost his country.

The Boers, as has been said, are easily led but hard

to drive. Custom has taught them to take their

political as well as their religious faith ready-made

from the hands of men whom they trust and respect,

but any attempt to coerce them in either they are

quick to resent. Having lost the leverage possessed

through the domination of a State Church, and the

outward appurtenances of supreme power in the country,

the Boer leaders feel that there is a danger lest the

people should absorb British ideas and cease to work

for the purely Boer ideal. It is therefore important

to gauge how far they are capable of adopting as their

watchword an abstract principle, a lofty conception.

The principle of preserving their national pecuharities

at all costs is very well in theory, but in practical life

it means the rejection of material advantages. The

Boer, who is intensely practical, has seen that, and has

not backed his leaders as they hoped—for instance, in
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their demands for denominational teaching or for the

supremacy of the Dutch language. Enghsh education

being the means for advancement, he has taken it,

grumblingly and with a strong feeling of distrust, but

still in increasing numbers. A striking instance of the

practical side coming uppermost was revealed, a few

months ago, when the amalgamation of the Dutch

Church and Government schools was being explained

to tlie local committees in the Orange River Colony.

One committee refused on the grounds of principle

(Christian and Nationalist) to hand over their school

or accept the Government terms, and this although

the synod of their Church had consented. In the

course of debate it transpired that one of the stalwart

members of this committee had already two children

attending a Government school, other two being at

the Church schools. The Boer will not, as a rule, com-

promise on matters of principle, but this incident shows

that his traditional slimness enables him to square his

conscience to his material needs.

The reader of this book will be aware that a great

difference in mental and moral development is to be

found in the various classes of Boers. The vast

majority in the Transvaal are extremely ignorant, and,

owing to their, hard and isolated lives, are lacking in

the finer perceptions. Their own leaders confess to

fuiding indolence and apathy among them. These are

the people who went to fight the British with the

certainty of victory, relying on their own favourable

position in the eyes of tlie Almighty and on hes told

them as to their opponents' lack of courage. The
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realities of war reduced them to dull misery and often

to fierce resentment, but the prevailing desire now

is to keep out of politics, to settle down, and run no

more risks. They go, therefore, to pubhc meetings,

and applaud impartially ; they listen to officials and

make cautious promises ; they take counsel with their

Ipredikants, but do not always follow their advice ; and,

talking over matters among themselves in the inter-

minable gossips on tlie stocp, they finally decide—to

do nothing as far as possible. Having to accept an

alien Government, they are anxious to make as much

as possible out of it—a fact clearly set out in the little

programme " What the Boers want " after the recent

Congress. Hence they will not refuse the benefits of

education, the efforts in agriculture and stock-farming

to improve the country, or any other scheme which

does not fall directly on their pockets. Above every-

thing, however, they desire for, the present to

be let alone ; and this very reasonable wish gratified,

they are easy to govern. Now, although we should be

deceiving ourselves if we imagined that this class of

people will become " loyal colonists," yet as political

material they are hardly more satisfactory to the Boer

leaders, since they are too hkely to follow the hne of

least resistance, which may, as will be seen later, lead

them away from the Dutch ideal.

Besides this class there is the substratum of Boer-

dom of which we have spoken. These Bywoncrs are

a difficult feature in the situation. A spirit of de-

pendence has been engendered in them—ffi'st by the

paternal soHcitude of the Kriiger regime, then by the
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unsettling period of war, and later by their position

as a pauper class living on Government rations or

repatriation loans. Easily swayed, demoralised by

their precarious existence, these people will be the

prey to political agitators, and their vote may be a

determining factor quite out of proportion to their

true position in the country ; for it must be remem-

bered that the majority, having been on the burghers'

Usts before the war, will have the right to vote. One

of the Boer leaders told me plainly that the votes

of these people could be bought in many cases for

a five-pound note, a fact which he seemed to

regard as giving undue chances to the capitalists.

Since then he seems to feel less apprehension. Among
the leaders themselves two distinct bodies of opinion

must be distinguished. The first, consisting of the

better educated men, mostly ex-generals, are working

with all their might for political influence, and would

not favour any appeal to violence, although they are too

well aware of the value of such a card to throw it away

altogether. The opposite camp is composed of a few

old-fashioned generals and supported to a great extent

by the old veld cornets, who still exercise great influence.

At this juncture it is plain that much depends on

the personality of the Boer leaders, who have so great

a task in hand as to keep the flame of Dutch Nation-

alism burning brightly until time gives them the

opportunity they seek. It must not be forgotten that

without the Nationalist propaganda, if South Africa

were to mature on ordinary British colonial lines, the

aim of the Dutch leaders would be lost. No progress

16
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and prosperity will satisfy them unless they are to

free South Africa from the trammels of Imperialism,

and from British theories and traditions. The repub-

lican spirit is an essential feature of the case. AVho

are the men who are pushing this great scheme ?

To take the Transvaal leaders first. Joubert,

the protagonist of Kriiger just before the war, is

dead. Kriiger, the embodiment of reactionary Boerdom

in its striking phase, is also dead. The mantle has

descended chiefly on two men—I^ouis Botha and Smuts.

The former married a lady of Irish descent. He
belongs to the " united " section of the Church, and

is of the most aristocratic and progressive party among

the Boers. An eloquent speaker in Dutch, he is in

touch with European thought, and is as far removed

from the " peasant farmer " type in mind as he is in

appearance. He is a great ally of the Dutch Reformed

Synod, and is constantly called on to perform such

services as laying foundation stones. His faults are

curiously un-Boerlike. He talks a great deal in public,

being apparently unable to resist the temptation of

making a speech ; he is a little too anxious to fill the

public eye. One is constantly reminded that he is

practically a parx)enu in politics, having gained his

present position as leader of the Boers chiefly by

the elimination of stronger personalities during the

war. He is drawn into inconsistencies by the desire

to say the telling thing on every occasion and by the

fact that, with one reservation, he is a political oppor-

tunist. We shall see his inconsistency presently in

his attitude towards Government.
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Smuts, who remained behind to work the machine,

while tlie three ex-generals—Botha, de Wet, and

De la Rey—visited Europe just after the war, is a

different type. Coming from Cape Colony, and edu-

cated at Cambridge, he has outwardly nothing to dis-

tinguish him as a Boer. His countrymen, when he

first joined them, distrusted him on account of his

English ways and ideas. He is a lawyer, a man of

books, no sportsman. His exploits as a daring leader

of flying columns are among the most extraordinary

incidents of the war. He is far better able to gauge the

situation than any of his contemporaries, and his natural

acumen, combined with the prestige he gained during

the war, make him potentially the most important man
in Transvaal politics to-day. He is young and is prepared

to wait. He keeps in the background, utters gener-

ahties, works a lucrative law practice in Pretoria, and is

on friendly terms with the British officials. There are

one or two other men of this modern type. Esselen,

for instance, who apparently believes that he can

emulate the achievements of Kriiger in 1879 and tries

to work on home politics, cultivating the Liberal

party. He does not realise that the Liberalism which

gave back the Transvaal after Majuba is as dead as

the dodo.

Schalk- Burger and De la Rey are men of very

different cahbre. The latter enjoys throughout Dutch
South Africa a reputation for straightness. His

genuine fineness of character, self-effacement, and

homely simphcity make him the most attractive of

the Boer leaders ; but he lacks the knowledge of the
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world to be able to follow his progressive friends in

their flights. The extreme type is illustrated in such

men as Beyers and Wolmarans, regular old-fashioned

Boers, with the sturdy independence, strong hates, and

invincible ignorance of their great president, though

without his vein of intellectual subtlety. A speech

from Beyers is like a fresh north wind blowing through

cobwebs of intrigue and illusion. He will hate the

British flag till he dies, and he says so. Other names,

familiar during the war, have disappeared since.

Andreas Cronje and a few others, who surrendered

before the war was over, have apparently not been

accommodated inside the Nationalist tabernacle. They

retired quietly to their farms. Viljoen and Piet Cronje

of Paardeberg sealed their political fate when, with a

band of Boers and British irregulars, they joined a circus

at St. Louis to give a representation of the Boer War.

There are some promising men of the modern school,

but the Transvaal leaders to-day are, in fact, not states-

men, not men of great position, but merely distinguished

generals in an unsuccessful war. They have to prove

themselves, and to be tried in the fire of political life.

They are now bound together by a voluntary associa-

tion which has received no mandate calling itself Het

Volk (The People); and claiming to speak for the Boer

population. In June, 1905, its constitution was

formally discussed at a Boer conference of delegates,

and a system resembling the American. " machine

"

was adopted for the nomination and control of

candidates for Parliament. The laws as to party

disciphne were firmly defined, and, despite much
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discusssion and some dissension, the power of the head

committee is to be supreme in the organisation. Het

Volk and the Dutch Reformed Church Synod com-

bined have, in fact, constituted themselves a Boer

party, with thorough organisation ; but it is not yet

certain, as has been suggested, whether they can carry

the people with them in any question where local con-

siderations have to be weighed, since this kind of party

control and discipline is little liked by the Boers.

Het Volk represents at present a compromise for the

furtherance of an aspiration rather than an accomplished

fact, and its true significance will only be manifested

to the world on the day when it accomplishes the feat

of uniting with the Bond in the Cape and the Vereenig-

ing in the Orange River Colony.

The active policy of the party began directly war

was over. One does not wish to disparage men who
are fighting for an ideal, but ethically their methods

leave much to be desired. Peace signed, terms made,

the oath taken, the work of reorganising the country

began ; but at this critical stage, when the aid of every

influential and experienced man was needed, the Boer

leaders went to Europe. There they collected rehef

funds, badly wanted to repair the ravages of war.

Government, blundering badly no doubt, but anxious

to help in this task, offered to co-operate in any scheme

of general relief. Rations were given, it must be

remembered, to all who required them, and to some

who did not, down to the end of 1903. The Boer

leaders refused co-operation, and declined to give even

such an account of their own disbursements as would
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have prevented overlapping. Later on it was announced

that the rehef money collected in Europe was to be spent

partly in starting orphanages (in competition with those

of Government, opened free to every child) and partly

in educational schemes, thus confusing "relief" with

Nationalist propaganda ; for the one and only valid

objection to the Government scheme of education

and care of orphans was its denationalising effect on

Boer children. It may be said that the inoney was

subscribed for Boer needs and that the leaders judged

the need of national schools and orphanages to be of

the first importance. This is plausible, but, in view

of the later attitude taken up by Het Volk on this

question of the care and education of children, one

can only regret that they did not gauge their own
necessities better. Their present policy, as shown in

the Boer Congress of June, 1905, is not to set up

independent institutions, but to bend their energies to

wringing concessions out of Government and utilising

Government schools and institutions.

The truth of the matter is that in this, as in other

respects, the Boer leaders deliberately kept aloof from

Government, doing nothing to help it even in its best-

intentioned moves. It is more than suspected that

they were not above intriguing to set the repatriated

Byivoners on the Land Settlements by the ears, and,

despite their oft-repeated wishes for the prosperity of

the country and the dirges they sang over its sad state,

there were few who contributed practically towards

its reorganisation. One hears so frequently the com-

plaint in South Africa that local experience is never
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consulted, and that the man on the spot is ignored

or snubbed, that one is wilhng to give the Transvaal

leaders every credit possible. They made promises, it

is true, as did Hofmeyr at the Cape, and like him

exhorted their countrymen to work with the British

for the welfare of South Africa ; but, just as Hofmeyr

discounted his proclamation by retiring a few days later

from political Ufe, so Botha advised his followers to

stand aloof from all affairs of Government. He, Smuts,

and Schalk-Burger declined places on the legislature,

and Smuts frankly acknowledged to the present writer

his intention of keeping aloof as long as possible from

all co-operation in Government. Although it is well

known that the leaders, seeing a more practical way

of securing their ends through combining with a section

of the British, have abandoned this no-cooperation-

with-an-unjust-Government attitude, yet at the Con-

gress to decide the constitution of Het Volk this

question was skilfully left open. Had the question

been decided by a vote, as desired by De la Rey,

an overwhelming majority would have voted against

co-operation. The people had still the words of Boer

leaders in an earlier stage ringing in their ears, and the

delegates, with few exceptions, had been instructed to

vote for standing aloof. The head committee, however,

managed to have the matter left for future consideration

by a special committee or conference, which gives them

time to spread their new views of expediency. The

incident is important, first, as showing that political

motives and not a sense of injustice have been the

factors in the case ; and second, as illustrating the
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relations between the astute Boer politicians and their

future constituencies.

Their earlier attitude could be better explained if,

at the same time, they had refrained from damaging

criticism of a government which they were bound by

their oath to accept and by their reiterated desires

for peace and reorganisation to assist. De la Rey did

his best ; he went to Ceylon and persuaded the irre-

concilables to return. Since then, on his own farm

and in his own way, he has worked to restore order
j

and prosperity to his district. It would have been

making too large a draft on human magnanimity to

expect such conduct from all the Boer leaders. Some
of them felt that a more strenuous attitude was needed

for the preservation of their national ideal. But, in

their zeal to foment discontent with the Government

and to present it in an unfavourable hght to Europe,

they lost all regard for accuracy, and, not contented

with enumerating the real short-comings and grievances,

exaggerated and enlarged them. It is quite impossible

here to enter into the question fully ; but any one who

cares to rake up an unpleasant subject can read Louis

Botha's letter to Mr. Courtney in Tfie Times respecting

the assistance given (or not given) to destitute burghers,

and then turn to an official account of the work and

expenditure of the repatriation department. Official

accounts are not always the best criteria, but figures

and facts are given in blue books which cannot be

discredited, and Botha himself in the same letter

remarked, as a testimony to the industry of his country-

men, that as much land was ploughed in the first season
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after the war as ever before. Now, the Government

found the cattle and most of the implements and even

did much of the ploughing, but Botha does not men-

tion these facts. To take another instance of unfair

criticism. No subject has been more fruitful of

grievances than that of the compensation promised to

certain classes of burghers under specific conditions.

The wisdom or unwisdom of any such promise is

neither here nor tliere ; but when we remember that

the claims sent in by the two new colonies amounted

to £82,000,000 we can understand that even had it been

possible to sift them justly—a herculean task—there

would have remained a permanent sense of grievance

in the minds of all who were not satisfied. As it is,

the whole subject bristles with difficulties, mistakes,

and misunderstandings, and has provided splendid

capital for the Boer leaders in pointing the moral of

British injustice and ineptitude. It is a fact, however,

that their own relief work, even with their superior

opportunities for knowing the conditions, was frequently

at fault, and that they added to our difficulties by

telling all applicants for relief to apply, as a right, to

Government, which was bound to help them out of

compensation funds. Two blacks do not make one

white, and such work is full of pitfalls to the most

experienced, but one could have wished that the hard

task of setting the new colonies in order and restarting

the business of life had been the scene of a real and

cordial co-operation between the Boer leaders and

British officials.

With the introduction of a constitution into the
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Transvaal came a new phase. Since the war the

Nationahst platform had had only one real plank

—

the conservation of the elements which it was and

is hoped to use, to create a Dutch nationality—for

one cannot regard the programme of detraction and

aloofness as a plank. Now a fresh plan was adopted.

A considerable party among the British in the Trans-

vaal desired a full responsible form of government.

It is an open secret that Johannesburg as a whole

never sighed for the Imperial yoke, and the class

of men who shouted most against the Kriiger regime

are now loudest in denouncing the autocratic rule of

Downing Street. Het Volk suddenly abandoned

their non-committal attitude, plunged into the arena,

and became allied to the Responsible Government

party. The opportunity to create a split in the

British camp was good, but this altogether sordid

view was not the only one. As has been said

already, the leaders of Het Volk are aware that the

policy of isolation is against the spirit of the time.

The new doctrine for the Boers of co-operation and

progress has been preached by Malan, one of the

Bond leaders and an influential personality in Cape

Colony politics, of whom more hereafter. Het Volk

now begins to strike out boldly into the political

ocean. Her leaders come forward and announce that

they accept " union under the Union Jack "—the

phrase, repeated by Botha, is Malan's. They even

angle for, and partially secure, the Labour vote

;

and, having announced formerly that none of them

would lend themselves to the travesty of a semi-repre-
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sentative government, they now decide to run for

certain seats. In order to obtain the co-operation of

the Responsible party they have had to compromise

on the education, language, and religious questions

;

but they have realised that the force of circumstances

has rendered their original attitude on these subjects

unpractical, and they hope by verbal quibbles and by

force of local influence to secure in detail much that

they have renounced in bulk. They have no intention

of compromising on principle—a course quite foreign

to them—but they are changing their tactics, and of

course the shorter the road to complete self-govern-

ment the nearer they are to a vindication of their

guiding ideal.

Although the Bond is more firmly established,

stronger, and contains more distinguished men, there is

nothing approaching in simphcity of organisation and

clearness of policy to Het Volk in either the Orange

River or Cape Colony. The former, despite its grievance

in being denied representative government, and, despite

the heavy burden imposed by an elaborate and expen-

sive government in a country which had always been

peaceful and prosperous under the simplest regime, is not

the scene of such political conflict as either of its sister

colonies. The society which is to be organised there on

the plan of Het Volk seems to owe its initiation largely

to the Transvaal leaders. There is no Johannesburg

to complicate matters, nor is the division of town

versus- country as marked as in the Cape. British and

Dutch in the Orange Riv^er Colony are more homo-

geneous, more absorbed in their own practical affairs,
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and less given to politics than any of their contem-

poraries. The progressive character of the people makes
it more likely that, as the country is opened up and

education spreads, they will lose some of the outward

characteristics of their race and become assimilated to

the British Africander, but how far their political aspira-

tions will be modified in this process it is impossible to

judge. Cape Colony does not afford a criterion, for

there has been continual tampering with natural

evolution in that State, and the conditions under which
the Orange River Colony starts its career are in every

way unprecedented. It is noticeable that no steps

towards a political organisation on purely Dutch
lines has ever existed in Orangia until this summer.
The genuine grievance of the colony as to the grant-

ing of self-government has stimulated matters, and
a " Union " has been formed which, it is hoped, will

sooner or later be affiliated with Het Volk and the

Bond, and complete the chain.

^

The racial position in Cape Colony is the most
dehcate of subjects. The terms " loyal " and " disloyal

"

have been bandied about with a freedom that begets

contempt, and a bitterness even exceeding that found
in the new colonies has been engendered. There is

no useful point to be attained in going back to the war

• Since this was written the news comes that, on the strong recom-
mendation of Lord Selborne, the Orange River Colony is to be granted
representative government immediately. The colony enjoys a peculiar
position and may become the centre of South African nationalism, being
homogeneous, intelligent, and devoid of many of the political difficulties of
other colonies. Her leaders—men like Fischer, P. de Wet, J. G. Fraser,
and T. Brain—are likely to adopt a broad nationalism, in alliance with the
best school of the Cape.
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and pre-war days and their effect on Cape Colony

politics ; but one thing must never be lost sight of

—

the difficult position in which the Dutch subjects of

Britain were placed when their own relatives, in arms

against the Queen, came to them for help or with

menaces, and when, as frequently happened, no adequate

protection was afforded them by British troops. The

condition of military law was one which offered great

opportunities for abuses, and war is no kid-glove affair

at any time. Cape Colony is willing and ready to

bury this mournful past, but certain noxious weeds are

growing on the new-made grave. The worst of these

is a soreness in the hearts of British Africanders,

sometimes caused perhaps by super-sensitiveness or by

misunderstanding, but very real to them. The feeling

that the man-on-the-spot has been once more treated

cavalierly by Britain, and that in her desire to placate

her enemies she has cold-shouldered her friends, has

had the effect of drawing together British and Dutch

Africanders ; but, desirable though this may be, it is

unfortunate that the bond should be cemented by a

sense of common grievance.

The Dutch ideal in Cape Colony is enshrined in

the Africander Bond and, although the history of this

association has been fre(j[uently told, it is necessary to

outline its real meaning here.

It must not be forgotten that the birth of the Bond

was before the era of Imperialism as we know it to-

day. The Little Englander was strong in the land,

and among Britisli colonists the idea of following the

example of the American colonies was regarded as
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quite open for discussion and sure to come in time.

The incorporation with the original Bond of the Farmers'

Association comphcated matters. This society was

not purely or even chiefly political in its aims, and it

remains to-day as the solid body of the Bond, genuinely

occupied with legitimate ambitions for the encourage-

ment of the farming interests, while the leaders indulge

in wild flights of political imaginings and more practical

schemings, all directed to the orginal point—the

supremacy and independence of the Dutch. Hofmeyr,

who claimed to have remodelled the Bond, struck out

the seditious clause relating to the flag, and the

constitution of to-day may be interpreted as a harmless

one, having for its ostensible aim the preservation of

the best traditions of the people and the confederation

of the South African States. But, if one likes (as

many of its members do) to read more meaning into

it, it may be regarded as a manifesto proclaiming the

preservation of the Dutch nationality as opposed to

the British and the union of South Africa outside the

empire. To either form many men of differing

views subscribe, in sympathy with one aspiration or

the other, and yet not realising what Dutch dominion

throughout South Africa would really mean. Others

again join the Bond because it stands for agricultural

interests, which have been undoubtedly neglected in

the past.

The Englishman who believes in his country may
well ask himself how it is that she has apparently

so failed in South Africa, that in one of her oldest

colonies half, if not more, of the population are openly
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anti-British and the principal poUtical organisation is

freely accused of disseminating the rankest disloyalty.

Most Cape Colonists will tell you freely that this race

feeling is an affair of yesterday, caused by the Raid and

by the British attempt to crush the Boer nationalities.

They point to an undeniable fact, the imte-bellum

close social intercourse and frequent intermarriage

between English and Dutch, which, they say, was

obliterating the race line. It is true also that the

Transvaal Dutch, inferior in education and refinement

to their Cape Colony relatives, and living in a condition

of constant dissension and lawlessness, had lost touch

with the Dutch of the old Colony. But there remains

the fact that in 1874 we find Biirgers, a Cape Colonist

who had been educated in Holland, enunciating the

anti-British doctrine with the utmost vehemence, and

calling upon all Africanders (Dutch, of course) from

Table Mountain to the Magaliesburg. He declared

that hearts throbbed even more warmly for the

Republic at the Cape than in the Free State.

Out of this propaganda and the influences of the

time, especially the first Transvaal war and the retro-

cession, the motive of which was so little understood,

grew the Africander Bond, and there can be no doubt,

that in its conception it was fundamentally anti-British.

Notwithstanding this fact, it is notorious that some of

the best British talent in the Cape has joined this

association. John X. Merriman, an Englishman

born and without doubt the cleverest, wittiest, and

most cultured man in South Africa to-day, after

denouncing the original Bond ended by coming, for
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a time at all events, within its fold. Cecil Rhodes was

in close touch with the Bond at one time. " I have

been under the domination of the Bond myself," he

said in 1899, in the Claremont speech. Sir Richard

Solomon, now Attorney General in the Transvaal,

born in South Africa of English parents, was a

member of a Bond Government. Mr. Schreiner, of

German parentage, ex-premier and a man of extreme

ability, and Sir J. Rose-Innes, son of a Scottish

schoolmaster who came to the Cape, now Chief

Justice of the Transvaal, have worked with the Bond

and at times have justified its aims and character.

It is ridiculous and idle to call such men and their

followers disloyal because they were or are in sympathy

with the Bond. One needs to find a more rational

explanation of their attitude than to attribute it to

original sin or ineradicable dislike for the institutions

of their own homeland. Some of them may have

coquetted with the idea of Republicanism, but most

have a genuine desire for the preservation of the

Imperial tie, and none, I believe, would subscribe to

a South Africa in which the Dutch element would

predominate at the expense of the British.

The official explanation of the Bond is that it is a

necessary organisation, to represent the land-owners, as

opposed to the townspeople, the division thus made

coinciding with the racial line without " malice afore-

thought," and that loyalty to the Crown is an essential

feature of its programme. Within every such organi-

sation there are, however, men of widely diffisring views,

many of whom use their party as a cloak. Despite
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the modification by which Hof'meyr contrived to save

the Bond from an appearance of open hostihty to

British government, it has undoubtedly been the organ

for many expressions of opinion which do not come
strictly within its constitution. The attitude of such

colonial statesmen as have been mentioned must

not be judged without reference to that of Imperial

statesmen at home at contemporaneous periods. The
cult of Imperialism is still a new one, and the most

rabid Bondsman has not gone farther in the enunciation

of principles which we now deem " disloyal " than some
of our home-grown politicians. At the bottom of the

situation in Cape Colony, as in the Transvaal, lies the

fundamental difference in the political ideals of the

two white races who are side by side in South Africa

;

but it is unfortunate that the dual aspect of the Bond
has blinded many people to this fact and made them
imagine that in joining the ranks they are doing a

service to the country, whereas the sacrifice of a great

principle is involved, and the end does not justify the

means. The Dutch have shown plainly that they feel

an appeal to ancient prejudices necessary to keep their

people sound in their national traditions—the appeal

to principles is not enough. Political exigencies have

been the ruling factor in the game played ; but

although the game is tlie same now, tlie tactics

are changing. One of the new leaders of thought

ah-eady mentioned has been largely responsible for

this. Malan perceives that to try to fence the people

round with artificial barriers of creed and language

prejudices would be to retard their material and mental

IT
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progress without achieving any poHtical end. He ])er-

ceives the incongruity of a repubUcan nation in whicli

the leaders are to be enlightened and the great mass

of people ignorant. He has tried to draw his country-

men after him on a broader road towards a higher

national ideal, and he is laying the lines which tlie

Progressive Boers of the Transvaal will eventually

follow. Under this enlightened teaching the racial

tension in Cape Colony has been relaxed. The session

of 1904 saw two important measures—the Workmen's

Compensation and Education Bills— passed with

amicable feelings on both sides of the House. The

Ministry which began so inauspiciously under the

leader of the Raid has held its way much more success-

fully than was hoped. Social intercourse between

the two races, which was for a time interrupted, has

been resumed to a great extent, and a strong desire is

expressed on all sides that the racial question should

be allowed to die. Deeply as one must sympathise

with this attitude, it is essential that there should

be plain speaking on this point. There is a danger,

and more than a danger, that in the joining of hands

the British element, less homogeneous and far less

certain of their political creed, should lose sight of

one fact. If the British Africander becomes per-

suaded that the best future for South Africa lies

outside the empire, he will be yielding to an influence

skilfully wielded, often silently, by a numerical majority

in the country, but he must not cherish the illusion

that he can keep his birthright at the same time. The

South Africa of Nationalist dreams is not only indepen-
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dent of the empire, but it is Dutch—Dutch in ideals,

Dutch in language, Dutch in methods. Where else

would be tlie reasonableness of the Nationalist propa-

ganda ? If the ordinary self-government of a British

colony, with a subsequent breaking of Imperial ties,

were all that the Nationalist party aims at, its methods

seem roundabout and ineffective.

Let the aims and hopes of the Nationalist party

be once more clearly stated. Of the white popula-

tion of South Africa, roughly speaking, seventy per

cent, of the Cape, eighty-five per cent, of the Orange

River Colony, sixty per cent, of the Transvaal, and

twenty-five per cent, of Natal are Dutch by descent,

and the influence of Dutch mothers over their children

by Enghshmen is another sure addition. The best of

the land is owned by them, and they are the permanent

and rapidly increasing population of the country. There

are two schools of thought in Dutch Africanderdom.

The first aimed at conserving the seventeenth-century

character of its people as a bulwark against the spirit

of the times, and creating in South Africa an oligarchy

of the elect to rule the country for its own good. The
second is a far more specious one. It aims at pre-

serving the essential features of the Boers and their

Republicanism in their full integrity, while urging

tiieir people to take every means of putting themselves

on an intellectual level with their British neighbours.

The language must be kept alive to feed the flames

of Nationalism, but the outward and visible signs of

Boerdom will not be cherished so much as the inward

and spiritual grace. Moreover, on the principle of
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nothing venture nothing have, the isolation poh'cy

must be abandoned, and the Dutch Africander must

try to influence the British, and must not be afraid

of contamination. And the end? What can it be

but the triumph of the Dutch ideal in political and

social life—the treatment of the native races, the

repubhcan form of government, the development of

the country as a close preserve, and, in a word, the

elimination not only of the Imperial but of the British

factor as a dominant note in South African poHtics.

True patriotism is not lacking in this programme,

since it takes far wider views of the welfare of the

country and substitutes a constructive for an obstruc-

tionist policy. To decline to meet the Dutch on these

grounds would be as cowardly and churlish as it woidd

be futile. They are now playing an intelligible

game, and, as was said before, they can best be

met by frankness. Britain and the British Afric-

anders have to prove to them that the ideal of

empire is neither an empty dream nor a weapon of

oppression. There is already within the Nationalist

tabernacle a growing appreciation of the true value of

the Imperial bond, and the Bond is less firmly separatist

than it was in the eighties. The growth of Nationalism

should temper the bitterness of party conflict. The

race line and the party line to a great extent coincide,

but there are many domestic questions, at the Cape

especially, which should and could be fought or dis-

cussed on party lines without any introduction of race

feeling, and there are many more which, if race feeling-

were not imported into them, could be amicably
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settled without party disputes iit all. Above all, as

one whose sympatliies are with the British on

broad Imperial grounds, but are also enlisted with

the Dutch as the chief representatives of the agri-

cultiu'al interests of the country, I must deprecate the

efforts made, often by men who are neither British

nor Dutch Africanders, to keep open sore places and

make co-operation impossible. Is it not possible that

we can frankly avow our hostility to the Dutch ideal

and work for our own without resorting to detraction

and mud-throwing? Neither side is free from this

deplorable tendency, and the first step towards a better

state of affairs must be an increase in dignity of tone

on the part of the press, and of confidence and respect

among public men.

There can be no attempt to deal in these pages

with the details of internal politics in South Africa,

more particularly in the Cape Colony, where there is

already a fully responsible government. But I am
anxious to set the broad issues clearly before my
countrymen, Britons and Africanders alike. At tliis

point in our inquiries it may be naturally asked why
the Dutch party, if they are, as has been said, the

permanent population of South Africa and in numerical

superiority to any other white race, should not be

permitted to achieve their ideal. Why should we

oppose these people, whose political principles are all

on the side of liberty ? We could never govern them

by force, say some people, and why should we govern

them at all ? This brings us to our original question.

\\' liy sliould not " Africa for the Africanders " be
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considered a legitimate aspiration, to be interpreted

by the majority ? Because, in the first place, South

Africa is no ordinary colony. It is a strategic position

essential to the empire, and we have bought every inch

of it with our money and our blood. The Africander

must not forget that the Imperial Government has

rights in South Africa, the rights of the conqueror,

just as he himself has rights—the rights of citizenship

and occupation. But there is yet another reason.

South Africa is British, but the majority of the white

population are Dutch. If they persist in pushing their

Nationalist propaganda, the Imperial Government must

consider how she can protect the minority—the British

Africanders. In a homogeneous country the minority

can take care of itself—the swing of the pendulum

will bring it into power to-morrow—but Great Britain

must not be blind to the claims of her own children

if they are to be placed in a perpetual political

minority. She has been blind before, but she is

awakening to the true facts of the case.

It is true, as said before, that the Boer Nationalist

propaganda is strongest where it is most open. When
the leaders combine in promoting the amalgamation

of the two races, and rely simply on natural evolution

and the assimilation of interests to bring their British

brothers into line, they are playing an open game, an

unassailable game, and a strong one. A¥hen they

plot and scheme to prevent any amalgamation or

assimilation they are defeating their own ends. The

British, if they are to be set apart, may remain a

minority, but, owing to their position in the country.
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a powerful minority, and South ACrican progress will

be retarded. I do not expeet to see eradication of

the race line, as a political factor, in this generation

or perhaps the next, but, if there is ever to be peace

in this distracted country, it must eventually come.

If only Briton and Boer alike would sink their differ-

ences in a common platform of Africanderdom I

should be w^illing to leav^e Imperialism to be considered

by the Africander people, convinced that if our empire

is worthy to endure she will find the true relation

for each of her colonies and for all the peoples, whether

of kindred or alien race, who dwell beneath the British

flag. To this subject I must return, but before

closing this necessarily condensed review of the racial

position in Cape Colony and the two ex-republics I

must summarise briefly my conclusions.

The fundamental question is whether the British

element or the Dutch should be the dominant factor

in South ^Vfrica. If the latter, then tlie Imperial factor

will be eliminated, and not only that, but the Dutch

ideal of government will be set up. If, however, the

races amalgamate and form a real Africander nation, as

they must do if South Africa is to progress, there will

be no " minority question," and the connection with

the empire will be decided on grounds of policy and

not of prejudice. It is to secure this freedom fi'om

prejudice, to place the issues clearly before them, and

to set an Imperialist ideal before the young ^Vfricander

nation that our efforts should be bent.



CHAPTER VI

LAND SETTLEMENT AS A POLICY

For the purposes of this book it is not necessary to

consider in detail the various schemes of land settlement

which have been applied to South Africa, but rather

to give a comprehensive view of the subject from the

broad and practical standpoint.

The question of filling up the spare places in the

colonies, and thus assisting their development, has

recently become inextricably confused with a natural

desire to relieve the congested areas of our own country.

This is the philanthropic view of land settlement. For

such experiments, however, South Africa is the least

favourable ground. Apart from the difficulties which

beset the farmer, of which we must speak later, it

must never be forgotten that the presence of a large

black population imposes special conditions. The

presence of the blacks produces the fact that the whites

have no scope as agricultural labourers—only as in-

dependent farmers. The gravest difficulty, however,

is that the immigrant finds an already established body

of whites of an inferior degree of energy and intelligence

and entirely satisfied with a lower plane of material

civilisation as we Europeans understand it. It is

one of the strongest conclusions arrived at after studying

264
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the subject in every South African colony that a high

type of colonist is needed, both morally and mentally,

to uphold at once the traditions of liis country and

his own moral standpoint under conditions so trying

and novel. It is the invariable experience tliat contact

with races in a lower grade of civilisation has a

deteriorating effect on individuals unless they are of

superior calibre. South Africa wants no failures, no

weak-kneed brothers, no degenerates, but the best,

and only the best, type of British manhood; self-

reliant, capable, well-educated men with some farming

experience.

This becomes more than ever evident when we
consider a second pliase of the land settlement question

—the politico-philanthropic scheme which combines

the attempt to relieve congestion at home with that

of serving a political purpose by " driving in the British

wedge." It is one of the most unfortunate circum-

stances in South Africa that the division between town
and country should in tlie main coincide with the

race line, and the attempt to put British on the land

is a natural sequence of ideas ; but unless the British,

thus chosen, are carefully chosen their influence will

be nil. They have to contend with too sohd convictions

and prejudices, and a very ordinary fate for the average

unmarried British settler, unless he be a superior man,
is to enter a Dutch family by marriage and usually

become violently anti-British in sentiment. I know
of a soldier settler who, after fighting all tlu-ough tlic

war on the British side, took up Government land and

became engaged to a Dutch girl, and was distinguished
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at a Boer Conference by the violence of his attacks

on the British Government. The better types become

rather British iVfricanders, of South African national-

istic proclivities, but not of an anti-Imperial tendency

in any sense. It is not out of place, therefore, to suggest

that any one who is trying to kill three birds with one

stone—to relieve pressure at home, to fill up " waste

places " in South Africa, and to provide a nucleus for

a political propaganda—should for this complicated task

choose only those fitted to fulfil these requirements ;

men of good standing, character, and education, who
have already given hostages to fortune. After this

preamble we may now proceed to regard land settle-

ment in South Africa on its own merits.

What are the attractions of South Africa as a

country for Britisli colonists ? That, after all, is the

crux of the situation. Philantliropic and political

schemes come and go, but the economic factor remains.

Great Britain continues year by year to send abroad her

sons for whom she has no room, and why should they

not go to South Africa and settle on the land ?

The plain truth is that there is no white man's

country within the empire which offers such a precarious

existence to the farmer. Conditions vary, climate and

soil are vastly different in the various regions, but

Nature has been constant in one thing—her incon-

stancy. The South African farmer can seldom rely

on regularity of seasons ; in many parts his rains come

at high summer and may ruin his harvest, while in

others early or late frosts niay upset his calculations.

There is an inequality in the soil too which makes
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anything but the closest local experience useless. It

seems to be spread about in patches, of varying richness

and differing constituents, some extraordinarily rich

(the alluvial pockets), while close by may be a poor

infertile patch. The aridity of the climate in many

parts is well known, and the dried-up river beds are

proverbial. Irrigation on an extended scale is in parts

already practised, but much more is needed and is

feasible ; this, however, would not insure against

droughts or against the denudation caused by torrential

rains. The farmer's life is one continued struggle

with these problems, and it is not possible to compare

the country where such conditions prevail with the rich,

unirrigated stretches of agricultural country in Canada,

Argentina, or Australia. Such was the confession of

two of the most experienced and successful South

African farmers after a visit to Australia.

It is not soil, climate, or water supply, however,

which form the farmer's greatest anxiety, but tlie

number of plant diseases, insect scourges, and animal

diseases which are continually present. Some of tliese

are partly due to climatic influences and unscientific

methods of agriculture. Time may mitigate these,

but others, due to the conditions of water supply,

are probably more or less irremediable. The value

of experimental farms will undoubtedly make itself

felt by degrees ; at present, excepting some earlier

foundations at the Cape, these institutions ha^e not

had sufficient time. There are difficulties in the way

of scientific farming in a country where, owing to

the diffisrence in the respective soils or other circum-
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stances, the experience of one man may be falsified

by tliat of another, and aivriculture as a science has

not yet been fully recognised, although valuable work

has been done on experimental farms and by the

Agricultural Departments. Until this state of affau's

is more general it is impossible to judge the possibilities

of Cape Colony fairly, and the same may be said, in

varying degrees, of the other colonies. At present,

hovi^ever, the agriculturist may expect to do battle with

rust in his wheat, insect pests in his vines, caterpillars

in his fruit trees, Australian bug and peach-fly in his

fruit, and locusts everywhere, to mention only a few of

the ills that South African husbandry is heir to. As for

stock-farming, equal trials must be faced—almost every

kind of animal disease known in other parts of the

world and one or two which are probably peculiar.

There is little doubt, however, that these can and

will be eradicated if common-sense measures for

pre^^ention are taken all over the country. A com-

bination of the various Governments to secure this

unanimity should be followed, in the opinion of experts,

first by fencing the country (an enormous task, but not

greater than that effected in Australia), and second

by a strict watch on imported cattle and a system of

inspection and segregation, made possible by fencing.

There has been lately a movement in all the

colonies towards increasing the number of farmers'

associations, the first step towards breaking down the

suicidal selfishness and isolation of the farmers in

former days. The creation of land banks, referred to

later, with a view to breaking the domination of the
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traders and finance brokers over the land, is under

consideration. If these associations could only become

general, and avoid all politics, the few progressive

men in each district might be able in time to gain

a general acceptance for more enlightened views of

stock-farming and eradicate the impression held formerly

that disease is spontaneously generated and is the

hand of God. That there are progressi\^e and en-

lightened farmers in South Africa every one who has

visited that country knows, and the best instances

may be seen in the eastern provinces of the Cape

and the Orange River Colony; but the bulk of the

rural population, consisting of the back-veld Boer, is

intensely averse from co-operation, and without com-

bination among the farmers themselves any reforms

from above are practically useless. Mention must

be made, however, of praiseworthy attempts to rouse

intelligent interest by the establishment of stock farms

and the importation of valuable stock for breeding

purposes in the Orange River Colony and Transvaal.

Useful though such measures are, they have been

greatly wasted while diseases have swept unchecked (or

hardly checked by partial and imperfect measures)

through the country, carrying off thousands of

stock.

One of the foremost difficulties of the South African

farmer is the scarcity of labour and the irregularity

and irresponsibility of the Kaffir when he can be

induced to work. Tlie traditions of South Afi'ica are

against a white man labouring with his ^own hands,

but even if this were not the case (and many British
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i'ariners ignore it) the conditions make a cheap labour

supply essential to success.

If Nature is capricious and man careless in pro-

viding the essentials for successful farming in South

iVfrica, it may well be asked how one can account

for the former prosperity of the Orange Free State,

that pastoral idyllic country, or for the many contented

and even fairly prosperous farmers of Cape Colony or

the Transvaal. It must not be forgotten, however,

that in the early days of colonisation land was plentiful,

and the settler could pick and choose. The Boers

moved from place to place until they found the exact

spot they liked, and took possession of practically every

one of those alluvial pockets which are the cream

of agricultural land. Notwithstanding this fact, agri-

culture pure and simple has never been a short cut,

or even a sure road, to prosperity. The Transvaal

was bankrupt when the mines were found ; and Cape

Colony was facing a financial crisis, on more than one

occasion, when fresh mineral discoveries up country

gave new life. The Cape ostrich-farming, one of the

most paying industries, is largely speculative. One of

the essentials for successful pioneer farming is cheap

land, but though since the war many farms have

come into the market, some as Government lands

and some by reason of the depressed circumstances

of private owners, prices have been raised all round,^

artificially inflated in the hope of a great wave of

* This refers to freehold out and out purchases, but some large grazing

areas can still be rented (surface rights) for comjiaratively low rates—the

apparent paradox being due to hopes of mineral discoveries.
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prosperity. A notorious instuiicc may be taken

from one of the best farming districts in Soutli

Africa, where land bought some years ago for ten

shillings a morgen,^ and unsuccessfully farmed by two

experienced colonials, was sold to an English settle-

ment syndicate for £2 lO.v. per moreen. In the Cape

Colony the best Government land is all taken up,

and cannot be had at a reasonable price, while even

the cheap and often arid land, inconveniently situated,

costs from two to five shillings a morgcii and is dear

at that price. Natal does not seriously compete for

settlement by white farmers. The greater portion of

it is tropical or semi-tropical in cHmate, and such

lands as are not reserved for natives are largely in

the hands of land companies, which prefer to let them

to native tenants. Market-gardening is done by

Indian coolies, and the tendency of the whole white

population is to gravitate towards towns. There are

one or two conspicuous and successful exceptions to

this rule ; but a newcomer, anxious to emulate their

example, would have little choice of good land.

In the Orange River Colony, which is entirely

divided up into farms and possesses no back country,

the Government is offering easy terms to settlers

;

but the Government bought in a dear market at an

average price of thirteen shillings a inorgcn, and, though

land has gone down since then, it may be imagined

that there is now no cheap land of anything like fair

quality to be had. Nevertheless, nearly all the land

purchased by the Government has been allotted,

' The iriorcjtn etjuals 2' Kiifj^lish acres.
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amoimtiiig to over 1,100,000 acres, while of the land

inherited from the late Government a good deal

consists of dry farms, some of which it is hoped to

irrigate. About 200,000 acres still remain unallotted.

There does not seem, therefore, any possibility of ob-

taining cheap land in the Orange River Colony ; and,

even if these Government lands were rendered desir-

able by irrigation, their price would necessarily remain

high, since the cost of such works is very heavy. In

the Transvaal a similar boom in land has sent up the

prices, and the locking up of considerable areas by

mining companies has aggravated this, but not to

the extent usually supposed, since the land companies'

areas are mainly in the Ioav veld, not suitable for white

settlement, and used by the late Boer owners for

winter grazing only, with a few native tenant squatters.

It must be remembered that, except under exceptional

conditions, small farms are not practicable in South

Africa. Although the conditions vary so greatly, it

may be said that no new settler is well advised to

take up less than 2,000 acres. Very few Dutch

farmers were content with less than 5,000 acres.

Before dealing with other practical considerations for

the farmers we must briefly recount what has been

done by the Governments of the new colonies to

promote land settlement.

The Government of the Orange River Colony has

reserved lands for its experimental farms and forestry

purposes, and 153,000 acres have been set aside for

a land settlement experiment under the auspices of

the Imperial South African Association. Besides
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this scheme there are others, differing in their detailed

organisation but having in the main the same object

—

to place British settlers on the land, by eleemosynary

aid if necessary. The Duke of Westminster has an

expensive little settlement of a dozen farmers run on

these lines. They are his tenants, but the principle

of their tenancy is not the payment of rent, but a

sort of tithe system on their profits. 'J'he average

size of their farms, situated in the conquered territory,

which is one of the best farming districts, is about

700 acres, and they are supplied \vith many
necessities for their start in life. The great drawback

to their situation is the fact that they are not free

men, and do not own the soil or even the improve-

ments they make—a condition quite contrary to

the colonial spirit which has caused differences of

opinion already between the Duke's agent and the

tenants.

A second settlement scheme is that of T^ord Lovat,

who has secured a block of ground some 12,000 acres

in extent as a training-ground for intending settlers,

each of whom must possess a minimum of £.500 capital.

By the agreement the land is to be divided into eight

parts eventually and sold to the settlers, who will then

come under the usual terms of Government land

settlement. Their share of the land, if so divided,

would be about 1,500 acres.

Up to June, 1904, the Land Settlement Department
reported to have received G.5G heads of families, of

whom 83 were Dutch and 138 British Africanders ;

some 250 brought wives (09 of these were the

18
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Dutchmen's wives), and these with their famihes

brought up the total to 1,549 souls.

Now, these figures are bald and uninteresting to

look at, but they tell a story. Up to June, 1904, some

six hundred men had been placed on the soil of the

Orange River Colony, seven-eighths being British. Of

these registered settlers a fair number were independent

farmers from other parts of South Africa, with capital

which placed them in an independent position ; they

merely bought Government land. Others were count-

ing on the loans which they were entitled to obtain

under the settlement ordinance, and forty-seven were

given assisted passages from home. Now, the expendi-

ture of the department for the year ending June

30, 1904, was £222,259. Of this part is recoverable.

Advances to settlers amount to £32,000, while the

value of the land, of which only £900 had as yet

been paid up, amounted altogether to £124,000 odd.

If we set this on one side, and allow (generously)

£33,000 for recoverable expenditure (this practically

allows for no bad debts), there remains a year's out-

of-pocket expenditure of £65,000, a heavy burden for

a little agricultural country like the Orange River

Colony with only eighty thousand white inhabitants.

The net result is not visible in the figures, since they

represent only those who took up farms, and of these

a fair proportion have proved unsuccessful. The bad

seasons which followed the war proved a great strain

on all new-comers, especially those possessing little

or no capital ; and although, trusting to the well-known

powers of recuperation of the land, many held on
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bravely, even when reduced to eating nothing but

meahe meal, yet others undoubtedly have given up

in despair and swelled the Government expenditure

with bad debts. Additional loans and grace of time

for payment of instalments due had to be granted in

many cases, so that many of the unfortunate settlers

start life with a burden round their necks, while the

scheme has involved a heavy outlay on the part of

Government.

While this is the case, there were at the time of

my visit to the Orange River Colony, in January, 1905,

some six thousand applications for land filed at the

Government Office, It would have been interesting

to know how many of these came from Africanders

(British or Dutch) with some capital at their backs.

The colony possesses a great reputation as a farming

country, owing largely to the thrifty, peaceful character

of its burghers under the Republic and the lack of

political disturbances, which made them one of the

happiest and best-governed people in the world. It

has naturally attracted most attention from would-be

settlers and promoters of settlements. But the

economic future of the Orange River farmer is as yet

problematic, and his pohtical future even more so.

These reasons incHne one to the belief that the solution

of the problem lies in the quality and not the quantity

of the settlers, and that independence, experience, and

some capital are more important qualifications than

any others.

Land settlement in the Transvaal presents some
features quite unique. In the first place, it has been
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used as part of a Poor Relief machinery for the benefit

of the landless Dutch who had drifted into the cities

and at the end of the war were flooding the refuge

camps, from which finally some of them had to be

removed straight to the burgher settlements. This

attempt to deal with the unemployed problem in the

cities is specially interesting at the present moment,

resembling many of the schemes which are advocated

in England ; but the Bywoner, or poor Boer, is a more

difficult subject in some ways than even his European

prototype, being incapable of steady work, from which

his life of semi-dependence and his inherited pride

have made him averse until he has almost lost the

capacity for it. He has in very few instances learnt

any trade, and his wife and daughters will not go out

to service. It is not possible here to follow in detail

the interesting attempt that is being made to take

this degenerate descendant of the Voortrehkcrs and

place him on the land with a prospect of owning it

and becoming a self-respecting, industrious citizen. The
total number of families repatriated under the various

settlement schemes—some run by private syndicates on
" business principles " and the others by Government

—

was fourteen hundred, of which some eight hundred

odd remain. Unfortunately the private syndicates have

broken down and their estates will be sold, while the

net result is that a large proportion of the money
which was regarded as invested in reproductive works

must be written off as repatriation expenses. The
system will probably have to be entirely controlled by

Government, and cannot be expected to be altogether
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self-supporting. In other words, it is a form of poor

relief.

Apart from this eleemosynary scheme, the develop-

ment of land settlement in the Transvaal has been

interesting. It began in 1901 with a " department for

the preservation of cattle," which was succeeded by a

Land Board in the early part of 1902. This was an

active body, largely concerned at first with repatriation,

which was afterwards handed over to the special

department for that work, and with the buying of

land on which several himdred immigrant settlers

were planted out, at first in camps. This was all, of

course, in the nature of relief work. After peace

came the organisation of departments, and an Austra-

lian was appointed as Commissioner of Lands, who
still holds office. The settlers who, at enormous

expense ^ (something like one million sterling), had been

already planted out were discovered in many cases to

be unsuitable for permanent settlement, only two

hundred being selected. Another £200,000 was spent

on settling them, it was hoped, permanently. A
certain number of soldiers who took their discharge

Avere presumably among this number ; but it is

difficult to get any precise idea of the work done or

the actual figures. The Commissioner of I^ands,

speaking in the I^egislative Council in July, 1905,

gave the clearest view of the work of his department

when he admitted that no real land settlement had

M)f tlic million sterling? said to have been expended on this account

something? like three-fourths was disbursed on land purchase - not very

wisely selected and Itouj^ht at liigli prices—much of it probably incapaide of

occupation by white families.
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been attempted, as during the two years of its existence

it had been sufficiently employed in organising a

system of examining would-l^e settlers. Of the latter

some five hundred had applied for land, of whom thirty

or forty per cent, were thrown out, and in his opinion

it would be many years before anything substantial

could be done in land settlement. This is straight-

forward, if unsatisfactory, and should give food for

reflection to optimists who regard the dumping of

British on the soil of South Africa as a sort of

panacea for her troubles.

A considerable portion of the large tracts of land

in the Transvaal held by land companies and mining

syndicates, despite some sporadic cultivation to gain

the advantages given by the laws, is at present

idle.^ Under the Boer regime irrigation had been

neglected, roads had to be remade or laid out, and

the whole country was in a state of chaos. In

the best districts the price of land went up, and

that of irrigated land is almost prohibitive under

present conditions. With the near neighbourhood

of the Rand one would expect farm produce of

all kinds to be extremely profitable ; but the fact

remains that, while prices steadily decline, the expense

of production increases. It is said that, owing to

unscientific treatment and denudation, some of the

soil is failing in productivity, and, while the price of

artificial manure is raised by heavy rates of carriage

' The Australasian colonies have found it necessary to legislate to secure

the compulsory purchase of large estates for closer settlement. This could

only be imitated in South Africa with improved irrigation and intensive

cultivation.
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to something like £12 a ton, this cannot well be

remedied. Notwithstanding all this, there is much to

be hoped from the activity of such departments as those

of agriculture, forestry, and irrigation, if properly and

consistently supported ; while the improvement of stock,

the establishment of experimental farms, and the in-

vestigation of disease will in time make settlement

on the land less precarious. This is, however, an

affair of the future, and it is hoped that the far-seeing

policy which established these measures will not be

baulked by any premature interference on the part of

full responsible government when that comes. It was

of these that Lord ISlilner spoke with real pathos in

his farewell speech, when he said, " Defend my works

when I am gone. They are expensive works, but the

investment is sound."

While the actual conditions of pastoral or agri-

cultural farming in Cape Colony and the new colonies

must be acknowledged to be extremely difficult,

while the country has been handicapped by Nature,

by a lack of labour, and by unprogressive and un-

scientific use on the part of man, while land is no

longer to be had cheap, and water rights are becoming

prohibitively expensive, wliat is the position of the

farmer politically? We have seen that the Imperial

CTOvernments in the new colonies have been willing to

lavish money in getting men on to the land, although

their efforts have not been particularly successful ; and

we might expect to find the farmer the petted pi^otcge

of the State. Let us take Cape Colony first. She

lias been a fully self-governed colony for thirty-tlu*ee
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years. Her fuvining population is large and well

distributed. Although the majority are Dutch, there

is a strong progressive British element. The Dutch

section, we know, is politically organised and extremely

powerful. Although at the present moment a Govern-

ment is in power which does not fully represent the

farming population, it is certain that for a great portion

of the past twenty years the agricultural interest has

been fairly and fully represented, has enjoyed periods

of power, and has had ample opportunities for protecting

the agricultural interests of the colony. We find,

therefore, that Cape Colony gives certain privileges

to farmers—^special rates on the railways for live stock,

produce and manures, and artificial manure supplied

by Governinent at cost price. The wine and spirit

farmers have been protected by heavy duties, and

until the war reduced the stock in the country there

was a duty on imported meat. Several irrigation

schemes, not always well considered, have been carried

out. A Customs Union secures the main South African

ports. Notwithstanding these measures, there has been

till lately a general feeling in Cape Colony that agri-

cultural interests have been allowed to go to the wall.

The Cape Government now in office (1905) has done

something to remove the stigma by introducing an

important agricultural measure, the main feature being

that of district council work on which local and central

representatives find seats, expert advice being given

by the department of agriculture.

Here one is brought again face to face with the

unfortunate race division. The great towns of Cape
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Colojiy are on the sea-board. Their population is

practically British, Cape 'J'own itself being to some

extent the exception to this rule. Their influence in

the Cape Parliament has usually preponderated in such

matters as railway construction, in which, one is forced

to observe, the best agricultural districts have been

frequently neglected. The incidence of taxation in

Cape Colony does not seem on the surface to bear out

the charge of unfairness, since there has been little or

no direct taxation ; but the Progressive Government,

being forced to retrench, and casting about for sources

of revenue, fixed on the trade in brandy as a legitimate

victim for pseudo-moral reasons. The Cape lias always

grumbled at " Dear bread and cheap brandy," but the

farming population did not view the measure with any

degree of favour, because it makes both items dear.

They ought to be placated by the subsidy of £150,000

recently granted to wine formers' co-operative associa-

tions with a view to assist them in allowing their

wines to mature, and improving the brands. Just

complaints are made of the high railway rates ; but if,

as at present, they are to provide a large proportion

of revenue, any reduction which miglit further benefit

the farming population would l)e counterbalanced by

some different form of taxation. The panacea invari-

ably suggested by the farmer is that the towns and

their industries should be taxed more heavily and

directly, since the burden of indirect taxation falls less

heavily on a coast population, and they naturally do

not contribute their share to railway revenue. But

the coast industries and trades would retaliate by
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niising their rates, and the observer who is not a

pohtieal eeonomist gets bewildered in the vicious

circle of increasing cost which is presented to him.

It is necessary to go back to the simple fundamental

conditions which govern the situation.

The population of South Africa is sharply divided

into two sections—the industrial (which includes the

commercial) and the farming populations. The former

is concentrated in some three or four coast towns, on

the Rand, and in Kimberley ; the latter is thinly and

unevenly scattered over the whole surface, their loca-

tion having no relation to communications. The
sudden growth of the huge mining industry threw the

whole natural evolution of the country out of gear. It

is indisputable that South Africa could supply the

whole of its industrial population with food if there

were no question of anything but supply and demand.

The white population of Africanderland, including

Southern Rhodesia, is 1,135,016, and of this three-

fifths directly and three-fourths indirectly may be put

down as engaged in farming. But the absence of

natural means of communication by rivers and the

peculiar method of colonisation followed by the Boers

have put country and town out of touch to an extent

quite unknown in other new countries, where the

farmer has always had an eye on the markets for his

produce. The rise of the mining industry has accen-

tuated the division. Moreover, with the irregularities

of soil, scarcity of labour, and uncertainties of climate,

it is extremely difficult for South African produce

to be put upon the market at rates which compete
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with those of countries Hke tlie Argentine. It is

cheaper in many districts to buy imported Hour than

to gi-ow corn.

The industrial population cannot depend on spas-

modic and unorganised local supplies, and turns for

regularity and fixed prices to imported food. It wages

war witli protective tariffs at the coast, and threatens

Cape Colony and Natal with the adoption of a shorter

route or routes. Meanwhile, even in the heart of the

agricultural country, one eats imported food-stufFs.

Fruit rots on the ground while jam and marmalade

are brought in tins from Europe. I have eaten Cali-

fornian peaches even in Cape Colony, tinned Canadian

salmon on the sea coast, and New Zealand mutton

on many a South African farm. There are parts of

South Africa where eggs are always five shillings a

dozen, and there is at least one town in Cape Colony

where they fluctuate from five shillings to sixpence a

dozen. I have tasted a Natal-cured ham that was

equal to any English one, but it was a rarity and a

luxury. One could go on multiplying the instances

of what seems an unreasonable state of affairs, but

it is not necessary—South iVfrica has already a reputa-

tion for expensiveness of living only too well deserved,

and while food is dear the farmer is poor. It is

noticeable that there has recently been in England a

revival of agriculture (wliicli seems to have fallen

hopelessly into discredit), chiefly the result of co-

operation, both for buying and selling pui-poses, among

the farmers themselves. Sucli combination is an es-

sential part of successful farming and is far more
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potent tlian any political measin*es or artificial stimulus.

So far there has been practically little among South

African farmers, even for prevention of disease, though

some of them are alive to the necessity.

These questions, and kindred domestic problems,

the Africanders must themselves solve. At present

there is a tendency to refer every sort of misfortune

in some mysterious way to Imperial mismanagement,

but as far as agriculture in Cape Colony is concerned

this can hardly be said to be the case. She has had

her fate in her own hands for some time, and neither

her unfortunate railway policy nor her attitude towards

Customs dues are due to Imperial interference. She

does not tax diamonds, for the theory that the income

tax is a fair equivalent need not be discussed. Why
not ? Because the Imperial element is too strong in

the Cape Parliament, say the farmers. The reason lies

deeper. The farming interest in Cape Colony, British

and Dutch, would be able to carry any measure if only

united ; it has been numerous enough at any time

since the Colony got responsible government. No
Government, even at the present moment when many
Dutch are disfranchised, is strong enough to ignore

this interest. At present farmers wiU not co-operate

with Government even in the small details of

measures to prevent disease, and there is no serious

attempt to formulate any policy for dealing with

agricultural problems, if we except some small irriga-

tion schemes in which Government is assisting. The

society which nominally protects farmers' interests is

crippled by its political character, and the drawback
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to progress lies not so much in the ascendency of one

party over the other, but in the machinations of a

small section, which views the whole subject from

the standpoint of Dutch nationality. It is the political

question which swamps all economic progress in Cape

Colony and, unless it can be shelved by all honest

and moderate men joining hands in thinking first of

the material welfare of their country, will end in the

old colony being left behind, stranded and derelict.

The conditions are naturally different in the new

territories. The Orange River Colony, now as always,

shows the best signs of settling down to a career of

steady progress. The railway lines built and projected

by Government are of real advantage to some of the

richest districts, and the work of restocking is going

on steadily. When this colony obtains self-government

agricultural interests will come first, and I am inclined

to agree with INIr. Chamberlain that the experiment

of self-government would Iiave been safer there than

in tlie Trans\aal. This colony, however, is bound to

be later on the future centre of the Nationalist

movement, and unless that movement can be led into

material rather than " heroic " channels, the curse of

politics, as well as its blessings, will centre there

also. The land settlement schemes, however, will

take some years to work out ; and this fact, with

the popularity of the Governor and the lack of

agitation (except that stimulated from the Transvaal)

undoubtedly furnished some excuse for what looks

like an unfair treatment. The unsatisfactory financial

condition of the farming industry in the Trans^aal
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must be attributed to bad seasons, to damage wrought

by the war, to the confusion and mistakes of

the repatriation period, and to the locking up of

land by mining companies. The last, it must be

remembered, was not the work of any Imperial

Government but was accomplished under the gold

laws of the South African Republic. The interests of

farmers were ill protected by Kriiger's regime, under

which such large areas passed irrevocably out of the

hands of the farmers. The methods employed in

dealing with landless Boers, the railway administration,

and many other characteristic features of the old regime,

showed remarkably little real care for the permanent

agricultural interests of the country ; and nothing was

more inimical to these than the neglect of public

works, roads, and bridges, and the creation of an army

of civil officials numbering one-third of the Boer

population. These men, often unfitted for the posts

they nominally filled, were spoilt as farmers. If there

was a fictitious prosperity among the farming population

it was because, under a system fatal to their permanent

interests, they were selling their ancestral lands.

Until the exploitation of gold began, the State was

bankrupt and the farmers lived in primitive ignorance

of money or of the progress which we identify with

prosperity. More than this, the few years of their

national existence had already seen the evolution of

a pauper class.

These ante-helium conditions are too little reckoned

with in estimating the work done by the Imperial

Government in rehabihtating the population. Despite
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the undoubted predominance of Johannesburg as a

pohtical factor—^a not unreasonable predominance,

after all—there has been far more done for the welfare

of the farmer under the British regime than under any

previous one. The strenuous attempts to make

education accessible to the rural population, the

improvement of communications, the establishment

of experimental and stud farms, the creation of de-

partments of agriculture and forestry, the organisation

of municipalities in the smaller towns, and the attempt

to remove the landless Boer from the towns on to

the land again, have all been distinct benefits to the

farming population. They are recognised as such by

many of the people themselves, but the division

between town and country, British and Boer, is re-

producing the state of affairs in Cape Colony, and

the political question swamps all others. It is never

quite accurate, and is gradually becoming less so, to

assume that the division referred to is synonomous

with British and Boer. The Briton must hold to his

Imperial ideal, but that does not prevent him from

being anti-Johannesburg in the narrower sense and

Africander Nationalist in the broader sense. The
Government of the new colonies, as already noted,

has received no help from the Boer leaders in their

genuine efforts to improve the conditions of the

agricultural and pastoral population. On the contrary,

these efforts have been damped by the constant

imputation of interested motives, and no acknow-

ledgment can be found in any Boer public speeches

of benevolent intentions, though mistakes have been
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eagerly seized upon and canvassed. The Boer leaders,

in fjict, still decline to separate their political and

material interests ; and in the new colonies the farmer

must consequently suffer, because his co-operation is

essential to the success of any scheme for his benefit.

The situation is undoubtedly aggravated in the Trans-

vaal by the transient character of much of the Rand
population, which increases the sense of grievance on

the part of the rural population when their wishes are

set aside. But if, instead of making deep schemes for

controlling the political destiny x)f South Africa, in

which the Boer leaders are to play the part of

thimble-riggers, and the Imperial Government is to

be the dupe, the organisations of Het Volk, the

Bond, and the Dutch Reformed Church Synods were

to give their support to projects for protecting and

stimulating the farmer's material interests, they would

be doing more for the welfare and prosperity of the

country. They have at present no constructive policy

except that of welding their own race, for good or

for evil, against British oversea influence ; but not

against the influence of British individually who accept

the South African national policy, which bars out no

man who adopts the country. It may be said that

they despair of the true prosperity of the country

until they can control the political machine, which is

at present in the hands of the capitalists. But are

there any signs that they have tried ? They have

certainly made no attempt to strengthen the hands of

the Government in any of the beneficial measures

enumerated, and have even intrigued to prevent the
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success of some of them. It may be the pursuit of

their ideal, as set forth elsewhere, which dictates their

conduct ; and there is something heroic in the rejection

of material benefits rather than sacrifice a political

principle—that is, if the sacrifice is individual and not

vicarious, as in the case of some of the Boer leaders who

are prosperous men. But the upshot of this attitude

is that farming in the Transvaal is likely to remain

in a backward state, and will probably drift still farther

when the clash of parties begins in earnest, and the

direct Imperial control is withdrawn. Het Volk is

organising the Boers for political purposes and seeks

to include the entire rural population. If the same

influence would only establish farmers' co-operative

associations throughout the country I

In dealing with land settlement in South Africa the

picture drawn is, I fear, far from cheerful. My original

contention was that the best kind of man, with capital

at his back, is needed to make a real success of farming

in this country, and that it is not suitable as a dumping-

ground for failures, undesirables, or unemployed. It

may well be asked. Where, then, shall we find British

settlers ? \Mio will come to wrestle under so many
adverse conditions and with such problematic chances

of success ? Only those, surely, who have no choice,

or are subsidised to come ? As to the latter I have

nothing to say, so long as they are privately subsidised ;

but as a Government policy I deprecate the creation in

South Africa of a class of agricultural paupers, or of

small land-owners who are fettered by debts from the

start, and who will act as a drag on agricultural progress.

19
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As for the attractions of South Africa I have

(apart from Rhodesia) not dwelt on them, because they

need no advertisement. First and foremost is the

chmate, which presents no great extremes of cold, with

a long hard winter, as in Canada, or of tropical heat,

as in the Argentine or part of Australia. Then there

is a fascination about the very uncertainty. There is

a gambling element about South African farming, and

a sporting spirit about its people which are attractions

to a man of brains and resource. There are opportunities

of a political career which appeal to an ambitious man.

One may begin as a farmer and end as a prime minister.

The country is in the melting-pot and life is full of

possibilities. All these attractions appeal legitimately

only to the man who has brains, education, pluck, and

some capital to back him, and that there are still home

and colonial would-be settlers of this type I believe.

The Governments of the new colonies would, in my
opinion, do well if, instead of spending thousands in

the actual work of settling and bolstering up a few

men, they devoted themselves to the task of making

the country more attractive to the best class of settler.

Improved communications, irrigation, forestry, fencing,

prevention of disease, the establishment of markets, the

regulation of labour, rural schools, and laws relating

to non-beneficial occupation which would open large

areas now locked up—these are the most important

aids to land settlement. None of them have been

altogether overlooked, but more concentration of

energy on them is possible. Technically the country is

unreser\ edly opened to the independent settler, and
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Government can do little more in that direction ; but

something can be done to reduce the cost of li\ ing, and

thus make the new man's capital go farther. At
present a man with a fixed sum to lay out on plant,

stock, and land, and to cover his living expenses till he

can get his first real returns, can do better in many

another country—within the empire in Canada, New
Zealand or Western Australia. It is witli regret that

the admission must be made, but the fact remains, and

many obstacles have to be overcome before South

Africa can attract the only class of settlers—the best—
which can make her agriculturally or pastorally

prosperous.



CHAPTER VTI

RHODESIA

It was with very mixed feelings that I re-entered

Southern Rhodesia, wliich I had left thirteen years

before. The fact of having played a part (as the first

Administrator of Mashonaland) in the birth of this

youngest British colony naturally gave it a special

interest in my eyes, and I remembered the plans and

hopes in which I shared during several months' pre-

paration at Kimberley before we started, in June, 1900,

on that march of occupation into Mashonaland. It is

too soon yet to write the inner story of Rhodesia,

and by the time it has become possible the few men

who know it from the inside will be gone. Only the

great man after whom it is named could have given

the whole story, and much of it lies buried with him

in the JVlatoppos.

The general feeling must undoubtedly be that

Rhodesia has not justified the roseate expectations of

its early days. There are to-day not more than seven

thousand able-bodied white men in a country 144,000

square miles in extent, about seven-tenths the area of

France. The " boom " cities Buluwayo and Salisbury

are desolate and dead-looking. In the former the

commanding figure of Rhodes towers over deserted

292
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streets and empty piles of buildings. There is an

excellent club and a monster hotel, and there are banks,

offices, exchanges, and chambers, and only a handful

of people to fill them. The actual trend of the

population is actually outwards, and the numbers are

only maintained at the present figure by the presence

of the " remittance man," for Rhodesia has always

been the country of the younger sons, and one meets

in its charming and cheery society hardly any but

public-school men, the great majority being, naturally,

young and unmarried. Out of the five hundred original

pioneers of 1900 only about forty remain in Rhodesia,

some of them, sad to say, because they have not the

means to get away. " Fifteen years after," I might

have expected to find my pioneer comrades established

as leading citizens, or at least in comfortable homes

with families growing up round them. If so, I should

certainly have been disillusioned. The very few who
are financially flourishing are, almost without excep-

tion, connected with gold companies and company
promoting. There is one successful farmer. This is

brutally plain speaking, but it points the difference

between Then and Now ; and, to quote an untrans-

latable phrase, donne furieusement a j)ensc7\

There can be no doubt that, apart from its political

significance, which appealed to Rhodes in his role of

Empire-builder (only one side of that remarkable

character), the main idea in the Rhodesian occupation

was to control what was then believed to be a vast

mineral wealth—a second Rand. At this period the

public imagination was inflamed by the first boom of
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the Rand and by travellers' tales. Whatever view may
be taken of Rhodesian mines on the Stock Exchange,

it cannot be maintained that they have so far brought

wealth to the colonists, while, as a matter of fact,

only two or three mines are paying dividends. The
amount of capital sunk by the public has been colossal.

The Company itself has never paid a penny of divi-

dend, and the value of imports into the country has

vastly exceeded that of the export of gold.

This, roughly and briefly, is the situation, without

any reference to future possibilities, by the mention

of which the most gloomy situation can be gilded.

Is it the fault of the country, the colonists, or the

Company ? We will take them in turn.

Rhodesia, north and south, is 750,000 square miles

in extent, equal in area to nearly four times that of

Germany. For all practical piu'poses, however, we may
confine ourselves to Southern Rhodesia, the portion

south of the Zambesi. The north-eastern and north-

western divisions, containing a white population of

about two hundred, almost entirely made up of officials

and missionaries, do not belong to South Africa.

The southern territory varies in physical characteristics

from the beautiful wooded hills and valleys of

Mashonaland on the east to the somewhat bare or

scrub-covered plains and rocky Jxoppjes of Matabeleland

on the west. The climate has no great extremes and

is excellent, except, of course, in the pestilential

Zambesi valley and the local river-beds and valleys,

which at this latitude are bound to be somewhat

unhealthy. It is the elevation and dryness of the
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atmospliere that make the cUmate in many parts so

exhilarating and dehghtfiil ; and thougli, as on all

high inland plateaus, the Englishman or woman brought

up in a damp-saturated atmosphere feels a certain

nerv^ous strain, yet Rhodesia is a true white man's

country from the climatic point of view.

llliodcsia also enjoys an advantage over many parts

of South Africa in being well watered and, though

subject to droughts, even in summer there is a

refreshing green in the landscape. The polite visitor

is not reduced—as happened to a lady in Bechuanaland

when invited to express an opinion on the scenery—to

saying, " there is plenty of horizon ! " Indeed, some

of the finest views I remember in South Africa are

to be found in JVlashonaland, while Matabeleland

enjoys the distinction of possessing the most wonderful

waterftill and gorge in the world. The country is

imdoubtedly rich in minerals ; indeed, it is impregnated

with them from end to end, and the real extent and

variety of its riches are not yet known. But it has

not yet been proved to possess consistent gold-bearing

reefs of high value, alluvial diggings, or the banket

formation of the Rand. It has, however, coal and iron

in abundance, copper of unproved quality and quantity,

and a great extent of low-grade gold reefs, besides

less precious minerals and some of the semi-precious

stones.

In the early days alluvial was eagerly hoped for, to

bring about a sudden inrush of people ; then reliance

was placed on the vast extent of gold reefs—" mineral-

ised from end to end ; a great mineral-producing
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country," were among the assurances of Rhodes—which

were followed up almost entirely from the ancient

workings. The results have been unsatisfactory. The

gold reefs are numerous—so numerous as to be an

cmharras des richesscs—but the ancients seem to have

extracted most of the payable gold, with the result

that to-day only one or two companies of sonne two

hundred registered pay a dividend ! The ancients

prospected the country for gold thoroughly, and took

out the best that could be got by the primitive process

known to them. " So well did the ancients prospect
"

said a leading mining expert to me, "that no gold

mine of importance has been discovered except on

their old workings." " A plum-pudding with all the

plums taken out," was the opinion of another mining

engineer. It is noticeable that no mining engineer of

standing, such as Rolker, Perkins, or Hammond, who
has visited the country, has reported favourably on

the gold prospects, so far as is known.

From time to time there have been reports of the

discoveries of alluvial and banket (the Rand formation)

—

discoveries, needless to say, made at the psychological

moment—and the bait has seemingly been swallowed

eagerly in England, the supply of human cupidity and

credulity being inexhaustible. It is true that the gold

production is gradually though slowly increasing—last

year it was 267,000 ounces, exceeding all former

records, and in nine months of 1905 269,000 ounces

—but the rate of increase can hardly be called satis-

factory, considering the greatly improved conditions as

regards mining regulations, which now enable small
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properties to be worked (the cliaracter of most reef's

only admitting of lif^lit expenses), and the provision of

railways, wliich were wanting before. Until these

railways were made, it was formerly said, the country

could not go ahead, the promised El Dorado could not

be realised. To the reputed resources are now added

diamond fields (containing also other precious stones),

and the discovery of pearls in the affluents of the

Zambesi and in that river itself, on which I venture

no opinion. In view of the inexhaustible supply of

will-o'-the-wisps so far, caution seems to be called for.

The fact is that Rhodesia has been built from the

apex downwards. Companies innumerable liave been

floated (often on quite undeveloped properties), towns

have been created with all the paraphernalia of a

prosperous city—each company had to provide a big

office—before the gold was proved to be there, far less

was being exploited. The country was boomed and

colossal sums of money were simk wdiich might as

well have been thrown into the sea. The mining has

been till recently amateur both in engineering and

control, while the management in London of the

companies has not been a lesson in efficiency. The

deficit of Rhodesia is about £280,000 per annum (of

which over £100,000 is for Nortliern Rhodesia), and

the total indebtedness about £8,000,000 to date. The

Chartered Company owns shares and debentures of a

nominal value of £2,517,023 in companies. Everything,

unfortunately, has been subordinated to the mines, of

which there has been little real development, while

there has been a vast deal of company promotion. As
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an Mf^rieultiiral country the potentialities are uncertain,

tliough, with a good supply of water (in JNIashonaland

especially) and, in parts, timber, there ought to be

prospects for the farmer. There is, however, one

redeeming point in the situation. As a pastoral

country Rhodesia is pronounced by experts to be

unrivalled in South Africa, while it is suited for forestry

in many parts and in others for plantations of semi-

tropical produce, and the absence of prosperity among

the farmers so far must be attributed to causes not

inherent in the country itself.

Here we undoubtedly have a country which Nature

seems to have endowed with unusual liberality. Let

us now look at the case against the colonists.

I confess to being surprised, remembering the

careful choice made of the first pioneers and the

hundreds of applications for inclusion in that body, to

hear it so frequently said, in explanation of the failure

of Rhodesia, that the early settlers were not all that

could be desired. That is a favourite theory with those

who wish to explain matters. It is true, of course,

that many went in the speculative spirit. Rhodesia

was to them an El Dorado, whence in a few years they

would emerge with fortvmes. There were too many

encouragements for this gambling spirit in the early

days. After entering the country prospecting was not

difficult. A blanket or two given to a native were

enough to induce him to show some of the old

workings, and in those days it was not suspected, far

less had it been demonstrated, that the ancients had

taken all the cream and left only the skim-milk. Then,
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later, tliere was the hanging round the Sahsbiuy and

Buhiwayo chi])s and offices, till the company promoter

came along, and the business of dabbling in syndicates

began—all of it no genuine part of real colonisation.

But undoubtedly a great number of the men to

whom special facilities had been offered were anxious

to make homes in the country. The Mashonaland

pioneers were given farms of 8,000 acres, and at the

time of the 1893 camj)aign in Matabeleland the volun-

teers were promised grants of land in that coimtry

in lieu of payment. In addition special grants were

made to companies, syndicates, or individuals, either

for services rendered or with a view to capital being

introduced into the country. These grants have dis-

posed of all the best and healthiest farming land in

Matabeleland.

The policy adopted for attracting capital has been

most unfortunate in its effects on Rhodesia. It

has led to speculation in land by companies which

liave squeezed out the individual settler and have

locked up great areas in blocks. It has brought the

evils of absenteeism, which has had a bad effect

on both the white settlers and the natives. The
latter do not understand the system of collection

of rents by an agent, without powers, representing

an invisible autliority in London, though they do

imderstand a personal master or chief—a master like

Rhodes—and they are unsettled and dissatisfied,

while their occupation of the land is rendered less

beneficial tlian would be the case if they were under

proper supervision and had some guarantee of per-
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manence. The farmers' complaint, here more than

elsewhere in South Africa, is that the interests of

the gold industry have alone been considered. As
Rhodesia has been regarded from the first as little

more than a mining proposition, there is nothing

remarkable in this view, but as long as Cecil Rliodes

was alive every Rhodesian felt he had something to

rely on, some one to go to ; for, however much Rhodes

depended on gold to boom the country, to give it the

initial impetus, he was never blind to the advantages

of a permanent land settlement. Therefore, while he

constantly urged the rapid exploitation of the gold

industry, saying that until the mines were working

people at home would not believe in the country,

he was always ready personally to listen to farmers'

grievances, and followed out his Cape policy of estab-

lishing model and experimental farms. It is not true

to represent him as a foimtain of benevolence whose

pocket was opened on all occasions—he was too keen

a business man to deplete his private fortune by a

system of doles—but where he had an object in view

he stopped at nothing, and in forcing the artificial

stimulation of the country he had such an object.

The colonists relied on him, his cheque-book, and his

weight with the British public, by which alone fresh

capital was continually obtained—a reliance which was

not advantageous for their own initiative, and which

led to a decided slump when his strong personality

was no more there.

Very little of permanent value has actually been

done by the Chartered Company to promote the
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interests of the farming population. It is true they

have at times expended considerable sums. Stock has

been imported ; and when transport became scarce by

reason of the ravages of rinderpest, they imported

donkeys and then camels. They brought out Dr. Koch

at great expense to examine into the so-called red-

water-^African coast fever—and rinderpest, for which

he found a preventive, and they have also recently

employed an expert to advise the tobacco-growers.

The settlers complain that most of these measures

are curative rather than preventive, and that a clear

and consistent policy would have been more useful

than spasmodic efforts to meet crises. They claim

also that not merely the neglect, but the political

mistakes of the Company, or its officials, have been

the cause of much of their troubles—the Raid, for

instance, being the prelude to the Matabele rebellion,

with the result that the settlers were fighting when

they should have been coping with the rinderpest.

Stock-farming is generally considered to be the

most promising of Rhodesian interests, but without

fencing it is impossible to cope with disease ; the

eradication of disease, they maintain, with reason, is

the first duty of a Government in such a country.

Tobacco and cotton are now showing signs of develop-

ment, but until the recent importation of an expert

for the former little had been done to stimulate

these industries in their initial stages. One of the

main grievances is the fact that railways have been

run in mining interests and give no facilities to the

farmers. This is naturally contrasted with the policy
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adopted in Western America, where lines were run at

a loss for years, carrying artificial manures, implements,

and the like, and recouping themseh es after a time

by the carriage of produce.

The possibilities of Rhodesian farming are, like those

of other South African colonies, largely dependent on

conditions apparently outside control. The tobacco

industry is a good illustration. There are districts

in the Cape Colony, the Transvaal and in Rhodesia,

where a fine grade of leaf may be grown. In the

Cape an expert was obtained by Government who
demonstrated this to some of the farmers. But it

also turned out that the expense of producing such

a leaf was greater than could be recovered in the

price. While labour remains dear (and it is as dear

in Rhodesia as anywhere), and imported food-stufFs

are consumed in large quantities at enormous cost,

the cost of living and production will remain high
;

and in the absence of co-operation and communi-

cations (to make markets regular and accessible) the

local farmer cannot compete with imported food,

although away from the railway line the local products,

meat and vegetables, are cheap, and only imported

luxuries are dear. It is the same vicious circle, and

it seems impossible to put one's finger on any really

vital reform which would do justice to all classes

;

but at the same time the Chartered Company must

bear the onus of a policy which, in the teeth of other

South African experience, has landed the country in

a condition of such economic unsoundness.

It is claimed that the recent " hard times " have
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weeded out the less desirable class of colonists, and

that men must now go on to the land and work. Here

we have a glimpse of the fallacy which has cost so

much money in other parts of the sub-continent. There

are countries where a man can go with a few pounds

and a few implements, and, given cheap land or free

land, can work his way to prosperity with his own

hands. Emphatically it must be declared that South

Africa is no such land. Experience and capital

are essential to success. Rhodesia is an ideal stock-

farming country, but what man will be rash enough to

put his money into stock while he has absolutely no

protection for them against disease ? The few, very

few, prosperous farmers in Rhodesia are eloquent in

praise of the land, but shake their heads gloomily over

farming prospects under the present regime. One

thing is certain ; whatever the merits or demerits of

the early settlers, it will be impossible to attract a

really valuable class of men under present conditions.

Before turning to some of the schemes for artificially

stimulating the population, let us take the third of

our queries. Is the Chartered Company responsible

for Rhodesia's failure ?

The British South African Company, under Royal

Charter, is the owner of Rhodesia, subject to control

by the Imperial Government, which is represented

by the High Conmiissioner. Since the Raid the

Imperial Government has also kept a Resident Com-
missioner in Rhodesia. Government is carried on by

an Administrator, selected by the Board, with the

help of an Executive Council of six officials and a
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I.egislative Assembly of fourteen, half nominated by

the Board and half elected by the colonists, the

Administrator having the casting vote. The adminis-

tration of justice, under Roman Dutch law as at the

Cape, is in the hands of magistrates and native com-

missioners, and there is a full judicial staff. The legis-

lative body, with its imitation debates, cumbersome

and costly machinery, is an anomaly. The civil service

of Rhodesia is extraordinarily expensive considering

the functions it exercises, and even at this early stage

of affairs it possesses a comparatively large and steadily

increasing pension-list. Like everything else it was

hastily organised on a model far too elaborate for the

needs of the country, with a resulting multiplicity

of officers and abundance of red tape. The fact that

all real initiative rests with the Board in London, and

that all questions of any importance, especially those

connected with expenditure, must be referred to them,

renders this method of government peculiarly pointless.

While Rhodes lived every question was referred to

him, and he decided it first and then nominally con-

sulted the Board afterwards. The colonists were not

by any means convinced of the wisdom of all his

decisions, but they knew what to expect and they

got their answer quickly. Now they are referred to

a rudderless, amorphous body composed chiefly of men

who know nothing of the country and care less. Since

Mr. Beit practically withdrew from active intervention

in the Company's affairs there has been none of the

strong personal touch which Rhodes and (in a

minor degree) his partner established. Several men
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have been recently recruited who have, at all

events, a working acquaintance with Rhodesia. But

the colonists do not know them or trust them—they

themselves know nothing of the " burden and heat

of the day " which Rhodes had shared and could

appreciate—and the steadily growing antagonism

between the Rhodesian colonists and the Chartered

Company has been aggravated by their feeling that,

since the " old man " was lost, they have been the

playthings of a body without a head—a mere money-

getting machine.

The last sentence needs to be elucidated. Money-

getting in Rhodesia is an extremely roimdabout process.

The Chartered Company pays no di\ddend, and, as

already noted, the deficit in its annual administration

expenses over re\ enue (though yearly decreasing, it is

true) is about £280,000 per annum, while the indebtedness

of the country is about eight millions. This debt, which

is of interest to Rhodesians as a potential self-governing

connnunity and to the British public who may be

called upon to guarantee Rhodesia's " national debt," is

composed of expenditure in connection with nativ^e

wars and settlement and accrued deficit in administra-

tion accounts. The interest of the Company in the

gold industry is not represented, as in other parts of

South Africa, by a percentage or a tax on the pro-

duction, but by a system of participation in " vendors'

shares," by which each company promoted must allocate

thirty per cent, (till recently it could be made fifty per

cent. ) of their scrip to the Company. Rhodes defended

this policy in 189cS, but he added, " I do liate to read

20
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the lists and see at times when people have gambled the

shares up without any warranty for it," As a matter,

of fact, wliile stimulating in earlier days a certain in-

flow of capital, the system has proved advantageous

neither to the shareholders at home nor to the people

of the country. It has encouraged and made possible

the wholesale flotation of companies and those manipu-

lations of the markets which have brought discredit on

the Rhodesian Government and weakened the public

faith in the country, and has thus in the long-run

prevented the natural and steady inflow of capital.

Naturally the system is more favourable to the flotation

of big companies, regardless of the actual value of the

property taken up, than to the small but sound efforts

of individuals. It is necessary to speak strongly on the

subject of the methods by which at crucial- moments

the public at home has been deceived. An instance

occurred while I was in South Africa which I had an

opportunity of personally investigating. On a certain

stream alluvial gold, in small quantities has been worked

for some time ; it was known long ago. The limita-

tions of this " alluvial " digging were the subject of

reports many years before. What happened is not

very certain, but seemingly a rather better washing

than usual was obtained, whereupon the resident official

of the nearest township, who deals with mining claims,

sent in a glowing report to the Administrator. The

report went home, and arrived at a useful moment.

It was not mentioned that it came from a non-

expert official, and was taken as reliable, coming

from an official of the district. The mining expert
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adviser to the Government, whose opinion should

have been first obtained, was then sent to the spot, when

he was unable to confirm the higli expectations raised.

Before his opinion could be made public, however, the

boom had done its work, and two or three hundred

miners from various parts of South Africa, and indeed

some from other parts of the world, had started for the

" new alhnial fields." I saw some of these tramping

away, having sunk everything they possessed. One
man trundled his wheelbarrow with all his possessions

for hundreds of miles across country—I believe from

the Northern Transvaal. 1 saw another, ill with fever

and practically destitute, living on charity of men
who had little more than a rough shelter to give him.

No wonder that strong language is used in Rhodesia

over such transactions as these. But they have been

going on for many years. Rhodes deliberately closed

his eyes to them, saying that he could not believe

that the engineers and other experts, men of honour

and probity, were all mistaken in their estimates. This

was not the point. Expert opinion is not infallible,

but it is fair and just to rely on it as far as it goes.

The mischief is that, while independent and unbiassed

reports of the Company's own engineers have been

withheld or, at any rate, have not been made public,

irresponsible and unqualified people should have been

allowed to give fictitious views of Rhodesian prospects,

not in general but in particular cases.

The land policy of the Company is also open

to criticism, having become complicated by onerous

and unworkable regulations, many contrary to th^
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agreements under which the land was granted. The
different methods by which the grants were made have

rendered it difficult to estabhsh a clear and consistent

rule as to title, such as is now required ; and although

Rhodes promised that no further conditions should be

attached to any contracts, such, it is maintained, have

actually been introduced. The conditions attached

to land purchase to-day are a bar to land settlement.

I^and can be obtained in three ways—from the

Go^^ernment, from the land companies, and from

private owners. The purchaser from the Government,

after obtaining a permit, is required to occupy the

land for a period of five years in a beneficial manner,

either by cultivation or with stock. A quit-rent is

payable at the rate of one shilling per twenty-five

morgen or part thereof, payable locally in advance.

The average size of farms in Mashonaland is 1,500

morgen (about 3,000 acres) and in Matabeleland

usually twice that amount. The rent to be paid

during the term of occupation is fixed at five per cent,

of the price at which the land may be purchased at

the expiration of the five years' term. Should the

settler not complete the purchase, the land may
presumably lapse to the Company with all improve-

ments. Private farms may be had at varying prices

from private owners, usually from £200 to £800 for

3,000 acres. The prices asked by the so-called land

(really mining) companies vary greatly, some at rather

fictitious prices, due to the over-capitalisation already

referred to. Farms can be had on lease, one is told,

at rentals varying from £50 to £l00 per annum, with
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a stipulation that permanent improvements to the

value of £250 per annum are to be carried out. In

the present condition of the country, however, w^ith

an undeveloped and uncertain mining industry and

a sparse population, and therefore an absence of

markets, it is clear that the intending farmer cannot

afford to pay anything but a very low price per acre.

The companies, here as elsewhere, seem to be waiting

for developments which eventually will enhance the

value of their properties.

Another debatable point is the railway policy,

already noted with reference to its effect on the

farming industry. The railways were cheaply built

and opened to traffic before completion, the cost

of putting them in order being charged against

revenue, so that the earnings were free to pay off

debentures. This policy has been pursued consistently,

so that despite expensive freights the railways show

very little earned ; as a matter of fact they do not pay.

The desire to maintain the link with Cape Colony,

which, at one time, had much to commend it from

a political point of view, is naturally not altogether

consistent with the needs of Rhodesia, which point to

Beira as the natural outlet or to a connection with

Delagoa Bay. The friendship of the Cape has been

secured by excessive rates on the Beira route, although

the latter was built expressly to give access to a large

portion of Rhodesia. The recent promised reduction

of these rates has for the moment ended a controversy

which must be discussed elsewhere in its bearing on

tlie future of the Cape. The situation in Rhodesia is
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native routes to Natal, Delagoa, or the Cape, the longer

lines claiming on sentimental and political grounds,

for past services rendered, a consideration which is

economically detrimental to the present and future

interests of the inland communities. The situation is

of course aggravated in Rhodesia by the increased

distance from the southern seaboard, and it is not too

much to say that it enjoys the distinction of being

the most expensive section of the most expensi\'e

country in the world in which to live with any
paraphernalia of civilisation, a condition due to a

great extent to its dependence on the long and costly

connection with the Cape Colony ports.
^

The foregoing criticisms of the rule of the Char-

tered Company form the gravamen of charges brought
against it by the colonists. They may be summed
up under the following heads : extravagance of ad-

ministration, want of sympathy and personal touch on
the part of the Board since Rhodes 's death, and the

lack of a head ; the farcical nature of the costly

I^egislative Council masquerading as a representatixe

assembly ; the mistaken policy of the Company re-

garding certain points in the gold industry, the land

question, the interests of the farming population, and
the railways.

I'he case for the Company is certainly not without

strong points. In the first place, it accomphshed an

occupation of vast territory which would have been

' Cape Town to Buluwayo 1362, and Port Elizabeth to Buluwayo 1200
mile
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impossible in any other way. It has built some two

thousand miles of railway, provided public buildings and

administrative machinery, carried out a native "war,"

and put down a native rebellion without calling on the

Imperial Government for help, and accomplished on

the whole far more in the development of the country

than would have been done under a Crown Colony

system with its lack of initiative and dependence on

a party Government. The failure and difficulties are,

say the Company, very largely the " hand of God."

Cattle disease, bad seasons, and turbulent natives are

not to be avoided, and moreover, as has been hinted

before, the Company is inclined to declare that the

settlers have only got themselves to blame for many

of their misfortunes. Then, as regards the financial

exploitation of the country, the Company has a duty

to its shareholders, though, considering the fact that

no dividends have been paid, this does not seem to

have weighed, so far, very heavily. Be it observed

that it is not the shareholders who benefit by manipu-

lation of the markets. The Company, however, argues

truly that it establishes no monopoly and does not

exist to trade, but it cannot rebut the charges brought

af^ainst it of dealing: with the shares of Rhodesian

companies in a manner which has brought discredit on

the country.

As for the future prosperity of the country, tlie

officials of the Company are still optimistic. We
have already said that they speak of bad times

" weeding out " their settlers. They do not dwell on

a sadder feature of the weeding process by which the
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flower of Rhodesia, after exhausting their resources in

the country, went to the late war and in many cases

returned no more. The pressing need for population

is, however, not by any means ignored. There is

more than one scheme for land settlement. The
railway company is prepared to give free grants of

160 acres to bond-fide settlers, no piece of land to be

more than three miles distant from the railway. The
scheme is to be put into operation first on the Bulu-

wayo-Salisbury line, later between Buluwayo and the

Zambesi, and eventually north of that river. The

capital required is put at £100, the idea being to

produce cotton and tobacco on these small farms.

It is to be feared, however, that any one who attempts

farming on such a small area and with so little capital

will not remain long in Rhodesia, if he be lucky

enough to be able to get away. The company is said

to have in contemplation another land settlement scheme,

for which capital has been provided privately ; but, in

view of the fact that the best lands are taken up

already and of the failure of such schemes elsewhere,

it is difficult to see how this project can be successful.

The future of the country depends, after mining, on

stock-raising, and nothing can be done in this direction

until measures preventive of disease have been carried

out. I have already given my reasons for believing that

artificial stimulation of land settlement is not desirable

in any part of South Africa, and that the money

spent on assisting settlers would be more profitably

expended in rendering the country free from diseases

of plants and stock and in other attractive measures.
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The strong point in the Company's position hes

in the lack of any workahle sclieme for the better

government of the country. The suggestion that it

should be handed over to the colonists for self-govern-

ment is, apart from the paucity of the population,

fraught with inevitable difficulties in the difference of

opinion as to terms. It is unnecessary here to discuss

the details of the bargain proposed, since it seems

almost impossible to decide on the merits of the case.

What terms would compensate the Company for their

initial enterprise ? What burden could the colonists

bear without being crushed ? The two propositions

do not seem to be reconcilable, nor is agreement

brought nearer by the belligerent attitude on the side

of the colonists and the obstinate non possumus of the

Company.

It is a common experience that government by a

Chartered Company is only successful during the

initial period of a country's development, and I am
strongly inclined to believe that the British South

Africa Company has done all the useful work possible

to it. It declares its intention of withdrawing its

control when the community is stable and strong

enough to slioulder the task of government, and also

presiunably the heavy burden of its indebtedness.

An alternative is that of Imperial intervention and

establisliment of Crown Colony government, but tliis

would not be favoured by many of the settlei's, who
would regard it as a retrograde step. It would certainly

not be favourably regarded in Great Britain eitlier,

if it involved the shouldering of Rhodesia's indebted-
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ness. The present form of government is, in fact,

merely a stepping-stone to fully representative self-

government, for which Rhodesia, with only some

seven thousand adult white males and fifty blacks

to each white, is hardly yet qualified. AVhile this is

undeniably true, there is a feeling that the stability

provided by the Imperial aegis would help to reinstate

Rhodesian credit, tend to the development of the mines,

and so help the British shareholder to get back some

of the money he has sunk. As a final argument the

Chartered Company point to certain reforms recently

accomplished ; the lowering of their interest in vendors'

shares ; the encouragement of small-battery mines

with four or five stamps, which are far easier and

cheaper to work and can be moved about, thus render-

ing mining more possible to small companies or in-

dividuals ; the reduction in the cost of administration
;

the lowering of rates on the Beira Railway ; their land

settlement schemes ; and the encouragement of new

industries. The proposed reduction of the police force,

established by Imperial direction after the Raid and

costing some £200,000 per annum, would of course

improve tlieir position financially. The strongest point

in the position of the Company is their inalienable

hold on the mineral rights and, with the sensational

discoveries which have been made from time to time

in other parts of South Africa, it is perhaps not to

be wondered at that, in spite of all drawbacks, the

Company continues to enjoy, to all appearances, the

confidence of the British public.

The potential value of the country is constantly
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referred to by the Company, and not without oood

reason. Rhodesia is in some respects the hncst part

of South Africa, and is free from the pohtical and

racial problems which retard the progress of other

sections. But tliere is much to be done before its

value can be realised. If some means can be devised

by which there would be another Rhodes to control

the development of the country its future would be a

bright one, and it might yet justify the hope of its

founder—to make it, if not a British crown Colony,

still a gi'eat State, animated with the British spirit,

which would exercise an important influence on the

evolution of Africanderland.

The possibility of a federated South Africa is one

which should be carefully kept in mind in dealing

with Rhodesia and, with this in view, it may well

be questioned whether Northern Rhodesia—a tropical

country administered by a handful of officials—should

not be separated entirely from the southern territory,

which alone can ever come into an Africander federa-

tion. It would, in my opinion, greatly facilitate the

growth of Southern Rhodesia to be released from

the burden of empire building north of the Zambesi.



CHAPTER VITT

BLACK, WHITE, AND YELLOW: THE LABOUR
PROBLEM

It seems a little puzzling, to one who has watched

the importation of Chinese coolies for special purposes

in several different parts of the globe, to read the

floods of literature which have been poured out on

the subject of Chinese labour in the TransvaaL Well-

meaning persons have obscured the issues, which are

real and serious, by raising a cloud of objections and

difficulties on different scores. There are, it seems to

me, two aspects of the subject—the commercial and

the political. I am not prepared to allow that there

is also a moral side apart from these, since it is in

fact bound up with them. The time is passed when

it could be regarded as sound business to spend

thousands of pounds in perpetrating an outrage on

humanity ; and South Africa, on which beats a search-

light of criticism, is the last place for such an ex-

periment.

It is necessary, however, to deal with the so-called

moral aspect first, so far as it is concerned with the

Chinese attitude towards what some British critics

describe as " slavery." The Chinaman is as fond of his

family as any European, probably fonder ; he certainly

31G
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feels the family tie more strongly. He is, however,

accustomed to seek work away from it, since his own
village or district does not offer him opportunities.

He does not experience the same difficulty in leaving

his family as would a British artisan, since the various

generations are all bound closely together, probably

live together, and are certain to support and protect

each other. I..eaving his wife and children in this

family circle, the Chinese laboiu-er goes contentedly to

work in foreign lands, certain that he will find his

home and his ancestral graves waiting for him six, or

sixteen, years hence. The idea that any self-respecting

Chinese would contemplate the desecration of the

family hearth by taking away his wife and children

to a barbarian land, thus leaving the tombs of his

ancestors unworshipped, is only possible to those

ignorant of Chinese life. Similarly the best Chinese,

those drawn from the country uncontaminated with

half-digested European codes (as are the treaty ports),

will desire to return after a fixed period, during which

they hope to amass a little fortune which, with

frugality and management, will keep them comfort-

ably the rest of their lives. As for their sufferings

as " slaves," they are too much accustomed to contract-

work to find that galling, though undoubtedly tlierc

are many who would like to break the terms. The
same is true of most contracts and most contractors.

Their confinement in the compound is not of a

rigorous character, the " compound " being merely an

enclosure within which their dwellings are grouped,

and to a people accustomed to live in crowded
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communities it is not specially irksome. They are not

actually enclosed in a big wire cage, as are the Kajfiirs

in the Kimberley diamond mines. The accommodation

to which each man is entitled was settled by Govern-

ment, and the coolie barracks were inspected carefully

before they were passed. I have only personally

A isited two of these compounds, where the men seemed

to be far more comfortably housed than would be

possible in their own country ; but I do not base any

argument on this observation or on the quality of the

food, which seemed excellent—from a Chinese point

of view extravagantly liberal. The strongest argument

in favour of fair and even liberal treatment of the

coolies is the fact that each man placed on the Rand

represents an outlay in hard cash which can hardly be

recovered unless he is willing to sign on for a second

term after the period for which he is bound

As for the feelings of the Chinese towards their

work I must own that, knowing the Chinese dislike

for darkness or underground work, I was surprised

that they had not made more trouble over it. It

must be uncongenial to them ; but there is a strong

vein of philosophy in Chinese nature, and the hard

school in which they are trained predisposes them to

make the best of any employment which brings in

good pay. In one respect the Transvaal is specially

suitable for Chinese labour—in its climate, which

nearly resembles that of Northern China in dryness,

brightness, and extremes of temperature. Nevertheless,

any one acquainted with Chinese character could have

foretold, from the first, that there would be some
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trouble with them. The causes are simple. No one

is so amenable to law and order as the individual

Chinese, but no people are more seditious and some-

times uninanageable in groups or crowds. The

Chinese from the North, who form the bulk of the

coolies more recently imported—finer fellows physically

and morally than most of their Southern brethren

—

are in some ways more difficult to control. They

do not possess the same wonderful network of asso-

ciations as the Southern Chinaman, and their societies

are not so highly organised. Wherever he goes,

the Chinaman from the South finds himself among
friends. He is in touch M^th powerful communities

of his own people. For good or e^ il he is not so

much isolated as he seems. This is an element of

danger in some ways, as is well known to English

officials in the Straits Settlements and Hong Kong,

for instance ; but in the case of an isolated community

like the Rand labourers it may be useful, if the

European in charge is sufficiently in touch with

Chinese affairs, to make friends with the leading spirits

in the societies. Difficulties are smoothed in an

extraordinary way when an entente has been arrived

at with these men, and it is easier to deal with them
than with individuals. The coolies, speaking to tlieir

European o^ erseers through interpreters (however com-

petent the latter may be), finding themselves isolated

units in a strange country, unaccustomed to AVestern

ways, and suspicious by nature, have a tendency to

brood over grievances and to attempt to assert them-

selves by acts of rebellion against authority or by
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taking the law into their own hands. No one is more

easily ruled than the Cliinaman if his ruler under-

stands him, but such knowledge is hardly to be

expected from the average mine overseer or " boss " of

a gang. For the initial stages of the enterprise the

services of a competent official as Protector of Chinese

Labour, with great knowledge and experience of the

Southern Chinese, were secured. This gentleman re-

signed for private reasons, and although his place was

filled by a man with Chinese experience there is reason

to believe that the staff has not been large or strong

enough. The chief reason, however, for the troubles

which have arisen in the last seven or eight months,

and which were not characteristic of the earlier periods

of the experiment, is the lack of sufficient care in

recruiting in China. The cash advance of thirty dollars

proves an attraction to men who are not genuine

workers—beggars, gamblers, and thieves, who with true

Chinese opportunism rely on their own ingenuity to

evade the conditions of hard work attached to their con-

tracts. These men form a nucleus of discontent in the

compounds, but they are not, as seems to be imagined,

an aggressive or bloodthirsty crew, and the " attacks
"

on farm-houses, outrages, and similar occurrences which

are striking terror into the heart of the Rand are pro-

bably predatory raids by famished, fugitive cooHes, who,

like the British burglar, only use force when driven

by fear. All who know Chinese character are aware

that, while they will strike wildly in their terror, they

are not actually given to aggression. The great danger

lies in the natural nervousness of the farming, and some
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of the mining- population, added to the fact that they

cannot understand the Chhiese speech. If the Chinese

are allowed to move about the Hand contretemps will

be of frequent occurrence, and the expedient has been

adopted of authorising any white man to arrest a vagrant

coolie. The strictest supervision is therefore necessary

in the recruiting department, and the smooth working

of the scheme depends so largely on the personnel of

the supervising staff at both ends that no economy

in this matter should be permitted.

There should certainly be vigilance to secure that

the conduct of the white miners brought in contact

with Chinese labour is such as will uphold European

prestige. This side of the question was well brought

out by Lord Selborne when approached by a deputa-

tion of the Miners' Association, whose point appeared

to be the possibility of the Chinese corrupting the

morals of the Europeans. Their obscene language was

particularly mentioned : but " Where," asked Lord

Selborne, " did they learn that language ? " Never-

theless, considerable trouble has been caused, especially

in the last few months, by lawless acts on the part of

Chinese on the Rand, and special measures have been

necessary for the protection of people living on isolated

farms or mine buildings. From my own knowledge

of Chinese character, their keen desire to make money,

their adaptability and docility when properly dealt with,

I should be inclined to say that these outbreaks on

the Rand are not due to ill-usage, to a sense of

" slavery," or to any such cause, but to the presence

among tlie coolies of a lawless class, the riff-raff of

'HI
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tlie northern cities, and to the removal of restraints

to M^iich the better class are accustomed—family

obligations, communal responsibility, and public opinion

—to the feeling of strangeness and lack of security

felt by the men in unwonted surroundings, and to the

absence of Europeans accustomed to deal with them,

who can speak to them in their own language, reassure

them, and allow them to ventilate their grievances.

The outrages and acts of lawlessness should be put

down with severity. The Chinese understand no other

method of punishing crime, and are quick to take

advantage of any signs of weakness or sentimentality.

As a warning to those who might form hasty con-

clusions as to the feelings of the Chinese themselves,

I may instance the sensational charges brought by a

Chinese ex-interpreter against the management of

the mines, published in a London paper. The writer

was proved to have attempted to blackmail the general

manager of the Rand mines, and by his own showing

was a most unreliable witness. One of his charges,

however, is worth referring to, because it is so palpably

meant to mislead the British public. He stated that

there had actually been two suicides among the coolies

from despair at the conditions of life. To any one

acquainted with the appalling frequency of suicide in

China, and the variety of reasons which seem to the

Chinese all-sufficient to excuse it, the fact that there

have been only two suicides on the Rand speaks rather

well than otherwise for the well-being of the men.

While I believe that great exaggeration and mis-

representation has been practised in connection with
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this so-called " moral " side of the question, 1 have

been convinced, from my personal knowledge of the

Chinese, that many people who supported the Chinese

Labour Ordinance did so in ignorance of the very

serious issues involved. I have already mentioned the

difficulty of dealing with the Chinese as communities,

which is always aggravated when they are transported

to a foreign land. The individual Chinese has, more-

over, a genius for evading the law when it is opposed

to his private enterprise, and in South Africa he is not

breaking entirely new ground, since there are people of

his race scattered throughout the country. However

careful a system of registration was adopted the actual

supervision of so large a body of men involved great

difficulties, which were immensely complicated by the

fact that the coolies are by no means the only Chinese

in South Africa. The ordinary provisions for securing

law and order were too weak in this alien community,

a fact which hiis recently been recognised by giving

the Director of Chinese judicial powers, and it is

evident, in view of the outbreaks already mentioned,

that a more rigorous system of compounding is neces-

sary. I have already said that this does not involve

any real hardship on a Chinese coolie.

It is possible that these difficulties would have been

more carefully weighed had not the whole scheme

been put through in hot haste, which was partly due to

the fact that it had become a strong party cry at home.

It cannot be denied that the sense of South African

feeling was against the Ordinance, and in putting it

through the Imperial factor was associated with a small
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though powerful group of capitaUsts who practically

dictated the terms on which the main industry of

South Africa could be set once more in working order.

There are two much-debated points which must

be considered in relation to the economic aspect.

First, as to the possibility that black labour could have

been had and the natives of the country employed in

preference to aliens. I am inclined to think that if

the iniquitous touting system had been done away with

sooner, and some of the attention which has been

devoted to the comfort and convenience of the Chinese

miner had been exercised for the benefit of the Kaffir

in former years, mining would not have become so

distasteful to the latter. I recollect mining compounds

in earlier days which were not show places by any

means ; the journalist in search of copy did not see

them. But under the most favourable conditions the

compound system presses more heavily on a primitive,

untutored race, accustomed to open space and freedom,

than on a people like the Chinese, accustomed to live

in crowded houses and teeming villages, where space

and privacy are unobtainable luxuries. Then the Kaffir

is far less accustomed to regular work and discipline,

and enjoys more comfort, not to say luxury, in his own

home, where he lies on a dry floor in a warm hut

while his women folk wait on him. He has, moreover, a

childish fear of the underground, and is physically sus-

ceptible to all diseases specially incident on mining life.

These are fundamental difficulties in the way of

obtaining a supply of Kaffir labour, but they have been

aggravated of late years. First and foremost, the pax
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Britannica has caused the natives to grow rich. Their

cattle unmolested and their gardens untouched, they

have also been able to get good wages for services on

farms or in towns, not to mention the money brought

home from the mines. A very small minority of the

South Afi'ican natives is compelled to work by stern

necessity, and when we remember this fact we should

be less intolerant of their laziness—for, after all, if we

ourselves were immune from hunger, nakedness, or

homelessness, how many of us would spend our lives

in toil ? Our complex civihsation has taught us to

labour for what we could do without but think we

should like, but the Kaffir is simpler in his scheme of

life. Before the war there were some 90,000 Kaffirs

on the mines. During the war many of these returned

to their homes and earned large sums as transport riders.

In the Transvaal and Orange River Colony they fre-

quently took possession temporarily of abandoned farms,

and by the time peace was made there is no doubt that

a great number had "waxed fat and kicked." But the

bulk of the mining Kaffirs was drawn from Central

Africa and Portuguese territory, where a less benevolent

rule keeps them from becoming too prosperous, and

the chiefs see that their yoimg men go out and earn

before they settle into family life, thus increasing the

communal wealth of their tribe.

It seems unfortunate that the Rand took the

opportunity of the close of the war to lower its rates

of pay ; but although this has been construed into a

deliberate attempt to force the situation, I do not think

it actually had that effect. For some time previous
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both the supply and the (juaUty of Kaffir labour had

not been up to the standard desired by an industry

which was becoming more and more a matter of

organisation and economical production, and that this

was not pure greed on the part of the " Randlords

"

will be understood better w^hen one remembers the

true character of Transvaal mining, which is described

in Chapter X. In any case, it does not seem altogether

just to denounce the mine-owner for desiring a reliable

and permanent supply of labour, which would not

be always raw and unskilled, but would continue long

enough on the mines to attain some proficiency. I'his,

be it remembered, is the purely economic view. The

report of the recent Commission on Native Affairs

shows that, whereas for the whole of South Africa

there is estimated employment for 782,000 natives, the

number likely to seek work at any one time does

not exceed 474,472 of the male population, and leaves

a shortage of 307,528. On the Rand alone the demand

is calculated at 250,000. The shortage, as we have

already seen, had been partially supplied from East

and Central Africa—in 1904 over one-half came from

Portuguese territory, and only about fifteen per cent,

were British Africans ^—so that a large proportion of the

The latest figures available (June 1905) are : Total Kaffirs, 99^578

(excludes domestic and municipal employ) ; total Chinese, 40^500.

The origin of the Kaffir supply is :

Portuguese East Coast . . . . .61 per cent.

„ „ N. oflat. 22\ . .3-6 „ „
German S.W. Africa . 1 "0 per cent. ] These supplies are

British Central Africa . 2"0 ,, ,, ) now stopped.

Transvaal . . . . . . . . 9 "0 per cent.

Non-British sources supply about 68 per cent.
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wages paid went out of the country already. But

the farmer all over the country, unable to compete in

wages with the mines, was (and is) crying out for more

agi-icultural labour ; and there is no reason to suppose

that the Chinese are taking bread out of the Kaffir's

mouth, since there is ample work for both. There is

a good deal to be said in tavour of keeping the Kaffirs

out of mining compounds, though I do not suppose

that these high moral considerations were determining

factors in the case. People who champion the cause •

of aborimnes must remember the deleterious effects of

mining life on the health and morals of tlie Kaffir, who

often returns to his kraal despising the moral codes of

his own people and having picked up European vices.

Essentially an agi-icultural and pastoral people, the

Kaffirs should remain on the land where their labour

is needed.

From the farmers' point of view, therefore, tlie

situation seems to me by no means unsatisfactory.

Supposing the mine-owners had offered higher wages

and inducements to the Kaffir, it is possible that the

full tale of black labour might have been obtained, but

certainly at the expense of denuding still further tlie

agricultural districts of possible labour and of sending

up the rate of wages. It is doubtful whether the

supply, even under these conditions, would have been

permanent, because the increase of wealth among the

natives would place an increasing number of them

on a pinnacle of prosperity from which it would be

ridiculous to expect them to descend to work wliich is

fundamentally distasteful to them. Moreover, the higher
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the pay the less time a Kaffir would feel inclined to

work, since his idea of affluence would be soon reached.

Extended riecruiting in the regions outside South Africa

would meet some of these objections ; but it must be

remembered that the natives of tropical Africa are quite

unable to stand the climate and the work, the high

rate of mortality having practically stopped this source

of supply, while the long distances to be traversed by
the native labourer from other parts of South Africa

and the chronic nostalgia which impels him to return

home after a few months' work, are serious drawbacks
in the way of obtaining anything but a constantly

renewed supply of raw material. From the general

Africander point of view any measure would be

deprecated (1) which would increase the wealth of

the Kaffir without corresponding responsibihties or

burdens, (2) decrease the stock of agricultural labourers,

(3) break down the too rapidly disappearing native

moral code without providing any substitute. The
favourite alternative of people who oppose the mine
owners on principle, but are too fair-minded to adopt

the " Chinese slavery " cry, is that the Kaffir should

be forced to work by legislation—a suggestion which
is considered elsewhere ; but as that policy has not yet

been adopted, and as in any case there are two sides

to it, it is only just to acknowledge that the labour

question in the Transvaal is not created by capitalist

greed alone.

It is difficult for one who is not an engineering

expert to form an opinion on the relations of Chinese

and white labour on the Rand. The objection of
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the Labour party to the Chinese has been based, here

as in other colonies, on the assumption that they will

take the bread out of the mouths of wliitc workmen.

To justify this assumption, however, one must be

convinced that the Transvaal is really a wliite man's

country, in the sense that he can perform any task

that may be necessary for economic development.

The question is referred to elsewhere,^ witli regard

to the whole of South Africa. The fundamental

difficulty lies in the presence of a large native popida-

tion, among whom the Europeans live unmolested more

by reason of their moral and mental superiority than

by any show of force. I believe that this condition

prohibits South Africa from ever becoming, in the true

sense, a white man's country, and that the white man's

functions there are distinctly those of a ruling caste.

It is this fact which renders the presence of a pauper

white population so serious a danger—one that can

never be overlooked by any one conversant witli the

Eurasian problem in India or the " poor white " problem

in the Southern States of America, and which renders

unskilled white labour undesirable, as likely to feed

this stratum of society. There remains a considerable

amount of skilled, or partly skilled, labour which the

white man can and should perform, in addition to the

work of overseeing the coloured workers. The pro-

portions of such work in the Rand mines is difficult

to gauge, and statistics, which are freely quoted, are

inconclusive in the absence of any standard by which

to judge them. The latest figures available on the

' Chapter I., Part I.
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subject show an increase in the past year in the

number of whites employed on the mines amounting

to three thousand ; and Lord Selborne, in a useful note

on the use of hand drills—which is said to reduce the

niunber of white miners—shows that not only are

hand drills safer, less insanitary, and cheaper than

machine work, but that an equal number of Europeans

are employed by them. Notwithstanding these satis-

factory declarations, it is certain that the growth of

white labour has not increased as fast as was antici-

pated, and that the figures of unskilled labour, yellow

and black togetlier, bear a larger proportion than

formerly to skilled white labour.

When one gets into the region of technicalities,

however, one feels insecure of one's ground, but on

general principles certain conclusions may be drawn.

The native labour supply was inadequate and had to

be supplemented. Even if it were, on sociological and

political grounds, possible to employ unskilled white

miners, either exclusively or in company with Kaffirs,

it would remain an economic impossibility. The

white man, working at the lowest possible rates for

unskilled labour, would cost three times as much in

wages as the coloured labourer. At such rates the

European artisan would be hard put to it to live

as befits a white man in South Africa. Labour-

saving appliances might reduce the cost, but it

would remain extravagant. On the other hand, the

interests of skilled white labourers on the Rand are

not to be lightly treated. From an Imperial point

of view it is highly desirable that these men sliould
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have ample protection ; for, although more than half

of them are not of British extraction, all are British

citizens, and as the nucleus of a great white in-

dustrial population, part of which may permanently

settle in South Afi'ica, they are a factor to be reckoned

with in our future colonial history. It is indisputable

that many of the Chinese coolies are capable of being

trained to perform skilled labour, and undoubtedly the

fact of their superiority in this respect to the Kaffir

weighs witli the Rand miner when he regards them

with distrust. The Imperial Government sanctioned

their introduction as unskilled labourers and on special

terms, and it is its duty to see that those terms are

rigidly carried out, and to keep a close cheek on the

system. On no account should the Chinese be allowed

to spread into tlie country. They should be strictly

bonded, compounded, and returned to China. ^ If the

mines cannot comply with every regulation necessary

to safeguard the experiment, it should be abandoned,

and some other method of recruiting labour evolved.

The only other source of Asiatic labour supply

available is British India, and that source is unfor-

tunately closed through the attitude assumed in South

Africa, but more especially in the Transvaal, towards

the Asiatic. The rights and wrongs of the subject

are discussed elsewhere at some length ;^ but here it

nuist be pointed out that, if 250,000 labourers for

' 'lliere is no necessity, in the jfold industry, for any system of compounds

like that of Kimberley, which is rendered necessary by the e;ise with which

diamonds can be stolen or secreted. But a semi-military discipline is neces-

sary to ensure that the coolies remain in their quarters, especially at night.

=* Part I, Chapter VIII.
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the Transvaal were brought from India, the gain to

the Empire would be nearly £1,000,000 per month,

or £12,000,000 per year. In fifty years' time—the life

usually estimated for the mines—the gain would be

£600,000,000, which would be kept in the great

Imperial family.

The political side of the Chinese labour question

is bound up with the subjects of Imperialism and

Federation, which are dealt with later on. Considered

only on its so-called moral side, and in sublime

ignorance of its true character, " Chinese slavery

"

has become a party cry in England. The British

South African, who is a little too apt to exaggerate

the importance of his domestic concerns in their bear-

ing on British election politics, and who frequently

fiercely denounces the state of affairs in which colonial

matters are dragged up and down the floor of the

House of Commons, inust be relieved to discover that,

after all, the Leader of the Liberal party, at all e\"ents,

has no very strong convictions on the subject of Chinese

labour. By obscuring the true issues in a cloud of

sentimental nonsense about slavery the anti-Chinese

politician has done real harm. The colonial feeling,

which throughout South Africa was strongly against

Chinese labour, was founded on apprehensions which

are far more justifiable ; but the efforts of the mine

owners seem to have been chiefly bent towards meeting

the sentimental or "moral" objections by providing

expensive accommodation and food, while neglecting

to provide against possible abuses and dangers which

were evident to people with knowledge of Chinese
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labour, both in China and abroad. AVere 1 a colonial

I should pray to be delivered in my domestic affairs

from the interference of the British party politician,

but I should also, I hope, refrain from intriguing with

him, or counting on his rather uncertain support, to

attain my political or private ends. South African

politicians on both sides of the race line ha\'e to learn

this lesson.

In the Transvaal the question has become acute

during a period of Crow^n Colony go\'ernment, a

section of the population believing that their interests

and desires were deliberately slighted in favour

of a smaller but more influential group. Could the

whole situation have been reduced to its purely

economic aspect it is probable that Lord Milner's

policy would have been found the only possible one.

The task set was to start the Transvaal as a going

concern once more, and to bring order out of chaos

;

and the High Commissioner decided that, as Indian

labour could not be got, Chinese labour would facili-

tate this task. Amid a multitude of details, cross

currents, and underground workings, this is the main

fact which will stand out when history comes to be

written. Tlie attitude of the High Commissioner

towards this or that section of the population is a

side issue. The broad lines of his policy will be

judged by results which it is too early to see, but

that he acted with a genuine desire to promote the

prosperity of South Africa as a whole no one has the

least reason to doubt. Of course, in arriving at such

convictions, the representations made by interested
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parties have to })e borne in mind, and the relations

between ImiJeriahsm and capital, which are coiisidered

in Chapter XL, give force to the representations of the

latter. But any one who has gone carefully and im-

partially into the question must agree that, on its

own merits, as a factor in the economic development
of the country, there is something to be said for Chinese

labour in the Transvaal. The class of person who
regards the mines as a curse, and the fostering of

the mining industry as a direct interposition with the

decrees of Providence, cannot see the reason of this

;

but any one who has studied South African develop-

ment and the conditions of life there must be convinced

that the welfare of the whole country is inextricably

bound up with its mineral resources.

Any measure which is for the benefit of the in-

dustrial will react on the farming population, and it is im-

possible to establish between them that artificial barrier

which the coincidence of the race line has helped to

build up. There are special circumstances in the gold

industry of the Transvaal which have given colour to

this theory of the antagonism of interests, but they

are due to a transient phase and are not inherent in

the situation. Chinese labour might have been asked

for and granted under similar economic conditions

without the intervention of any such special circum-

stances. It is a domestic economic experiment, and
as such will have to run the gauntlet, its future lying

at present on the knees of the gods. As a self-govern-

ing colony the Transvaal will in the near future have
the power to decide upon it for good or evil—not, it is
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to be hoped, on the grounds of its pohtical complexion,

but of its practical result ; first, as aiding the general

economic development, and second, as providing the

unskilled nucleus of an industry in which the upper

ranks only can be filled by white men.

A crucial question, fi'om a political point of view,

arises in connection with the recent developments in

the Far East. The United States is suddenly being

forced to observe that the Chinese is not always to be

the victim in international relations. He is asserting

his dignity and rights as the citizen of a great empire.

The policy of exclusion which is observed towards him

in the United States and several British colonies,

including the South African ones, is beginning to wear

another aspect in view of Japan's new status as a world

power and her evident influence on her big neigh-

bour. The whole subject of race discrimination in

international relations will inevitably arise before long,

and may be complicated by the presence in British

territory of large comnmnities of Orientals who are

denied any political privileges. For this reason, if for

no other, I do not regard the Chinese labourer as a

permanent institution in the Transvaal ; but, while

regretting that Indians were not employed, I regard

it as probable that his temporary presence might tide

over a difficult period, until the whole question of

unskilled labour is placed on a sound basis by a rational

adjustment of the relations between white and black,

and by a step forward in the evolution of the latter. 1 f,

as one hopes, South Africa is ever to become a great

industrial country, fed by a prosperous farming com-
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munity, the black races must eventually fall into line,

and such artificial measures for providing the labour

market with aliens while there are teeming millions of

unemployed blacks will be gradually abandoned. The
development of South Africa has been abnormal,

spasmodic, and unnatural, and as a consequence its

people have not yet been adjusted to it. There is no

permanent economic basis in a country where the

higher races must work or starve while the lower

ones can live without physical effort. In the proper

adjustment of all the forces in South Africa, among
which its native population must be reckoned as by

no means the least, lies the greatest hope of the

future ; and while I think there are grave political

dangers in the question we have been discussing, while

I admit that abuses are possible and have occurred

through lack of foresight and understanding, and while

I am not convinced that the experiment is e\en

economically sound, yet I believe that it can be justi-

fied on more than one score, and more particularly

in restoring balance to the native labour market.

A very pertinent and vital question is whether the

control of the Labour Department would not be better

if entirely vested in Government. The question is, of

course, a national one and, in connection with Chinese

labour on the Transvaal mines, has already come on

the carpet. The Protector of Chinese has been given

judicial powers and has a staff of specially selected

Imperial officers, paid by the Transvaal Government.

The principle of State control is also acknowledged in

the Transvaal diamond mines, since Government has

I
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the right to phice a director on the Board. When the

difficulties of deahng on a lair basis with native peoples

are increased by the importation of alien races, and the

domestic labour problem is interwoven with inter-

national relations, it does not seem unreasonable that

the Government which takes the responsibility, and

incurs the odium if mistakes are made, should also

exercise full control o\ er the administration.



CHAPTER IX

SOME DOMESTIC PROBLEMS

The problem of how to develop agriculture in South

Africa is one that has long puzzled the few people

who have given any attention to the subject ; and

it still remains a debatable question.

With the changes wrought by communications

during the latter half of the past century and the

increased competition from new fields, modifying the

conditions under which agriculture was pvu'sued, all

progressive Governments in Europe have changed their

attitude, and now bestow much attention on the

subject, doing all in their power to advance agricultural

interests. Concurrently there has arisen a system of

co-operation among the farmers, to which reference is

made later, which has revolutionised the agricultural,

and even the pastoral, industry generally.

In South Africa the whole subject is still in an

embryonic condition. Until the discovery of diamonds

(in 1869) and of the Transvaal gold-fields, especially

the Rand (in 1885), South Africa was entirely

dependent upon agriculture, stock-farming, viti-

culture, and fruit or vegetable farming. Although

the Cape was occupied by the Dutch—a nation of

farmers—more than two and a half centuries ago,

338
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and altliough to-day so large a proportion of the

population of South Africa is Dutcli, comparatively

little has been accomplished to further agriculture.

The early Dutch Governors and some of the first

settlers did a good deal—they cultivated the best

portions of the Cape Peninsula, introduced new crops

and plants, and improved the methods of cultivation

:

the stately farm-houses, the avenues of trees, the

vineyards and fields, are a proof to this day of what

they accomplished. But after this period of intelli-

gence and enterprise a prolonged period of inertia

ensued, with the result that agriculture fell into a

very primitive condition, little attention and less

support being accorded it by the State. The reasons

for this anomalous condition of affairs may be told in

a few words. The early settlers found the agricultural

conditions favourable, for the available coast-lands

were arable and they were closely settled, the

Cape being at first a replenishing station for the

Dutch East India Company's ships. Af^er the British

occupation of the Cape the general condition of affairs

altered completely ; there came the advance into the

interior, the collision with the natives, and the

opportunity for adventurous spirits, less given to

habits of industry than the first settlers, to acquire

large tracts of land—in a word, the pioneers became

pastoral and nomadic in character. The difficulties

confronting those—the very few—who attempted to

devote any share of their energies to agriculture were

so many, and the absence of communications and

markets so great, that the pastoral habit became
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confirmed. These obstacles in the way of accomphshing

anything to improve agriculture must of course not be

lost sight of, and with the constant reciu'rence of native

wars it is not to be wondered at that the Go\^ernors

—

military meji without the special knowledge or fore-

sight of some of the Dutch Governors—should have

neglected agriculture. With the rise of the inland

mining industries, however, one might have expected

from their stimulus a considerable advance in agricul-

ture, and it is difficult to account satisfactorily for the

present state of affairs, in which it is clear that agri-

cultural interests have too often been sacrificed to those

of the industries which control the political machine

so greatly. The abnormal growth of the gold and

diamond industries, however, partly accounts for this

position. They wanted at once, and at as low rates

as possible, supplies which South Africa, with its

unorganised farming industry, could not provide, and

to this day the home-grown product, from its un-

reliability, deficiencies in packing, and other drawbacks,

is often dearer than that imported. Be the reason

what it may. South Africa, except as regards its gold,

diamond, and coal mines, has remained stationary to

an extraordinary degree. It was a pastoral country

fifty years ago, importing cereals, dairy produce, and

even hay, and it does so largely to-day ; the huge

farms then needed to maintain a family are still

the rule.

The impression created by my recent journey, in-

cluding as it did a personal visit to every important

section of South Africa, is that there is no considerable
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opening for agriculture under present conditions.

The growth of local markets, incident on the mining

industry, does not meet the case altogether. A good

deal that is now imported could undoubtedly be grown

locally ; but how can the farmer of South Africa ever

hope to compete with oversea markets like Argentina

or Canada ? The opinion of agricultural experts sent

by Cape Colony to Australia has been quoted else-

where :
" to expect to compete on level terms with

the great wheat-producing territories of Canada,

Northern America, Argentina, is madness." The fact

is that agriculture is still abnormally precarious in

South Africa, and the future of the land hes chiefly

with stock-farming, itself not without its special

difficulties and dangers. Nevertheless, the enforce-

ment of remedial measures against disease, and the

adoption of fencing, agricultural banks, co-operation

among farmers, intelhgent land laws, irrigation and

afforestation, would improve the conditions ; and, if

only common action among the different Govern-

ments could be brought about, there is no reason

why South Africa should not have, concurrently w^ith

her great mineral development, a considerable agri-

cultural and a great pastoral future.

Among tlie chief stock diseases in which South

Afi'ica is " particularly rich " are African coast fever,

ordinary red-water or Texas fever, biliary fever of horses,

malignant jaundice of dogs, tsetse-fly disease, rinderpest,

horse-sickness, catarrhal fever, and heart-water of sheep,

goats, and cattle. Rinderpest and swine-fever have

been eradicated, and in the case of African coast fever.
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thouj[(h remedial measures are costly and bring dis-

abilities on private individuals they work for the

general good. Ultimate eradication of disease is

possible by restricting the movement of cattle and

carrying out the policy of fencing the farms. In some

parts—for instance in the Pretoria district, formerly

a hotbed of disease—great progress has been made by

means of fencing. Much has been done to stamp out

glanders, lung-sickness, and scab in the Transvaal, and

a little progress has been made elsewhere, but the

absence of a common system and of co-operation

is everywhere encountered. Drastic measures are

necessary, and should be carried out, but in the absence

of any central authority are impossible.

Among the subjects to which Lord Milner has

given a much-needed stimulus is that of irrigation.

His residence in Egypt doubtless strengthened his

belief as to the value of irrigation for South Africa,

although the conditions of the two countries are so

very dissimilar : Egypt, the huge plain dependent on

the great life-giver, the Nile, a few inches' rise or fall

meaning prosperity or famine ; South Africa, with its

inland plateau and broken scarp of mountains through

which few rivers force their way—the one uniform,

monstrously so ; the other a land of diversity. But,

while South Africa is not a country like Egypt or

India, where vast schemes can be applied to an immense

fertile flat surface, the importance of irrigation is one

that cannot be over-estimated.

The report submitted by Sir W. Willcocks, after

an experience in India and Egypt which is probably
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unique, though founded on a rapid survey at a time

when a close examination of all the chief districts was

impossible, is one that deserves recognition. Derided

by many as optimistic and superficial, this bold survey

of South Africa, though open to criticism in some

respects, contains the principles upon which irrigation

schemes should be made. The chief of these is the

nationalisation of water, which is more important for

the permanent prosperity of the country than even

railways, gold, diamonds, or coal. The provision of

water, however, can be accomplished with the

existence of minerals, which can supply the means for

carrying out the necessary works. Part of the financial

resources of the country should be devoted to irrigation

works to ensure the permanent prosperity of the

country. The mines have in all probability only a

limited existence, and while they last the opportunity

should be seized. The land is permanent, inexhaustible.

Sir W. \\^illcocks's picture of the present condition

of South Africa is true in its main features

:

" Except in the extreme south-west comer of Cape Colony,

agriculture has scarcely been attempted except on the most

pi'imitive lines and on most insignificant areas. Farmers still

trek from high veld to low veld and back again with the seasons,

just as the wandering Ar.abs have done for centuries. The reason

foi- this want of development of the agricultural wealth of the

country, and the consecpient acute stage of the poor white (piestion,

lies in the fact that the rainfall of the three Colonies, with

the exception of the extreme south-west corner, is not only

erratic and uncertain at the times most opportune for sowing,

but is constant and heavy in autumn. Autumn, again, is quickly

followed by a very severe and frosty winter, without a particle

of moisture in the air. When rain is wanted it is generally
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not tlicre ; when it is not wanted it is invariably present. For
countries so situated the only possible means of development

lie in the storage of water when it is present and not needed,

and its. utilisation by irrigation when it is needed. Agriculture

without irrigation is generally impossible in the new Colonies,

In the face of such a state of affairs we find the irrigation laws

of the three Colonies framed by Englishmen and Dutchmen
who came from wet and foggy countries, and who considered

the accumulation and storage of water as public nuisances, and
the transfer of water from one valley to another as a public

evil. If these countries are ever to develop the immense agri-

cvdtural wealth which is to-day buried many thousands of feet

beneath impenetrable strata of unwise and unsuitable legislation,

the first step must be to proclaim the countries themselves as

arid or semi-arid regions, and legislate accordingly,''

The conclusion arrived at is that all rivers and

torrents must be proclaimed as public domain if

irrigation is to succeed. The prosperity of modern
Italy is shown to be largely the result of the action

taken by Victor Emanuel under the influence of

Cavour. Old irrigation rights of thousands of years'

standing stood in the way, but order was evoh ed

under a strong central Government. Good reasons

are advanced that irrigation works should be carried

out by the State, which alone can deal with works of

such magnitude ; and experience everywhere, even in

America -that land of individual enterprise—seems to

support this view. The adoption of irrigation, which

would increase the agricultural lands and make possible

the support of a larger population, would help to solve

the dangerous " poor white " problem, for the whites

would not lose caste by working on agricultural farms.

The higher the altitude in South Africa the less
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the value of perennial water, except under special

conditions. The prices which could he paid for per-

ennial irrigation, according to Sir W. Willcocks, are

:

up to 1,000 feet above sea-level, and situated in the

arid or semi-arid region, a water-rent of £2 per acre

per annum, where near a railway ; in the semi-arid

regions between 1,000 and 2,500 feet, a rent of

£1 lO.s. ; over 2,500 feet a rent of £l per acre.^ Near

cities and important centres a higher rent could of

course be paid. Allowing for perennial irrigation

in nine years out of ten on the whole area, and in

years of drought on only half the area. Sir William

considers that, with labour-saving machinery and a

capable man to design and direct the works, the cost

would vary from £7 10.9. to £15 per acre ; and as the

value of an acre not provided with perennial irrigation

varies from 2,?. 6d. to £3 per acre, while the price of

good land provided with it varies from £20 to £100

per acre, he is of opinion that irrigation works might

be undertaken without any misgiving. It is under-

stood, of course, he adds, that perennial irrigation

would be provided for none but the best soils.

With the exception of the south-west corner of tlie Cape

Colony, the " Conquered Territory "" of the Orange River Colony,

anfl the liigh vekl of the Transvaal, the agricultural develop-

ment of the whole country depends entirely on irrigation. The

high-lying plateau of South Africa has by its situation a rain-

fall suited to tropical countries, and, owing to its altitude, a

climate which belongs to a temperate zone. The autunni rains

of February and March, which are monsoon rains, would, in a

country hke India, be of infinite value ; but followed, as they

* Probably too liigh an estimate.
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are in Soutli Africa, by a severe and biting winter, they are of

little value indeed for agricultural purposes. The long winter

and spring drought and the uncertain summer rains absolutely

prohibit agriculture of any advanced kind.

In about four-fifths of the Cape Colony, and in one-half of

the Orange River Colony, no crops can be grown without

irrigation if there is to be any certainty of reaping a harvest.

In one-fifth of the Cape Colony, half the Orange River Colony,

and two-thirds of the Transvaal, Indian corn, potatoes, roots

generally, and pumpkins, for feeding stock in winter, can be

grown Avith the aid of the rainfall and matured in all but years

of heavy drought. In these more favoured tracts an intelligent

application of crop rotations, suitable manures, and good tillage

would do much for the country, and in ten years out of eleven

suffice for an agricultural development of no mean value,

especially if taken in conjunction with stock-breeding, which will

always be the principal industry of the country. But even in

such tracts the unfailing recurrence of famine in India has

taught us that in countries where the rainfall is by nature tropical

and confined in great part to a few months of the year, there

is no assurance other than perennial irrigation. If such is the

case in the best-favoured parts of South Africa, what shall we

say of the rest of the country, when year after year millions of

cubic feet of water roll away uselessly to the sea. The water

comes when it is of no value, and is absent when it would be

worth untold gold.

The extraordinary fertility of all those localities where nature

has provided springs of perennial water, and where the farmers

have been able to utilise it, in spite of the laws which are as

harassing as they are ridiculous, points the way to the true road

where lies the permanent regeneration of South Africa. We
have only to imitate nature and impound on the surface of -the

ground the same water which she stores in caverns and fissures,

and we have put the permanent prosperity of the countr}' on a

sound basis.

In the Cape Colony a good deal has been done

by individual enterprise in the way of irrigation ; the
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fertility of the Outshoorn disti-ict, with its thriving

ostrich industry, is a striking object-lesson. Some-
thing of a practical character has been done recently

by the local Government to aid irrigation projects.

Loans can be raised, for the actual construction of

works, up to £500,000. Farmers can be given

engineering assistance in the preparation of surveys and

in various ways. It is also proposed to grant subsidies

to the owners of established works and money for the

extension of such works. In the Orange River Colony

the dams constructed have not all been successful,

but still something has been accomplished, and a

joint survey of the Vaal River is being carried out

by the Governments of the new colonies, while

an Inter-Colonial Commission is to deal with the

whole question of irrigation, in its legal as well as

engineering aspects. Apart from large schemes of

irrigation much can be accomplished by the sinking

of boreholes and the creation of small dams for the

purpose of conserving water for stock purposes and

for the cultivation of smaller areas. The damage done

by torrential streams carrying off their waters to the

sea can be partly remedied by small weirs, which

need not be costly, and in some parts of South Africa

—in Basutoland, for instance—such works have been

carried out on a small scale with success at incon-

siderable cost.

In general I am in agreement with the opinion

expressed by Colonel Owen Thomas that Soutli Africa

must for the present be regarded on the whole as

mainly a pastoral and not an agricultural country.
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The Slims expended upon the Agricultural Depart-

ments in the scientific study of agricultural problems,

the dissemination of information, object-lessons by

means of experimental farms, and so forth—not very

popular measures, in tlie new colonies especially—

should not be grudged, and their scope deserves to be

enlarged in a country whose permanent interest must

be the land.

A question of the deepest interest is that of the

afforestation of the South African colonies. Every

one who has visited them is aware of the bare, shade-

less impression created on the mind's eye, and of the

gratefulness of the green leafage when one returns

to Europe. In Cape Colony the present farmers owe

much to their early Dutch forerunners, who planted

oaks, sometimes noble avenues, in front of their

homesteads ; but the indigenous trees, growing in

sheltered kloofs, are generally stunted, such as the

mimosa-thorn and acacia, with their fragrant yellow

blossoms. The exception worth mentioning is the

pretty, park-like forest of the Knysna, on the south-

east coast of Cape Colony, where elephants still

inhabit their old haunts, and whence a more or less

thinly wooded region stretches up the coast to the

mouth of the Zambesi, for the so-called "teak forest"

of Matabeleland has little claim to be included. And
yet the deposits of coal and fossil remains testify to

the presence of extensive forests in former years, and

from the success attending recent small attempts there

seems no reason why some of these should not be

re-created. The Knysna and east coast forests have
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some useful and beautiful timber, such as yellow-wood,

South African teak, ebony, and ironwood, and it is

possible that some portions of the low veld would be

suitable for the mahogany. Returning to Johannesburg

after fourteen years, and remembering that city set

on a bald, bare spot in mid-veld, 1 gazed with

surprise on the wooded slopes that sweep down from

the Parktown suburb of Johannesburg towards the

Magaliesberg, and on the green-embowered suburbs

that stretch along the edge of the Rand.

The value of afforestation is perhaps little appre-

ciated by the average Englishman, who has become

accustomed to the destruction of the trees of his

native land. The forest wealth of England was thrown

largely into private hands by the confiscation of the

monasteries under Henry VIII., and from that time

it was doomed. A similar confiscation took place in

France at a nmch later date, when the lands belonging

to the Crown and nobles passed to the people, but as

a national property and a source of national wealth

they were preserved and fostered. In Germany there

has been no actual process of confiscation, but in the

transition from feudalism the forest areas, whether State

property or owned by nobles, came to be regarded as

national sources of wealth and safeguarded as such.

One-fourth of the total surface of tlie German Empire

with a capitalised value of one hundred millions sterling

represent tliis forest wealth, and four millions of people,

some of the finest of the peasantry, are employed

directly and indirectly in industries arising from it. It

is natural that an education in Germany and India
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should predispose one to enthusiasm on the subject

of forestry, but the practical experience of Great

Britain in her Indian experiment is alone ample

excuse. Forests will do something to solve the

problem of denudation and desiccation which is so

serious in South Africa.

Here, as elsewhere in new countries, the pioneer

has recklessly drawn on capital for his daily wants,

cutting down and burning, but rarely planting. Very

high prices are paid for timber for mining purposes,

and in countries like Rhodesia the timber has some-

times proved the most valuable asset on a farm. The

only remedy for individual carelessness is Government

control, and there are two reasons why forestry is

essentially a State work. In the first place, while it

is bound to be reproductive in time, and is indirectly

beneficial to the country in many ways, it is not an

investment upon which immediate and tangible profits

can be expected ; moreover, continuity and regularity

are necessary in scientific afforestation ; and, secondly,

it is work which the State, working on a large scale

with a low rate of interest for the necessary capital,

can do more cheaply than individuals. Thanks, very

largely, to Lord Milner, a stimulus has been given

and a real beginning made in the afforestation of the

new colonies. There is an arboretum at Cape Town,

another is being formed in the Matoppos on the

Rhodes estate, and all the colonies have good

Departments of Forestry and are doing sound work,

though unfortunately obliged, in a policy of general

retrenchment, to cut down their grants. Both the
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Transvaal and the Orange River Colonies have started

Government plantations, and have already sold a

respectable number of young trees from their nurseries.

Before leaving this subject I feel bound, as a tree-lover,

to protest against the too widespread devotion of the

individual South African tree-planter to the Australian

blue-gum. Its rapid growth makes this tree a favourite

one for shade purposes ; but it has a ragged foliage,

long and thirsty roots which suck up the goodness

from the soil, and the commoner variety is not valuable

as timber. Both for aesthetic and practical purposes

the farmer should plant other trees as well, and now
that he has in all the colonies Government nurseries

on which to draw he need not be so conservative

in his choice.

Among the measures urgently needed are co-opera-

tion of the farmers and the establishment of agricultural

credit banks. In South Africa legitimate credit is

difficult to obtain, and the terms of accommodation are

exorbitant. The increase in farm mortgages is enormous,

and the number of farms which have changed hands

is a striking feature of South African land-history.

The store-system, with which is connected the practice

of usury, is responsible for much of the evil of this

system. In return for goods and money-advances the

farmer carries his produce to the storekeeper, and is

compelled to take the price offered. As Colonel Owen
Thomas points out, this means paying the highest

price for his goods, and receiving the lowest price

for his produce.'

' Agricultural and Pastoral Prospects in South Africa,
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It is difficult to devise a remedy. Co-operative

stores have been tried on a large scale in the Transvaal

under the late Government and were not successfii),

but this may well be due to causes other than their

unsuitability for the needs of the moment. As part of

a system of general co-operation they have, in other

countries, proved most useful in enabling the farmer

both to buy and sell at reasonable rates, but they do

not, of course, answer the question as to where he is to

secure credit. The solution has been found in Italy,

Germany, France, Belgium, Finland, and other countries

by the establishment of agricultural credit banks. The

system varies, but one principle obtains. The security

is based on the co-operative principle ; the farmer, his

family, and usually his neighbours, become security.

Profit-sharing means better quality of work, better

economy of force, more vigilance in regard to common
interests, more incitement to industry and thrift. The

rise of these institutions, which are adjuncts to the

commercial banks, has been extraordinary in Germany,

Italy, and France. In Germany, for instance, there

are over 8,000, with a membership of about 1,500,000.

Co-operation has been extended in many other

directions, and there are special agricultural societies

for purchase, production, and selling ; societies for dairy

produce, drainage, irrigation, reclamation of land, and

for the use of machinery ; and agricultural missions

for improving the general condition of farmers.

Left to his own resources there is no hope in

South Africa for the pure agriculturist. Effective

combination, of some sort, and the estabHshment of
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credit banks, are absolutely necessary. If countries

like France, Germany, Britain, Finland, and many

others find it necessary to follow the trend of the times

in making agriculture an organised industry. South

Africa cannot afford to reject their experience.

Among the products of the soil not the least im-

portant is tobacco, which is indigenous in South Africa,

and is grown at present chiefly for local consumption.

It varies greatly in quality in various sections of the

country and in different districts, according to the soil,

the Cape Colony and Natal tobacco being inferior to

that of Khodesia, and even more so to that of the

well-known JNIagaliesberg valley in the Rustenberg

district of the Transvaal. In the Transvaal and Orange

River Colonies so-called experts have been introduced

by Government, but without any signal success ; the

pay of a reliable tobacco expert is prohibitive for

Government, and should be left to private enterprise

which has already done good work in this direction.

Scientific methods have been introduced in the selection

and grading of the leaf before it is sun-cured, and

the tobacco from the Magaliesberg district in the

well-known little grey sacks enjoys a deservedly high

reputation throughout South Africa, to which climate

it seems specially suited, particularly in the high veld,

where it can be smoked all day long. The develop-

ment of the tobacco industry may assume important

proportions, and already Messrs. Hartley, of Hek-

poort, manufacture 1,000,000 lbs. yearly. In Europe

it is already known, but is not likely to come into

general use, as the tobacco at once loses its delicate

'23
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flavour in a damp climate. Some of tlie Rhodesian

tobacco is also excellent, and with improved methods

sliould compete some day with the Transvaal.

Great hopes are entertained concerning cotton, and

experiments are now being made in Rhodesia with

botli the Egyptian and American varieties, while the

Transvaal Government has an agent now in America

examining into the question of cotton production, and

arrangements are being made to import a large quantity

of suitable seed. The wild cotton is found in Rhodesia,

and is spun by the natives into a rough but lasting

material. Large areas in South Africa could be put

profitably under cotton cultivation, in the opinion of

experts who have examined into the conditions. The

primary difficulty is that of obtaining the very cheap

labour which is necessary for this work ; but cotton

might be grown at first by the simple expedient of

providing every native woman with say a handful of

cotton-seed, and inducing her to plant the seed next

to, or with, her patch of mealies. A large cotton-crop

could be produced, which might help to feed a manu-

facturing industry such as is projected in the Orange

River Colony. The woman and her picaninnies could

pick and gin the cotton when ripe, without interfering

with the labour-market. The local storekeeper—and

there is a store near every kraal—would buy the cotton

as readily as he buys wool and mealies. The quality

of the cotton and the lack of skill in collecting it

would have to be improved as tiine went on ; but

the suggestion, as forming part of a scheme to stimulate

industry and fresh forms of earning among the natives,
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deserves a practical trial. Tliere are, besides, many
valuable indigenous plants in South Ati'ica whose

protection is worth consideration. Rubber, aloes,

ground nuts, sweet potatoes, some varieties of the

prickly pear wliich can be used for fodder, and other

plants which need not be enumerated are all hardy,

and are apparently not affected by the insect pests or

vagaries of rainfall.

From agriculture to education is a far cry on the

surface of things but, in criticising the increase in

the burden laid upon the new colonies, as is done

later, it is necessary to remember how much is

being done by the Government in the interests

of the latter, and that they have made education

free in all their schools. Cape Colony is working

in this direction through her new Education Jiill,

which erects school boards for rating purposes, and

a few years at the present rate of progress will

place South African elementary-school work on a

very fair level. That strenuous efforts were needed

is shown by the figures as to illiteracy, and this part

of the subject is discussed in Part II., Chapter II.

But in a country where the white people are a

ruling caste elementary education by no means covers

the whole field, even at an early stage, nor should

South Africa be a second India, whence children

are sent home to schools and universities. At present

this is very largely the case, especially among the

British Africanders, with results that are not wholly

satisfactory. The theory that the culture inseparable

from university training can only be attained in tiie
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historic surroundings of an old civilisation is now
discounted by the success of American colleges ; and

though one may still cling to a belief in the broadening

and refining influences of " atmosphere," which is more

easily attained in Europe, yet there is much to be

said for education in the country of his birth to fit

a man for a career there. The only university in

South Africa is that of the Cape which is, in fact,

only an examining body. An extension of its functions

should not be ultimately impossible, but there is an

ever-present difficulty in the sectional jealousy of South

African states or towns ; and as there are several

teaching institutions with the title of college it is

likely that these will by degrees be formed into the

constituents of a teaching university. A most interest-

ing and important development is the establishment

of the Johannesburg Technical Institute, to which

justice is hardly done by its very dull title. It owes

its genesis largely to the Witwatersrand Council of

Education, which was formed by some public-spirited

Johannesburgers in 1895 to provide for their children

those educational facilities of which in his later years

Kriiger deprived them.^ A large amount was sub-

scribed and vested in the Council for this purpose,

and the Chamber of Mines agreed to help by drawing-

up assessments, while the mines were recommended to

assist with funds.

Several schools were founded and others subsidised,

although the unrest and disturbance caused by the

Jameson raid was not conducive to a full measure of

^ See Part II., Chapter II.
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usefulness. In 1899 an appeal to the mining houses

brought further subscriptions and guarantees, and the

Council was engaged on fresh plans wlicn tlie war

broke out. The conclusion of peace found a con-

siderable fund in hand and a ready-made committee,

and it is expected that a large proportion of the

money will become available for the present institute.

Althougli the primary aim of the Council was

to provide elementary education, it had assisted

technical training in connection with mining, and

this was the beginning of the technical education

movement which, with Government aid and super-

vision, is now being developed at the institute. The

merely technical training for mining does not,

however, limit the desires of the Council, who are

anxious to build up round the institute a real

university, with faculties of arts, law, engineering,

medicine, and agriculture. For this project a large

farm, five miles from Johannesburg, has been

handed over to Government by Mr. Beit, but a very

large augmentation of funds is necessary. The presi-

dent of the British Association in his recent visit to

South Africa pointed out the distinction between the

education given in a strictly technical institute and

tliat of a corresponding department in a teaching

university, and this should be borne in mind in all

schemes for higher education in South Africa. The

gradual rise of the sub-continent as an industrial

coimtry is one of the essentials of her future prosperity,

and the experience of Germany shows that the

higher and wider training of a university is essential
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in bringing the forces of education to bear on all the

greater industries.

Elsewhere I liave spoken of a plan for a native

college, to be merged in time into a university. The
crux of the question, both for black and white, lies

in the expediency of bringing the best in education

to them, instead of forcing them to go to Europe

for it. As a race solvent between British and Dutch

I believe this policy, carried downwards through the

whole range of education, will be of real value.

It frequently happens—has happened in Great

Britain—that, while the highest and lowest branches

of education engage attention, the intermediate or

secondary education is neglected. The experience of

British universities is that it is hard to get students

who are sufficiently well grounded to take an academic

course with profit. While the whole system in South

Africa is still in the making it is to be hoped that

adequate provision will be made for this. At present

there is a lack of uniformity about the method which

makes it difficult to generalise, but the arrangements

familiar to English people are unsuitable to a colony

where there is less social gradation. A beginning in

one direction has been made in the new colonies in

founding normal schools ; and as it is desirable that

these should be recruited from colonial sources, it is

to be hoped that in time provision will be made to

enable the students to take a university course and

qualify for the highest branches of a profession which

is not yet on the footing it ought to enjoy. An
interesting question has been raised, whether it would
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not be possible to reproduce in South Africa some ol'

the essential features of public-scliool life in England.

The object of this is chiefly to prevent the exodus

of so many sons of the well-to-do classes to

Europe for education. There is no doubt room

for thoroughly good private schools in South Africa

and some already exist, while others offering equal

ad\'antages are partially under Government super-

vision. The English public school, however, possesses

features which are not to be reproduced in new

countries—their historical associations and traditional

espi^it de corps, for instance—and to secure these a

suggestion was made by Mr. E. B. Sargant, late

Adviser on Education to the High Commissioner,

that the great schools should imitate the monastic

houses of old and repeat their own history by sending

out daughter houses.

There are practical difficulties in the way of such a

scheme which need not be discussed in detail here; but

one very real objection is that, after all, South Africa

must develop on more or less original lines, as Canada

and Australia have done. I should personally favour

far more a pushing on of the university schemes,

togetiier with every possible encouragement to secondary

schools of a superior type, since the possibility of taking

a full educational course and qualifying for a profession

in their own country will attract an increasing number

i of young Africanders, and would even, I believe,

draw a number of British-born boys. It is becoming

more and more evident that an education on the spot

fits a boy better for his life-work, and the one real
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justification for our own English system is that it is

pecuUarly suited to our social conditions, which are

in a way unique. An Englishman without a public-

school or university education is at a disadvantage in

England of which he is not conscious in other

countries ; he is out of touch with an important side

of his own national life. But for life in the colonies

this education, though it may make him a better

man in some ways, does not give him touch with his

environment and equip him specially for the battle of

life, unless, of course, he happens to belong to one

of the learned professions. Even in the latter case he

might do as well without his public-school experience,

as is shown in the success of many distinguished men
who have been educated in South Africa and have

only gone to England for a professional course.

It is notorious, at present, that for all professions

which are either scientific or technical it has been

necessary to go outside South Africa, since the pro-

portion of qualified Africanders is extremely small

—

a not surprising fact when one remembers that they

have had to be sent abroad for the most important

parts of their training. The engineers, electricians,

mechanicians (both railway and mining), the higher

civil servants, educationists, and every kind of ex-

pert, including those on farming, are sought in Great

Britain, America, Germany, or even in other colonies.

This state of affairs is not unnatural in a country whose

industrial development has been so far in advance of

its increase of population and whose growth has been

so rapid, but it should not be allowed to continue.
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The first step has been taken in the new colonies

and the Cape, and what is now necessary is pubhc-

spiritcd conduct on the part of tlie people in co-

operation with Government. The golden city shoidd

lead the way. Spurred by the example of ^Vmerican

capitalists, who, Avhatever their faults, make education

the first call on their munificence and never fail to

endow a school or build a library in their nati\ e towns,

tlie Rand millionaires should follow up the work done

through the Council of Education and should provide,

in the Transvaal at all events, those educational

facilities which will prove the greatest attraction for

a white race and the best guarantee of their progres-

siveness and efficiency. I do not say that they have

not already done something towards this object, but

their contributions hitherto have been singularly inade-

quate in view of the wealth extracted fi'om Transvaal

soil, while of real interest and generosity the only

examples (apart from the action of the Witwatersrand

Council, which was not a millionaire body) are those

of the late Cecil Rhodes in his will and the gifts of

Mr. Beit to the Transvaal and to Oxford University.

The mention of Rhodes's legacy leads one to note

the objection frequently urged against the policy of

building up an educational system outside the mother

country, since it seems to be contrary to Imperiahst

interests. A certain number will always desire, how-

ever, to return to the cradle of their race for historical

inspiration and insight into their own history, and

Rhodes's legacy will reach this few, and is hardly

capable of expansion. The South African universities
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should be linked with those of Great Britain, just as

tlie whole educational system of the Empire might

well be linked through a union of the teaching

profession/

It is with regret that I omit from these pages a

fuller account of a most interesting phase in the field

of higher education, because during my visit to the

various colonies I made acquaintance with several ex-

cellent institutions and schemes, private and otherwise,

and found a growing interest in the subject. I am
here obliged to confine myself to the one point—the

advisability of providing South Africa with such

educational equipment as to attract a high-class and

permanent white population of British blood, and to

confirm these as patriotic Africanders with a true

understanding of the Imperial bond.

' Owing, no doubt, to tlie liaste with wliicli Rhodes's will was drawn

up, no provision is made for tlie Transvaal and Orange River Colony—an

unfortunate omission. The proportion of scholars allotted to the United

States (two to each State and territory) while Canada only has six and South

Africa twenty-four, seems to indicate further haste.



CHAPTER X

SOME ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

The.most important of tlie immediate measures initiated

by Lord Milner for the restoration and development

of prosperity was the vigorous prosecution of the

railways in the new colonies. The finances of these

railways are placed under the control of the Inter-

colonial Council, now some two and a half years

old, as are also the South African Constabulary, the

administration and payment of interest upon the

guaranteed loan of thirty-five millions, the winding-up

of the work of repatriation, and other minor services
;

but its chief purpose has been the amalgamation

of the railways of the Transvajil and Orange
River Colony as one common property under one

management. Should the surplus revenue be in-

sufficient for the common services, each colony has to

contribute proportionately to its Customs receipts,

but each can develop its railway system without

interference from its neighbour.

'J'lie intercolonial system rests on the principle of a

common railway system, at first for the two new
colonies. I^ord Milner, who realised the value of the

machinery, also reahsed the intense opposition it would
encounter, and has put it on record that quite possibly

363
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ninety-five per cent, of the people of the two colonies

would vote for its dissolution, with a view to engaging in

the inter-colonial and party rivalries and conflicts which

afford so great an attraction in South Africa. This

unpopularity is not diminished by the fact that the con-

tribution to the Council is not placed within the

control of the lately elected Legislative Assembly.

The narrow view obtains in this, as in other things,

and each colony thinks that the other gets the best of

the bargain. The Transvaal objects to railways being

made in the south of the Orange River Colony, and

that Colony would like to control its own railways

and of course tax (indirectly) the Transvaal, as in the

olden days.

The economic development of South Africa m a

whole is the goal aimed at, and it is satisfactory to note

that at the last Railway Conference (held in February,

1905) a resolution was unanimously carried that the only

satisfactory solution was to be found in the common
management of at least the through lines, and the

pooling of their receipts, with a division of profits on

a fixed basis. Though so far merely an academic

opinion, it is a step in the right direction. The last

report helps to establish the economical working of

the railways already under the Council. The Orange

River Colony, however, is to construct the Bloem-

fontein-Kimberley line at its own cost, and a railway

(the Springs-Witbank Railway) is to be made by the

Transvaal with the assistance of a loan from the Postal

Savings Bank. The railways made by the Govern-

ment in the new colonies so far are 310 miles in length,
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and there are 328 miles under construction and 693

miles projected, 500 of which it is hoped may be

completed within a reasonable period. AVithin a short

time there will be 2,500 miles in the system, or about

double the amount existing before the war.

Among the economic questions coming to the

front in South Africa the most important is un-

doubtedly that of railways and railway rates, and the

general view seems to be that railway amalgamation

should be the first step towards federation. But end-

less difficulties stand in the way, and, after all, an actual

organic amalgamation need not necessarily precede

the federation of the different colonies—it has not done

so elsewhere. To bring this about a highly developed

Central Government, like that of Germany or France,

is required : a system opposed to the spirit of the

English-speaking peoples, certainly opposed to the

Afi'icander spirit. The railways in South Africa are

mainly in the hands of the different Governments—in

the case of Rhodesia in the control of the Chartered

Company, the governing body—and therefore the path

to amalgamation is rendered more feasible than if they

were privately owned, as in America. The present

railway rates generally seem excessive and on the

surface opposed to the best interests of the country.

It is not easy, however, to decide what these interests

are. Lord Milner, who took the long view, declared

that the reduction of rates would bring relief only to

a limited extent and to a few middlemen, while it

would deprive the country at large of revenue sorely

needed for public works, more especially tlie improve-
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nieiit of communications. On the other hand, there

is a school of thoiiglit, much favoured in the United

States, which beheves in building railways in new
districts and running them at a loss until the land

is filled up. This policy is inextricably involved with

heavy protection in various forms, and moreover it

is less applicable to a country which, hke the ncM^

colonies and the Cape, is already settled to a great

extent and has all the more advanced problems of

government to deal with, which do not press so heavily

on infant communities. The opening of the A^^estern

States or the great North-West of Canada does not,

therefore, offer a complete analogy. It must not be

forgotten, moreover, that the railway policy of the

United States, so successful in its earlier stages, has

had the effect of putting a lasso round the necks of

various states, a condition from which it seems likely

tliat they can only be delivered (as suggested by Mr.

Roosevelt in his southern campaign) by the Central

Government control of all the lines. There is, how-

ever, a tendency in South Africa to use railway rates

as protective tariffs against sister colonies, as shown

by the revision of the Cape rates, whereby its produce

is carried at a lower rate than that of other colonies.

A proposal for a similar policy in the Transvaal was

recently vetoed by Lord Selborne.

The chief railway question now agitating South

Africa is the question of rates between Delagoa Bay

on the one hand, and Natal and the Cape Colony ports

on the other. Both the Cape and Natal, largely

dependent for the revenue of their railways on the
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transit trade to Jolianncsbiirg, are suffering from the

eonipetition of Delagoa Bay, the natural approach to

the Transvaal. Although the Transvaal and Orange

River Colony, as owners of the expensive line from

Aliwal North to Pretoria, cannot afford to see this route

fall into disuse, the competition is likely to increase

because, notwithstanding many disadvantages—penalties

enforced by the shipping confederation, lack of proper

harbour facilities, restrictions of various sorts, and

dilatory, irritating Portuguese methods—the harbour is

certain to be improved all round owing to the great

interest of Johannesburg companies in the port. In

return for advantages in connection with recruiting

native labour, the pre-existing preference was con-

firmed to Portugal on railway rates, and in consequence

of this trade has drifted to Delagoa Bay. The

Cape has been the most severe loser in the loss of

railway cari'iage—the present amount carried by the

Cape lines (about 10 per cent.) being just enough

to pay for maintenance and the interest on capital

expenditure.

In February, 1905, the Intercolonial Council

proposed to reduce the preference enjoyed by Delagoa

Bay by lowering the rates from Durban and the Cape

Colony ports, guaranteeing the Portuguese about one-

tliird of the traffic to the Transvaal, a proposal that

would reduce greatly the cost of goods in that colony.

The Portuguese, however, failed to see the advantages

which would accrue to them and refused to accept

the proposal. The coast colonies thereupon began an

agitation in tlie matter, and now call for the denuncia
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tion of the modus luvendl ^ concluded with Portugal,

by Lord Milner in 1901. But the Transvaal is not

likely to throw over a railway route which is shorter

than any other, is about to be still further shortened

and improved, is nearly entirely within her own terri-

tory, is on her own railway system, and which,

moreover, is the chief means of securing solid advan-

tages in the matter of recruiting native labour—the

permanent source of supply, as I have already indi-

cated. Moreover, ere long there will be another direct

line through the Eastern Transvaal and Swaziland to

the coast. The result is a serious conflict between

the interests of the inland and the coast colonies.

A suggestion was recently made that no line

competing with the existing main lines should be

constructed or sanctioned without the consent of all

the signatories ; this with a view to safeguard the vested

interests existing at the present moment. The pro-

posal, it is hardly necessary to say, did not meet with

approval in the Transvaal, as it would cripple its

communications with the seaboard, and especially the

new short line from Delagoa Bay. The Cape and

Natal claim the right to have a say regarding the

modus Vivendi with Portugal, which they declare is

an Imperial question, and the Transvaal disputes their

right to intervene. At the back of all is the old rivalry

' The following is the principal clause of tlie modus vivendi : Article 1.-

The engagement of the native labourers from the Province of Mozambique
for the Transvaal and Rhodesia shall be established from now, and shall be

allowed by the Governor-General of the said Province while the present

modus vivendi is in force, or until the said modus vivendi shall be denounced

by one of the parties, in conformity with the terms of Article 13.
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between the Cape and Transvaal for tlie hegemony of

South Africa. The Cape sees the railway traffic

slipping away, and opposes tooth and nail, further steps

tending to increasing independence of the Transvaal,

a feeling shared, but in a lesser degree, by Natal. ^ The

Cape and Natal naturally urge the claims based on

the vested interests in railways built to " rescue the

Transvaal from barbarism " ; the Transvaal says the

older colonies wish to cripple its development by

artificial measures. The situation is complicated, but

the \'ery difficulty of finding a solution under present

conditions—intercolonial rivalry, jealousy, and race-

feeling—may prove the necessity of coming to some

arrangement to avert the recurrence of such disputes,

which have a paralysing effect on the progress of the

country as a whole."

It must not be forgotten that distance is by no

means the only consideration in estimating the cost

of traffic per mile and that the height which has to

be scaled is the principal factor. In this respect Port

Elizabeth, for instance, is nearer to Johannesburg than

Durban, since the Natal Railway, with its ups and downs,

has to conquer altitudes nearly double the actual

difference in height of the two termini. It is evident,

therefore, that the economic side of the problem is

not so incapable of solution in accordance with Imperial

aspirations as appears at first sight.

A minor example of the rivalry of routes, and of

' 111 July, 1905, the figTires were: Cape ports, 10 per cent. ; Diirhaii,

32 per c;eiit. ; Delagoa Bay, 58 per cent.

* Since tliis was written a Conference lias been summoned to meet in

London in order to discuss these questions.

24
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the effects of artificially interfering with the normal

conditions of railway competition, is to be foimd in

the case of the railways to Rhodesia, from the Cape

and from Beira respectively. The diversion of traffic

from the Beira route by the Chartered Company
(which is interested in Cape politics) to the long and

costly Cape route has had an unfortunate influence on

the development of Rhodesia. There is no need here

to emphasise this point, which has been alluded to

in dealing with Rhodesia, as the matter has been, for

the present at least, placed on a more satisfactory

footing by the reduction of rates on the Beira Railway.

The port of Beira is the natural one for Rhodesia,

the towns of Salisbury and Buluwayo being respectively

1,125 miles and 523 miles nearer the sea by this

than by the Cape line. But, of course, the value and

importance of the great All-British Route cannot be

estimated by purely economic results.

The general railway question in South Africa,

however, is a much wider one than that of the various

existing routes to the Coast colonies and Delagoa

Bay. The developments which are taking place and

those which may occur in the early future may bring

about (what seems under present conditions un-

likely) railway communication from the west coast, at

Swakopmund or elsewhere, to some point on the main

line. A glance at the map will show that a serious

competitor would arise in such a line, for the passenger

and lighter traffic at least, by reason of the saving

in time that would be effected in transit from Europe

to the Northern Transvaal and Rhodesia, and it is
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certain that ere long there will be trans-continental

communication established from the Avestern to the

eastern coast. Already a line is projected from

the Portuguese harbour Benguella to the mines near

I^ake Tanganyika, from which a branch could be con-

structed to join the Cape to Cairo Railway north

of the Zambesi. These developments are still in the

air and do not enter into practical politics in South

Africa as yet, but they deserve to be borne in mind

by any one who looks ahead.

The shifting of the centre of gravity northwards

has been a serious matter for the Cape Colony, and

the rise of the Transvaal, already so greatly in the

ascendant, and the great future assured to Rhodesia,

if that territory be only governed on broad-minded

lines, must add to the grave misgivings felt at the

Cape on the subject. That colony, if its true interests

were followed, would try to develop its own Hinter-

land and cease to work as if its Avhole existence were

dependent on its connection with the north, by means

of railways and in other ways. Whatever the gain

to general Imperial interests by present developments,

it is evident that, with the increasing prosperity of

the inland colonies and the consequent improvement of

railway communications eastwards (and eventually west-

wards), the economical and political importance of the

Cape Colony, especially of Cape Town, must inevitably

diminish relatively. There seems no reason why the

old colony should not make progress by development

of its own resources, chiefly agricultural, and its position

on the South Atlantic and Indian Ocean—on ji great
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highway to Australasia and tlie l^acific—must be

remembered ; but still relatively the Cape is being left

behind and its fate in that respect is sealed unless it

can be averted by the federation of the South African

States and the rise of an Africander nation which will be

broader in its conceptions than the present generation.

The industrial possibilities of South Africa are the

occasion of much controversy in the Cape Colony

where, finding the ground slipping away, people are

wildly clutching at any nostrum that will serve to

galvanise the enfeebled body into renewed life. The

favourite panacea is protection of industries. There

is some difficulty in approaching the subject, as the

census report of 1904 does not tally with that of the

Select Committee on Cape industries. The latter

declares in the most uncompromising fashion for pro-

tection.^ The Manufacturers' Association goes further

' The Committee recommends :

(1) Candle Manufacture and Stearine Industry.—That a duty of Id.

per lb. he added to the present 7h per cent, ad valorem tariff.

(2) Colonial-made Furniture.—That the 7^ per cent, ad valorem tariff

on imported furniture he raised to at least 25 per cent.^ and that

the raw material come in at as low a duty as possible.

(3) Confectionery and Jam Trade.—Thai there be imposed an additional

duty over and above the present 2d. per lb.

(4) Biscuit and Cake Manufacture.—That in addition to the ad valorem

duty of 7^ per cent, and 10 per cent, (as above), Id. per lb. be

placed on sweetened and ^d. per lb. on unsweetened biscuits.

(The duty on the raw material is 22j per cent.)

(6) Milling Industj-y.—That in addition to the '2s. per 100 lb. on flour

and 1*. per 100 lb. on wheat, l.s\ per 100 lb. be placed on wheat

and 2s. per 100 lb. on flour.

(6) Printing Indmtry. —Tliat raw material be imported free, and a duty

of Q^h per cent, on all imported printing, stationery, etc.

(7) Tinctures, Dutch Medicines, and Spirituous Preparations.—That in-

stead of 3rf. per gallon the duty be 15*. per gallon, the same as

on the ordinary imported spirits.
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in demanding protection for industries like zinc and

gah'anised iron, engineering and woodwork—of proble-

matic value and infinitesimal proportions. But this

demand for protection and the proposal that the

Customs Union should be revised on protectionist

lines (a demand made by Cape Colony but supported

also by Natal) combines the two coast colonies against

the inland colonies, which naturally are prepared to

fight the proposals to the utmost. The Transvaal

especially, situated 1,000 miles up-country from Cape

Town, dependent for its prosperity upon low cost of

production, affected by railway rates, frontier charges,

or littoral duties which regulate the cost of supphes

and of raw materials, is bound to oppose these measures,

as well as the proposals concerning Delagoa Bay. The

attitude taken up seems reasonable. The principle of

protection within reasonable limits, for building up a

colony in the making, is not objected to, but exception

is taken to alterations which are for the purpose of

artificially bolstering up coast industries or withdrawing

advantages given to raw materials from the coast.

The policy of the Cape is reported to be the pro-

tection of " legitimate manufactures, not bastard

industries," but can the measures proposed be called

" legitimate "
? Incidentally it may be said that these

proposals are not in the direction of further preference

to the mother country. The wish to protect local manu-

factures against outside competition cannot be objected

to, provided articles can be manufactured under favour-

able economic conditions, without heightening the cost

to the consumer and generally raising the cost of living.
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With a certain measure of protection ^ the Cape Colony

has not hitherto heen successful in her experiment.

Apart altogether from the effect on the Trans\ aal, it

seems probable that, in view of the fact that the Cape

industrial districts are confined to the coast, the pro-

posed protection would put additional burdens on the

inland districts of the colony itself, where living is

already heavy, although the taxation would partly fall

on British manufactures. l*astoral pursuits and agri-

culture, the staple employment of the colony, seem

to need protection more than the small and scattered

industries, though some of the latter might be en-

couraged by bonuses. According to the census, five

out of nine industries do not need such encourage-

ment, as they have considerably increased the number

of hands employed since 1901, while other trades are

depressed entirely because of the war and the agri-

cultural depression.

It is not only in the Cape Colony that the wave

of protection is felt. In the Orange River Colony,

hitherto associated merely with the pastoral industry,

an attempt is being made to create local manufactures.

An Industrial Commission has recommended bonuses

to foster new industries by which the raw material

produced in the colony can be made into finished

articles. The principal industries to be supported are

woollens, leather, preserving, cement, tobacco, pottery,

and basket-making. Something has been done by

^ At present ^d. per lb. on candles, 7? per cent, ad valorem duty on

furniture, 2d. per lb. on jam, etc., 22^ per cent, on bakers' "^raw material

72 per cent, on English or Colonial confections, and 10 per cent, ad valorem

on foreign goods, 2s. per 1 00 lb. on flour, and so on.
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private enterprise to start similar industries in the

Transvaal, particularly in wool-cleaning, carpentering,

brick, tile, cement, pottery, and glass-making.

The period of depression which has hung over

South Africa is at last beginning to show signs of

passing away, although a great deal of poverty and

distress still remains, and tlie extraordinary spectacle, in

a British colony, of respectable artisans and even men of

education out of work and subsisting on charity is not

yet a thing of the past. In 1903, under the influence

of an anticipated boom which never came, the country

was filled with material of which much was unsale-

able. The fall in imports between 1903 and 1904 was

£18,000,000, and it says something for the recuperative

power of the country that within so short a time a

return to something like normal conditions should have

been possible. The mining industry, on which so much
hangs, is prosperous and agriculture, if given fair

play, should now make progress. The process of

paying for imports almost exclusively by the export

of raw gold and diamonds cannot, however, be said

to be a healthy condition of trade.

A comparison of trade in the years 1898 and 1904

(before the war, and two years after respectively) shows

that the value of the principal exports from Britain in-

creased over twenty-eight per cent., while the imports

from South Africa increased by nearly £2,000,000

;

but this increase is due to gold, the other chief

items showing a substantial decrease. South Africa

therefore is living on capital to an extraordinary degree,

paying chiefly in raw gold, and insufficiently in raw
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material such as wool, hides, feathers, or other products

of the soil. A considerable proportion of imports is

paid for from the working capital of companies, fi'om

money provided in Europe. If the proportion con-

tributed by gold and diamonds in the total volume of

South African exports is so considerable, what is to be

thought of the figures for the Transvaal, where these two
items in 1904 actually counted for nearly £17,000,000

out of a total of £17,770,000. On the other hand, the

amount paid for imported food-stufFs—no less a figure

than over £2,000,000—proves conclusively how un-

satisfactory is the agricultural condition of the country.

The account of revenue and expenditure shows a serious

deficit in Cape Colony and Natal, and an excess of

imports over exports in Natal of nearly two millions

sterling.^ Only in the Transvaal will the revenue more
than suffice for expenditure ; but this is partially due

to the heavy taxation, which might with advantage be

lightened if any reasonable economy in Government

expenditure could be devised.

One of the results of the war is the greater attention

paid to South African commerce, and consequent

increase of competition—for instance, the number of

firms supplying the mines has doubled since the war.

' Revenue and Expenditure

Revenue Expend. Deficit Exports and Imports

£ £ £ £ £
1903-4 C.C. 9,910,142 10,815,156 905,015 26,568,882 21,824,309

(E3tiraateil)l!)04-5 ,, 8,500,000 9,231,096 731,696
11)02-3 Natal . 4,334,175 5,039,003 704,828 1904 9,010,389 10,991,301

(Estimatea)1904-5 „ 3,342,000 3,924,000 582,000
1904-5 Transvaal 4,423,211 4,378,203 17,770,988 13,627,377
1904 O.R.C. 771,700 760,667 2,264,000 3,841,000
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The British share of trade (sixty-three per cent.)

is practically stationary, while that of Germany

(three per cent.) decreased slightly in the period

1903-4, and the United States increased from twelve

to fourteen per cent. The American development

of trade is partly due to clieaper freights than the

shipping conference allows to British goods. Tlie

advantages enjoyed by American firms is clear from

the fact that the cost of rail and shipping transport

to Johannesburg for British goods is about forty per

cent, of their original value, while that of American

goods is only thirty-three per cent. The American

share of trade hes chiefly in agricultural and mining

machinery, petroleum, doors and windows, and barbed

wire, some of which would come from Canada under

reciprocal treatment. Even in mining machinery

where America is easily first Britain holds her own
;

where she fails is in connection with agriculture. On
the east coast route Germany underbids British firms,

largely due to the German steamer lines, the hold

which German firms have established along that coast,

and the general advantage of cheap rates by rail to the

port of embarkation. In the Cape Colony the position

of Germany is inferior though not so much as might

appear from the returns, as a good deal comes from

Germany via England, cheap rates for German goods

being quoted by British shipping lines. The general

complaints made in South Africa concerning British

manufacturers are the same as elsewhere—insufficiency

of information, ultra-conservative metliods, want of

adaptability, and lack of proper price-lists.
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There is seemingly considerable depression and there

certainly is serious discontent in the Transvaal and

some dissatisfaction in the Orange River Colony on

account of excessive taxation, which in the Transvaal

is said to amount to about £11 or £l2 per head

per annum/ and the cry is not likely to be

diminished as the time for the elections draws near.

It is claimed, however, that this is far too high an

estimate. It is unfair, of course, to press the com-

parison too far, as is frequently done in South Africa,

between the expenditure of the new colonies under

British rule and the former Governments, for a large

proportion of this is on reproductive and development

works, with a view of laying securely the foundations

of future prosperity—-work which cannot be checked

without serious injury to the country. Before the war

the Orange Free State had a revenue of about £450,000,

of which three-fourths came from its railways. Now
the railway revenue goes into the intercolonial pool

and the Orange River Colony draws about £600,000 in

taxation (from Customs about £400,000 and the balance

from other minor sources).

The same condition of over-taxation obtains in the

Transvaal, but the effect there is less evident on

account of the mining industry, providing ready money

and capital. Still the productivity of the land is

falling off because no one can afford artificial manures

• After making deductions for the revenue from native taxes^ postal and

telegraph services, receipts from diamond mines, rents, and other similar

sources, this is said to represent the taxation per head of the white population

(300,000) including as taxation a portion of the net profits on the Central

South African Railway lines.
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at £12 per ton, of which no less than £5 5.9. is for

railways and customs after tlie article lias been landed

at the coast. The excessive revenue on these ac-

counts, so far as drawn from the people on the soil,

is holding back the development of the country.

About two-fifths of the farmers' income, it has

been calculated, goes in contributions to railways

and customs, thus maintaining the cost of food and

preventing the creation of small industries. The
Government view is that, if taxation is to be reduced,

it is development work that must suffer as, apart from

minor economies, the ordinary allowance for adminis-

tration is not capable of any serious reduction. The
windfall which has come to the Transvaal in the con-

tribution from the wonderful Premier mine brink's

in annually £550,000 new revenue,^ but half of this

is ear-marked to pay off the Selati railway deben-

tures. Making due allowances the general impression

created on one is that there are too many officials

for the present state of evolution. Something simpler,

with less routine, would have been less costly and more

effective. In the old days the magistrate of a district

combined many functions which he was able to fulfil

—connected with prisons, roads, treatment of natives.

Now there are inspectors of everything, even including

inspectors of " drifts
"—local inspectors of police and

prisons, inspectors to report on horse-breeding, stock

improvements, cases of distress, and so forth ad

infinitum. So much of this subdivision of duties is

there that the magistrate becomes a superfluity ; lie

' Accordiiifjf to the 1905-6 estimate of tlie Goverumeut (six-tenllis) shari*.
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can only line up to £5, must send important cases

up to a higher court, and generally has no scope

for his energies. In Basutoland the few officials

exercise all these functions well and cheaply.

It is impossible to pass over this part of the subject

without mentioning the very strong feeling in South

Africa regarding what was facetiously termed Lord

Milner's kindergarten. Himself essentially a product

of university life—the fine fleur, in fact—he had the

strongest belief in the power for good of men trained

in Oxford traditions and imbued with the special form

of patriotism which is connected with our ancient

scholastic foundations. That many of the men so

selected to fill important administrative posts in the

new colonies were young and inexperienced is undeni-

ably true, and some of them, in ignorant zeal, proved as

costly as they were inefficient. The work they were

called on to do, however, did not call for any specialised

training, and their youth and academic education were

not so much the reason for want of success as a

lack of knowledge of men, of sympathy and insight,

and of other qualities which can only be acquired by

experience and acquaintance with a wide circle of

affairs. On the other hand, oversea-colonials placed

in various positions, because of a supposed acquaintance

with similar conditions, have been even less success-

ful in winning the good opinion of the Africanders, and

there were obvious difficulties in filling up the adminis-

trative ranks in Soutli Africa, which could only

have been done from the Cape. The consideration

which undoubtedly weighed most with Lord Milner
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was his desire to introduce an element upon which, in

a period of intrigue, stress, and confusion, he could rely

as to their Imperialism and loyalty to his own ideals.

The cost of living in the Transvaal still remains

abnormally high. High taxation is, of course, only

one of the contributory causes, among which the chief

are the cost of transport and the shipping and railway

freights on imported goods, of which only a small share

comes back to the Transvaal out of railway profits on its

own lines, much remaining as gain to the railways of

the coast colonies. Taxation, however, is the chief

factor. The Customs duties, estimated this year at

£1,000,000, or one-third of the whole revenue, amount

to about twelve per cent, on the value of imported

goods. The proportion borne by the mining industry is

difficult to ascertain. The capitalist view is that in 1904

they contributed £1,345,900 ^ out of a total revenue

of about £4,500,000, or about thirty per cent., and

that, moreover, they pay indirectly forty per cent, more

through Customs, post and telegraph services, licences,

stamp and transfer duties, not to mention the railway

rates ; in all they claim to contribute eighty per cent,

of the revenue. The reduction of the former dynamite

duty more than covers the profit tax on mines. The

Transviial Treasurer's opinion that a largely increased

* Diamond mines ^.550,000

Profit tax 41.5,400

Base metal royalties 9,000

Licences, etc. ...... .34.5,000

Foreign labour passports ..... 2G,.500

£1,.345,900
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revenue from the mines is not to be expected in

future years has been challenged, and it is asserted

tliat the Rand has not by any means reached its limit

of productivity.

It is unnecessary to retell the oft-told tale of the

rise of the great gold industry which has sprung up

on the Rand or to give any detailed description of

it. But the chief features must be noted before giving

briefly an impression of the present condition of the

gold and other mineral resources of the Transvaal.

We are not concerned here with the various theories

current as to how the great Rand gold-field originally

came into being, how the gold found its way into

the sedimentary deposits in past ages ; enough for our

purpose that the discovery of the great deposit of

conglomerate known as banket, consistent and persistent

throughout, revolutionised the prevalent ideas of gold-

mining, for till then the world had known only quartz

and alluvial mining. Work on the Rand was begun

in earnest only some seventeen years ago, and already

the field is known to extend to sixty-one miles in

length and over three miles in breadth, and can be

worked to a depth of four to five thousand feet,

while the output has risen to a value in 1904 of

over £17,000,000, and will certainly exceed £20,000,000

in 1905.

The salient feature of the Rand banket formation

is its consistency, which removes the gold industry

from the realm of speculation and makes it an essen-

tially " business proposition." Contrary to general

opinion the formatioij i§ not abnormally rich—indeed,
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it is low-grade compared with other fields—but it

is sufficiently so to warrant profitable extraction and

to enable steady dividends to be paid, provided the

business management is highly organised in every

detail. The labour involved and the appliances re-

quired to extract the gold have been reduced to a

fine science and have engaged the abilities of some

of the foremost mining engineers and chemists of

the day, many of these Americans. The average

yield on this field, which has been steadily de-

clining for some time, is about 35*. per ton, and

the mines generally are not nearly so rich as

some in other countries ; for instance in Queens-

land, AVestern Australia, India, the United States,

or Venezuela. Under the adverse conditions in

which the mines have to be worked—the difficulty

and cost of labour (the wages paid to the whites are

the highest in the world) and the general rate of

living—they can only be worked successfully by means

of a highly developed organisation utilising all scientific

processes and by extreme economy in all departments.

In the early days, when the boom came, a wild wave

of speculation swept over Europe and an immense

amount of capital found its way from the pockets of

the confiding public to those of the company promoter.

Undeveloped and untested properties, mines that

existed frequently only in the imagination, were

floated by syndicates using the reports of " mining

experts " whose knowledge had been acquired largely

on the race-course or in the bars of Johannesburg.

The speculative period of development is entirely
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passed and gold-mining has now settled down to a

humdrum existence as an industry, but the manipulation

of " the market " remains a feature of the situation.

There is great confusion in the public mind as regards

the industry—a genuine fact and a vitalising influence

—

and the market, open as the latter undoubtedly is to

many criticisms. It is " the market " that is at the

bottom of much of the public distrust of " the in-

dustry," and that distrust will continue as long as

the market favours the flotation of bogus companies.

The policy of the mine owners is to employ the least

number of skilled white workmen earning high wages

and supplying the brains, while the muscle is obtained

from the Kaffirs and Chinese. The change that has

come over the character of mining is illustrated by

the fact that under the conditions existing fifty years

ago these mines would have been worthless. The

problem now is to keep on lowering the cost of pro-

duction and to reduce the time within which the desired

results can be obtained, so as to utilise the vast capital

employed to the utmost advantage.

The probable duration of the Rand cannot be

estimated with any accuracy, but the dimensions

already given, which may yet be increased, open a

prospect of work for an indefinite period, even

with a considerably increased rate of production.

The mining districts outside the Rand have been

much neglected since its success was fully established,

but as the great banket industry becomes more and

more highly developed, and with the constantly de-

creasing yield to be gained from the average main
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reef mines, a larger share of attention will be paid

to the outlying districts of the Transvaal and to

gold-bearing fields elsewhere, especially in Rhodesia,

where speculative spirits must look lor fresh openings,

and indeed have already from time to time found

the opportunity to repeat

—

longo intei^vallo—the ille-

gitimate methods of the earlier Rand days. These

fields have suffered from the fact that the energies

of the great capitalists have been absorbed by the

Rand, where indeed many properties are still held

in reserve, to the dissatisfaction of shareholders, who

fail to appreciate a policy which is sound enough

from a capitalistic point of view. Gold discoveries

continue to be made in various new districts of the

Transvaal ; but so far, although conglomerate reefs

are found in various parts of the Witwatersrand

formation outside the Rand, they seldom carry pay-

able gold and in not a single case continuously.

The chief of these fields are in the Heidelberg,

Klerksdorp, Lydenburg, Barberton, and JNIurchison

districts. The first has so far been a failure, notwith-

standing rich patches in places, and the vision of a

second Rand seems to have entirely faded away.

The Klerksdorp field is not so unsuccessful, and some

of its mines have in the past been worked at a profit,

when the conditions were less favourable. In the

I^ydenburg district work has been carried on in narrow

quartz veins by two companies which, notwithstanding

the heavy charges incurred for transport and difficulties

connected with labour, have paid dividends. In the

Barberton district, the scene of early gold-pioneering,

25
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the Slieba mine is still the main venture, the endea-

vours to revive the field made from time to time

proving so far unsuccessful. The Murchison field,

where gold occurs in quartz veins in rich patches of very

small extent, is only suitable for the individual miner

who can work his own five-stamp mill, and the climate

is very unhealthy during the summer season, while the

transport rates are excessive. The companies, controlled

from London like those in Rhodesia, have done little

to develop their properties.

But the mineral wealth of the Transvaal is by no

means confined to gold. Coal-fields of great extent

are found in various parts of the country, aiding

materially towards making the gold industry profit-

able. The output for the year 1904 in the Transvaal

was two and a half million tons and the production

is increasing so rapidly that the year 1906, it is ex-

pected, may see an output of about four million tons.

The coal is not of a high average quality, the

calorific power being only about two-thirds of AVelsh

coal. The demand comes from the gold industry,

railways, and Delagoa Bay for bunkering purposes,

but in time there will grow up a demand for cook-

ing purposes and for working the baser metals.

Excepting Witbank (Middelburg) most of the coal is

deposited in basins, and several of the East Rand

collieries are already worked out. The Middelburg

district has not merely the largest coal supply but is

well situated with regard to Johannesburg and Delagoa

Bay, and will shortly be more effectively opened by a

new branch railway, reducing the distance to Johannes-
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burg by twenty miles. Should the collieries round

W^itbank amalgamate or pool, the industry will occupy

a more sohd position. As the other sections of South

Africa are better known than the Transvaal it is only

necessary to make a passing reference to their resources

in coal. In Natal coal-mining has been developed

into a very important and \'aluable industry, and in

Rhodesia coal is being mined at W'^ankie and is to

be found in various parts of the country. A great

reduction has already been effected there in the cost

of working railways and mines, which has done

much to help forward the general development of the

coimtry. In the Cape Colony the amount mined is

trivial and the quality very inferior.

Among the surprises of which South Africa is so

prolific (some of them not altogether agreeable) have

been the discovery of diamonds, more especially the won
derful Premier mine which began work only three years

ago. This mine, situated some twenty miles north-

east of Pretoria, is the only serious rival to the

De Beers combination, with which, however, if report

says true, it has a working agreement preventing any

injurious competition. The Transvaal Government

already receives about £550,000 per annum from the

Premier (the equivalent of sixty per cent, under the

new diamond law), and when the permanent machinery

in course of completion is in full working order the

profits earned will, according to estimates, amount to

no less than £2,000,000 per annum, which represents

a Government income of £1,200,000 annually. The

mine, it is claimed, may last for fifty years wlien
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worked as intended. As the world's demand for

diamonds shows no sign of repletion and indeed

seems to grow with the increased supply, on the prin-

ciple of rappetit vient en m.aiigcant, the future of this

marvellous mine seems to be assured, and promises to

be a great asset for the Government of the Transvaal.

Iron is found in many districts in large deposits,

and much has been hoped from the presence of the

metal in such quantity, combined with coal ; but the

exploitation of the ore, containing a large percentage

of titanium, is reported to be unprofitable. So far

no attempt has been made to lay the foundations of

an industry, nor, in view of the character of the ore

and the fierce competition from other iron-producing

countries, does there seem any very brilliant prospect.

Hopes are entertained of the oil shale, of which there

are seams said to be equal in quality to those worked

in Scotland. Copper is at present much talked of as

likely to be developed on a large scale north of the

Zambesi—the Tanganyika concessions are said to con-

tain the largest and richest deposits in the world—but

optimist views require to be received by the public

with caution, not only on account of the remoteness

of the fields and the cost of transport to the coast

(there can be nothing to go the other way for a long

time) but because in no branch of mining perhaps are

judgment, experience, and reliability more needed than

in considering copper deposits. No matter how great

the deposits might prove to be it is difficult to see

how these fields could compete with America or

Europe, and the establishment of self-supporting
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centres in South Africa itself is a will-o'-the-wisp, at

least at the present stage of evolution. The water-

power of the Victoria Falls will doubtless some day

be utilised in various directions, possibly in con-

nection with the copper industry, but that is not yet

in sight. Meanwhile, copper ores are being worked

on the border of Zululand and Natal and Namaqua-

hmd (in the Cape Colony), which already turns out

£500,000 worth annually, can probably extend its

present output. The attention of capital, however,

is so centred on the gold and diamond mines, and

on the industry (coal) auxiliary to these, that it will

be a long time before the baser metals are adequately

dealt with.

Notwitlistanding the lack of harbours and water

communication the abundance and variety of her

mineral resources and potential labour supply may
yet enable South Africa to overcome physical and

political difficulties and start on a career as a manu-

facturing country.
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IMPERIALISM, CAPITALISM, AND THE LAND

It is often urged against the capitalists that they

are not entitled to the great fortunes amassed or the

large dividends earned by some companies, but the risks

run when the future of the Rand was still uncertain

must be taken into account. I myself recollect how,

early in 1890, when I first visited the Rand, the future

was regarded generally with grave misgivings, and the

investment of capital was considered a very risky

business. The men who were successful consider them-

selves entitled to special privileges. Contrary to

general opinion, a number of these men are British or

Dutch Africanders. There is undoubtedly a bitter

prejudice in South Africa, as well as in England,

against the capitalists as a class—the result, to a

large extent, of misunderstanding and envy, but also

arising from their being almost entirely absentee

and not having any permanent tie to the country.^

Wherever I went in South Africa, among British as

well as Dutch, I found the sentiment deeply rooted.

• It is only fair to add that there are exceptions. For instance, Sir George

Farrar (whom J do not personally know) has never been an absentee and he

fought through the war, only coming to England for six months' holiday after

many years in South Africa. He is generally regarded as an Imperial South

African Nationalist.

390
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" Birds of passage, mainly non-British, what do they,

what can they, care for our land ? " was the universal

cry. Now, while I do not subscribe to the wholesale

abuse or distrust of the capitalist, who is represented

as the incarnation of all evil—he is very human and

on the whole not unlike other people—I do feel

strongly that this prejudice has a sound foundation

and will never be overcome so long as the men who

live on South African gold do not make their homes

in the country, establish ties there, and interest

themselves really and thoroughly, and not by mere

talk, in the land. It is all very well for some of

them to use fine language about " love of the Taal

"

and concern for the " moral and material progress of

our country," but fine words butter no parsnips, at

least in South Africa.

The dangerous side of capitalism in South Africa

is that its representatives, being aliens or birds of

passage, wield such inordinate power and are free

from the corrective influence of a wide public opinion.

It remains to be seen whether the filling up of the

country and growth of subsidiary industries will enhance

or decrease this potential corrective influence.

Tlie connection of capitalism and the jDress, in

South iVfrica and Europe but of course especially

England, is a delicate one, but it would be absurd

not to speak frankly on the subject. It has been

said that the capitalists do not own certain papers,

and the statement may well be perfectly correct, but

that they influence or control four-fifths of the press

of South Africa and influence a considerable section
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of the press in Europe cannot be open to doubt.

The manner in which these matters are managed

is a subject on which only those in the inner circle

could throw light. A thousand-and-one circumstances

convince any one who remains some time in South Africa

that the press is generally " solid " for capital, though

of course one sees a good deal of sympathetic writing,

as one hears a good deal of sympathetic talk about

" the interests of the permanent industry," " the

welfare of the country," and so forth. The Dutch

Africanders of course have their own papers, of which

Ons Land, of Cape Town, The Friend, of Bloem-

fontein, and the Kolksstem (the People's Voice), the

official organ of the Dutch party in the Transvaal and

a powerful influence,—are the chief.^ The " country
"

papers which may still be counted as independent are

very few and have little power (those which have

any influence have been " salted "), and there is Jlie

South African News, the organ of the South African

party, in opposition to the Progressives in the Cape

Colony. The fundamental difference between these two

parties—there are many nominal ones—is the fact that

the Progressives are believed to be under capitalistic

influence, Kimberley being regarded as the con-

necting link between Johannesburg and the Cape.

The fact that several members of the present Cape

Ministry are connected with De Beers lends colour

to this view, which is generally held throughout

South Africa. That the Prime Minister should be

' The Friend aud Volkssfem are bi-lingual, i)art of the policy for absorption

of all sympathisers to the Nationalist cause.
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the man who was chief actor in the Raid (largely-

engineered by capitalistic influences, unknown to many

of the actors themselves) adds to the conviction and

strengthens the bitter prejudices of the majority of

the people.

The " more brains to the square inch " theory of

Johannesburg does not seem justified on the grounds

of any superior culture or intellectuality, but is certainly

evidenced in superiority of organising power. One

reason for the recent return to South Africa of

many leading men connected with the mining industry

is the realisation of the fact that the policy which

had grown up of directing from T^ondon, and leaving

the local business management to subordinates of no

particular capacity, was not a good one. It was found

that brains were still needed on the spot to work the

industrial machine effectively, as well as to exercise a

sufficient influence on politics. The ramifications of

capitalism and the close connection of the inner circle

between Johannesburg, the Chartered Company, and

De Beers (from which the motive force under Rhodes

originally came) need not be further laboured here.

A cursory acquaintance with affairs reveals the curiously

complicated, interwoven character of the connection,

reaching from Johannesburg and Buluwayo to Cape

Town but radiating out in many directions, to Natal,

Delagoa Bay, and even to Madagascar.

A feature in the situation not usually understood

is the comparative smallness of the British share hi the

ownership and control of the capital employed on the

Rand and the magnitude of the Continental stake.
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Emanating from De Beers, the industry was at first

mainly Britisli but, encouraged by Rhodes for reasons

of pohcy, Continental capital was more and more

introduced, with the result that, while this averted

interference from certain quarters, the capital and

control passed in an astounding degree to Germany

and other Continental countries. The share of that

country in Johannesburg is remarkable. Not merely

is German capital largely embarked in all the British

companies managed by German Jews but there are

purely German houses, whose headquarters are Berlin

and Hamburg, such as Goerz & Co. This feature in

the situation, in connection with the presence of

Germany in South-West Africa and the many interests

established by individual Germans throughout the

sub-continent, is one deserving the closest attention of

the British people. A heavy price may yet have to be

paid for the non-intervention of Germany at an earlier

stage, and it remains to be seen whether she may not

some day, as recommended by serious Pan-Germanic

writers, openly espouse the establishment of Dutch

Africanderdom, whereby first her economic and later

her political interests might in their opinion be served.

The growth of Johannesburg has been phenomenal.

On revisiting it in 1905 I thought of the place I had

seen in 1890, and rubbed my eyes in surprise. Instead

of the dirty square, the sordid hotel, with a field of

wooden and tin shanties, a few brick buildings, and

hardly a tree in sight on the dusty, suffocating Rand,

there is now a city, hideous in itself, but with lofty

American-type buildings and other " imposing " struc-
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tiires, offices and hotels alongside wooden and iron

erections of the earlier kind, magnificent clubs, gorgeous

shops, theatres, and all the paraphernalia of modern

mushroom cities in new countries. No claim can be

made to architectural beauty, but Johannesburg is

possessed of one thing which in this erst brick-red,

dust-covered veld is the greatest surprise of all

—

beautiful suburbs, well wooded, and plantations stretch-

ing towards the Magaliesberg, changing the landscape

from one of bare hideousness to one of restful charm

and even beauty. A dozen years ago there was only one

house on the site of Parktown, now the fashionable suburb

of Johannesburg and closely covered with residences.

The suburbs stretch out great distances, and the cab-fare

from the city to one of these is a costly business, 20^.

to 25s. being no unusual price for a dinner engagement.

The area of the municipality has increased in eight

years nearly three-fold and the urban population about

sixty per cent., while the ratable value of municipal

land and buildings is close on £40,000,000. These

brief notes are necessary to give the reader an idea of

the stronghold of capitalism—Johannesburg the (iolden.

I have had reason, more than once, to mention the

wide gulf which appears to be fixed in South Africa

between Capitalism and the Land. It has become

almost a shibboleth to speak of these as rival interests,

as if there was an essential incompatibility between

the two main industries of the country. The division

has been accentuated by the race line. The sympathies

of the Dutch are all on the side of the land ; and

the fact of their solidarity makes it too often
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forgotten tliat a respectable number of British

^Vfricanders are on this side too, and these, especially

in the Cape Colony, the most prosperous and stable

of the farming population. No one reading the history

of South Africa will believe that the country would

have made much progress had there been no finds of

gold and diamonds. Probably the Dutch Africander

element woidd have been perfectly satisfied without

this progress, but as pastoral and back-veld States

the position of the Republics would have become

impossible in time, next door to powerful States and

for ever threatened with black invasions which a poor

fjirming population could not hope to cope with. The

prosperity, pastoral and arcadian, of the Orange Free

State is often quoted to show what can be done in

South Africa without mining, but, apart from the fact

that it enjoyed exceptionally wise and economical

government under President Brand, it must be re-

membered that its prosperity was largely due to the

transit trade for the mining markets that went over its

railway lines, which provided over three-fourths of its

revenue. Without the mineral interests which drew

men north these lines, even if they could have been

built at all, would have been of little value, as merely

giving access to another poor pastoral State. It is,

in fact, impossible for any part of South Africa

to dissociate itself from participation in the results

of the mineral discoveries. I have said, in the

chapter on Land Settlement, that as an agricultural

and pastoral country South Africa cannot compete

with Australia, the Argentine, or Canada. It is
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a country whose fortune had to be built up from

a variety of resources, and of these the only ones

of really striking possibilities were the gold and

diamond industries. In other gold-bearing countries

it was the finding of the precious metal in rich

reefs or alluvial which brought white men in large

numbers to the spot. Once there they developed

other industries by degrees. In South Africa the

pastoral and agricultural population preceded the

diamond and gold diggers, and were far from pros-

perous as communities when the mineral deposits,

requiring vast capital and high organisation, came

to their rescue. The more one studies the question

the more one is convinced that, far from being a

usurper and interloper, the mming industry is the

prop and stay of South African prosj)erity and

that, although its unique character may have unduly

dwarfed other promising resources of the country, yet

it would have been impossible to develop them without

its aid. If there were any district in South Aft'ica

which could conceivably become a wheat-growing

country like the Argentine (wheat grown without ex-

pensive irrigation and withunfailing regularity), or pro-

duce wool and cattle in quality, quantity, and steadily

increasing ratio like parts of Australia, tlien I should

regard the VVitwatersrand as far from an unmixed

blessing, since I am fully convinced of the advantages

possessed, morally and physically, by an agricultural

and pastoral community over one living in the sur-

roundings inseparable from industrial development.

Given the gold and the diamonds, however, a new
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era dawned. No one is more aware than I am of

the objectionable side of that era. In many cases the

Africanders (of British blood) threw down their

ploughs and flocked to the mines ; a speculative spirit

was born, cupidity was excited, and political compli-

cations of the most untoward description have been

the result. The course of events has not been similar

to that in other countries, for reasons already given
;

but the feature which differentiated the Rand from

other gold diggings was not, as was generally supposed,

its richness but the (comparatively) low grade of its ore.

The growth of prosperous communities of individual

miners, the process by which these men, full of the

true pioneer spirit, became by degrees land-owners

and farmers, and with their nuggets built up other

industries—all this has been denied to South Africa.

A vast amount of capital had to be sunk to make

the Rand a paying proposition, and so the process

began by which the main industry of South Africa

is, with two or three exceptions, worked as an estate

for the benefit of absentee landlords, a process

accentuated by the locking up of vast areas of land.

Africanders, in consequence, do not find themselves

deriving as much direct benefit from the gold as they

expected. Indirectly they owe it a great deal but,

exploited by capital from outside, it naturally returns

a share of its profits^ to a similar source, and, as Lord
' The mines get from the earth aiiiiually 20 millions sterling : available

for shareholders, 4i millions ; direct and indirect payments to the State,

including railway profits (75 per cent, of 6 millions) yearly, 4^ millions.

Actual net cost of working, if no taxation whatever, 11 millions, or 55 per

cent, net working cost ; 22| per cent, net taxation, i.e. contributions to the

State ; 22^ per cent, net dividends, i.e. inducement to capital.
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Milner clearly perceived, South xVfrica is benefited

only by a sort of transit trade. Meanwhile the gold

exported represents actual capital taken out of the

country and no adequate return is made in the purcliase

of foodstuffs grown in the country. South ^Vfrica is,

in fact, living on her capital and, whereas Austra-

lasian gold was largely distributed among the popu-

lation and went to build up the w^heat, wool, and

meat industries, Africanders feel that the African

diamonds and precious metal are passing out of the

country without increasing its permanent resources.

It is not an unreasonable attitude by any means, but

those who hold it frequently confuse cause with effect.

The actual exploitation of gold and diamonds is

essential to South Africa, which is agriculturally and

pastorally poor (compared wdth other countries), but

some features of that exploitation are, without doubt,

injurious to the permanent interests of the country.

I do not see that the blame lies entirely witli tlie

capitalists w^lio, after all, are business men bent on

making a good bargain. I have always felt that the

severest critic of capitalist methods would probably

modify his views if he suddenly found himself, say, a

director of De Beers. The industry is a legitimate

one. It is worked with high intelligence, employs

a large number of men, and benefits the entire country

indirectly by payment of transit dues, by providing

revenue, and in more indirect ways. The fact that it

is controlled by a small group of men, who in different

combinations repeat their organisation so as to hold

the gold and diamond industry of practically the whole
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sub-continent in their hands, is not in itself discreditable

to them. But their policy is undoubtedly selfish, and

in being selfish it is short-sighted. Rhodes was the

capitalist par excellence ; he organised, combined, con-

trolled, and got his last pound of flesh but, having

done this, he was neither selfish nor short-sighted. He
saw to it that a good proportion of the money that

came out of African soil went back into it in the form

of railways, experimental and model farms, improved

estates, and a thousand other ways. His Imperialism,

which undoubtedly was of a strongly personal and

autocratic type, alienated from him the feelings of

the Republican Africanders, and his political intrigues

plunged him into a quagmire from which he never

extricated himself ; but he was the one man who,

having been instrumental in building up the capitalist

industry in South Africa, tried to bridge the gulf

between capital and the land, and in part succeeded.

The gulf has widened more and more—it may never

now be bridged—but it is not due to any inherent

viciousness on the part of capitalists, to any circum-

stances inseparable from the gold industry, or to any

essential incompatibility of temper between two indus-

tries which ought to be happily married. The first

fatal mistake was made, largely through ignorance in

the beginnmg, by the South African Republic under

Paul Kriiger. He not only permitted but encouraged

the enactment of gold laws and land laws which

placed unbridled power in the hands of the capitalists,

and tried to get back his own by oppression and taxa-

tion. The second mistake is made by the capitalists
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themselves—again with two or three exceptions—and

is also perhaps the result of ignorance, but also of a lack

of imagination. They do not know South Africa

—

only Johannesburg. They are not Africander in spirit,

they are nouveaux riches, they are too confident of

their own position as controlling such grand resources

and pulling so many strings. Not being, by any means,

all British they do not take Imperial interests into

consideration. It is notorious that many did not

desire the British flag over them. Therefore they go

on their way to a great extent without thought of

the future and are earning the undying dislike and

suspicion of the permanent population of South Africa.

Much would be forgiven them if, as already said, more

of them would spend money in the country, not only

on fine houses in Johannesburg but on such beneficial

schemes as those of Rhodes. But this is not enough.

Their use of political machinery is too obviously selfish.

Why do not diamonds pay adequate taxation in the

Cape Colony ? A contribution through the income tax

can hardly be considered an adequate share. The

incidence of gold taxation in the Transvaal is another

patent illustration. At present it is collected not

directly on output, but on claims, registration, and

(since 1895) on a percentage tax on proflts. The whole

system is too complicated for detailed discussion here

but, briefly, the taxation is so arranged as to fall most

heavily on the initial stages of mine development and

to bear unfavourably on poor districts and practically

exclude all but large corporations. One of the most

unfair points is the privilege obtained by " owners of

5^6
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fjiriris
" (who may be, and often are, financial corpora-

tions) on account of "cultivation." The result is a

loss to the exchequer, while the small tax paid on

this reserved land enables the corporation to hold it

up indefinitely and squeeze out the individual claim-

owner. Many mining lands which have never been

worked at all continue to pay such revenue yearly,

the owners holding on in the hope of future enhance-

ment of values.

These are only the briefest and least technical

notes on a very complex subject which will come

up before the Representative Legislature. Undoubtedly

there will be changes made, and the " return to the

Rand" indicates that the capitalist does not intend

to be unrepresented. Will he show himself fair and

just in considering the welfare of the whole country

and the equitable distribution of the wealth gained

from natural resources, or will he exercise his power

to maintain his own privileges at the expense of the

rest of the community ? If he chooses the latter

course the gulf between capital and the land will

never be bridged.

There are two conflicting pictures of what may

be the future of South Africa. On the one hand

we see the mines worked out, Johannesburg an un-

picturesque ruin (remember Zimbabwe !), the Boer

triumphant, feeding his flocks and bossing the niggers

on his farm, the British element engulfed or eradicated.

On the other we have the optimist view of a country

in which the mines feed the land and the land feeds

the mines. Both prosper together, race feud is for-
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gotten in prosperity, and the whole country—irrigated,

afforested, cultivated, with prosperous cities and smiling

farms—becomes a great and happy nation. The first

picture, if ever realised, can only be so at a date too

far distant to exercise our emotions in these days of

short views. The second, despite exaggeration, is

not, I believe, unattainable if—the great If—a number
of conditions can be fulfilled which I will not save

the reader the trouble of supplying for himself by

summarising the foregoing pages of this book. But

if the capitalist does not descend from his platform,

does not become Africander in spirit, does not cultivate

sympathy and imagination, the picture will never be

realised. He may continue to wring wealth from the

rocks, but he will see the clouds of political and racial

dissension gather more and more darkly round him,

till he is at length fighting, back to wall, against

numerical odds which cannot be eternally "jerry-

mandered " or " salted."

What part does Imperialism play in all this ?

The Dutch Africander believes it to be for practical

purposes at one with Capital. Plain speaking is best.

Imperialism is a new-born babe, and is having a hard

tussle for life in South Africa. The Dutch and even

many British are in spirit Republican, and, although

the latter showed loyalty and devotion to the flag,

their feeling for it is second to their love for their

adopted country, while the Dutch are obstinately op-

posed to any form of British domination, on gi'ounds of

principle. There remains the non-Africander element,

Johannesburg the alien, which by holding prosperity
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in the liollow of its hand could paralyse all efforts

to make the new era of Imperialism one of progress

and contentment.

Even to suppose it capable of such a course

is a strong argument as to capitalistic selfishness,

I hear some one say, but business is business and

it is too much to pretend that the prosperity of a

great industry will not benefit the whole country

ultimately. Here is the essence of the Milnerian

policy. In three years he straightened out a

tangled coil so that the country which was a chaos

had resumed its normal life, was beginning to grow in

many ways, and had the solid foundations for future

self-government. This was done in the spirit and in

the name of Imperialism. It might, say critics, have

been better done in the spirit of Africanderdom. In

a later chapter I shall endeavour to define that

spirit and to show why supreme difficulties existed

in the way of such a course. It is easy to find fault

;

mistakes were made from ignorance, from haste, from

temperamental disabilities and from misrepresentation.

The man who never made a mistake never made any-

thing, and Lord Milner can never suffer from that

criticism, since his constructive work has covered the

new colonies with schools, roads, and railroads, and

established law and order, besides many other bene-

ficial works. His Imperialist bias is shown in this,

that he endeavoured to make the country British in

the spirit of its institutions, but more especially in

the design attributed to him, although never publicly

acknowledged, of working to secure a British pre-
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ponderance in the Transvaal as an offset to the Dutch.

It was tliis whicli gained him the enmity of the

JDuteh, and which also roused distrust in many
British Africanders. He trod on Republican suscepti-

bilities. The action of I^ord Milner in backing the

demand for Chinese labour is frequently spoken of

as the capitulation of Imperialism to Capital.^ I make
no pronouncement on this point. T merely ask how
it was possible to develop the new colonies without

the mines, and how the mines could be worked

without the capitalists. The latter made a good

bargain, undoubtedly, but Lord Milner acted for the

welfare of the whole of South Africa in considering

the interest of her predominant and indispensable

industry.

The Johannesburg element which was loudest in

its outcries against Krliger was bitterest in its denuncia-

tion of Milner, but this element was not the capitalistic

one. Already Capital and Labour are at variance in

the Golden City, and it is the democratic faction which,

finding itself more in keeping with the Dutch Africander

than with the Imperialist factor, allied itself for a time

' The practical side of the Mihierian policy, as rcfi^ards the niiniiiti; iiidnstry,

was and is hased on what he himself called the theory of the ''over-spill."

In public speeches lie laid this down fearlessly, that the mining industry

must not he checked—shareliolders must get fair profits—but with this in

view the State must take from tlie mining wealth, by all the various channels

of taxation, as much as the mining industry can bear. ITiis he called the

" over-spill," to be used to develop the country aTid to give it, out of revenue

and not by loans or by pledging the future, the "plant" of a civilised and

progressive State. As noted already, from every £'20,000,00() dug from tlie

mines barely £'4,500,000 is available for shareholders ; the rest goes in wages

ami in taxation (direct and indirect) to the State, and the taxation Ixtrne by

the mining employes is in fact borne by the mines in the form of higher

wages.
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to Het Volk and the Ilespoiisible party. A marked

feature in tlie growth of the Labour party, not only in

Johannesburg but in all the .seaport towns, has been

the influence of Australians, many of whom came over

during or just after the war. Grave misgivings have

been felt as to the growth of this influence, and the

temporary alliance between Labour leaders and Het
Volk opened a vista of untoward possibilities to those

who realise the bond of Republicanism between these

two widely different factors in political life. It is only

just to the Labour party to say that there is a leaven

of British origin and sympathies which is by no means

favourable to the Australian propaganda. The aims of

these three components in one of the strangest of

political combinations are diametrically opposed to each

other. 'Their common platform is anti-Imperialist and

anti-Capitalist. Now, apart from high officials who
come and go, the Imperialist faction in South Africa

is small. I have said that the prevalent feeling is for

Republicanism. But capital has thrown in its lot with

Imperialism, partly as a counterpoise to the racial

predominance and partly also because the Capitalist

party has contained some men of really wide views

and ambitions, like Cecil Rhodes. The combination is

not necessarily an unholy one and, having regard to

the racial question, is not unnatural. Capital is always

in every country on the side of law, order, and progress.

Where in all this medley do the true interests of

the country come in ? What are to be the plain

man's politics, who is neither Rand millionaire. Labour

agitator, Republican, nor Bondsman, but just an honest
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Africander ? He is told that capitalists are robbing the

land and defiling its politics ; that Imperialism is a

cloak for interference from Downing Street, for

pampering the natives and flooding the country with

Asiatics, for autocratic rule and further capitalist

aggression ; that the Bond and the Dutch generally are

intriguing to turn the tables on the British and make

South Africa a Dutch-speaking, Dutch-dominated

confederacy of would-be independent States, which

would " cut the painter "
; and among all this general

dirt-throwing he looks sorrowfully back to a time when he

and the country were poorer but there was more peace.

South Africa, he says, is perishing from too much

politics and his cry as a rule is, " Oh, do let us alone !

"

Well, as long as there is any strength left in race-

feeling these conflicting elements cannot be laid but,

if Africanders had only a wider conception of their

common future, a platform might be found on which

all could combine to bring order out of chaos. If the

capitalist were less selfish, the Imperialist more sym-

pathetic, the farmers more progressive and open to

ideas, the religious world less given to bigotry, the

British and Dutch alike less prejudiced and with a

more enlightened patriotism for their great country

—

and if, failing all these moral improvements, they were

all a little more practical in trying to promote the

general, and not the sectional, interests of the country

—

then we might hope, not for the millennium but for some

measure of that happiness and prosperity for this beautiful

country which she might reasonably expect to see.



Part III —On the Knees of the Gods

CHAPTER I

NATIONALISM AND IMPERIALISM

It is only natural that, in examining the conditions

of South Africa and estimating the forces which will

mould her future, frequent comparisons should be made

between this portion of the Empire and two of the

other sections which are already self-governing. And
yet, unless we remember the fundamental conditions

which differentiate South Africa from Australasia or

Canada, these comparisons may well be misleading.

No parallel can safely be drawn, for instance, between

Australia, a continent sparsely inhabited on the coast

line by a white race (the natives being a negligible

quantity) and South Africa, with its heart at the centre

of a region ringed round with a black population.

Again, the similarity of conditions between Canada

and South Afr'ica in possessing a conquered white

population of extreme racial tenacity is discounted by

the fact that, whereas the French are concentrated

almost entirely in one province of the Dominion,

tlie Dutch are scattered throughout British South

Africa. There is no necessity to elaborate these dis-

tinctions. The paramount importance of the Black

408
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Problem is enough in itself to render the conditions

of South African development entirely different from,

and in a sense independent of, the evolution of tlie

two great oversea possessions, which seem to be

regarded by some people as the only possible pre-

cedents and models.

The constitutional development of the South

African colonies must, nevertheless, follow certain

conventional lines, and by reason of the pressure from

within will show its distinct character more in the

spirit than in the form of government. In the next

chapter, the " Spirit of Africanderland," I shall trace

some of the moulding influences at work to produce

this effect, but at present we must turn to the less

speculative side of the question.

There is some popular misconception as to how

South Africa is governed at present. Briefly it is a

group of colonies and dependencies presenting almost

every form of government fi-om that of full local

responsibihty to entire dependence on the Crown.

Cape Colony and Natal have full responsible govern-

ment, their Governors, appointed by the Crown and

responsible only to it, being, in fact, only the heads

of the Executive as far as the colonies are concerned.

Each colony, moreover, has certain native territories

dependent on it : British Bechuanaland, Pondoland,

East Griqualand, and the Transkei on tlie Cape

;

Ziduland, Gazaland, and Amatongaland on Natal.

The Governor of Natal is supreme chief of Zululand,

which gives him a special position as regards the natives

there. The Trans\'aal and Orange lliver Colonies are
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at present (190.5) Crown colonies, but are on the eve

of a representative system which is to be the stepping-

stone to full responsibility.' Rhodesia is not a colony,

although there appears to be a popular superstition

that it is, as shown by the prevalent idea that it comes

within the Imperial penny postage system. The Ad-

ministrator is Paramount Chief of all natives, and is

supreme both in the executive and administrative de-

partments subject to the control of the Board in

London, the High Commissioner exercising a sort of

superior power over ordinances which practically

amounts only to the right of veto. There remain the

Bechuanaland Protectorate, Basutoland, and Swaziland

under the direct administration of the High Com-

missioner, though the last is under the Transvaal

Government for financial and judicial purposes. The

native chiefs enjoy considerable discretionary powers,

and the system resembles that of the protected native

states of India. The High Commissioner is thus seen

to occupy an important but anomalous position as

the viceroy (practically) of the native territories of

South Africa, and in a minor degree of Rhodesia. He
is also (incidentally and not essentially) governor of

the Transvaal and Orange River colonies. But he

has no authority whatever in the Cape or Natal or

over the native territories dependent on them, and as

High Commissioner he has actually no functions even

in the Transvaal and Orange River Colonies. The

combination of the offices of Colonial Governor and

' See Part II., Chapter V., for a discussion of parties in the new

colonies.
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High Commissioner in the person of one man has

been the result of pohtical exigencies, and tiie powerful

personality of Lord Mihier gave a prestige to the

latter office which is not mherent in the functions

actually vested in it. It is frequently contended in

South Africa that the High Commissioner should

not be identified with the interests of any one colony,

if he is to promote impartially the welfare of the

whole sub-continent. The real difficulty of the situa-

tion, however, lies in the necessity for providing an

official of sufficient status as the intermediary between

the Crown and its native dependencies or protectorates,

and with the growth of responsible governments and

the increasing complexity of the political and social

problems it becomes more and more evident that the

system inaugurated at the Cape, whereby the Governor

nominated by the Crown for one of the self-governing

colonies should ex-officio have another set of much
more important functions, is not compatible with the

needs of the present situation. The inter-colonial

jealousy aroused by this state of affairs is another

argument in its disfavour.

We are, however, bound to look forward to great

changes in the whole system. The most striking

feature of the last half century has been the growth

of Nationalism in the countries w'hich we have been

accustomed to call colonies. It becomes increasingly

evident that the colonial period is not to be perpetuated

in any country where a white race can be reared.

Observe that I do not say " a white man's country.'

Queensland is not a white man's country, but Queens-
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land, in conjunction with the rest of Australia, has

passed out of the colonial stage, and the arguments

I have advanced against regarding South Africa as

a white man's country do not preclude a similar de-

velopment. We have begun already to recognise a

distinct Australian or Canadian type, and to realise

that physical modifications are taking place in those

of our race who are perpetuating themselves overseas.

We ought not therefore to be astonished by the

consciousness, which seems to be bursting like a re-

velation on some of us, that a sense of their own
distinctive nationality has dawned on these people

themselves. They have been especially stimulated by

the American example, perhaps Avithout due regard

to the historical evolution of the United States, but

still with a genuine ambition to achieve a similar

success in founding great English-speaking nations.

A great deal of misunderstanding has arisen between

the mother and daughter countries over this rise of

distinctive national feeling. The much abused word
" loyalty " has been used wdth more zeal than dis-

cretion, and the result has been too often to mistake

a blatant Jingoism for Imperialism and to discredit

people who have the root of the matter in them. For

the only true patriotism is that of the native-born.

Beyond his love for the country of his birth he may
feel the keenest sense of kinship for the cradle of his

race and pride in his descent and history. These are

his heritage ; England is the land to which he turns

for many of his national ideals ; but if, as said a dis-

tinguished Africander, he does not love South Africa
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which he has seen, how shall he love England which

he has not seen ? I have always felt and maintained

that for Canadians, Australians, and Africanders alike

the country of their birth must stand first and the

Empire second, and this conscious identification of

themselves with the country they occupy is an in-

evitable part of tlie evolution of a free people. When,

as in the case of French Canadians and Boers, Great

Britain is neither the homeland nor the source of

national ideahsm, it is inevitable that the land of his

birth should occupy an even larger share of the horizon

of the native-born ; but, even so, there are two cir-

cumstances which affect favoin-ably his attitude towards

the Empire. First, he is conscious, despite every as-

severation to the contrary, that the connection with

Great Britain will assist his national progress, and this has

been driven home to French Canadians by the presence

of the huge " melting-pot " of the United States on

their borders. Second, in the development of colonial

nationality a constantly reinforced British element is

at work leavening the lump.

The American colonies revolted when as yet there

was no American nation or type, and while fundamental

disunion existed between the various States. Their

revolt was against the unconstitutional aggressions of a

monarch who was alien to the British people in ideas

as well as in blood, and they did not achieve nationality

in the true sense of the word until after the Civil

War. It is obvious that a very different state of affairs

now exists as regards the daughter States of Britain,

and one striking instance is tlic fact that the mother-
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country has actimlly pushed on the work of developing

nationahty witliin the contitutional borders of her

colonies. As in the case of Lord Carnarvon in Soutli

Africa, Earl Grey was the unsuccessful pioneer of

federation in Australia, while Canada owed its form
of federal government largely to I^ord Durham.

While there existed only groups of self-governing

colonies, often with antagonistic interests or divergent

ideas as to those interests, no real sense of nationality

could arise, distinct from that of British origin and
kinship ; but in the case of Canada and Australia

a common danger has greatly accelerated the pace

at which national consciousness has developed. The
constant pressure of the United States (particularly

after the Civil War had settled internal problems for a

time and left the North expansive and jubilant) was
the cement which made all forces combine in Canada
and over-rode the racial difficulty of the French
population ; at a much more recent date the appearance

of France and Germany in the Pacific and later the

rise of Japan have given an immense impetus to the

consolidation of the Australian colonies, despite con-

flicting interests.

The results of this growth of national feehng which

are most evident to the average Englishman are some-

what misleading. He is aware that Canada and

Australia enjoy full and free self-government, and that

the Crown retains merely the right to regulate their

foreign relations. He cannot understand the independ-

ence of their attitude, however, when he sees how
many of the a-dvantages of belonging to the Empire
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they are prepared to sliare without taking an adequate

part of its burden. The question of defence must

remain a fundamental one, and at first sight the

attitude of the oversea dominions is selfish and short-

sighted ; but if due allowance is made for their feelings

as nations we may be able to understand them better.

No mere monetary contribution on their part, such as

is already given by several colonies, would give them
a sense of real proprietorship in the navy, whicli is,

and must remain, an Imperial navy. The alternative

(which is recommended by the fact that it seems

consistent with the growing spirit of Nationahsm)

is that of colonial navies, which would, in fact, be

squadrons concerned witli coast defence and releasing

Imperial ships from that duty. The argument of the

inefficiency of such navies is based on the presumption

that they would be separate or independent, which

is not, however, an essential part of the scheme. The
experience gained, during training, by the officers of

the colonial fleets would broaden their view of naval

strategy and would lead to an increasing desire for

co-operation in the interests of efficiency. The forma-

tion of an effective Canadian militia is a first step

towards solving the problem of land defences, and

it is to be hoped that the Canadians will look far

enough ahead to aim at making co-operation with

Imperial troops possible in case of need. Some
experience in organising and paying for these two

arms of defence will be invaluable to Canadians and

iVustralians alike in developing a sense of responsibility

naturally lacking in young countries. They have
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admirable material on whieh to draw, and should be

able to form efficient if small forces. It must be

recognised, however (and is already recognised in some

of the colonies), that such local defences would not,

for some time, to any appreciable degree lighten the

Imperial burden, and that the real safety of every part

of the Empire will continue to depend on the efficiency

of the Imperial forces, especially the supremacy of her

navy.

I have dwelt upon the question of defence because

no congeries of states or group of colonies, however

closely federated or independent, can lay claim to a

national spirit or follow out a national destiny until

they are organised for defence. South Africa, not yet

federated for administrative purposes, much less

defence, has a considerable distance to travel before

she reaches the national stage. It may be argued that

she will not have the necessity for defence so long as

she is united within herself, but this is an old, out-of-

date argument. The United States used it, and they

are now building up a strong navy. No country is

safe unless it is strong. Moreover the future of South

Africa must be peculiarly dependent on sea-power.

As to commercial union as a prelude to colonial

federation it must be observed that this question w^as

one of the most burning in Australia, and the Common-

wealth arose almost in the teeth of (supposed) con-

flicting interests. I do not regard the rivalries between

the coast and inland colonies of South Afi-ica as more

serious than these, and indeed they have been partially

met by the already existing customs union, while the
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uniformity of gauge of the South African railways is

anotlier circumstance which compares fa\'ourably with

the diversity found in the Commonwealth.

As regards the unity for administrative purposes of

the white races of South Africa, I believe the obstacles

to federation are by no means insuperable. When the

four principal colonies have full responsible government

the race line between British and Dutch will for a time

coincide with that between political parties ; but this

state of affairs cannot be permanent. In a short time,

if the cause of Dutch nationalism triumphs, or a longer

time, if the British element holds it ow^n (" Time is

with us," said Lord JNlilner), an Africander nation will

begin to develop and national will supersede colonial

interests ; but the force and direction of this develop-

ment cannot be computed by that of any of its sister

nations.

The destiny of South Africa is no clear one, to be

carved out by strong white hands and keen Teutonic

brains. It is overshadowed at every turn by the por-

tentous Black Cloud, whose influence is making itself

felt in every phase. The common danger which should

bind Africanders together comes not from without but

from within, and is a thousandfold more pressing than

the possibility of foreign invasion.

The conmion tendency of young states is towards

democracy and, in distinction to the older countries, a

young democracy is in some ways intensely conserva-

tive, the true heir of the old Tory party. Revolutionary

Socialism has no hold either over the colonial nations or

in the United States, because the distinctions between

27
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the Haves and the Have-nots are so much less marked,

and because every democrat is, or may be, a property-

owner. State Socialism, on the contrary, is highly

developed in all advanced democracies, though some

parts of Europe are very little behind in this respect.

But State Socialism is, in reality, an illogical outcome

of democratic principles, since it aims chiefly at the

obliteration of the individual factor in favour of the

masses. It is essentially a doctrine only to be safely

practised by a self-governing, self-taxing people.

It seems unlikely that the South African colonies

will develop on these familiar lines. There are reasons

(discussed more fully in the next chapter) why the

spirit of Africanderland is not as essentially democratic

as the spirit of the Canadian or Australian communities.

It becomes, therefore, more diflicult to predict the

form in which the Africander colonies will eventually

attain federation, and the difficulty lies, as I have

indicated, not so much in the white racial situation

as in the great problem of adjusting the Black popu-

lation to any system of non-Imperial government.

The unification of South Afi-ica for administrative

purposes under a Federal government would involve

a levelling, both up and down, in the political status

of the Black races. This question was discussed

in Chapter V. (Part I.), when we reached the point

that a permanent form of control under non-political

heads is an essential feature, and one which has been

squared with democratic theories in other countries.

Many Africanders—practically all the thoughtful and

enlightened men—would subscribe to this suggestion.
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The only scheme, however, which has been ventilated

puts this permanent department under democratic

control, either in the form of bureaus in each colony

or as a great central bureau under Federal auspices.

A method of governing subject races similar in

principle to the latter can be studied to-day in the

United States, and has proved open to many objections.

The root of these is the fundamental fact that no

form of democratic government is really adapted for

the control of subject races. ^ It must never be

forgotten that the subject races, whether in Africa

or Asia, have the most deeply-rooted prejudice in

favour of paternal rule and have never evolved a

representative, much less a democratic, theory of

government. Just so far as democracy attains its

highest ideal in our eyes it becomes to them formless

and ineffective.

The great majority of the South African natives

are living under autocratic and paternal rule, as

represented by a chain of headmen, chiefs, and officials,

up to the High Commissioner (or the Natal Governor)

as representative of the King. No scheme for the better

government of such natives as are actually living in

colonial territory should leave out of account the

homogeneity of the Bantu races, and the fact that

political divisions do not necessarily preclude tlic

possibility of amalgamation. It is madness to treat

one section of the race on principles which we are

' This assertion must be left here unsupported by factf, space not

permitting discussion which, however, can be found in the author's Maxfery

of the Pacific and Greater America.
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not prepared to extend to all. In detail the position

of the native must vary, according to his circumstances

and stage of civilisation, but it is of the most vital

importance that there should be unity of principle on

clearly defined lines. In accomplishing this unification

it would, I believe, be highly prejudicial to disturb

any of the native territories in the system of paternal

rule which they at present enjoy. This system, it

must be remembered, embraces the vast majority of

the people. For this reason the establishment of

colonial bureaus, however permanent and efficient,

does not seem to provide a solution of the problem

and might saddle the colonial governments with a

number of difficulties. The Federal bureau meets

some of these objections but not all. Unless its

President was the Federal Governor appointed by the

King the connecting link which is of so much moral

value in ruling the natives would be lost ; but the

Federal Governor would be a temporary official and

might well find himself out of sympathy with colonial

native policy. The great objection, however, lies in

the question of defence. If the Imperial control w^re

entirely removed, and an Africander Federal Govern-

ment superseded it, the Federal Bureau would find

itself at times in the awkward predicament of having

no means at its command of enforcing a policy.

]My own suggestion is thrown out with due

deference to Africander opinion. My observations in

various parts of the world lead me to believe that,

imperfect as is the Imperial method of governing sub-

ject races, it has proved so far the best yet devised.
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I know that it is the admiration of our continental

neighbours, and that the United States, after an

effort to evolve a brand-new system, are gradually

assimilating their own methods to it. I have observed,

moreover, that the man trained in the Imperial school

is on the whole the most successful in dealing with

native peoples. In the future development of the

Empire I see many possibilities for the younger nations.

I recognise their virility and superiority in some re-

spects over the mother-race. But it does not seem

certain that they are better fitted, as independent

states or even federations, to deal with the problem

of governing subject races than are we, who have, at

all events, the advantage of experience. If, however,

we look forward to a real Empire, organically united,

we may imagine a more excellent way. A Great

Central Council, on which all nations within tlie

empire would meet on terms of equality, would be

the arbiter of destiny to the subject races, just as it

would decide all questions of Imperial policy. If

such an Imperial Council existed we should not speak

of the Black Problem as a purely "Africander affair";

it would take its true place as a wide Imperial issue

without hurting Afi'icander susceptibilities and without

interfering with the paternal system of government

by delegation.

There is one question on which, in connection with

the subject of federation, no language can be too

emphatic. If South Africa is ever to achieve nationality

or unity her boundary must be the Zambesi. The

movement towards equatorial ^Vfrica, involving Ji series
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of entirely different problems connected with tropical

forms of government, must be stopped. There are a

few fine spots in East Africa, but can any man believe

that these are worth the expenditure of life and treasure

necessary to secure them to the Empire ? In an insen-

sate attempt to create a second—far inferior—India in

the African wilds, we have taken over vast territories,

and are administering them in tlie teeth of gi-eat

difficulties and with indiff'erent success. This is an

Imperial question and open to differences of opinion,

but from the Africander point of view there is no doubt

that the interests of the sub-continent will suffer as a

whole if any attempt is made to tack these vast tropical

territories, densely populated with blacks, on to the

healthy sub-tropical region where the white man can

live and breed. I have referred elsewhere to the spread

of Islam, and a glance at a recent map of religions

will give a powerful argument in favour of drawing a

strict limit to our South African expansion, but on the

other hand we miglit with advantage extend our

influence, by friendly arrangement, over German South-

west Africa so as to consolidate our position. We
want the gates of East and West—the German and

Portuguese outlets to Africanderland—and to obtain

these, for fair equivalents elsewhere, ought not to be

beyond our powers as an Empire with so many things

in hand wherewith to bargain.



CHAPTER 11

THE SPIRIT OF AFRICANDERLAND

It is one thing to describe political machinery, racial

traits, or geographical conditions—these are but dry-

bones—but when I come to that elusive, magical,

nameless something which I have called the spirit of

Africanderland, 1 feel inclined to lay down the pen in

despair. For the spirit of this gi-eat sub-continent is

not one but many, and in its various phases it has

successfully eluded some of the ablest writers of tlie

time. A¥e have only one South African classic,

the Story of an African Farm, and that gave only

a vignette of the Karoo and was as unsuccessful

in drawing the distinctive Africander type as it

was marvellously accurate in catching the spirit of

the wild bare country. Even the mere local colour,

however, has eluded many picturesque writers, and

Rudyard Kipling, who can bring the crowded East

before us, and give the voice of the ocean in a few

jingling lines, has failed to catch and imprison tlie

sounds and colours of South Africa in his magical

words.

423
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Tlie Africander is as incapable to define this spirit

as any outsider, and he is averse to self-communings,

to probings of the unseen, or to the many inquisiti\'e

processes in which we, in our desire to find the springs

tliat move him, are inchned to indulge. There is a

spirit of inertia in the land, a lotus-eating tendency,

not confined to any race or any region. Nothing more

antagonistic to the American spirit of keenness and

hurry can be imagined, and the Australian or Canadian

who models himself on the American type and wants

to " hustle " the Africander is intensely disliked. Then

there is that sense of class distinction which is inevitable

in a country with a subject race. The Africander is

very proud. But above all there is the sense of space,

the physical luxuriance which comes of the sun-bathed

climate, and the freedom from convention which, to a

more sophisticated eye, sometimes seems to result

almost in animalism.

Here I must do tardy justice to the British-

descended Afi'icander, who seems to me to show

some of the finest physical developments of our race.

These men came of good stock, such stock as the

United Kingdom, no longer an agricultural country,

cannot produce now except in the favoured upper

classes.

The Africander spirit in social life makes for

restraint, reserve, and many of the qualities we are

accustomed to attribute to good-breeding. The self-

assertion of the average democratic scion of the

" younger nations " (which is peculiarly identified with

the Americans) is lacking, as is also that frank
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exposition of their own feelings which tlie bigoted

Englishman condemns as " bad form." In these

respects the ^Vfricander frequently compares favourably

witli the recent immigrants to his country. Neverthe-

less, life is not characterised by such a bright, cheerful,

optimistic spirit as is found in Canada or Australia.

The optimism of the Africander is too often the result

of the gambler's behef in a lucky turn of Fortune's

wheel, and is not the outward manifestation of sheer

light-heartedness. The social life among the old

population, British and Dutch alike, is more formal,

less familiar, and even among the young people there

is little fun and fi'olic compared to what the boys and

girls of other colonial conmiunities manage to get for

themselves, while the urban society, as it becomes

sophisticated, hankers too much after the social con-

ventions of Europe.

In the new colonies a transition period is now being

lived through. On the one hand we have the ancient

pastoral class, the narrow range of interests and the

stern materialistic creed. Political ideals hi this class

are reactionary in twentieth century eyes, for the

remnants of a sort of feudal system linger among the

old trekking families, whose conceptions of enlightened

go\'ernment scarcely reach beyond an oligarchical, or

perhaps a monarchical, system in which the doctrine of

divine right is vaguely recognised. This is the old

order of veld boer, who is passing away before improved

communications and education. His blood-cousin

may be a man of the new school, representative of a

growing class which recognises the intellectual and
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material backwardness of his race as a whole and pushes

forward on the path of progress. Education is the

most potent factor in his development. The educated

Africander is not to be described in general terms,

since he must vary immensely with the circumstances

of his birth and upbringing ; but some curious develop-

ments of the Boer type under European educative

influences have been revealed, and in particular the

keen judicial trend of his mind and a curious faculty of

adaptiveness which is not in accordance with liis

traditional character.

Whether or no the levelling effects of education

in bringing all Africanders intellectually into line

will ultimately make a democratic basis of society

possible it is too early to say. At present the trend

of feeling is more republican than democratic, a dis-

tinction w^iich can only be appreciated by those who

have studied the early history of the United States.

The Fathers of American Independence were not

only mistrustful of the democratic principles of which

they could only see the germs, but they endeavoured

to frame a constitution which would guard against

them, and so left a legacy which it has sorely taxed

the American democracy to keep intact. The re-

publican spirit is naturally strongest in the Dutch

population, who have no sentimental attachment to

the monarchy and not sufficient knowledge of world

affairs to perceive its utility, but among British

Africanders there is also a strong disposition in the

same direction. It is often noticed that the immigrant

classes have no " Africander spirit " for a few years
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but then become {in popular British parlance) " worse

than the Boers." Nevertheless, it nuist be clearly

recognised that this trend of feeling is directly fed

by the Nationalist propaganda of the Dutch Afric-

anders, and that it is to their influence that the

republican ideal can be traced. The broader view

of Nationalism urged by the more advanced school

has not as yet displaced that old and cherished ideal

of a group of allied republics, and in this respect the

spirit of Africanderland is opposed to a true organic

federation of its component States, and still more

must fail to rise to the conception of federation

within the Empire.

No discussion, however inadequate, of this subject

can be closed without a reference to the Imperial

stakes at issue. The Africander spirit will mould an

Africander nation, and that nation will enjoy in South

Africa the rights of the free and native-born. But

the future of South Africa cannot be dissociated from

that of Great Britain, and in this respect she differs

in degree from Canada or Australasia. As a strategic

position the Cape is a vital necessity to the Power

which holds India, and is of the greatest importance

to an Empire which includes Australasia and many

tropical possessions in the Far East. We no longer

regard the possession of an isolated naval base as

sufficient for these particular needs, and if we must

have a hmterland it will be difficult to say where that

hinterland shall stop, short of the Zambesi. These facts

and the presence of the native population, wliich will

always need Imperial control in some form, are the
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unalterable circumstances which should bind South

Africa to the United Kingdom.

The bond may be weakened ; the Empire may fall

to pieces ; England may return to her position as an

island kingdom. There are many prophets who see

this future looming before us. There are others who

say that we should find safety in urging our oversea

dominions along the path of national independence,

and then make alliances with them, being content to

sink our Imperial prerogatives for this. The school

which, Cassandra-like, predicts the lopping off of limbs

till only the parent-stem is left, is now less numerous,

and has been succeeded by one which prates, in season

and out of season, of " colonial loyalty." Space forbids

that I should categorise these various phases of a much-

debated question, but before closing this chapter on

the Africander spirit let me, at least, give testimony

of the faith that is in me of the Imperial spirit. This,

after all, must be the guiding factor in the national

life of forty-three millions, to whom the twelve

millions over-seas look, and must continue to look for

the basis of their own national life^—safety to pursue

the paths of progress.

The Imperial spirit denies that the energy of our

people is spent. One daughter-nation is now asking

for fresh blood from our ancient stock, being almost

stagnant herself. Into the other great young nation,

itself full of virility, we are pouring a steady stream of

immigration, such as in earlier years went to fill up the

waste spaces of the neighbouring republic. Eoth they

and the Africander nation that is to be must look to
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our Imperial navy to keep the paths of the ocean open

to them.

Although we have in our midst all the terrihie

problems uicident on an ancient civilisation, we have

still many elements of power. Nor has our industrial

development necessarily reached its zenith, although we
have now to face a competition whose absence in the

earlier periods of our history made us, perhaps, too

carelessly sure of our supremacy. We are enormously

rich—too rich, perhaps—but we shall need oiu- riches

in the time to come. The problem before us, is not

how to retain our oversea dominions nor how to win

the allegiance of colonies—there is no satisfactory

answer to that question—but how to continue to

progress in our national life. Our progress must be no

one-sided thing ; defence, education, commercial organi-

zation—every branch of the national life must by

degrees be placed on a sounder footing, and my gi*eat

hope that this may be eventually accomplished lies in

the awakening patriotism and increasing perception of the

Imperial spirit which, despite all mistakes and miscon-

ceptions, I believe I can see in my countrymen. The

heart of the Empire beats in this city of London, and

beats strongly. Nevertheless the organic imity of the

Empire can only be accomplished if we fully acknow-

ledge tlie national aspirations of our kinsmen and

gradually admit them to an equal voice in Imperial

affairs. But we shall achieve no measure of unity,

shall progress no further in our Imperial development

unless the heart of the Empire remains sound. In

retaining our vigour and developing our patriotism
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we provide the best guarantees for the wilhng co-

operation of the younger nations in a real Imperial

union. The United Empire cannot be built in a day
;

it must grow link by link, for to rashly reconstruct our

relations on a new model, or to force development

in any way, might at the present immature stage of

colonial nationalism sound the death-knell of Empire.

Africanders who read this book, have patience with

a point of view which is not wholly Africander, for

it is as part of a world-empire that your truest and

freest destiny can be worked out.







APPENDIX
When the Great Trek took place, in 1836, the

emigrant farmers took with them not only the Bihle,

but their Church forms, and a sense of allegiance to

their mother Church and the Cape Synod. Por twelve
years, however, they were without the ministrations

of any qualified clergyman save those of the Wev.
Mr. Lindley, of Natal, who visited the southern portion

of the country that was to become the Transv^aal.

The first attempt of the emigrants towards founding
a settled Government was made in 1844. Although
this was only eight years after the Great Trek began
they had lived tln'ough a wonderful amount of history

in that time, had struggled upwards and eastwards

to the coast of Natal, and, finding that even then they
could not secure independence from Britain, tlie more
determined spirits liad made tlieir way west over the

mountains and founded Winberg and Potchefstrom,

the latter place being the centre of the first attempt
at government. The thirty-three articles then drawn
up, although not accepted by all the districts, show
tlie importance attached to Church matters, ibr no
political rights were granted to any sa\e members of

the Dutch Reformed Church. Soon after this the Cape
Synod sent missioners to visit the emigrant farmers,

but already the question of independence in ecclesiastical

as well as political matters was agitating the farmers

in the intervals of their deadly struggles witli natives,

PVesh laws were enacted in the districts north of

the Vaal in 1853 which show some moderation of

religious zeal, the franchise being allowed to persons

of any Protestant creed, though only those of the
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Dutch Reformed Churcli could hold Government
office. In this year a general meeting of the con-
sistories was convened at Rustenberg, presided over by
a missioner from Holland, Mr. \^an der Hotf, at that

time the only minister resident north of the Vaal.

Owing largely to his influence it was decided that the

local Church Synod should be independent of the

Cape, that no other religious body should be per-

mitted to build places of worship, and that a tax for

Church purposes shovdd be levied. Potchefstrom and
Pretoria were in sympathy with this decision, and in

favour of a political system of district governments,
allied rather than united, while Lydenberg and the

district of Utrecht (now in Natal) declined to accept

either the political or ecclesiastical decision. Thus
began that conflict between the eastern and western
districts which actually led to civil war and the

shedding of burghers' blood by burghers before the

differences could be adjusted, as they were by
the diplomacy of Paul Kriiger. In the Orange Free
State, in 1854, the Dutch Reformed Church was
declared the State Church, but no restrictions were
placed on other creeds. A couple of years later

another meeting was held at Potchefstrom, in which
the position of the Dutch Reformed Church as the

Church of the Trans^^aal was laid down and defined,

the Synod of Dordrecht being taken as the standard.

Though liberty of conscience was proclaimed, no other

ecclesiastical authority than that of the Transvaal Synod
was acknowledged, no other churches were to be built,

and no equality of coloured people was to be admitted
in Church or State. Parts of this constitution were
indignantly repudiated by Lydenberg and Zoutpans-
berg, and the republic of Lydenberg, whose Church
owned allegiance to the Cape Synod, was declared.

A few years later another general Church Assembly
met at Potchefstrom, at which Lydenberg and Zout-
pansberg as well as the Orange Free State and Cape
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Colony were represented, the majority of the ministers

at the conference being Hollanders. It was decided

to unite the Churches, and to arrange confirmation of

credentials by the Cape Synod. A similar resolution

was arrived at in Pretoria, where another assembly
was held, but at this period a secession took place

resembling that of the Free Church from the United
Free Church of Scotland. This was headed by a

young missioner named Postma from the Separatist

Church in Holland, who had taken charge of a con-

gregation at Rustenberg ; he had been only about a

year in the country but had met with much support.

The particular feature of the dissenting body which he
represented was the objection to the singing of hymns
other than the paraphrases of Scripture sanctioned by
the Synod of Dordrecht ; but the tendency of this

sect of the Dutch Reformed Church was to uphold
the Calvinistic doctrines, to oppose all innovations,

and to insist on a literal reading of the Bible. The
Potchefstrom assembly decided that Postma and his

followers were orthodox, and made the singing of

hymns optional in congregations ; but Postma refused

to accept any such compromise, and seceded from the

main body of the Church, founding the sect known
as the Gereformeerde Kerk, and nicknamed the Dopper
or " round head " Church. Paul Kriiger, whose
paternal farm was close to Rustenberg, was probably

one of Postma's earliest adherents.

In 1860 the republic of Lydenberg joined the federa-

tion afterwards known as the South African Republic,

retaining, however, its independence in Church matters

and adherence to the Synod of Cape Colony. But, tlie

Supreme Court of the Cape having decided that no
clergyman or elder from outside the colony could sit

on the Synod, a few years later the republics decided

to have their own assembly, and from tliat time till

1881, when a fresh secession took place, the two
sections of the Church continued side by side, tliough
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with considerable antagonism. The Doppers estab-

hshed branches in the Orange Free State and

Transvaal, and became a flourishing body, chiefly in

the western and central divisions. The secession of

1881 took place (again resembhng the disruption of

the Scottish Church) owing to an attempt, partially

successful, to unite the two sections. A question

concerning Church lands (with pohtical undercurrents)

caused a certain number of the Hervormde section,

influential out of proportion to their numbers on

account of their position, to leave the United Reformed

Church ; and, as a large number of Doppers never

joined the movement, the Transvaal now contains three

branches of the Dutch Reformed Church.

A striking instance of the extent to which Church

matters influence political life in the Transvaal is

afforded by the election of 1893. General Joubert,

who was the candidate of a small progressive party,

lost the election, which was largely fought on

ecclesiastical questions ; but he polled 7,000 votes out

of 14,800, a result which was undoubtedly greatly due

to his connection with the Reformed Church, then in

opposition to Kriiger and the Dopper Community.

Even at the height of his power, as is well known, Kriiger

could never make the Dopper Church that of the State,

and when he was to be buried there was no question,

despite the ruinous condition of the old State Church

in Pretoria, of his lying in state or being received in the

gorgeous Dopper Church in which he had worshipped.

The division between east and west Transvaal is not

a thing of the past. The Dopper Church is still chiefly

dominant in the west, and the United Reformed Church,

which now includes eighty per cent, of the Boer popula-

tion, in the east and north, while the small but rich

section of the Transvaal Reformed Church is found in

the central and west-central districts. The Church of the

Orange River Colony has preserved its distinct character

and the Dopper sect has found little support there.
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